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CURRENT STATUS OF DRUG ABUSE
PREVENTION AND TREATMENT

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 1983

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIME

OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washiwton, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10 a.m. in room 2237,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. William J. Hughes (chairman
of the subcommittee) residing.

Present: Representatives Hughes, Schumer, Sawyer, Sensenbren-
nei and Shaw.

S. aff present: Hayden W. Gregory, counsel; Edward O'Connell,
and 2.ric E. Sterling, assistant counsel; Charlene Vanlier, associate
counsel; and Phyllis N. Henderson, clericarstaff.

Mr. HUGHES. The Subcommittee on Crime will come to order.
The Chair has received a request to cover this hearing in whole

or in part by television broadcast, radio broadcast, still photogra-
phy or by other similar methods.

accordance with committee rule 5(a), permission will be grant-
ed unless there is objection.

Is there objection? Hearing none, permission is granted.
This morning, the Subcommittee on Crime is beginning an exam-

ination of the status of our Nation's drug abuse prevention and
treatment programs. In the last Congress, we held several hearings
on the relationship between drug abuse and crime.

Dr. John Ball of Temple University Medical School explained his
famous study of the criminal history of addicts from Baltimore. It
is worth repeating his conclusion here that an addict in treatment
commits only one-sixth the number of crimes as does an addict un-
treated and on the streets using heroin.

This subcommittee has long supported .4he use of drug treatment
to reduce the crime rate. Before we as a society will be able to get
a handle on our crime problem, we must get a firm grip on our
drug problem.

Just 1 month ago, Hal Sawyer and I returned from a factfinding
mission to the five South American countries that supply 35 per-
cent of our Na-ion's heroin, 100 percent of the cocaine, E nd roughly
85 percent of tt!4 marijuana. As we talked with polit'.4a1 leaders,
physicians, law enforcement officers, and other leading citizens of
those nations, they continually made the point that the drugs being
grown, processed, and sold in their country were destined to supply
a demand in this country.

(1)
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Obviously, they were correct. We have an enormous demand for
drugs here and our efforts to reduce that demand, to prevent drug
abuse, must be as strong as the effort we expect from our South
American neighbors.

Before I went to South America, I tended to believe that drug
crop eradication and a strong enforcement effort in the source
countries is the most cost-effective way to control the supply of
drugs. What I saw in South America, however, was really depress-
ing.

There are countries there in which the government does not
have complete control of its territo.y; countries in which the pat-
terns of corruption are deeply engrained in their society; and even
countries in which the government's continued exi3tence is indeed
in question. And, of course, some countries just don't have the
money for these programs.

In this situation, the ability to control the supply of drugs is very
difficult if not next to nothing. Such a .ituation requires us to refo-
cus on what we are doing here in the United States.

We spent a great deal of money over the last 15 years on drug
abuse treatment, on research and on prevention. What have we
learned about what is effective? What can we now do to effectively
prevent drug abuse among our children, among our colleagues at
work and our neighbors throughout the community? What have we
done, as the supply of drugs has increased and struck down more
people, to make treatment available to those who really need it?

One fact is significant. We've cut back in providing Federal as-
sistance to drug abuse prevention and treatment programs. Now
we must evaluate the effect of these cutbacks. This morning we
want to look at all these issues.

The Crime Subcommittee has spent several years working on im-
proving our drug enforcement abilities. My colleagues and I are
proud of the role that we've played in giving law enforcement offi-
cers the tools that they need. We've modernized the law which se-
verely limited military assistance to civilian law enforcement. Now
the military can share its equipment and send drug-related intelli-
gence obtained by the armed forces into the battle against drug
smugglers.

Last week, the Subcommittee on Crime sent to the full House Ju-
diciary Committee a bill to strengthen the coordination and direc-
tion of the entire Federal effort against drug abuse and drug traf-
ficking. We expect to take that bill up on October 4. Our bill would
provide for a Cabinet-level director to review the budgets of drug
abuse-related Federal agencies and promulgate a comprehensive
strategy of prevention, treatment, and enforcement.

There is no other way that we can succeed with one element and
without the others. We must fight drug traffickers across the
board. We must fight them in the jungles in South America and on
the high seas. We must fight them at the airports and on our
streets. We must fight them in the marketplace.

Ultimately, we can only eliminate their ability to sell drugs by
eliminating the demand for drugs. This can only be accomplished
by education and prevention programs, through the efforts of par-
ents, of businesses and other private-sector groups, working in con-
junction with the Government.

6
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This morning, we want to see how fa: along we are in this fight
to prevent drug abuse. We want to see .how far along we are in
freeing those who have become ensnared in drugs so that they can
become healthy, contributing members of our society once a rain,
and so that their families can turn their living energies to more
rewarding things.

We are delighted to have with us this morning as our first wit-
ness, Dr. Edward N. Brandt, the Assistant Secretary for Health at
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services; and Dr. Wil-
liam Po llin, the Director of the National Institute of Drug Abuse.

Dr. Brandt directs the activities of the Public Health Service,
which Includes the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Ad-
ministration, the Centers for Disease Control, the Food an Drug
Administration, and the National Institutes of Health. Dr. Brandt
was confirmed by the Senate in May 1981.

Dr. Brandt is a physician by profession. Prior to joining Health
and Human Services, he was vice chancellor for health affairs for
the University of Texas. He served as dean of the graduate school,
dean of medicine, and executive dean of the University of Texas
Medical Branch in Galveston.

Currently he serves on the executive board of the World Health
Organization and as the U.S. delegate to the Pan American Health
Organization.

Dr. William Po llin has served as a director of NIDA since 1979.
Prior to his appointment, he was the director of research at NIDA
for some 5 years. He's a physician and a psychiatrist. He has exten-
sive clinical experience as a research psychiatrist and as an evalua-
tor of research in mental health issues. Dr. Pollin is engaged in ex-
tensive work in drug abuse prevention.

Gentlemen, we have your statements which, without objection,
will be made a part of the record; and we hope that you will pro-
ceed as you see fit.

Welcome.

TESTIMONY OF EDWARD N. BRANDT, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR HEALTH, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN
SERVICES, ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM POLLIN, DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON DRUG ABUSE

Dr. BRANDT. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I am Dr. Edward Brandt, Assistant Secretary for Health. As you

pointed out, to my right is Dr. William Pollin, Director of the Na-
tional Institute on Drug Abuse, of the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and
Mental Health Administration.

I'd like to summarize my statement and also to augment it by
some visual material, Mr. Chairman. The point of my testimony is
to outline the current extent of the drug problem and some of its
negative consequences and the role the Department of Health and
Human Services is playing in combating this problem.

Drug abuse is clearly a major public health problem. It is one,
however, with unique characteristics. In the first place, chug use
patterns change with great rapidity. Second, there are illegal and
highly profitable activities undertaken worldwide to actively pro-
mote drug abuse.
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In combating this program, therefore, the Federal Government
has two objectives: First is a reduction in the supply of drugs, and
second is a reduction in the demand for drug. The role of our De-
partment is primarily in demand reduction.

Recent data from two important surveys, the 1982 high school
senior survey and the 1982 national household survey, indicate
that our efforts are indeed beginning to bear fruit. The person who
conducted these surveys, Dr. Lloyd Johnson of the University
Michigan, is scheduled to be here today and I understand will
on one of the later panels.

By and largr, the 1982 national household survey shows
moderation of the upward trends in drug use charted by eatlieL
surveys of the 1970's. The high school senior survey also shows that
American young people are continuing to moderate their use of il-
licit drugs.

Possible exceptions, however, to this overall picture of declining
use occurred for three of the less frequently used classes of drugs:
heroifi, opiates other than heroin, and inhalants; none of which
showed any appreciable change in 1982.

Marijuana use has shown a pattern of consistent decline since
1979. Of perhaps more significance, daily use of marijuana has de-
creased significantly.

The two legal drugs that are most commonly used, alcohol and
tobacco, have remained at high levels. Nearly all young people
have used alcohol by the end of their senior year and the great ma-
jority in the prior month. Similarly, about 35 percent of high
school students smoke cigarettes on a regular basis.

Despite the generally good news about the direction in which
things are moving, the drug abuse problem among Americans, and
particularly among American youth, is far from being solved. For
example, it is still true that roughly two-thirds of all American
young people try an illicit drug before they finish high school.

At least 1 in every 16 high school seniors is actively smoking
marijuana on a daily or near-daily basis and 20 percent have done
so for at least a month at some time in their lives.

About 1 in 16 high school seniors is drinking alcohol daily and 41
percent have had 5 or more drinks in a row at least once in the
past 2 weeks. One-third of the American household population over
age 12 have used marijuana, cocaine, heroin, or other psychoactive
drugs for nonmedical purposes at some time during their lives.

Some 3() percent of high school seniors have smoked cigarettes in
the prior month, a substantial proportion of whom are daily smok-
ers. If I could direct this committee's attention, Mr. Chairman, to
this easel, I think we can illustrate some of these results.

[Chart I
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Dr. BRANDT. The first chart shows on the orange line the oppor-
tunity to use marijuana; that is, basically the supply of marijuana,
fmm 1960 through 1982, and the green line indicates the percent-
age of young adults, ages 18 to 25, and whether or not they've ever
used it. You will notice that those two lines have been parallel
until basically the last 3 years, where we see a decline in the utili-
zation with a continuing increasing supply of marijuana available
to them.

Dr. BRANDT. If we could look at the next urge--
[Cha rt.]
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Dr. BriANDT. The next one is a chart of the daily use of marijua-na by U.S. high school seniors from 1975 to 1982. You will noticefrom 1978, there has been a steady decline, particularly accelerat-ing since 1980, in the number of seniors, or percent of seniors who,in fact, engage in the daily use of marijuana.
[Chart.]
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Dr. BRANI)T. The next graph shows the current cocaine use of
'J.S. household population and high school seniors surveyed from
1974 to 1982. You will note that there is some moderation of co-
caine use among the high school seniors, but basically not a very
sharp decline, sort of a leveling off from about 1979 to the present
time, with some decline in the household population of 18 to 25
years since 1979.

[Chart.]
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Dr. BRANDT. Finally, one of the more encouraging graphs which
shows the perception among high school seniors of the harmfulness
of marijuana. From 1975 to 1982, the orange line depicts the per-
centage of those that believe that peuple harm themselves if they
smoke marijuana regularly, and you will notice since 1978, a very
sharp increase from roughly 35 to about 60 percent of high school
seniors who now perceive marijuana to be harmful.

AcCompanying that same increase in awareness is, of course, the
decrease in utilization that we had noticed. This is the percent of
seniors who have used marijuana in the last 30 days, not necessari-
ly daily use, so it's even, I think, more encouraging than the earli-
er one.

[Chart. ]
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Dr. BRANDT. Finally, I think the influence of age hasor at least,
time of birthis best demonstrated if you look at the white line at
the top of this chartthis has to do with lifetime experience with
marijuana and other drugs for selected birth cohortsthat cohort
is the group born in the 1920's. The next one, the 1930's; 1940's and
up to the 1960's. You can see sharp differences in the lifetime expe-
rience with illicit drugs, depending upon age and depending upon
time at which they were born.

So it is, as you can see, a problem that has been increasing with
the later births, therefore, with the younger people. The top one is
for marijuana ft...d the bottom one, other psychoactive drugs being
used for nonmedical purposes.

Drug use by our young people is still believed to be the highest of
any industrialized country in the world. Recent studies funded by
our Department have clearly documented and quantified a rela-
tionship between drug abuse and crime, an area, of course, of spe-
cial interest to this committee.

These studies, however, have also documented how effective
treatment is at reducing the criminal activity associated with drug
abuse.

In addition to utilization, information on current acute negative
consequences of drug use, such as drug overdoses, is gathered by
the Department through the National Institute on Drug Abuse's
Drug Abuse Warning Network, known as DAWN.

Through the DAWN system, some 700 emergency room and med-
ical examiner facilities located in 26 metropolitan areas throughout
the United States report data on drug-related cases to NIDA on an
ongoing basis. Current information indicates that while the rapidly
increasing epidemic of drug abuse in this country during the 1960's
and 1970's has finally begun to recede, the negative health conse-
quences associated with drug use have not abated.

Turning now to a review of the problem, let me discuss the role
of our Department. Since the States took over the responsibility for
managing the delivery of drug abuse treatment and prevention
services with the passage of the ADMH block grant program which
occurred during fiscal year 1982our role Ills 1. .ome one primari-
ly of national and international leadership i seas that could not
reas...ably or feasibly be assumed by the indi, 11 States.

Carrying out this role, the Public Health Se . and NIDA is in-
volveu in four major areas of activity: resear..:1, epidemiology, pre-
vention and communications. It is becoming increasingly clear that
drug abuse is not a problem which is just social in nature. There is
an important biological component involved in drug abuse and the
exploration of that is a major focus of our research.

NIDA-sponsored research was responsible for the identification
and isolation of opiate receptors within the central nervous system
and the subsequent discovery of endogenous opiate-like substances.
These findings provide the first testable hypothesis for a biological
basis of addiction; namely, that addiction may be the result of dis-
orders in the endorphin-enkephalin system which could result in
the decreased production of both endorphins and enkephalins, or
reduced responsivity resulting from reduced receptor sensitivity.
Tests on these hypotheses are just beginning.

13
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Much has been learned about acute and chronic effects of mari-
juana. Acute intoxication with marijuana interferes with many as-
pects of mental health functioning and poses a major impediment
to classroom performance. It also has serious acute effects on per-
ception and skilled performance, both of which are involved, of
course, in driving.

Known effects of chronic marijuana use include impaired lung
functioning and decreased sperm counts and sperm motility.

Of special concern are long-term developmental effects in chil-
dren and adolescents who are particularly vulnerable to the drugs
behavioral and psychological effects. We have continued to develop
new and more effective drug abuse treatment agents. Emphasis has
been placed on coordinating efforts to make naltrexone and LAAM,
two promising new therapeutic drugs, more readily available.

Other research and scientific reviews have helped establish the
addictive properties of nicotine. Tobacco smoking has been found to
be a prototypic dependence process, having both pharmacologic and
physiological effects.

Converging lines of research indicate that cigarette smoking is
strongly related to the onset of marijuana smoking and subsequent
use of other drugs. This finding suggests the prevention efforts tar-
geted toward reducing young people's initiation into cigarette
smoking can have long-term beneficial effects, not only in reduc-
tion of smoking and the associated risks, but also in the use of all
other drugs.

Part of our research program is specifically focused on evaluat-
ing specific treatment modalities. I have here, Mr. Chairman, acopy oc our most recent announcement for research grants and
youth drug abuse treatment, which I would like to submit for the
record, if you have no objection.

Mr. HUGHES. Without objection, it will be so received.
(The information follows:]

1 4
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

ALCOHOL, DRUG ABUSE, AMD MENTAL HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON DRUG ABUSE

PESEARCH GRANTS PROGRAM
CATALOOUE OF FEDEPAL DOMESTIC ASSISTANCE NO. 13.279

YOUTH DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT RESEARCH GRANTS

JULY 1983

INTRODUCTION

Although it appears that then has been a decline in illicit drug use among
high school seniors in recent years, drug use prevalence is still very
high. It is estimated that 1 out of 16 seniors uses marijuana on a daily or
near-daily basis (using 20 or more times in a 30-day period). Approximately
two-thirds of American youth (64 percent) experiment with an illicit drug
before they finish high schoql (Johnston et al. 1983). Multiple drug use,
or harmful use of a number of illicit and licit substances in sequence
and/or in combination is acknowledged (to be a growing adolescent problem
(Friedman 1982).

Extensive literature now exists on the nature and extent of adolescent drug
use, yet there is little information about the problems that Deng youth to
the attention of treatment agencies, the services available to these youth
and the effectiveness of these treatment efforts. Based on 1981 data
collHoted frost treatment programs and hospital emergency rooms, the National
Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) projected that 43,000 youngsters under 18
yews of age received drug abuse treatment in hospital emergency rows and
68,000 in drug abuse treatment programs (National Drug Abuse Treatment
Utilization Survey).

BACKGROUND

While there have been numerous evaluation studies of drug treatment programs
in recent yearS, there have been few systematic evaluation research studies
of programs specifically oriented to serve adolescent drug abusers 12 to 19
years of age. As a result, the literature on treatment methods and '

approaches for young nrug abusers is extremely limited. 4

Even the reputedly effective youth drug programs have not been able to offd
proof of that effectiveness, since few youth-serving agencies have the
research capacity or resources to conduct program evaluations.
Consequently, there is insufficient information about the efficacy of the
treatment options available to youthful drug abusers, their families, and to
the community or court referral systems.

Well conceived and rigorously designed research is needed to assess the
efficacy of treatment services for youthful drug abusers, and to identify
those process elements whil.h contribute to favorable outcomes.
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. AREAS OF INTEREST/TREATMENT RESEARCH PROPOEALS

1. Early Intervention

NIDA is encouraging investigators to evaluate the effectiveness of
different early intervention and casefinding techniques that are used to
reach young drug abusers and attract them into treatment. Studies of
treatment populations (Client Oriented Data Acquisition Process 1981)
show that clients generally began using illtit drugs at ages 13 to 16,
yet, on the average, they do not enter treatment until they are much
older and seem more heavily involved in drug use and criminal
activities. NIDA is interested in valuating the efficacy of early
intervention programs designed to attract youth into treatment,
including programs operated by school systems, family agencies,
community mental health agencies, recreational programs and other
youth/family service systems.

2. Problems /Heeds

There is a need to investigate and determine the kinds of problems/needs
presented by adolescents entering treatment for drug abuse and the
resources available to them. The National Youth Polydrug Study (Farley
et al. 1979) reported that youngsters entering drug treatment have
multiple problems and needs. Nearly all of the study youth (N 2,927)
admitted that they were seeking help for at least one type of problem
other than substance abuse and almost half state. that their substance
abuse was not the primary reason for applying to the program for
admission. The severity of drug abuse problems for adolescent clients
was found to be significantly related to family factors: demographic
characteristics of.families and Jucationlevels; the disruption and
dissolution of family structure; family cbnstellation factors; and the
number of problems'yoag drug abusers perceived to be present in their
families. It is expected that adolescent drug users may make USE of
various community resources. Study needs to be made of the resources
used for particular types of drug and drug-related problems and their
effectiveness in providing drug-related services and/or in making
appropriate referral.

3. Controlled Program Studies

In practice, it is often difficult to achieve random assignment of
clients to treatment and no treatment (control) groups. This problem
derives from the fact that treatment studies are typically conducted in
settings in which the needs of human beings are foremost, and the 4

feelings--and support--of clinicians apd treatment personnel are
significant. Nevertheless, there is a need to understand what
interventions are effective, who benefits, and how different treatment
methods and approaches can be improved for all clients. In order to do
this, the field demands the development of well controlled studies of
programs and service delivery components that seem to offer promise in
the treatment of youthful drug abusers. In situations where random
assicnment is impossible, investigators should use strategies designed
to control, or measure the influence of, non-treatment sources of

16
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variance. Among treatment components that need to be explored are:
individual and grodp counseling/psychotherapy, educational/vocational
rehabilitative initiatives, aftercare strategies, etc.

In understanding the efficacy of treatment programs consisting of
several components, it will be important to examine issues related to
the contribution of the program's component parts as well as variables
related to organizational climate, structure and functioning. In all

such treatment stud:es it will be important to understand the
contribution of client variables to treatment outcome.

4. Multi-Modality Comparison Studies

To attain a broad view of treatment effectiveness and tormulatu
conclusions which will have wide application to youth drug abuse
treatment, a variety of treatment modalities should be studied. In view
of this need, NIDA is interested in supporting studies that investigate,
across geographic boundaries, the different types of programs serving
adolescent drug abusers. Through such efforts, a typology of adolescent
drug treatment programs could be constructed, identifying the principal
modalities serving youth and the characteristics of client populations
served by each of the modalities. On the basis of this information,
followup studies can be initiated evaluating the short and long-term
efficacy of different treatment approaches and the contributions made to
utcome by treatment and client variables. NIDA is interested in
supporting studies that make use of large samples of youth programs,
using some set of uniform client classification measures, along with
pre- and post-treatment criterion measures. hich will permit comparisons
across programs and client subgroups.

5. Diagnostic Tools

P is needed on the capacity of diagnostic strategies and tools to
permit the assignment of different subgroups of young drug abusers) to
appropriate therapeutic regimens. In this regard, it will be important
.to assess clients at admi:sinn on psychodiagnostic variables that may
predict treatment response and thereby aid in directing clients to
specific treatment forms. In that spirit, effort should also be made to
assess the significance for treatment outcome of various strategies for
sub-grouping clients, e.g., in accord with criminal justice status,
different drug use patterns, etc.

APPLICATION

The :nstitute wishes to encourage investigators to submit research grant
proposals in the areas discussed in this announcement. Applications maY be
submitted by nonprofit, for-profit, or public organizations.

The regular research grant application for PHS 398 (rev. 5/82) must be used
in applying for these awards. State and local agencies should use form PHS
5161 (rev. 3/79). Application kits are available in university grant
offices or from the Grants Management 3ranch, National Institute on Drug
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Abuse, 5600 Fishers Lane, Room 10-25, Rockville, Maryland, 20857; telephone
(301) 443-6710. The original and six copies of applications (original and
two copies if form PH5 5161 is used) must be submitted to the Division of
Research Grants, Westwood Building, 5333 Westboro Avenue, Bethesda,
Maryland, 20205.

FURTHER INFORMATION AND CONSULTATION

Further information about the areas of interest described in this
announcement may be obtained by contacting tee Chief, Treatment Research
Branch, Division of Clinical Research, National Institute on urug Abuse,
5600 Fishers Lane, Room 10A-30, Rockville, Maryland, 20857; telephone (3011
443-4060. Investigators are encouraged to submit concept papers or outlines
of their research to NIDA staff prior to preparing an application.

REVIEW PROCEDURES

Review procedures for applications to this program conform to peer review
procedures applicable to all research grants programs sponsored by the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration. Applications are
reviewed for scientific merit by an initial peer review group; the National
Advisory Council on Drug Abuselperforms a second review which may be based
on policy as well as scientific merit considerations. After the Council
provides final recommendations 'applicants are notified of the results of
the review by the Director, Officer of Extramural Policy and Project Review, NIOA.

REVIEW CRITERIA

The criteria for review of applications include overall quality and
scientific merit of the proposed research. Scientific merit involves
considerations such as originality, feasibility, soundness of the
theoretical base in relation to previous research, soundness of approach and
research design, as well as the qualifications and experience of the
investigators. The availability of suitable facilities to perform the
proposed studies, the supportive nature of the research environment, and the
appropriateness of the proposed budget are also important evaluative
factors. Additional criteria applicable to intervention research include
appropriate commitments from and arrangements for collaboration with-
treatment programs and potential replicability and generalizability of the
intervention.

AWARD CRITERIA

:riteria for funding of applications are based on the scientific merit of
the proposal, as determined by peer review, and relevance to national need
3S reflected in NICA's research priorities and plans. The availability of
funds, the overall balance of the various topic areas in the program, the
Potential contribution of the study to the (j.lvelopment and refinement
irug treatment technology, and the cost effectiveness of the study also wi'l
oe considered in determining which awards will be made.
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ANNUAL RECEIPT AND REVIEW SCHEDULE

Receipt Oates Initial Review Council ..Earliest Possible
Renewal/New

Mee4lat Start Date

Feb 1/Mar. 1

Group
June Sept./Oct. Decemb2r 1

June 1/July 1 October Jan./Feb. April 1
Oct. 1/Nov. 1 February May duly 1

AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS

An amount up to $750,000 will be budgeted for supporting new and compecing
extension (renewal) grants in each of the fiscal years, 1984, 1985, and
1986.

PERIOD OF SUPPORT

Applications may request support for a period of 'p to 5 years. Most
projects do not exceed 3 years. A come, !ting cc.-6inuation (i.o., a renewal)
application may be submitted before the end of project period. A competing
suplemental application may be submitted during an approved period of
support to expand the .cope or protocol during the project period.

FINAL PERFORMANCE REPORT REQULREMENTS

Grantees are expected to submitto NIDA 3 copies of the final reports of
their projeCts within 90 days of the project's termination. The final
report should contain at least the following: a literature review, a clear
statement of purpose and methodology, the flndings of the project, an
interpretation and discuasion of those findihgs including a clear exposition
of the practical implications for treatment and of the implications for
further research, a description of dissemination arhieved or planned, and a
summary or abstract of the report. If an intervention is being evaluated,
it should be clearly and completely described.

TERNS AND CONDITIUNS

Grant funds may be used for expenses clearly related and necessary to carry
out research projects, including both direct costs which can be specifically
identified with the project, and allowable indirect costs of the
institution. Research grant support is not provided to establish, add a,
component to, or operate a treatment service or program. Support for
research related costrof treatment services and programs may be requested
only for those particular costs and for that period of time required by the
research. Such costs must be justified in terms of research objectives,
methods, and design which promise to yield important gersralizable knowledge
and/or make a significant contribution to theoretical concepts. If sucn
cost: are requested, applicants must provide a description of other source%
of support that have been explored for them. Because of limited research
funds, there is a need to keep these types of costs to 4 minimum in research
projects and, even where justified, the full amount requested may not be
awarded. Funding for program implementation is limited to the costs for



small treatment components that are required in order to conduct the
research.

Grants must be administered in accordance with the PHS Grants Policy
Statement. Title 42 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 52, "Grants
nFTellirch Projects," is applicable to these awards. While references to
other applicable regulations may be found in the aforementioned references,
special attention is called to the following regulation:

42 CFR 2 - Confidentiality of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Patient Records.
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Dr. BRAND'r. Data from these evaluation projects replicate the
findings of earlier studies that individuals show considerable im-
provement after treatment, including decreased drug use, de-
creased criminal activity, and increased productive behavior.

Both large-scale followup studies and sma.ler program-based
evaluation efforts have established that drug abuse treatment does
work. Much of our research activities have been and will continue
to be targeted to families and youth and the development of drug
abuse prevention and intervention models.

This prevention research focuses on the influence of family and
peers in the prevention of drug abuse. We have placed high priori-
ty on the careful evaluation of a number of drug abuse prevention
strategies targeted to teenagers.

The most promising include social skill,' training, which focuses
on communication skills, and positive peer pressure techniques,
which train individuals to resist the subtle pressure from peers or
from the media to use cigarettes, alcohol, and marijuana.

A 5-year grant has been awarded by NIDA to implement and test
a schoolbased prevention program to offset peer pressure through
the use of positive strategies for saying no to drugs. Dr. C. Andrew
Johnson, who will be testifying later today, can describe this
project in greater detail.

Two new grant announcements have just been issued in the area
of prevention research. The first, entitled "Drug Abuse Prevention
Research Announcement," includes parent, family skills, training
research, with emphasis on school -based programs to develop skills
in resisting peer pressure to use drugs.

The second announcement, entitled "Family Therapy and Pre-
vention Research An 'iouncement," focuses specifically on the effi-
cacy of family therapy in the treatment of adolescent drug abusers
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and on the prevention of drug-abusing behavior in the younger sib-
lings of adolescent drug abusers.

The long-term policy of the Department has been and is to devel-
op knowledge, to provide technical assistance, and information, and
to rely upon the States, local communities, and voluntary organiza-
tions for provision of direct services and the majority of furiding for
those services.

For the past 6 years, our primary mechanism for technical assist-
ance has been Pyramid, a nationwide resource-sharing network
that puts State and local community groups in touch with re-
sources they may need to mount effective prevention programs.

Since its inception, we have supported the parents' movement by
lending technical assistance, convening workshops and conferences,
and publishing a variety of materials. A publication, "Parents,
Peers and Pot," was developed for parents' groups and has been
the most widely requested NIDA publication.

There are now well over 3,000 organized groups working to pro
mote an environment in which children are getting "Don't do
drugs" messages from parents, schools, the media, 2.nd the commu-
nity at large.

NIDA, in fiscal year 1982, awarded a contract for the production
of six marijuana public service announcements. These radio and
television spots will deal with the effects of marijuana on driving,
learning, and family relationships.

A second contract has been awarded to develop a national drug
abuse prevention campaign and that will be launched this month.

Increasing public awareness of drug abuse and its health conse-
quences is an important goal of this administration. The First
Lady, for example, has traveled throughout the country carrying
vital messages about the dangers of drug abuse and ways in which
we can work together to combat it.

Her activities, together with the Federal oversight and coordina-
tion provided by the White House Drug Policy Office, have given
high-ievel visibility to the problem of drug abuse.

NIDA's National Clearinghouse for Drug Abuse Information
serves as the Faderal center for collection and dissemination of
drug abuse information. During the past 2 years, over 7.5 million
publications were distributed. An additior.al 1 million publications
have been distributed through a national supermarket dissemina-
tion program.

We are endeavoring to stimulate the media to communicate how
the problem of drug abuse negatively affects entire communities
and how it can be prevented. Media messages about drug abuse are
beginning to change for the better.

Drug abuse is a problem that cuts across all social, economic, and
age groups and all of these desP.ve our attention. But in a tim(
when it is necessary to extrac' maximum benefit from the Federal
investment, it is extremely important that we set clear priorities.

During the next fiscal year, fiscal year 1984, ADAMHA's efforts
will focus on continuing to define and implement successful model
prevention and treatment strategies and to move toward a position
where application of these methods can be confidently disseminat-
ed to the community level.
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Developing new data systems is another priority area. Also, we
will continue our technical assistance to private-sector and family-
based prevention activities. Our efforts, I think, are already paying
dividends as reflected, for example, in the most recent drug use
trends that we reviewed earlier today. However, drug abuse re-
mains one of our most serious public health problems.

We appreciate, Mr. Chairman, the opportunity to talk about
these issues. Dr. Pollin and I will now be glad to answer any ques-
tions that you or members of the committee may have.

[The statement of Dr. Brandt follows:]

STATEMENT BY EDWARD N. BRANDT, JR., M.D., ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR HEALTH,
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your invitation to discuss the current status of drug
abuse treatment and prevention efforts. Accompanying me today is Dr. William
Pollin, Director of the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA). This morning my
testimony will outline the current extent of the drug problem, some of its negative
consequencesi, and the role the Department is playing in combatting the problem.
Many of the activities which I will discuss are being carried out by NIDA, which is
part of our Alcohol, Drug Abuse, P" Mental Health Administration (ADAMHA).

Drug abuse is clearly a major p 1. 'aealth problem, with very unique character-
istics. First. drug use patterns car ge with great rapidity. Over the last two dec-
ades. for example, there has been approximately a 30-fold increase in the use of
marijuana by American young people. Second, there are illegal and highly profita-
ble activities undertaken worldwide to actively promote drug abuse. In combatting
this prob'em, therefore, the Fede-al government has two objectives: a reduction in
the supply of drugs and a reduct on in the demand for them. The role of the Depart-
ment of :lealth and Human Services is primarily to reduce the eizamand for drugs
through ;activities in research, prevention, and treatment.

Recent data from two important surveys, th 1982 High Scnool Senior Survey and
the 1982 National Household Survey on Drug Abuse indicate that our efforts are
indeed beginning to bear fruit.

By and large, the 1982 National Housetaii,d Carvey data show some moderation of
the upward trend in drug use warted by earlier surveys of the seventies. The 1982
High School Senior Survey also shows that American young people are continuing
to moder . . their use of illicit drugs. 3etween 1981 and 1982 nearly all classes of
illicit drugs showed declines in current use (tnat is, use during the month preceding
the survey), with the most appreciable drops xcurring this year for marijuana, co-
caine. amphetamines. and sedatives. Tranquilizer use and hallucinogen use also
showed modest declines. Possible Exceptions to this overall picture of declining use
occurred for three of the less frequently te-,ed classes of drugsheroin, opiates other
..an hero, 1. and inhalantsnone of which shoved any appreciable change in 1982.

As meast red by the High School Senior Survey, marijuana use has shown a pat-
tern of conaiscrt declire since 1979. While the proportion of seniors having ever
tried the d..ug has not danged much (60 peen, in 1979 versus 59 percent in 1982),
the percentage reporting Ise in the month preceding the study dropped from 37 per-
cnt in 1979 to 29 percent in 1982. Of perhaps more significance from a public
health perspective, daily of marijuana has decreased significantly. Between 1975
and 19'N. daily use of marijuana among high school sen:ors increased frorr 6 to 11
percent. However the decline since 1978 has been almost as dramatic. In 1982,
active daily use of marijuana was back down to approximately where it was in 1975,

(i percent. or about one in ea...ary 16 seniors.
The two legal drags most commonly used, alnhol and tobacco, have remained at

high levels Nearly all young people have used cicohol by the end of their senior
year and the great majority have used in tne prior month. Similarly about 35 per-
cent of high school seniors smoke cigarettes on a regular basis. In sum, both of these
surveys indicate that the use of many illicit drugs has declined, or is declining, sig-
nificantly from the peak levelssilttained during the late seventies. Still, despite this
generally good news about tne direction in which things have been moving, the drug
abuse problem among Americans. and particularly among American youth, is far
from being solved. It is still true that:

Roughl, tvo-thirds of all American young people (64 percent) try an illicit drug
before they finish high school.
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At least one in every sixteen high school seniors is actively smoking marijuana on
a daily or near daily basis, and fully 20 percent have done so for at least a month atsome time in their lives.

About one in sixteen seniors is drinking alcohol daily, and 41 percent have hadfive or more drinks in a row at least once in the past two weeks.
One-third of the American household population over age 12 have used marijua-

na, cocaine, heroin, or other psychoactive drug for nonmedical purposes at sometime during their lives. In addition, approximately one in every five Americans in
households surveyed have used these drugs during the past year.

Some 30 percent of high school seniors have smoked cigarettes in the prior month,
a substantial proportion of whom are daily smokers.

Despite some very welcome progress in reducing drug abuse in recent years, drug
use by our young people is still thought to be the highest of any industrialized coun-try in tt.e world. By some estimates, the total annual cost of drug abuse to society is
close to or above $100 billion. Of this figure $10 to $16 billion is attributable to the
impact of drug abusers on the health care system, the law enforcement and judicial
system, tke employment market, and ganeral welfare and social service systems.
Another $70 to $80 billion in annual coats result from the association between drugsand crime. Recent studies funded by this Department have clearly documented and
quantified the relationship between drug abuse and crime, an area of special inter-
est to this Committee. Those studies have also documented how effective treatmentis at reducing the criminal activity associated with drug abuse.

More specifically, we know that there are approximately a heif million heroin ad-
dicts in the U.S. and that these individuals, when actively addicted, are each respoh
Bible for approximately 360 crimes per year. When an addict is in treatment, the

inumber of crimes he/she commits is reduced by approximately 84 percent; that is,the addict in treatment commits only one -sixth as many crimes as the addict not in
treatment. Put another way, 295 fewer crimes are committed per year by the addict
in treatment. Approximately 20% of the nation's heroin addicts (100,000) are pres-ently in treatment programs.

Information on current, a ;ute negative health consequences of drug use, such as
drug overdoses, is gathered by the Department through NIDA's Drug Abuse Warn-
ing Network (DAWN). Through the DAWN syeteM, some 700 emergency room and
medical examiner facilities located primaHly in 26 metropolitan areas throughoutthe U.S. report data on drug-related cases to NIDA on an ongoing basis. Current
information from this source indicates that while the rapidly increasing epidemic ofdrug use in this country during the 1960s and 1970s has finally begun to recede, the
negative health consequences associatel with drug use have not abated.

For example, over the past three ye...Afrom July, 1980 to June, 1983emergen-cy room visits related to heroin increased in many cities throughout the country.
None of the metropolitan areas sampled showed a decreasing trend during thistime. In recent months, the overall trend in heroin mentions has begun to show
signs of leveling off in New York, has leveled off in Los Angeles, and shows signs of
small decreases in Philadelphia. Only Detroit and Phoenix are still showing astrong increasing trend.

Over the same three year period, there have also been increases in emergency
room visits related to cocaine in most cities. In recent months the overall cocainetrend has shown some signs of leveling, as has the trend Ii. New York. However, .%e
emergency room visits related to cocaine are still increasini, in Detroit, Los Angeles,New Orleans, Miami, and Philadelphia.

Turning from a review of the problem, I wou: ' like to discuss the role of the De-
partment. When the States took over the responsibility for managing the delivery of
drug abuse treatment and prevention services with the passage of the Alcohol and
Drug Abuse and Mental Heaith Services (ADMS) Block Grant Program during FY1982, our role became one primarily of national and international leadership in
...seas that could not reasonably or feasibly be assumed by the individual States. Incarrying out this role, the Public Health Serviceand within it the National Insti-
tute on Drug Abuse (NIDA)is involved in four major areas of activity: research,
epidemiology, prevention, and communications. As set forth in recent reauthorizing
legislation (PL 98-24), NIDA retains the lead role within the federal governmentfor .he dissemination of information based on research finding,: concerning the
nature, prevention, and treatment of drug al'.se.

In this context, it is becoming increasingly clear that drug abuse is a problem
which is not just social in nature. There is an important biological component in-
volved in drug abuse, the exploration of which is a major focus of our research.
NIDA-sponsored research was responsible for the identification and isolation ofopiate receptors within the central nervous system and the subsequent discovery of
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endogenous opiate-like substances. These findings provide the first testable hypothe-
sis for a biological basis of education; i.e., that addiction may be the result of disor-
ders in the endor111 4 .nkephalin system which could result in the decreased pro-
duction of endorphins and enkephalins (as in the diabetes model where the disease
results from decreased production of insulin), or reduced responsivity resulting from
reduced receptor sensitivity. Tests on these hypotheses are just beginning, and their
findings may open new methods for the prevention and treatment of drug abuse and
other health problems.

Much has also been learned about both the acute and chroniceffects of marijuana
use. It is now clear, for example, that acute intoxication with marijuana interferes
with many aspects of mental health functioning and poses a major impediment to
classroom performance. The drug alsv has serious acute effects on perception and
skilled performance, both of which ale inolved in driving and a number of other
tasks. In addition to the acute effects, known effects of chronic marijuana use in-
clude impaired lung functioning and decreased sperm counts and sperm motility.
Preliminary evidence also suggests that marijuana may interfere with ovulation
and prenatal development, may impair the body's immune response, and may have
adverse effects on heart function. It has been learned that the by-products of mari-
juana remain in the body fat for many weeks; with consequences whose full signifi-
cance is still under study. The metabolic release of these stored by-product may
produce residual effects on performance after the acute reaction to the drug has
worn off.

Of special concern are the long-term developmental effects in children and adoles-
cents who are particularly vulnerable to the drug's behavorial and psychological ef-
fects. Chronic use of the drug appears to relate to symptoms characterized by loss of
motivation and energy, diminished school performance, harmed parental relation.'
ships, and other behavorial disruptions of young persons. Although more research is
required, recent national surveys report that 40 percent of heavy users experience
some or all these symptoms.

We have continued to develop new and more effective drug abuse treatment
agents. Emphasis has been placed on coordinating efforts to make naltrexone and
LAAM devo-alpha-acetyl-methadolitwo promising new therapeutic drugs for nar-
cotic addict detoxification and treatmentmore readily available. Analyses of other
therapeutic agents are also being carried out and efforts are being undertaken to
evaluate the utility of clonidine and related drugs (lafexidine) in drug abuse treat-
ment.

Other research and scientific reviews have helped establish the addictive proper-
ties of nicotine. Tobacco smol,:ng has been found to be a prototypic dependence proc-
ess having both pharmacologic and psychological effects. In particular, the euphor-

, iant effects of nicotine are strikingly similar to those of morphine and cocaine when
they are taken intravenously, and nicotine has been found to be a reinforcer for ani-
mals. Converging lines of research indicate that cigarette smoking is strongly relat-
ed to the onset of marijuana smoking, and subsequent use of other drugs. For exam-
ple. among all teenagers in 1982, current cigarette smokers were 11 times more
likely to be current marijuana users and 14 times more likely to be current users of
heroin. cocaine, and/or hallucinogens, than non-smokers. This finding indicates that
prevention efforts targeted toward reducing young peoples' initiation into cigarettes
can have long-term beneficial effects not only in reductidn of smoking, but also in
the use of all other drugs.

While much of the basic drug abuse research we carry out has implicatic.ns for
treatment, part of our research program is specifically focused on evaluating specif-
ic treatment modalities. Last year, for example, preliminary results became avail-
able from the Treatment Outcome Prospective Study (TOPS), a longitudinal investi-
gation of 12.0(s) patients in treatment at more than 50 selected federally funded
drug treatment programs during 1979 to 1981. Data from TOPS replicate the find-
ings of earlier studies that individuals show considerable improvement after treat-
went Measured by the outcome criteria of decreased drug use, decreased criminal
activity. and increased productive behaviors, such as employment.

Both large-scale followup studies and smaller program-based evaluation efforts
have established that drug abuse treatment does work. In the future, emphasis will
be placed on smaller multiple program compinisons designed to answer specific
questions. such as which patients benefit most from particular types of treatment,
and additional work will be carried out using controlled clinical trials, where feasi-
ble, to answer specific questions about the effectiveness of a given intervention.

In addition. many of the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administra-
tion's ,ADAMHA'si research acti-ities have been and will continue to be targeted to
families and youth and the development of drug abuse prevention/intervention
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models. This prevention research focuses on the influence of family and peers in
preventing drug abuse as well as determining the differential effectiveness of par-
ticular prevention techniques such us individual and family skills training. We are
also supporting research to explore how family functioning, family life events, and
changes affect patterns of adolescent substance abuse.

For the past five years, we have placed high priority on the careful evaluation of
a number of drug abuse prevention strategies targeted at teenagers These strate-
gies are all designed to prevent, delay, and reduce the onset of drug atrase and relat-
ed social problem behaviors. The most promising identified thus far include "social
skills training," which focuses on communication skills, and "positive peer pressure
techniques," which train youth to resist the subtle pressures from peers or from the
media to use cigarettes, alcohol, and marijuana. A 5-year grant has been awarded
by NIDA to implement and test a school-based prevention program to offset peer
pressure through the use of positive strategies for saying "no" to drugs. Dr. C. An-
derson Johnson, also testifying here today, can describe this project in greater
detail.

NIDA recently held a technical review on Intervention Strategies in the Preven-
tion of Adolescent Drug Abuse, that included an assessment and evaluation of the
state of the art of prevention within the next five years. The results of that review
will be disseminated to the field as soon as they are available. '

In addition, two new grant announcements have just been issued in the area of
prevention research. The first, entitled "Drug Abuse Prevention Research An-
nouncement," included parent/family skills training research, and emphasis on
schoolbased programs to develop skills in resisting peer pressure to use drugs. Al-
though adolescents are a primary focus of NIDA's intervention research, study of
other population segments that may be at risk is also encouraged in this research
announcement. The second announcement, entitled "Family Therapy and Preven-
tion Research Announcement," focuses specifically on the efficacy of family therapy
in the treatment of adolescent drug abusers, and on the prevention of drug abusing
behavior in the younger siblings of adolescent drug abusers.

The long-term policy of the Department has been to develop knowledge, to provide
technical assistance and information, and to rely upon the States, local communi-
ties, and voluntary organizations for provision of direct services and the majority of
funding for those services. For the past 6 years, our primary mechanism for techni-
cal assistance has been Pyramid, a nationwide resource sharing network that puts
State and local community groups in touch with the resources they may need to
mount effective prevention programs. Pyramid has assisted State governments in
planning, implementing, monitoring, and evaluating prevention programs. It also
has been responsive to parents groups, schools, businesses, and industry in their ef-
forts to carry out prevention activities.

We have also promoted community resource mobilization through the national
replication of Channel One, in which the public and private sectors work together to
initiate alternative prevention programs for youth, through their participation in
projects to benefit their local communities. Over 165 projects involving more than
80 private sector business entities are in operation in 46 States and Territories. Of
these, 102 were developed in just the last two years.

Since its inception we have supported the parents movement by lending technical
assistance, convening workshops and conferences, and publishing a variety of mate-
rials. "Parents, Peers and Pot was developed for parents groups and has been the
most widely requested NIDA ,publication. Recently we developed "Parents, Peers
and Pot II: Parents in Action, a book describing the formation and experiences of
selected parent groups in urban, suburban, and rural communities. In 1981, NIDA
sponsored a national conference dealing with parents and drug abuse prevention.
Discussion focused on community mobilization and networking, parenting skills, and
other family-centered approaches to drug abuse prevention. During 1981 and 1982,
NIDA also convened four regional workshops to promote collaboration between
parent groups, State agencies, and prevention and treatment programs. There are
now well over 3,000 organized parent groups working to promote an environment in
which children are getting "don't do drugs" messages from parents, schools, the
media, and the community at large. Currently NIDA is collaborating with ACTION
and the National Federation of Parents to expand and enhance involvement of
ethnic minority families in the parent movement for drug free youth.

In an effort to continue to keep the public, and youth in particular, aware of the
health and psychological effects of marijuana, NIDA in FY 1982 awarded a contract
for the production of six marijuana public service announcements. These radio and
television spots will deal with the effects of marijuana on driving, learning, and
family relationships. NIDA has awarded another contract, to the Advertising Coun-
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cil, Inc, to develop a national drug abuse prevention camps'-n which will be
launched this month The basic thrust of this two-pronged campaignaimed at
teenagers 12 to 14 years old and at parentsis to accelerate the downturn in the
use of marijuana and extend' this downturn to other drugs.

Increasing public awareness of drug abuse and its health consequences is an im-
portant goal of this Administration. The First Lady, for example, has traveled
throughout the country, carrying vital messages about the dangers of drug abuse
and ways in which we can work together to combat it. Her activities, together with
the Federal oversight and coordination provided by the White house Drug Policy
Office, have given high-level visibility to the problem of drug abuse.

NIDA's National Clearinghouse for Drug Abuse Information serves as the Federal
center for collection and dissemination of drug abuse information, providing services
to both lay and professional audiences. During the past two years, over 7.5 million
publications were distributed in response to requests from parents, young people,
community groups, treatment staff, researchers, and State officials. An additional
one million publications have been distributed through a national supermarket dis-
semination program.

Along with the production and dissemination of drug abuse information, we are
endeavoring to stimulate the media to communicate how the probleo of drug abuse
negatively affects entire communities and how it can be prevented. Media messages
about drug abuse are beginning to change for the better. To encourage this, NIDA is
collaborating with the Scott Newman Foundation on the annual Scott Newman
Award. This award, first given in 1981, is presented to television programmers who
broadcast TV shows that convey a strong drug prevention theme (first awarded in
1981). This effort is designed to influence, and hopefully curtail, the kinds of pro-drug messages that appear sometimes unconsciously or inexplicitly in the TV
medium.

Drug abuse is a problem that cuts across all social, economic, and age groups, and
all of these deserve our attention, but in a time when it is necessary to extract max-
imum benefit from the Federal. investment, it is extremely important that we set
clear priorities. During the next fiscal year (FY 1984) ADAMHA's efforts will focus
on continuing to define and implement successful model prevention and treatment
strategies and to move toward a position where application of' these methods can be
confidently disseminated to the community level. Developing new data systems to
accurately and comprehensively track the utilization of' drug abuse treatment pro-
grams and to describe patient-addicts in treatment is another priority area. In ourefforts combat youthful drug abuse, we will also continue our technical assistance
to privy e sector and family based prevention activities, such as those of local par-
ents groups. Our efforts are already paying dividends, as reflected, for example, in
the most recent drug use trends I cited at the beginning of this testimony. However,
drug abuse remains one of our most serious public health problems.

Thank you for the opportunity to talk about these important issues. Dr. Pollinand 1 would be glad to answer any questions you might have.

Mr. fluGHlis. Dr. Pollin, is there anything that you would want
to add?

Dr. POLLIN I think Dr. Brandt summarized the situation exceed-
ingly well. I just want to reinforce the point that he made that
though there has been significant recent improvement with regard
to reversal of a two-decade epidemic increase, that the reductions
still leave us at a point of very high vulnerability and the need to
maintain an emphasis and priority on the national situation is
very great indeed.

Mr. Humus. Dr. Brandt, I spend a lot of time visiting schools.
Every time I have an opportunity to visit a high school or a ele-
mentary school, I avail myself of it. I get into schools a couple
times a month.

I find in my district that the young people don't have the infor-
mation on just what effect marijuana has on them. You went into
great length to dc- scribe what current research describes as the
impactphysiological and otherwiseon youngsters or others of
smoking marijuana.
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What kind of a job have we done communicating to the schools
the healthy and other hazards of smoking marijuana?

Dr. BRANDT. Well, I think it may best be demonstrated by the
slide, Mr. Chairman, we had earlier showing that roughly 60 per-
cent of high school seniors are aware that there are negative
health consequences from smoking marijuana.

Now being aware of these, or recognizing these and taking action
on it are not necessarily the same thing, as we can witness in all
sorts of other behaviors that both adults and young people engage
in that are known not to be healthy.

Part of our program, and as I said earlier, one of the grants re-
cently awarded to Dr. Johnson in California will, in fact, develop
techniques for better awareness of young people to the negative
health effects of marijuana use and the use of other drugs.

I should also point out that another major activity of the Depart-
ment has been the teen-aged drinking and driving initiative. We
are pulling together we now have involvement in all 50 Statesof
the chapters of Students Against Driving Drunk, SADD, and at-
tempting through peel techniques to point out to young people that
anything that interferesany drug that interferes with your abili-
ty to drive, which includes marijuana and any other psychoactive
drug, and alcohol is going to lead to trouble. I think that that mes-
sage is starting to get out there.

I agree there are a lot of students who aren't aware of it yet, but
we certainly have efforts under way.

Dr. Po llin may wish to elaborate some.
Mr. HUGHES. Dr. Po llin.
Dr. PowN. Mr. Chairman, I think one essential point here is

that we are in the midst of an ongoing 1. rocess and that whereas
just a few years ago only a minority of oui students, as well as the
general population, were concerned with the use of marijuana, that
that figure continues to increasethe percentage of those who see
the health risks and who have negative reactions.

I'd like to supply for the record a more recent data source, the
California poll, the Field poll, which was published August 1 of this
year, which indicates that even in California, which has tended to
be the bellweather State and often to be first in terms of setting
trends with regard to increased drug use, that marijuana use con-
tinues to drop. There continues to be an increase in the percentage
of people who see it as a problem; a dangerous drug, an increase in
the percentage of population who are in favor of stricter controls,
stricter regulation.

So the changes which the charts have shown, we think and hope
will continue in the same direction and the problem which you ac-
curately describe, we hope, is in the process of being remedied.
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A Hirst on How the California Public Views

a Variety of Matters Relating to:

Mari/Juana
August 1883

listes round
tnipread 111. Ig legal and illegal drugs has been a

main, feature of the last two dei advt. turbulent social
un,. Recurring themes in today's news involve the Ktt .

ing by authonlies c la drug cache with a huge dollar -street
salt'e ill, it use among famous people in the arts. sports.
busitivis world and government. and an increase in drug
related crimes accidents. disease and poor health

However rt studios by the Isialimial Institute on
Drug Abuse has a found that. despite the huge increase in

adahtttds ot both Illegal drugs le g . heroin. cocaine.
naniumim and legal drugs (r g tranquilvers. sleeping
pi 's s martinet alt oholl. overall drug arse is down

nialseientists have theorized that a significant cultural
gr has taken place in the way the public views and

,se. drugs ks !erring In Lie 9ti5- 1978 period as the "drug
eitalenin Years. t hey say t hat the turn to drugs was part of
a larger snual phenomenon in which people sought
'Regent Witte personal gratification and turned away from
immlybased nininarnenti

Now the pendulum appears to be swinging back. There
11, signs that the public is becoming less tolerant of the
ex, rouse use it it* most popular drugs . alcohol and
'garottes for example lbe legal crackdown on drunken

driving may be a hunt of increasing social pressures on
drug users in become mar responsible for their actions
Another 'tsar die Is that cigarette smoking in public
places v. he ti was virtually unquestioned not tim long ago.
is int remittals, being challenged by nosmokrrs

Atom t tv dm lemon and debate about illegal drug use
duraig the list twenty years has focused on marijuana At
the start of the drug era. a large maturity ill the public
sto mut) supported legal steps designed to dist mirage the
use of Mal/1011d Slowest., during the Ifrirs. As more and
more of the publii began using the drug, a trend toward
Itherahinix marijuana laws developed

Cho growth id Illegal I illtIV4111111 1/1 marnuana in Call.
I. parbrularly m its northern enmities. has introduced

e, 4spel i to the debate aboill marlbiana Irgalt
/a!,..ti I argument gos that it marquana cultivation in

ma'am. so ,,..4.1vrad and profitable home aminiajes
mu the saint. at SI billion or more. molting it among
Rio oat, . largest t .10 I ruled why not tax it and obtain
'lorded 'es lair'

I iv. I mid InsIdule in a it.ne.uute. *limey n ompleted iu
lime ul tilts ear undated its previous tnealtirelt tin
stalewut, marnuana use and puhlit attitudes toward mare
...ma Lea I he 'Mr% "canines the 'scut* 10 whether

V' ,,,,,,514 UW110.111.1 it this stale Abolltd Ise permitted
and taxed

Ilsultw its Irkt

C Fewer California adults say they smoke marijuana today
than did so tour years ago. About one In eight adults
(12%) says he or she presently smokes margtuusa, down
from 17% who said this In 1979.

0 The "ex-user" population, those who once used marl-
lova but have stognect, is at 31%, the highest percent-
age ever recorded.

0 The decline In marijuana use has occurred primarily
among younger adults. While more men than women
currently smoke marijuana, proportions for both groups
are down from previous years.

Frequency of marijuana use among smokers has also
declined since 1979. Four years ago. 29% smoked marl-
luau once a day or more. This year's survey finds that
the number of heavy "pot" smokers has halved to 15%.

Health concerns (51%) and a lack of interest (41%) are
cited as the main reasons for not smoking marijuana by
nonsmoker. I** fear of losing control has increased
from 6% to during the pat lour years as a reason
for Its non-use.

0 Public attitude, toward marijuana laws have stiff red
Once 1979. reversing a ten-year trend toward hams-
Ing liberalisation- lbday, a majority (54%) favors sled
enforcement of martian* laws or the passage of even
tougher taws. This Is up horn 3614whd felt this way In
1979. Meanwhile, support for legsbation has dedbed
by ten percentage points (from 42% to 32%).

There has been a slollicant dabs, in support for the
argument that marijuana Is no more 611101041 than
alcohol during the past lour yams.

Hearty two oat of thee Californians (65%) apse that
marijuana is a dangerous drug and can make a person
lose control of what he or she Is doing.

DA strong majority (64%) disagrees with the view that
trunquana should be legalized so it could he taxed the
same way tobacco is. Underlying this stand Is the beget.
expressed by 51% of the public. that legalist's the sale
of marijuana would not beeiefit the state's economy.

Cl The pronounced shift away from the trend of greater
acceptance of marijuana is due In part to the reactions
and opinions of the growing body of otusers. This
group's attitudes are becoming more conaervative in
regard to viewing marijuana as a dangerous drug and
believing that Iteml restraints should be strengthened
rather than relaxed.

I np,ruthr 1941 tel 7 En lbw hfld WWI, Unreend man not be rt woduerd fn any Ibrm uithoetr urinvo pnwiselen. LSSN027I.1Ga1.
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Myer people Rao ism!, astrfAison
An eight-yea. series of statewide surveys shows that use

of marijuana by Californians is on the det.te. The ()moor.
non of those describing themselves as present marijuara
smokers has dropped from 17% to 12% since 1979. Those
who have tried marijuana but now class,ly themselves as
former smokers are at an all-time high of 31%.

According io The Institute's measurements, usage of
marijuana grew steadily through the tate 1970',. le 1975.
28% said they had tried marijuana, with 9% saying they
were current smokers In 1979. these proportions Ire
creased to where 42% of the public had tried marijuana
and 17%. or one in six, were current smokers This year's
findings indicate a leveling off In the proportion ol marl.
mans "triers" and a decline of five percentage points in the
proportion of current smokers.

Marijuana use among adult 1983 1979 1976 1975

% % % %

Have ver ined 43 42 35 28

Cunene smoker 12 17 13 9
Fortier Smoker 31 .5 22 19

Never used 57 58 65 72

(Basel 17631 14981 11008) 11011)

Decline most evident wisona younger orluftx
The current survey finds that the recent decline in marl.

Inane use has occurred primarily among young, adults. In
1979. 35% of the 18 to 29 age group said they currently
smoked pot. Now just 24% of respondents In till/sage group
are smokers

Usage is also more prevalent among men than women.
although use Is down for both. At present. 15% of Call.
fornia males say they now smoke marijuana. about twice
the proportion of females who says this (8%).

Proportion of cunent pot smokers

1983 1979

Statewide 12% 17%

18.29 24% 35%
10.19 20% 21%
40-49 3% 7%
5059
fin or ttidOr

Male 15% 22%
Female 8% 11%

'Ian man 1%

Frequency of use has alw declined
In addition to the decline in the percentage ol smokers.

frequency of marijuana use has also declined since 1979
Four yearn ago. greater than one in four adults (26%) Iden-
tihed themselves as heavy smokers. smoking marijuana
once a day or more Another 22% could be considered
light smokers. smoking less than once a week Thu year's
survey finds that just 154t. of the current marijuana
smokers are now heavy Smokers. while the proportion of
light marijuana smokers has nearly doubled to 18%

1983 1979
Frequency of present pot use among
cunent smokers

I once a day or more 15 26
2-6 times per week 30 34
About once a week 16 19
Less than once a week 35 22
No ansieer

(Bawl
'I ens Ilan I I,
Iniall sample ban

189) 11451

Health concerns, lack of Interest main reasons for
noass

The most frequently mentioned reasons for not smoking
marijuana among nonsmokers relate to health concerns
or a lack of Interest. About half (51%) of those who don't
smoke marijuana cite health concerns/don't smoke any

as their reason. Next most frequently mentioned Is a
lack of Interest In using marijuana mentioned by 41% In
the current survey and by 46% In 1979

Other reasons for not smoking marijuana include might
lose control (18% this year up from 6% In 1979). fear of
legal prosecution (13% up from 8% In 1979). it's an addic-
tive drug (11% compared to 15% in 1979) and religious or
moral reasons (8% down from 13% in 1979).

What are your reasons for not using marijuana, 1983 1979

% %

Health concerns/don't smoke anything 51 58
Not interested in Ilidon't care for it 41 46
Might lose control 18 6

Fear ol legal prosecution 13 8

Addictive II 15
Religious/moral reasons 8 13

Too expensive 4 6
Might be contaminated with dangerous pesticides 2 7

All nth.. emons 3

No answer 2 8

(Base) (e 61 (407)
Pan* to mon Ilan 100% dun to mungne nano.. I

Stiffened attitudes toward marfluana laws
The pubiiesattitude toward marijuana laws has slit lened

since 1979. reversing a previous trend toward increased
liberalization Today a ma)onty of the public (54%) favors
Strict eotorcement of marijuana laws or the passage of
even tougher laws. up from 36% who felt this way in 1979

Support for outright legalization. on Itie other hand. has
declined About one in three (32%1 now favors legislation.
down from 42 who said this in 1979
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What should be done
about laws peniumng to
marijuana' 1983 1979 1969

% % %

Pass new and even
tougher laws 49

Ctrrctbs entors e present M 36 73

laws and penalties 23 16 261

Keep present laws but
make penalties less
severe lt it 9

Legalize it with age and
other controls

Legalize it for purchase 32 42 13

by anyone 3 a 3

No opinion 3 6 3

those) 17631 1496) 110111

Attitude+ and ase Marko...Alp
Public attitudes toward marijuana laws are dir 'city re

la ted to marijuana usage Nearly three out of four (72%) of
those who have never smoked marijuana advocate strict
enforcement or even tougher laws. Opinions among cur
rent smokers are just the opposite. Three out of four
current smokers 173%1 support its legalization Former
smokers ol marijuana divid n the ml hIle on the issue,
with 40% supporting legalization and 39A. m favor of strict
enforcement or tougher laws.

What should he done
about laws pertaining State Present Former Never
lo in tritualle wide smoker smoker used- --- - -- --
strut ens. sat wont or

tougher laws

keep present law, hot
make penalties lets
sus ere

54

11

1

I IA

39

1M

72

6

favor 32 73 40 19

No opinion 2 3 3.
(Basel t763t 4. tM91 ais, 14311

compering dangers of man(luonet to Mow of
alcohol

I rte of the arguments offered by supporters Of marijuana
use is that it is nor more dangerous than alcohol In 1969.
lust 16% of the public subscribed to that view During the
next ten years support for this position grew to where a

majority agreed However. during the past lour years,
the trend has gone in the opposite direction Now just 44%
tielieve that marijuana poses the rains dangers as alcohol

'Use Defiant/vane Is no more
dangerous than use of alcohol" 1903 1979 1969

% % %

Agree 44 54 16

Disagree 52 40 75

Nu opinion 4 6 9

(Basel (7631 1499) 110111

Ilbaf thkh marijuana may feed fo more &novena
drugs

Currently. a majority (58%) agrees that, while marijuana
may not be more dangerous than alcohol. Its use leads a
person to more dangerous drugs. The pi oport on believing
this Is close to that found In 1979. I however, th prblk is far
:ass one-sided that It wan In 1969. when 83% believed marl-
Juana led to the use of more dangerous dniro

"While marijuana may not be r,ore
dangerous than alcohol. its use leads

person to more dangerous drugs" 1983 1979 1969

% % %

Agree 58 55 63

Disagree 39 39 12

No opinion 3 6 5

(Base) (763) (496) (10111

Mortfueina can wilts person lose control
Most Californians subscribe to the statement that "marl-

Juana is a dangerous drug and can make a person lose con
trot of what he or she Is doing." Nearly two out of three
(65 %) agree with this view. Less than one In three adults
(31%) disagrees.

Among those who have never smoked marijuana, 82%
believe marijuana is dangerous and car' .nake one lose
control. On the other hand. among present smokers, just
21% feel this way. Former smokers divide 51% to 45% on
the side that marijuana is a dangerous drug.

Marijuana II a
langerous drug
that can make a

: person lose control
of what bershe
is doing

State-
wide

Present
smoker

Agree strongly 46
Agree somewhat 19 1 65 I! } 21
Disagree

somewhat
Disagree strongly

No opinion

(Base)

Former Never
smoker used

st,

29 151 63 182
22 19

15 I .,,
to 1 "

17631

19 I -,,
60

PPI)

8145

4 ___6

(2151

57 112

431.)--
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Public divided seer whether legalising marijuana
ma k. benefit the stave's economy

The public Is sharply split over whether or not legalizing
marijuana would benefit the state's economy Currently.
51% do not think that It will, with 16% taking the opposite
position

Perceptions about the impact that legalizing marijuana
would have on the state's economy are related to use
Nearly all smokers192%) and greater than six In ten former
smokers 161%) believe that It would benefit the economy
On the other hand. among those who have never tried
marijuana. two in three (66%) think it would not

Since California is
an excellent place

grow mann:Ana
iiimniers tally
legaliring the sale
of marhuana
would greatly
benefit the state
eionortiY..

Agree strongly
Agree somewhat

Ilisagree
somewhat

later! endiv1Di e

So opinom

(Haw)

rate Present
wide smoker

%

27 71 1
46 : 1 92

4'1 I Si i 11 6

.1 2

17631 (891

Former
smoker

37
24

I 61

299 I 38

1

Never
used

12 I
I )

59 ] 66

6

(235) 14311

Legalising marilaann to obtain Sax rvoenaes
oppaard

Another position regarding marijuana legalization is re
jected by a large majority. This Is the view that marifilana
should be legalized so it could be taxed the same way
tobacco Is to generate needed state tax revenues. Nearly
two in three ((34%)disagree with this position About one in
three (35%) supports this view.

Those who have never tried marijuana are strongest In
their opposition (77% disagree), while present smokers are
most supportive (72% agree). However, former smokers
line up with nonusers on this issue, with a majority (54%)
opposed to legalizing it for tax purposes.

Marijuana should
be legalized so it
could be taxed the
same way tobacco
is to generate
needed tax mon. Stale
eys for the state' wide

Agree strongly 22 }
35Agree somewhat 13

Disagree
somewhat 10

64Disagree strongly 54

No opinion 1

(Bawl 1763)
1,na than 1%

Present Former
smoker smoker

30 72 17146

1
28

4' 3, 1 4

(891

Never
used

12 1
9 '

69 .1"
2

1235) (1311

'The June l'txt hearken des( rutted to this report came from a survey hosed on a c runs section samplon; of 763 C ohlornici
adults by telephoto* Plet rout inner/ data were ohtmned from other statewide surveys conducted in a comparable maniter

ass

The California Opinion Index is published by The Field Institute, a nonpartisan public policy
research organization. The Field Institute derives Its principal continuing financial support
from private organizations and state agencies which make up the Institutes Policy Research
Sponsors, from colleges and universities wbo are members of the Academic Consortium, and
from media subscribers to The Califernla Poll. Officers of The Field Institute are Mervin D.
Field and Peter N. Sherrill. Mark DiCamillo is Managing Editor.

234 Front Street San Franels-v, California 94111 (411) 7814921
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Mr. HUGHES. Aside from the contract you described which is
about to be let to Dr. Johnson, what does the Federal Government
do to provide leadership in this area?

I look at what's happening to the budget, for instance. We've lost
ground in the last few years in this whole area at a time when
there's increasing concern over substance abuse at all levels. Even
though we see a decline somewhat, a leveling off in the abuse of
marijuana, we see an increase in cocaine in many sectors. That's
moved from a substance that the jetsetters use to the drug of
choice by a lot of people, accounting, I suspect, for some of the de-
cline in marijuana abuse.

And yet, we see a decline in. the money committed, you know, to
this whole area of drug abuse. What is the role of the Federal Gov-
ernment? What is the leadership role? What are we doing to try to
provide some leadership to States, communities, school districts in
implementing a program that makes sense?

Dr. BRANDT. I think we have a four-pronged attack, Mr. Chair-
man. One prong is search, because without understanding how
these drugs work and without having the knowledge base to be
able to both know how to communicate to people who are involved
in the abuse of drugs, and without developing positive strategies to
get people out of a drug abuse pattern once they get into it, we're
in bad shape. So certainly one important; effort is basic and clinical
research.

Those activities have been expanded in the past 2 years in an at-
tempt to better define these activities. The second prong is epidemi-
ology. We need tc really understand who uses drugs; what are the
risk .a..4ors associated with drug use; the secondary aspects that we
may get at, such as our information now about the relationship be-
tween cigarette smoking and marijuana and the fact, that we now
know that by intervening with the cigarette-smoking habit, we are,
in fact, intervening with marijuana utilization.

The third area, of course, is technical assistance. We do have a
role to play in trying to work with States and with the private
sector so that information is there. Fourth is the collection of infor-
mation.

All of those activities are underway and I would emphasize that I
think our iudgets have reflected that we are no longer actually in
the service delivery activity. That is, we are not providing direct
service to people with drug abuse problems, but rather we have re-
defined our role to include the four areas I mentioned previously.
We have a number of projects underway that deal with each of the
major approaches to drug abuse.

Mr. HUGHES. What are we doing to get the message into the
classroom, into the schools? What kind of a leadership role are we
playing there? For instance, you know, the research is extremely
important. We I ave a research component in the area of crime; the
National Institute of Justice does an excellent job and we develop a
great body of research but we found in the past that it's often very
difficult to get through the institution of other barriers to try to
utilize that research. We developed through LEAA a number of
programs that endeavored to take that into the community; to put
that research to the test in the marketplace.
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What are we doing at the Federal level to do that? I mean, the
drug problem is a national problem. Most of this stuff isn't grown
locally. I mean, we haven't done a very good job of containing it in
many instances and there's a national role for us to play.

What are we doing to try to assist communities that want to do
something about it?

Dr. POLLIN. Mr. Chairman, I think we can answer that question
in two ways. We can inventory our activities and I would like to
provide for the record the whole range of conferences, technical as-
sistance activities, publications and the like which will, I think you
will agree, add up to a really significant level of varied activities
targeted at different appropriate groups.

NIDA's PREVENTION INFORMATION DISSEMINATION AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
ACTIVITIES

During FY 1983, the Netional Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) provided informa-
tion, technical assistance, a.id consultation for Federal, national, State and local or-
ganizations, as well as the general public in the area of drug abuse prevention/edu-
cation. Information dissemination activities included the production and distribution
of printed matter and visual materials to special audiences and the general public.
These materials focused on providing accurate information about drugs and their
hazards; information on prevention approaches, strategies, and information on the
parents movement. Technical assistance and consultation activities consisted of the
dissemination of effective prevention strategies and information designed to
strengthen State and local capacities for managing prevention programs. Technical
assistance functions included both on-site and off-site assistance.

NIDA's specific FY 1983 prevention/education activities include the following:

1. PREVENTION REPOSITORY

NIDA established a Prevention Repository of over 6,000 information items consist-
ing, in part, of a computerized biographic .data base, which facilitates easy and
timely access to indexed information retrievable for use in response to inquiries.
The hard copy items, dealing with drug abuse prevention/education/evaluation
have been placed on shelves and in file folders for use as reference by NIDA staff.
New materials are being added to the .repository on an ongoing basis. A special
effort is being made to obtain a comprehensive collection of drug abuse prevention
school curricula, research papers and articles on the "Saying No' types of smoking
strategies. All new materials in the computer file are being abstracted to provide
easy access to information for public, use. The repository is the foundation for
NIDA's technical assistance functions. It is a major resource to organizations and
individuals interested in both current and historical materials on prevention topics,
strategies and prevention curricula.

2. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND CONSULTATION

During FY 1983, NIDA has actively provided technical assistance and consulta-
tion to a large number of organizations and :ndividuals concerned with the develop-
ment and implementation of prevention/education program activities throug% Jut
the country. Major FY 1983 accomplishments include;

i 1 ) Terhntral Asststanre/Infbrmation Services System
In April of 1983, "SOO" toll-free telephone lines were installed for the purpose of

receiving inquiries for technical assistance related to prevention program planning,
implementation and evaluation. In April, May and June, the availability of the
"800" line was announced to specified groups in the prevention/education fields.
The number of mail and telephone inquiries received by the Prevention Branch has
increased 500 percent since the technical assistance system was initiated, with most
of that increase having occurred since the installatio,. of the "800" line. It is esti-
mated that the demand for this service will dramatically increase as information is
further disseminated as to the availability of the service.
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lb National Prevention Coalition
NIDA has provided technical assistance for formation of a national prevention co-

alition which involves volunteer and private sector organizations. The coalition is
developing long-range community prevention strategies. Participants include, but
are not limited to: American Medical Association, International Lions Club, Nation-
al 4-H Association, American Association of School Administrators, National
Parent/Teacher Association, rational Federation of Parents, Quest National
Center, Association of Jun ;or Leagues, Education Commission of the States, and
Rotary International.
(8) United States Football League (USFL1

The USFL requested and received technical assistance from NIDA in establishing
an employee assistance program having a major emphasis on substance abuse pre-
vention/intervention. In March of 1983, a press conference was held to announce
the program. Unique to this effort is inclusion of the families of the players in the
program and the involvement in future career planning for the athletes.
(41 "The Chemical People"

NIDA has been working with WQED, a PBS radio station in Pittsburgh, Pennsyl-
vania to provide technical assistance in a national television outreach project which
was initiated by the National Center for Youth, their Families and Society, in asso-
ciation with the National Federation of Parents, and funding solicited from the
Richard King Mellon Foundation. On two evenings, November 2 and 9, 1983, a two-
part program will be broadcast over 300 PBS stations around the country. Each sta-
tion has been urged to schedule a local program on a night between the two nation-

programs. A promotion strategy campaign has been planned prior to the televised
programs to be directed to youth organizations, health professionals, schools, etc. A
concerted effort is being made to encourage local community involvement in dealing
with the drug abuse problem among youth after the two programs have aired.

NIDA is developing, in conjunction with the State Prevention Coordinators
(SF'C's), materials/resources useful to communications action initiated as the result
of the national viewing of "The Chemical People." NIDA has assisted in the prepa-
ration of a flyer for wide dissemination which lists the resources available to those
who watch the program and are directed to contact their local PBS station for infor-
mation. NIDA has also provided technical assistance to other groups such as the Na-
tional Prevention Coalition, the National Federation of Parents, and the National
Association of State Alcohol and Drug Abuse Directors who are activt.lir involved in
preparing for a community response to "The Chemical People" endeavor. It is an-
ticipated that the Institute will receive a large number of requests for information
and technical assistance as a result of these "Chemical People' activities.
(5) National Parent Movement

NIDA provided extensive technical assistance, materials and strategy support to
further efforts of the National Federation of Parents, Parents Resources Institute on
Drug Education (PRIDE), Families in Action, as well as the National Multicultural
Family Network.

Consultation and technical assistance to the national parent movement has been
provided by financially supporting experts to travel to local communities to develop
prevention strategies. Also included was consultation with State and local govern-
ments to assist in finding resources to meet new demand from communities for pre-
vention.

The Multicultural Family Network received consultation from NIDA on initiating
a parent network to meet the unique needs of multicultural families/communities
for drug abuse prevention programming. National concern and interest indicates a
high need for this Network, as the existing national parent movement does not ef-
fectively meet the needs of the multicultural community.
(6) Channel One Program

NIDA has provided continuing consultation to State and local communities inter-
ested in establishing a Channel One Program for prevention alternatives. A directo-
ry of program activities is being compiled.

(7) National Technical Assistance Program (Pyramid)
Through this effort, on-site technica! assistance, 410 days per year, is provided to

a broad range of prevention programs, national associations, State agencier, and
high risks groups. In addition, special support is provided to prevention networking
activities of NASADAD and other coordinating groups.
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(8) Other technical assistance efforts
Teenage Health Education Modules. NIDA provided technical assistance to the

Center for Disease Control on the Teenage Health Teaching Modules dealing with
smoking, drugs, and alcohol.

Preventing drug abuse in the workplace.NIDA continues to provide information
and technical assistance to business and industry in the development of prevention/
intervention programs.

3. PUBLICATIONS

NIDA staff has worked on the preparation of "Parents, Peers and Pot II," an ex-
panded description of the parent movement and drug prevention; "It Starts with
People II," case studies of succeesful prevention programs in communities and
schools; "Saying No," a summary of the prevention research on peer :assistance
strategies; "Prevention Resources," the last issue of a series on local and national
prevention resources on relevant prevention topics; "Prevention Networks," a new
series to facilitate the linking of new and existing preventior network for more ef-
fective community-wide prevention strategies; a monograph on the societal, cultural
and environmental factors that exert pressure on individuals to use and abuse
drugs.

(1) Parents, Peers and Pot II; Parents in Action
This publication, a sequel to "Parents, Peers and Pot," was developed in FY 1983

and will be distributed in FY 1984 containing an expanded and updated description
of the parent movement and drug prevention. The initial "Parents, Peers and Pot"
describes the organization of parent groups in the Atlanta, Georgia area to enecifi-
cally intervene in, or prevent, drug use by their children. Included arq a case study
of the parent action groups, a description of the popular drug culture, discussion of
research issues surrounding marijuana and young children, and program implemen-
tation guidelines for starting parent groups and working with the schools and com-
munity. Copies are provided frequently as information in responding to technical as-
sistance requests.

(2) It Starts With People
This publication, developed in FY 1983, is a substantial revision of the original

with this title. It provides a broad overview of the history of prevention and a con-
ceptualization of the different types of prevention strategies. Also included is a de-
scription of different types of actual prevention interventions. It will serve as a
much needed primer about prevention for professionals and citizens. With the in-
creasing numbers of parents, voluntary organizations and national associations that
are providing major resources for prevention, this publication will provide informa-
tion helpful to the development of prevention programs.
(8) Prevention resources

This publication, published in FY 1983, provides a listing of different organiza-
tions engaged in prevention activities and a listing of publications on prevention ef-
forts. The publication provides a valuable Ty source to those groups engaged in pre-
vention program planning and implementation functions.

(4) Prevention networks
This publication being developed in FY 1983 will provide ongoing information

about the state-of-the-art in drug and alcohol prevention for diverse vonstii.r.ncy
groups, including State authorities, local prevention professionals, national profes-
sional organizations, national voluntary organizations. It will describe cur:eat and
effective strategies, describe major initiatives undertaken by various groups, and
will try to provide an ongoing assessment of the many activities undertaken. Due to
great numbers of individuals and organizations doing prevention, it is important to
provide them with current, accurate information so as to maximize their efforts,
avoid duplication and increase networking between the various community preven-
tion programs.

(5) Other publications
(a) Channel One: A Collaborative Government/Private Sector Prevention Pro-

gram. This prevention booklet, reprinted in FY 1983, describes the evolution and
development of a national program that included leadership and management by
the private sector, development of alternatives and other projects at the community
level, and a clear step-by-step community organization approach to program devel-
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opment. Different approaches to Channel One are described as well as "how to" im-
plement a program.

(b) Preventing Drug Abuse in the Workplace.This monograph was developed by
NIDA in 1982 and distributed in FY 1983 and deals with drug abuse preventiol in
the workplace. The monograph was designed to assist employers, employees, manag-
ers and union officials in developing effective workplace policies and programs to
prevent drug and alcohol abuse and other problems. It presents information regard-
ing the evolution of workplace programs currently in operation as well as critical
issues to consider in planning and implementing a program.

(c) Adolescent Peer Pressure: Theory, Correlates and Program Implications. This
monograph, published in 1981 and reprinted in 1983 discusses some of the myths
and realities of being an adolescent in today's society and the tasks that must be
successfully met and addressed. It describes and analyzes the conceptual and empiri-
cal evidence for variables associated with problem behavior in general and drug
abuse in particular. Broad goals of peer programs are liscussed and a typology is
presented on different program categories. Essential components of planning and
implementing peer-oriented programs are described.

4. CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS

NIDA staff participated in a variety of conference and workshops during FY 1983.
These activities were directed to information dissemination, init,rmation exchange
and discussion of research and planning issues critical to the development of pre-
vention efforts.

NIDA staff participated in workshops and presentation It the annual meetings of
the National Association of State Alcohol and Drug Abuse Directors (NASADAD)
and the Alcohol and Drug Problems Association (ADPA).

One meeting of the Prevention Workgroup was convened in FY 1983 with plan-
ning for three more projected meetings of the group consisting of members repre-
sentative of a diversity of prevention professionals and volunteers. The purpose of
these meetings was to advise NIDA on state-of-the-art 'irevention issues and con-
cerns. As a result of this meeting, ideas and recomment::itions were developed for
future NIDA prevention planning activities.

Planning was accomplished for five (5) workshops to be held to assist the National
Prevention Network of State Prevention Coordinators (SPC's) in the Single State
Agencies to develop strategies applicable to new trends in prevention.

Two Multicultural Workgroup workshops were convened in FY 1983 to advise the
NIDA on relevant issues of drug abuse prevent:Ai in the multicultural community.
Results of these workshops were included in recommendations to the NIDA Multi-
cultural Plan. Continued staff communication with the Multicultural Workgroup
members in scheduled.

5. COORDINATE WITH OTHER AGENCIES

NIDA staff has worked collaboratively with NIAAA, ADAMHA, Department of
Education, Department of Defense, Department of Transportation, and ACTION on
areas of mutual interests. Lines of continued communication and participation in
planning were the main strategies used in FY 1983 were no current cooperative
agreement existed. Of particular significance was the Memorandum of Understand-
ing between NIDA and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NI1TSA), U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) signed in FY 1983. This memo-
randum is of particular significance since one of the 1990 alcohol and drug abuse
prevention objectives involves the reduction of fatalities from motor vehicle acci-
dents. NIDA continues to collaborate with NHTSA, DOT to develop research studies
to delineate the effects of drug use on performance and traffic safety.

I; IMPLEMENTATION OF PREVENTION MEDIA CAMPAIGNS: MARIJUANA CAMPAIGN AND
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION CAMPAIGN

Both media campaigns emphasized drug abuse prevention. The Marijuana Cam-
paign involved the development of television and radio public service announce-
ments (PSA's) targeted to 11-13 year olds on the effects of marijuana including mit:
I'M dealing with marijuana and driving. The Drug Abuse Prevention Media Cam-
paign was directed toward teenagers and their parents and is concerned with resist-
ing peer pressure as well as educating parents to get involved with drug issues. Both
campaigns include the dissemination of printed material, along with the media pres-
entations and the promotion of audience inquiry to NIDA for additional prevent'on-
related information.
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(I) Marijuana campaign -It's a Fact . . . Pot Hurts"
The marijuana Campaign was launched in May 1983, through the Single State

Agencies, to reinforce the growing perception of marijuana's health consequences.

(.1) Drug abuse prevention media campaign (with the Advertising Council, Inc.)
The primary focus of this campaign is to promote abstinence among young people

aged 12 to 14, and to enlist parental support in encouraging young people to resist
peer pressure to do drugs. The message "Just Say No" reflects the basic themes for
the programs which are being carried out through public service announcements for
television and radio and through public service announcements for television and
radio and through posters and print advertising. The parents' message to get in-
volved and talk to your children about drugs promotes communication, involvement,
limit-setting and other approp "iate parent-child 'relations on the drug problem. The
support materials for the project include: "Peer Pressure: It's OK to Say NO"; "Par-
ents: What You Can Do About Drug Abuse," and six flyers on the health effects of
the major drugs of abuse. The campaign *.cts launched on September 26, 1983.

7. COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES BRANCH FI1 :4 DISTRIBUTION SERVICES

This activity is a program of free loan distribution of NIDA-sponsored films to or-
ganizations and individuals nationwide such as educatiLual, and business groups,
parents organizations and other general audiences to provi.4e information and pro-
mote drug abuse prevention.

K. EXHIBIT PROGRAM

The exhibits program is an important part of the NIDA outreach effort to keep
the public aware of NIDA prevention activities and services. The program consists
of the presentation of exhibits at appropriate national conferences and meetings to
effectively convey to the public information on drur abuse prevention and NIDA's
role and accomplishments in prevention activities.

9. NATIONAL. CLEARINGHOUSE FOR DRUG ABUSE INFORMATION INCDAD ACTIVITIES

The Clearinghouse serves as the information center for the collection and dissemi-
nation of drug abuse information within the Federal Government. It is a major
source for the reporting of drug abuse research findings. The prevention-related ac-
tiv ities conducted by the Clearinghouse are in response to public inquiries and dis-
seminating publications on varied aspects of drug abuse including education and
prevention-related aspects of the problem.

Information dissemination activities of the Clearinghouse are highly directed to
youth and prevention. For example, in FY 1983, approximately seventeen percent
(17%) of the total number of inquiries received by the Clearinghouse were from stu-
dents with two percent (2%) of these identified as high school students. Further,
fifty-nine percent (59%) of all of the inquirers requested information for students,
and of these, ten percent (10%) specifically requested information for high school
students.

10. OTHER MEDIA-RELATED ACTIVITIES

FY 1983 activities included the following:

(1) National Broadcasting Co. "Don't Be A Dope" campaign
NIDA assisted the National Broadcasting Company (NBC) in developing a mass

media prevention program for parents and young people. Featuring NBC television
personalities in 2ii public service announcements, this campaign emphasized drug-
free living -Don't Be A Dope" by doing drugs. The campaign also included a series
of five minidoeumentaries and a drug abuse quiz program hosted by Dr. Fiank
Field. NBC broadcast this program March-April 1983.

r2/ Peeples Drugstores media campaign
. NIDA assisted Peoples, one of the largest drugstore chains in the country, in the
development of its public education program for parents, "Drug Abuse: Spot It/Stop
It.- Composed of six drug and alcohol flyers, print ads and radio spots, the campais,-,
emphasizes parent action to intervene in protecting their children against drugs.
The campaign is scheduled for the last week in September 1983.
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(di Scott Newman Drug Abuse Prevention Awards
This joint project. sponsored by the Scott Newman Foundation and NIDA, re-

wards the television community for developing drug abuse prevention themes in na-
tional television programs. NIDA provides technical assistance and direction to tele-
vision writers in the development of these shows. In 1982 and 1983, six of the win-
ning programs featured the health consequences of the drugs of abuse: "WKRP in
Cincinnati: Pills" and "Quincy: Bitter Pills" (which dealt with "look-alike" drugs);NBC White Paper: Pleasure Drugs, the Great American High" (which dealt with
the range of drug problems): "Cocaine: One Man's Seduction" and. "Quincy: On
Dying High" (which dealt with cocaine); the "Epidemic: Why Your Kid Is On
Drugs" (which again covers the range of drugs and drug problems). These programs
reach millions of viewers with the effects of drugs on health and well-being.

More importantly, I think, we're in a position to inventory not
only levels of activity, but the consequences of those activities. It
seems to me that the changes in perceptions and attitudes which
the vas ions national and State surveys all show are occurring,
though they are obviously multidetermined, at least in part, can be
taken as an indication of the fact that the totality of these efforts,
many of them coordinated, and initiated, spearheaded at the Feder-
al level, are having an effect,

So, in terms of bottom line is, is it working? It seems to me that
with appropriate cautions and caveats, we can say that the evi-
dence seems to suggest that it is working, though we still have a
very, very long way to go.

Mr. HUGHES. I would assume from your responseI think your
response sheds some light on itwe will receive for the record the
information, but your response also suggests that we have no pro-
gram where we provide incentives for States to attempt to adapt
their own programs to incorporate a drug education program in
the schools.

We do not provide any economic incentives. We do not assist the
school districts, for instance, who are in many instances faced with
the same budget problems as the Federal Government and the
State governments are often faced with.

Dr. BRANDT. The legislation creating the Alcohol, Drug Abuse
and Mental Health Services block grant, of course, requiredhas a'
requirement imposed by the Congress that 20 percent alcohol and
drug abuse funds will be used in prevention activities. That money
goes to the States and in some States, at least, we know that they
have used those funds to get into the school systems with preven-
tion programs.

Those kinds of direct services were intended, under the legisla-
tion, to become the responsibility of the States and the funds be
made available-

Mr. HUGHES. But the States have found, I would assume, that
with the cuts, the effective cuts that we accomplish in the block
grant, that there's competition with mental health and other pro-
grams, and they've had to cut their programs.

Dr. BRANDT. Well, the--
Mr. HUGHFS. Drug abuse has been cut; educational programs

have been cut.
Dr. BRA NOT. There has been a floor, however, pat on the funding

for drug abuse programs in that block. That is, the States are man-
dated to spend at least 35 percent of their alcohol and drug abuse
fund for drug abuse activities, so they can't cut it out completely.

3,
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Mr. HUGHES. I see. Thank you.
The gentleman from Michigan.
Mr. SAWYER. What's been the trend, if you know, on the use of

so-called licit drugs diverted to the illicit market, which some
people think is 60 percent of the illegal drug supply in the country?

Dr. POUJN. Those trends are on the whole encouraging. Many of
the activities for dealing with the problem of diversion occur most
effectively at the State level, and following the model set initially
by Wisconsin, the AMA, NIDA, and individual State bodies are
very actively involved in strengthening the procedures used both
by the medical profession and by State regulatory bodies.

Over all, the drugs which have been a concern in that area, as
exemplified by methaqualone, are tending to show significant de-
creases in terms of their DAWN mentions and other measures of
medical consequences.

Mr. SAWYER. Do you agree with the estimates that estimate that
60 percent of all illegal drugs are basically leerhl drugs that are di-
verted into illegal channels?

Dr. PoLuN. I'm not familiar with the source of that estimate, Mr.
Sawyer; I haven't seen it, but my immediate reaction would be, no,
that that is emphatically not the case.

Mr. SAWYER. One thing that bothers me is that we recently had
a view of some of the so-called crop eradication programs and that
going on in some other source countries for particularwell, in
partheroin or poppy, but primarily coca and marijuana.

I'm not persuaded that as long as we have a demand for these
drugs, that the eradication of source is going to be successful. You
know, we tried that with alcohol a number of years ago, and it
seems to me wherever there is an available market, there's always
some entrepreneurs who are going to figure out a way to supply
the demand.

Do you have any agreement with that?
Dr. Poww. I think the important point to be made here is that

we should not let ourselves get into a discussion where it's either/
or; demand reduction or supply reduction. Our view is that supply
reduction, as exemplified, for example, by the figures that compare
the current users of cocaine to the current users of the analogous
listed drug, nicotine, suggests that there is a 90-percent reduction,
which is achieved by the tctality of our present supply reduction
effort.

We have 5 million current cocaine users, rather than the 50 mil-
lion that might be expected if the drug were as available as nicO-
tine.

On the other hand, we think that that remaining 10 percent
which supply reduction can never completely eliminate, indeed,
can only be controlled, substantially reduced, or eliminated, by co-
ordinated demand-reduction efforts. I think both of them essential-
ly.

Mr. SAWYER. Well, prohibition didn't seem to do much by way of
alcohol use reduction, did it?

Dr. POLLIN. In point of fact, the levels of use and the levels of
medical consequence, as measured by cirrhosis and the like,
showed dramatic reductions during the period of prohibition. It
turned out to be a policy which the country judged to be unaccept-
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able in terms of other kinds of social issues, but with regard to the
actual levels of reduction of use, they were substantial.

Mr. SAWYER. Well, the People's Republic of China has eradicated
opium use, but they eradicate it by eradicating the users. That's
about the only country I know of that's really cleaned up the prob-
lem. Now, obviously, that's not an acceptable method here,,but it
does bring into focus a bit that it's the demand that is really
where, I think, you know, the major effort ought to be put because
I don't think we're ever going to accomplish 100-percent interdic-
tion by law enforcement or other prohibition, and I just think
we're misplacing our emphasis myself, having now spent a little

1 time in this field.
I was a former prosecutor so I have some view of that poiht of

view, too, but I just think that where we're falling down is really in
two areas. One is the lack of sufficient emphasis, in my opinion, of
preventing the diversion of licit drugs into the illicit market, which
we can do entirely within our own borders; and second, the real
emphasis on education and diminution of demand.

I frankly am of the opinion, after having seen it onsite, that
we're wasting an awful lot of money in the so-called crop eradica-
tion, particularly in these South American countries. The motiva-
tion just isn't there, and while they put on a pretty good dog-and-
pony show for you when congressional delegations have taken a
!qok at it, their effort is pretty much like giving somebody a tooth-
brush and telling them to clean the Capitol Building. That's about
the way they're going about it.

Do you have any view of that?
Dr. BRANDT. Well, I think, Mr. Sawyer, that it is clearly a bal-

ance between the two, and I think the evidence at the present time
is that the demand for marijuana is, in fact, coming down, while
the supply of marijuana is, in fact, going up.

We know that there was some diminution in supply and, there-
fore, consequences when Mexico had its spraying program several
years ago. Our view is that they must go hand-in-hand. That is,
that we must decrease the demand, but at the same time, we have
to decrease the supply.

One aspect of decreasing the supply that has an impact on
demand, of course, is price. As you decrease the supply, the price
goes up. You also begin to have an impact on the demand side, too,
so that we would not argue with you at all that both of them have
to be controlled and we certainly look upon that as our responsibil-
ity to play a role in that.

I think, though, that to say that we should let up in any way on
decreasing the supply would not be effective, either.

Mr. SAWYER. Thank you, I yield back, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HUGHES. I don't think that the gentleman from Michigan

was suggesting- -
Dr. BRANDT. No, I understand.
Mr. HUGHES. We're talking about prioritizing. We were bath dis-

heartened to learn that apparently the philosophy, at least coming
out of the DE partment of State, and I suspect the DEA has to live
with it, is that the first priority would be crop substitution and
eradication Well, that's a long-term project.
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I'd rather spend more money containing in South America
through better enforcement mechanisms, and keep our crop eradi-
cation and substitution programs at a modest level of funding than
step up cur efforts in enforcement and containment, and spend
more money in this area of demand reduction and education.

I share the gentleman's beliefs in that regard.
The gentleman from New York.
Mr. SCHUMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Of course, as members of the Crime Subcommittee, one of the

most pressing reasons we are so concerned with the drug problem
is crime. My st question to you, Dr. Brandt, concerns that the
statistics that connect treatment and crime decrease are quite as-
tounding. The number I have before me is that the number of
crimes an addict commits when he or she is in treatment is re-
duced by approximately 84 percent. My question concerns the im-
plication of this data for prevention programs. What, in your opin-
ion, are the reasons for this decrease? Is criminal activity reduced
because former addicts are able to find work and have improved
self-esteem, or is it reduced because the former addict no longer
needs to support his or,her habit?

Dr. BRANDT. Well, I think that it's probably both. The idea is
that if you remove their addiction, thereby allo wing them not to
have to spend huge sums of money to buy heroin on the streets,
that you can thereby reduce their need to commit crimes, but I
think at the same.time, it is important to not only get them off of
the drug, but also to allow them to be rehabilitated, regain self-
esteem, get jobs, all of those things.

I doubt that it's exclusively either one, but is a mixture of the
two. But probably the biggest impact, I suspect early on, is the loss
of the need to buy the drug.

Mr. SCHUMER. Next question. It's my understanding that the ad-
ministration originally requested that the ADM block grant be
$439 million, but you reduced it to $430 million. The first question
is, is that correct? The second question is, why does the administra-
tion request much less than the authorized amount when the cost
of drug abuse$100 billion is the figure you usedto our society is
astonishing?

Are extra dollars no longer costefficient?
Dr. BRANDT. The first part of it, I of lost on. I don't think that I

cut the administration request for that block grant as a matter of
fact, I'm responsible for developing that. I think the

Mr. SCHUMER. So it's incorrect, then, that you reduced the ADM
block grant from $439 million to $430 million'?

Dr. BRANDT. As far as I know. I don't know where that figure
comes from.

Mr. SCHUMER. I've just been informed that I'm correct.
Dr. B-ANDT. You're correct, but-
Mr. SCHUMER. I always like to be correct.
Dr. BRANDT. Well. [Laughter.]
Perhaps somebody could explain it to me because I don't have

those figures readily at hand.
Mr. SCHUMER. You need a third person. You can put your hands

over your eyes; Dr. Pollin, over his ears; and someone else over his
or her mouth.
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The basic point is that we've authorized more money
Dr` BRANDT. Yee.
Mr. Sc Inman [continuing]. Than you- -
Dr. BRANDY [continuing]. Have requested, yes.
Mr. SCHUMER [continuing]. As embodied by the administra-tion- -
Dr. BRANDT. Yes.
Mr. SCHUMER [continuing]. Chose to spend. I don't understand

that.
Dr. BRANDT. Well, I think the issue luia to do with attempting to

obviously gain some control over the budget in a realistic way.
Now, for example, during this period of time, not only have we

permitted the States the flexibility to make decisionsby the way,
as you know, in our original proposal, we would have merged the
ADM activities in with the general health activities, which would
have e- en increased the efficiency considerably in my judgment.

But at the same time, the cost of these programs has gone down.
Inflation has come down markedly, from roughly 13 percent when
those figures were first developed to roughly 3 percent at the
present time. That certainly amounts to some increase in the abili-
ty to respond.

Mr. SCHUMER. If we spent more money, would the number of
heroin addicts under treatment increase frc:n 20 percent to a
higher number?

Dr. Poum. Mr. Schumer, we're both aware of how complex our
system of checks and balances is and how difficult it is sometimes
to figure out where the decisioninaking point is with regard to
what the level of funding is.

Mr. SCHUMER. The Congress has come on pretty clearly in what
it's authorized, 1..sn't it?

Dr. Politic Well, just to point out a figure that's relevant to the
current level of activity, at the moment, the Appropriations Com-
mittee recommendation to the House with regard to funding for
NIDA for fiscal year 1984 is approximately 10 percent less than the
dministration and the President's budget request, so that we

would indeed hope that the implication in your question could be
perhaps reversed in terms of the eventual House action.

Mr. SCHUMER. My bottom-li 'le question was really notalthough
in a sense it wee turned into thatto determine who is to blame.
The question 1:: Could we spend more dollars cost efficiently than
we spend now': Could we get more addict; off the street? Could we
reduce the crime rate? Could we make a greater dent in that $100
billion by spending more money than we spend now?

I don't think you'd find any quarrel from any member of this
subcommittee that ye ought to be spending more money than we
are.

Dr. BRANDT. I think the answer to that question, of course, is
that we probably coula Iv having more dollars, but

Mr. SCHUT4ER. I'm sorry to interrupt you and I'll let you speak in
1 minute, but I find this befuddling. On the one hand, I read your
testimony to be saying we're making terrific progress. We know
more about how to educate our youth; we know more about how to
treat addicts; we know more about how to interdict. It sounds like
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a nice rosy picture and the statistics, although maybe reflecting so-
cietal causes rather than our Governmental programs, look good.

Then there's the other statistic that the remaining cost of drug
addiction to our society is phenomenal, $100 billion. That's more
than we spend on just about any government program. .Yet, at the
same time, the money's being cut back. It strikes me as an anomo-
lous situation.

Dr. BRANDT. Well, in the first place, let me point o:It that we're
not in any way here to take the full credit for whatever improve-
ment has come about because it's clearly a total societal effort that
has resulted in this improvement. Without everybody contributing
none of this would have happened.

Second, I don't want to paint this as an overly rosy picture, but
only that I'm optimistic because the lines are not still going up. On
the other hand, I think that we are talking about a balance ofcom-
peting interests. I could, for example, point out to you that we can
reduce costs to society in a lot of other areas as well and mono is
going to have to come from somewhere. So the question is,4f we
put money into additional funding for this program, then are we
going to begin to decrease kidney transplants, treatment of cancer,
et cetera, et cetera? I think 'hat clearly the decisions have to be
made ultimately by the Conga -ass with respect to the budget. We
can only propose--

Mr. SCHUMER. And the Ex,:zutivc.
Dr. BRANDY. And the President, yes, but I think we can only pro-

pose what the total health activities should be that, in our judg-
ment, represent a fair balance of all of those competing needs.

Mr. SCHUMER. It is not your view that if we spent more dollars
on these programs that the overall costs to our country would de-
crease? In other words, would we gain back more than a dollar? To
me, it's not the issue that you'd have to take the money from some-
where else at this point.

Dr. BRANDT. But all I'm saying, sir, is that I think you can make
that argument for a whole variety of activities that we're engaged
in.

Mr. SCHUMER. Yes, but do you agree with the statement for--
Dr. BRANDT. I agree with the statement that---
Mr. SCHUMER. That's what I wanted.
Dr. BRANDT. Yes.
Mr. SCHUMER. It shouldn't be so difficult to say.
Thank you.
Mr. HUGHES. The gentleman from Florida.
Mr. SHAW. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I wouldn't wt.nt any of the witnesses to leave here thinking that

any members of this committee are in any way pointing to our-
selves as the Congress as being totally consistent when we author-
ize at one level, appropriate at another, budget at another, and
then every rule that comes in waives what we did prior to that so
we can go ahead and do what we darn well please, not looking
back.

So I would guess that the public is totally confused, not 'nly at
the inconsistencies within the executive branch, but the le .slative
branch certainly follows suit and does its part in ke, .ig the
public somewhat puzzled as to what is really going on.
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I'd like to pick up on what Mr. Sawyer started talking about as
to what's going on overseas with regard to crop eradication. We
have had many witnesses from the State Department before us,
both this committee and the Select Committee on Narcotics, to
which most of these members also belong. I also have traveled into
various other countries with the chairman and the gentleman from
Michigan. I did not have an opportunity to go on the South Ameri-
can trip, which I understand was very helpful and brought about
much knowledge that's going to be very important to the legisla-
tive work of this subcommittee.

However, from the traveling that I have done`to other capitals, I
find that we don't really seem to have the priority that is neces-
sary for the State Department in this particular area of drug eradi-
cation. I think these other countries are paying lipservice and
they're putting on the dog-and-pony shows that Mr. Sawyer re-
ferred to, but I think that's strictly cosmetic because there's no fol-
lowthrough. When the congressional delegation leaves, it's business
as usual and the State Department's priorities simply are not
where I feel that they should be.

NBC News recently did some work on this with regard to what
was happening in the Bahamas and there were some quotes from
the Ambassador as to what exactly the priorities are. I think that
something has to be done. I understand this isn't in your shop, and
I'm not going to ask you to comment on another branch, but I
think there's an awful lot to be done in the Department of State as
setting the priorities that the American people would want set
with regard to the attitude of this Government toward other gov-
ernments who turn their heads on drug dealers and those that are
actually producing the agricultural crops that are poisoning the
American people.

I do have an area that I do want to ask a question. Recently,
there've been a few studies come out on the use of methadone. My
own hometown newspaper, the Ft. Lauderdale News and Sun Sen-
tinel, recently has done an extensive article in this particular area.

[Series reprinted in the appendix.]
Mr. SHAW. In looking at the hearings and what-not that have

been held up here on the Hill, I don't think that anything really of
any great significance has been done with regard to hearings as to
the use of methadone and the effect of methadone, whether it's the
proper way to go or whether it's itself a dangerous drug that is
almost as dangerous as heroin and should be avoided and is not a
proper substitute.

Recently, there's been some deaths that have been in the paper
as to attributed directly to an overdose of methadone and I know,
of my own knowledge in my own district, of a suicide that would
not have taken place had the individual not been under the influ-
ence of methadone.

What studies have been done and what information do we have?
Where are we in this process? Is methadone still an acceptable
treatment? I understand the Federal courts have turned away from
it.

Would either of you gentlemen care to comment on it?
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Dr. BRANDT. Let me just give an overall s' tement and then I'm
going to ask Dr. Po llin to give the details because he's very much
more familiar with it.

We have just recently undertaken within the Public Health Serv-
ice a look at the issue of methadone and methadone management
of heroin addiction. We have involved both NIDA and the Food and
Drug Administration, which clearly has a role to play, e^d our
view overall is that the program is currently effective and man-
aged well and that the allegations as to safety and that we think,
are not accurate. Let me ask Dr. Po llin give you more information
about the methadone activity.

Dr. POLLIN. I would only add that we have within the past 9
months prior to the appearance of the series you referred to and in
no way related to that series, conducted a very extensive review, a
three-session technical review.

Dr. Brandt has stated our conclu .ons. I think the point needs to
be made that there is probably no drug currently used by the
American people from aspirin on up to the most potent anticarcin-
ogen, where one cannot, if one chooses to, focus on the side effects,
the potential health risks and adverse consequences and come up
with a dramatic story or series of stories if one emphasizes only
those side effects.

There is no totally innocuous drug; there is no totally innocuous
substance that any of us use at any time. I think that series fo-
cused exclusively, or almost exclusively, on that one side of the
coin and did not present any type of balanced picture. The author
of that series was invited to review in prepublicat4nn form the
roughly 750 pages of data, research reviews, and most recent clini-
cal studies, but did not avail himself of that opportunity.

So at this point, our feeling is that methadone, like all other
drugs in the current U.S. pharmacopeia does Lave, if misused, cer-
tain serious consequences, it does represent at this point an effec-
tive and very important part of our armamentarium in treating
narcotic addiction.

Mr. SHAW. Is it correct that the Federal courts, though, are not
using that this point as part of their treatment?

Dr. POLLIN. I'm not certain precisely what you're referring to
when you speak of the Federal courts using it or not using it as
part of their treatment. Is there a particular program?

Mr. SHAW. Let me supply you with the information I have on
that, because I would like to have your comments because I think
it is an area that the committees of Congress should be taking a
close look at. I also would appreciate the information that you re-
ferred to as being made avail able to the author of the series that I
referred to so that we might have an opportunity to --

Dr. POLLIN. We'd be very glad to provide all of that or a summa-
ry of it as you see fit for the record or to you personally.

[The information follows:]
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Mr. SHAW. Thank you. I yield back.
Mr. HUGHES. I have just two brief questions. You did describe the

health effects of marijuana use. Would you just briefly for us de-
scribe what current medical research suggests for the effects of co-
caine use?

There is some suggestion now that we have concluded that it's
addictive.

Dr. Pou.IN. It is one of the most dependence-producing drugs we
know of. It's one of the few drugs that when used in experimental
situations where primates have a choice of either getting additional
doses of the drug or getting food and water, will starve themselves
to death as.they continue to press lever B that gives them addition-
al doses of cocaine.

So its dependence-producing potential, its ability when used par-
enterally in particular, to lead individuals to make it the central
focus of all their daily activities is very profound indeed. The physi-
ological effect, in terms of changes with regard to brain, circulation
and other key physiological systems have long been known.

The important point I think that needs to be more widely recog-
nized, and I think is beginning to be more widely recognized, is
how dangerous is the risk of losing control of the drug by people
who initiate what they think will be intermittent or recreational
use.

Mr. HUGHES. OK. The other question I have, just briery, Dr.
Brandt, you've suggested that statistics show that marijuana use in
particular, and cocaine use, is on the decline or leveling off. Dr.
Johnson's going to be testifying very shortly about misrepresenta-
tions individuals polled will make because of peer pressure. The
suggestion is that the data we receive really isn't accurate because
the ones polled are in many instances lying to the people doing the
poll.

What do you have to say about this?
Dr. BRANDT. Dr. Johnson is, I think, going to testify a little bit

later today on this topic, but there's no question that any time that
you gain information about people's habits that caa only be veri-
fied by what they tell you, that you clearly will have instances of
misrepresentation, flat lying, and distortions.

The issue that I would ask is has that pattern changed in the
past 20 years? These surveys have been going on for a long time. If
there has been a major change, I think one has to presuppose at
some place along the line that the incidents of lying or misrepre-
sentation changed significantly enough to bias the results from
year to year. I don't know that anybody has an answer to that, but
on the other hand, it's-

Mr. HUGHES. We haven't done the comprehensive surveying
we've done in recent years, have we?

Dr. BRANDT. Yes, we've done the same kinds of surveys, yes. So
that I think that one would have to speculateand there may be
basis for that speculation. I'm not aware of it, but it would surprise
me to find that the high school seniors, let's say in 1978, in discuss-
ing drug activities would be any more truthful than those in 1982.

Now there may be evidence to the contrary, but nobody would
argue, I think, that you could carry those statistics out to the third
or fourth decimal point and begin to push it because clearly, in all
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of those activities where humans are involved, there are going to
be errors of one kind or another.

Mr. HUGHES. Thank you.
Dr. BRANDT. Could I askthis issue ahout the budget has me to-

tally confused because according to my figures, the original admin-
istration request was $439 million in 1983, and I would like, if pos-
sible, Mr. Chairman, to get that cleared up in the record. We will
supply, if it's by letter or other ways, some clarification of that.

Mr. HUGHES. The record will remain open for that submission.
The gentleman from Michigan.
Mr. SAWYER. I mentioned that there were estimates that as

much as 60 percent of the illegal drugs were basically legal drugs
diverted into illegal channels. That statistic comes from the DAWN
network, the Drug Awareness Network, where emergency room
treatmentsnow, I don't know how accurate that might be to esti-
mating the overall use or availability, but 6 out of 10 emergency
room treatments for drug abuse problems, or overdoses or what-
not, are from licit drugs diverted into the illicit market.

Now, I don'tyou probably are in a better position to make a
comment on how that might be reflective of the general supply or
use, but that's where the 60 percent is.

Do you have any- -
Dr. P0LL1N. Mr. Sawyer, the medical room emergency room men-

tions and the DAWN system, as you point out, cover a particular
segment of the kinds of problems that result from the abuse of
drugs. They are the medical emergencies and they don't cover the
much larger segment of the problem consequences of drug use
which have to do with those changes in behavior and social pat-
terns that don't lead to an abrupt, acute medical emergency. Al-
though that figure is relevant to one segment of the kinds of prob-
lems which result from drug abuse, it can't be generalized to the
much larger areas of problems which don't result in such medical
emergencies.

Mr. SAWYER. Would the proportion be different? I mean, in other
words, would there be a higher proportion of emergency-type prob-
lems with the licit drugs that are diverted?

Dr. Powx. I believe so, Mr. Sawyer. The problems that we see
that result from the drugs . hat are most widely usedcocaine is
currently used by 5 million Americansthat'rs an illicit drug. Mari-
juana currently is used by somewhere between 20 and 25 million.
None of the licit drugs, which are misused as a result of diversion
or in other ways have levels of use that come anywhere close to
those levels of prevalence of those two most widely used illicit
drugs.

So though with regard to the medical emergency consequence,
the figure you quote is relevant; I'm sure it doesn t apply to the
much broader problems of different patterns of health and social
consequences that result from the use of illicit drugs.

Mr. SAWYER. You say that an estimated 5 million Americans use
cocaine and 20 to 25 million marijuana. Do you have any estimate
on heroin?

Dr. PowN. Yes; our current estimate is approximately one-half
million current heroin addicts.

Mr. SAWYER. Thank you. I yield b'ck, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. HUGHES. Thank you very much.
Dr. BRAND'''. Thank you.
Mr. HUGHES. The gentleman from New York.
Mr. SCHUMER. Yes, just a quick follow-up so maybe you can,

Doctor, respond by writing.
The original administration request, as I understand it, was for

$439 million. That was reduced after the jobs bill to $430 million.
Dr. BRANDT. Not by us, sir, that was reduced by the- -
Mr. SCHUMER. OMB?
Dr. BRANDY. No, sir; by the House, which put $9 million into

thethey took the Community Support Program out as a categori-
cal, so you have to add .those two figures together, not to come up
with the total amount. In the Senate, they are merged together
and, therefore, appear as the same.

So it depends upon how you look at the one figure of million
for the Community Support Program as to how the appropriations
process dealt with that figure. In the one instance, we dealt with it
in the block; they dealt with it as a separate categorical.

Mr. SCHUMER. I see. So your total request was $439 million and
never went down from that.

. Dr. BRANDT. That's correct, but I'll verifyI mean, that's correct
to the best of the information we have here.

Mr. SCHUMER. OK, if you could verify that, I'd appreciate it.
Dr. BRANDr. We will.
[The information follows:]

The initial Administration budget request for 1984 for the Alcohol, Drug Abuse,
and Mental Health Services Block Grant was $439 million, the same as the initial
1983 appropriated level. Subsequent to submission of the President's budget the
Congress approved and the President signed, a supplemental appropriations bill
(P.L. 98-8, the "Jobe bill") increasir.,, the 1983 block grant appropriation for this
program by $30 million to address anticipated needs for alcohol, drug abuse, and
mental health services in areas of high unemployment. This increase was a one-time
stimulus needed during a weak economic period. Block grant funds are available to
States for two years, and thus unexpended 19G3 funds are available for their use in
1984. Since these funds did not actually reach the States until late in the 1983 fiscal
year, these funds were felt to partially offset the need for as large a 1984 appropria-
tion request as initially proposed. The Administration reflected this reality by sub-
mitting a budget amendment in April reducing the intial request from $439 million
to $430 million.

Mr. SCHUMER. Thank you.
Mr. HUGHES. I want to thank the panel very much for their con-

tributions.
Dr. BRANDT. Thank you, sir.
Mr. HUGHES. Our next panel are two young people, Dean and

Paula, who have extensive problems with drugs. They used to refer
to themselves as "druggies." They've asked that we not use their
last names and I've agreed to that particular request.

Dean and Paula, you want to come forward. We're very happy to
have you with us this morning. Have you decided which one wants
to go first?

TESTIMONY OF DEAN AND PAULA, FORMER DRUG ADDICTS

PAULA. My name is Paula and I'm 19. I was a former drug user. I
used drugs for about 3'/2 years and I've been straight for about 21/2.
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The views that I wanted to bring out are the things that I
thought about as fay as help or treatment. I thought about when I
was using drugs, I had gotten into drugs beca use of peer pressure
and, you know, acceptance with school because it was so widely
used.

I had an older brother who was into drugs and I really was look-
ing up to him and I wanted his acceptance. My parents had taken
him to several counselors, psychiatrists. He went to the Psychiatric
Institute and school counselors and never resolved the problem be-
cause a lot of the things were "It's the family," and "Its mom and
dad aren't giving you enough room to grow" and really focus on
symptoms rather than the problem."

Therefore, when I got into drugs, they didn't know a solution to
the problem. They knew that I was into drugs and that I needed
some kind of help, but they didn't know where to go. School didn't
offer that because the schoola lot of times in school, they turn
their back on the drug use and they say, "Well, it's just something
they're going through. They'll grow out of it." They really didn't
want to, you know, get involved in the problem.

So my parents were really helpless as to, you know, what to do
or where to go for help. I didn't want to look at the fact that I
neededI had a drug problem. I didn't associate the problems or
my grades falling or, you know, running away from home, things
that I was doing, with drugs. I didn't associate it; I just looked at
all the problems that psychiatrists would tell my brother, "Well,
it's your family," and I would tell myself that it was my family's
problem and I can't get it in school; it's too hard for me. But I
never looked at drugs as the problem.

I think, you know, a lot more parent awarenesslike, my par-
ents found outthe program that I went through as far as, you
know, the treatment that I went throughthey found out through
a parent awareness group with a bunch of parents who'd gotten to-
gether, talked among themselves to relate to each other as far as
their kids and what they were doing. That helped them out. They
found out a dru treatment program that would help and they
went down. That s the program that I went through and got help.
Now I'm straight.

Also, with counseling, they also got together and they got into
the school I used to go through and did some work in there as far
as we had a smoking lounge and it was really, really easy to do
drugs and get high in school all thetime. They made the principals
and the counselors aware of this through information we gave to
our parents. They went back to the school and got the smoking
area abolished and got stricter, you know, more discipline in the
school, and I recommend that highly as far as help.

I was thinking earlier, I don't think there is any way that my
parents could have prevented me from getting into drugs because
they didn't kr, N. They didn't know what was going on; they didn't
understand the drug problem until I went into treatment.

. But I think it is very hard to prevent kids from using drugs now-
adays because they are so widely used. Everybody's doing it, and
that was my big justification, "Well, everybody's doing it and it's
not that bad.-
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When I first did get into drugs, it wasn't that bad, you know, I
was just doing pot and alcohol every now and then and I didn't
you know, my grades weren't falling and 1 wasn't going down in
anything, but I think if the parents and principals and counselors
and everybody were aware of the problemsand signs, you know,
the symptoms that start showing upto catch it early enough in
the use that it would be able to be treated and dealt with and
therefore you wouldn't have as big a problem.

It took 31 years for my parents to find something for me and
during that time, I went down really, really far and I was lucky
that I made it into treatment without really screwing myself up.

Dean has some views on schools and things.
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you Paula.
Dean.

STATEMENT OF DEAN

DEAN. First of all, I'd like to thank the subcommittee for letting
Paula and me present ourselves.

I don't have statistics and I don't have a formal presentation, but
I do have experience, and I think that's one of the most effective
things. I used drugs; I used drugs chronically when I was in my
schooling, my upper grades, when I was in high school primarily.

During the time I was in school, I had one drug awareness meet-
ing, and it was when I was in the fifth or sixth grade. They gave us
somewhat of a distorted view of what drugsthe effect of what
drugs did. They first gave us a magazine and it was a cartoon ver-
sion of drugs and the druggie and the person that does drugs and
the person that's straight. They put a smile on the person that's
straight and they put crosses for eyes on the person that does
drugs.

It explained the physical effects of drugs and I was scared. I was
in the sixth grade at the time and it scared me.

I did not have the desire at that time to do drugs or anything
and that partially did help. It did scare me, but when I did get into
the upper grades of school, junior high school and high school, I
saw people that were using drugs, pot primarily, alcohol, even
some harder drugs, ups and downs, and they didn't seem toI
didn't view them as I did the cartoon characters that I did when I
was in sixth grade.

They seemed to still have short hair; they looked fairly presenta-
ble. I questioned all the things that I saw when I was in junior
high from the presentation that was given when I was younger and
I thought, "Well, they don't look as screwed up as I thought they
would."

I think one of the things that would have helped me when I was
in junior high and high school would have been more awareness
meetings on what drugs are all about. Not the physical effects be-
cause primarily I think there is a disadvantage to explaining physi-
cal effects of drugs and what drugs do to you, and not the nega-
tives, not the high that the drug produces. It catches people's atten-
tion and for me, it got me curious.

When I heard that pot produces thin type of feeling, or alcohol
produces this type of feeling, I disregarded the negative effects that
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were talked about and I focused primarily on the positive things
about it. It was exciting; it was appealing to me.

I think one thing that would have helped me tremendously
would have been the emotional part, evaluating the emotional part
of drug use and how it's a disease of the feelings and how it de-
stroys the family life and things along that line. I think that would
have been helpful to me.

One thing I noticed from the earlier discussion, the presentation
was for all seniors. It was in the senior high school. The statistics
may have gone down for the seniors in high school. When I was a
sE or in high school, I started becoming aware of some of the
physical effects that drugs have now. Cocaine, pot, how it deterio-
rates the body, et cetera, and I started realizing that I was needing
to grow up a little bit. My future was right around the corner. I
needed to go to school.

I started backing off from drugs some when I was a senior in
school. I started cutting down some on alcohol use. I started cutting
down some on marijuana use. I started working harder because I
realized my future was ahead of me and I got a little bit scared, so
I think that statistics may have gone down for the seniors, but
look'ng back now, when I walk into game rooms, when I'm walking
in shopping malls, I see 10-, 11-, 12-, 13-year-old kids now that are
getting high, and they've got the long hair, and they've got the con-
cert t-shirts on, and they re at the point I was when I was in 9th
and 10th grade. That's scary.

I think that's why it's so important, and I think it would have
been so helpful for me, and more so now that drugs are so widely
recognized now, to start younger in schools with awareness pro-
gramsmandatory meetings for kids from sixth grade up on drugs,
not just the physical effects, but the emotional effects of what it
emotionally does to individuals that use drugs.

I think that that would help tremendously and I think that, from
what I have seen when I've gone back to my high school since I've
been graduated, I've seen that they have cracked down tremen-
dously in the schools with securitythe parking lots are now being
patrolled, the hallways are now being patrolled, and that's helped.
That's good because when I was in high school, people were getting
high in the parking lot, skipping class, going behind the clubhouse
in P.E. and smoking pot. It was unbelievable. It was like it was
almost accepted and people turn their backs rather than look at
the problem in school.

I can think of countless times when my mother went to the
schools and said, "Look, I think my son's got a problem. I need
help controlling him," and they didn't want to listen. They didn't
want to listen and they said, "It's a normal thing; he'll grow out of
it." OK, I didn't grow out of it and I ended up going into a treat-
ment program and now I'm a staff member there.

But I think that that is helpful; that schools are cracking down,
but I think the awareness part of it and the emotional effects, like
I said earlier, are very important. It needs to be emphasized more
because I don't think there's enough of that. I think along with
that, in reference t' schooling, attendance --I think that's a symp-
tom of drug use. Usually an individual, when he's a chronic skip-
per, is in one of the later stages of drug use, but an individual,
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when he first starts to skip school, is a symptom that they are into
drugs.

If that can be acknowledged by the school Gysterii, and people can
catch that and respond on that, then that 'nay be helpful in stop-
ping the individual before he gets further into drugs, which may be
doing an evaluation on the individual and seeing if maybe they
should go into a youth awareness program or something.

I think one thing also is that people are very unaware of the pro-
grams that are in the area. At least I was. I didn't know there was
any drug rehabilitation centers. I didn't know where there were
AA meetings; I didn't know where there were NA meetingsNar-
cotics Anonymousor whatever. Even if I did, I may not have at-
tended one when I was using drugs, but I will say this. It might
have caught my attention. I might have, at a tine of need when I
didn't have pressure from my friends and I didn't feel the need of
peer acceptance, I might have gone and seeked out some kind of
help when I was maybe at a low in my life.

But I didn't have any awareness of where the programs were in
the area. I think that s important also, you know, letting people
know that "Hey, there are facilities. Here's where you can go and
`here's where you can get help."

Those are some of the things that I thought of.
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you, Dean.
First, let me thank both of you because it takes a lot of courage

to come here and share these insights with us. We are indebted to
you for that.

Let me ask you, Paula, how old were you when you first started
using drugs?

PAULA. I was 13 years old.
Mr. HUGHES. What was the drag?
PAULA. The first drug I used was alcohol. I tried it, like sips here

and there of my brother's beer and then right after that. It wasn't
lik;, I'd used alcohol for a little while; it was pot, also, as I experi-
mented with both of them.

Mr. HUGHES. So pot was the second one you experimented with?
PAULA. Yes.
Mr. HUGHES. Any other drugs that you experimented with?
PAULA. Yes. I've done quite a list of them. I've donedo you

want me to name them?
Mr. HUGHES. Nowell, yes, if you would.
PAULA. OK. I've done pot, alcohol, hash, ups, downs, cocaine,

LSD, rush, and PCP.
Mr. HUGHES. Did you smoke when you were in school?
PAULA. Yes.
Mr. HUGHES. OK. Did you smoke at the time that you began tast-

ing beer?
PAULA. No. I smoked a little bit after that. I tried it for a little

while and then even when I first started smoking, I didn't inhale
or anything like that because it wasI just wanted to do it for ac-
ceptance of my friends. After a while, I started to smoke regularly.

Mr. HUGHES. Now, before you started experimenting with drugs,
pot and otherwise, had you refused the offer for you to experiment?
Did you turn your friends down at first?
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PAULA. None of my friends did drugs. I had one friend that did,
and I did turn her down quite a few times. Like I said, my brother
was into drugs and I saw all the things that he was getting into,
trouble with the law, and going to counselors, and I didn't want
any part of that. I really looked down on drugs.

I didn't understand them. I didn't know what it was all about. I
just kind of went along with my parents and I remember always
telling my parents, "No way, there's no way I would ever do that
to you all, like my brother did."

But when that one friend, you know, came up to me and kept
asking me, I would say no. I looked down on it. After a while, it
didn't look as bad as what my brother was doing. I thought, "Well,
I can keep it down to a minimum where I wouldn't get as bad off
as he was," and so I finally, you know, did it. I tried it a little bit
and there wasn't any bad effect. I wasn't getting into trouble with
the 1.1w. It was fun to me; it was exciting to me.

Mr. HUGHES. Was it curiosity, finally, that got you into drugs or
was it some additional peer pressure?

PAULA. A little bit of curiosity, but mostly I wanted the people
that were doing it to like me. I really wanted my brother to like
me and his friends to like me. Mostly for acceptance of everybody,
just to try it. And a little bit of curiosity to see what it was like.

Mr. HUGHES. Did you have any drug education programs in
school?

PAULA. The only thing that I can remember as far as that, was a
health class that took. They showed movies; they showed a movie
on PCP. and they also had an officer come in with a dummy that
smoked a cigarette, and showed us what that did to your lungs.

That was already after I'd gotten into drugs, but other than that,
I didn't have any at all.

Mr. HUGHES. I see.
How about you Dean? I gather you were about 16 when you first

began experimenting with drugs?
DEAN. Yes, and I was considered later than most individuals.
Mr. HUGHES. What was your first drug?
DEAN. Alcohol. I experimented with alcohol first.
Mr. HUGHES. You went from alcohol to what?
DEAN. I did pot and I did some of the same drugs that Paula did

also.
Mr. I i ['cams. Did you smoke cigarettes at the time you went into

pot?
DEAN. Later. Later. After I'd been involved with alcohol and pot

for around a year, I had started smoking cigarettes.
Mr. HUGHES. Aside from the one program that you had in ele-

mentary school, I think you said in fifth grade, on drug abuse, were
there any other programs that you received during your formal
schooling?

DEAN. There was none. None, to my knowledge, that I can even
remember.

Mr. litrialEs. Have you found, since you've become involved in
your present activity on the staff, that other youngsters follow your
same pattern?

DEAN. Exactly. Definitely. Definitely.
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Mr. HUGHES. You described that families can't identify the prob-
lem. Once they finally identify the problem, they don't know how
to deal with the problem. Do you find that to be the situation with
most of the youngsters you've come in contact with who have had
drug problems?

DEAN. i think there are several issues in reference to what
you're saying. One, parents don't want to look at the problem.
They don t want to view the fact that "My son or daughter actually
has a problem with drugs," because, of course, then they may tend
to look at themselves and feel like, "Well, maybe I'm the cause,''
and nobody wants to, you know, face that.

Mr. HUGHES. That they're a failure.
DEAN. Right. Exactly. Which would produce guilt or whatever. I

think that's one problem, parents don't want to accept the fact that
their child is into drugs.

Two, parents who have accepted it and realize that "My son or
daughter does have a problem and he's uncontrollable, or she's un-
controllable, and I need some help," don't have the proper outlets
or facilities to go to. They don't have the awareness of where to go.

Three, the parents that do go to, say a school counselor or the
school dean or the principal, they don't want to hear it and they
don't want to look into it. They don't want to accept it.

Those are three problems that I've encountered. There are facili-
ties that do take just the child in by itself, but I think parent sup-
port is one of the most important things, because drug use is a
family disease; it's not just the individual that has a problem. Sure,
they may be using chemicals, but everybody's affected by the user.
Just like an adult alcoholic.

Mr. HUGHES. Thank you.
The gentleman from Michigan.
Mr. SAWYER. How old are you now, Dean?
DEAN. I'm 19 years old.
Mr. SAWYER. Did you finish high school?
DEAN. Yes, I've graduated from high school. I'm now in my third

semester of college.
Mr. SAWYER. Oh, you're going to college in addition to working

at the clinic?
DEAN. Yes, I am.
Mr. SAWYER. Good for you.
Neither of you tried heroin, I assume?
DEAN. No.
PAULA. No.
Mr. SAWYER. And both of you have tried cocaine?
DEAN. That's right.
PAULA. Yes.
Mr. SAWYER. Did you get any kind of an addiction to the cocaine?
PAULA. No, I didn't. I tried it, I guess, about seven or eight times

and never not on a regular basis, it was just like every now and
thenand I never got a physical addiction at all.

Mr. SAWYER. Have you had any recurrent problems from having
used LSIY?

PAULA. No. I used that quite a bit also, and I've never had any
flashbacks or anything like that. It's never affected me.

Mr. SAWYER. Did you use LSD, too?
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DEAN. No, I didn't.
Mr. SAWYER. How long have both of you been off of drugs?
PAULA. I've been off about Si years.
DEAN. I've been straight for almost 3 years now. I've been

straight longer than the amount of time I used drugs.
Mr. SAWYER. Are you going to school now, Paula?
PAULA. Yes. I just graduated last year and I'll be starting college

next week, first year of college.
Mr. SAWYER. What do you want to be, Dean?
DEAN. Well, right now I'm working toward an associate in ad-

ministration of justice, which is law enforcement, and human rela-
tions, possibly getting involved in the court system, probation offi-
cer, which is somewhat ironic to what was discussed earlier about
the correlation between people that ch., drugs and the amount of
crime that goes along with it and people that have received treat-
ment and the amount of crime that's with that. It obviously does
decrease, definitely.

For instance, for myself, I did do things when I was involved
with drugs that violated the law. No. 1, drinking, by itself, was a
violation of the law. I was 16, 17 years old. I'm smoking pot. Deal-
ing drugs was involved. A lot of things along those lines. I was
breaking the law, and since I've been straight, you know, I've es-
tablished a totally different viewpoint on the law, and I'm very
supportive.

Whereas, opposed to before, I was fearful. Every time I saw a
police officer, I was scared because I knew I'd been doing things
wrong, where now I don't have to feel that way any longer.

Mr. SAWYER. Where'd you get the money to buy these drugs?
DEAN. I worked. I had a job and that was part of the thing that I

think eluded people. Many people in my past did not know that I
used drugs. They didn't know it. They didn't even suspect it be-
cause I had a job; for one thing. I made money and supported my
habit that way.

Mr. SAWYER. How about you, Paula,. where'd you get the money?
PAULA. I worked for about a year and I supported myself through

that. But then. I couldn't hold down a job because I doing drugs
every single day. I stole from my parents a lot of times. I stole a
lot. I remember stealing silverware from my parents and pawning
that, getting money that way, stealing money from my brother. Ba-
sically any way I could, you know, wherever I could find money, I
would steal it from people. That's how I basically got mine.

Mr. SAWYER. Dean, what kind of treatment did you receive?
What did they do when you went to the clinic, or whatever?

DEAN. Well, I was 17 years old when I went to the Straight Pro-
gram. It wag in St. Petersburg, FL; that's where I'm originally
from. I now work at a branch program, the Greater Washington
Straight Frogram. That's the program I went into.

When I first went in, I did not think I had a problem for some of
the reasons that I listed earlier: I had a job; I made money, but one
of the things that-

Mr. SAWYER. Why'd you go into the program, then?
DEAN. I went in January of 198-
Mr. SAWYER. Why? Why?
DEAN. Why?
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Mr. SAWYER. Yes, you said--
DEAN. Well, it was not fully my choice. My mother primarily

brought me down to the program. She was to the point where she
had said I was uncontrollable; I was unmanageable and I was, you
know( dPstroying her life, and that she was going to kick me out of
the house the next day.

So she said, "I'd like you to just go down and talk to some people
'and see if you'd like to consider getting some kind of help, and if

- you do, I'll be glad to help you out with that. I'll support you."
So, I went down to the program and some ,people talked to me. A

lot of things they said related. A lot of things they said, family
problems, problems at school they were having, the feeling or the
need to be accepted by their friends, and being weak and falling
into acceptance, I could relate to everything they were saying, yet I
didn't make the connection with drugs before I came to the pro-
gram.

I always thought it was just problems I had growing up, when
actually those were all just symptoms of my drug use. When they
had said, "All those things, Dean, were because they were doing
drugs, I was doing drugs," it made me see that I had had more
problems than just growing up.

I decided that I did want to give the program a shot, I did want
to give it a try. I did, and I'm very thankful that I did.

Mr. SAWYER. What kind of treatment did they give you, though?
What did they do?

DEAN. Well, I was put in a positive peer environment, for one
thing. It was a drug-free environment. People were making
changes; they were striving toward getting away from drugs, being
secure with themselves and their opinions and their feelings to the
point where they didn't have to fall into acceptance. They were re-
building family relationships; people would talk about walking
down malls, and holding their mother's hand, and telling their par-
ents they love them, which I hadn't done in a long time.

They were going back to school and getting good grades. That
was encouraging to me. It was exciting and .I respected people for
that. I saw things they were doingthings that I didn't think I
could do. That encouraged me because I was in a positive environ-
ment.

Mr. SAWYER. Was your father living at home?
DEAN. No. My parents were divorced at the time, and one

common question that was asked of me, what if that had a bearing
on my getting involved in drugs, and I said no, definitely not. I was
brought up in a very family oriented environment. We had Sunday
meal* together. My parents never fought in front of me and I think
when direct, you know, the problem at parents, I think it's a
copout, and I don't think it's people wanting to take responsibility.

Mr. SAWYER. Did your father live at home, Paula?
PAULA. Yes, both of my parents.
Mr. SAWYER. Did you have somewhat the same kind of treatment

that Dean's related?
PAULA. Yes, I went into the same program about 4 months after

he did and I work on staff now at the same program. When I went
in-1 mean, I knew I had problems. I knew that I didn't like
myself. I didn't like what I was doing. I'd just gotten in trouble

k
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with the law rig:It before I went into the program for possession of
alcohol.

When I went inyou see, Letill ... associate everything that I
was going through with drugs. I didn't ,know where I was going at
first. Then when I went in there, I talked to some people also and I
signed myself into the program. I felt relieved, like I wanted some
kind of help. I just wants to get out of the mess I was in. I didn't
know how. I didn't know whet the program could do, but I kind of
felt relieved when I went in. I'm glad I did, too.

Mr. SAWYER. Thank you.
I yield back, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HUGHES. The gentleman from New York.
Mr. SCHUMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I also want to pay .my

respect to your courage. Many people who have gone through what
you've gone through and some people have rehabilitated them-
selves, but I think it's very important for you, the rare few, to
come forward and let other people know, particularly because
there are people who are now in the situation that you were sever-
al years ago.

I hope that your being here serves as an example and inspiration
to them that they, too, can overcome their problems.

I just have a couple of questions. No. 1, you mentioned,many
drugs, some of which I wasn't familiar with. What is rush?

PAULA. It's ar inhalant. I'm not exactly sure of that, but it's an
inhalant that ju.. gives you kind of a real quick high feeling for a
few minutes.

Mr. SCHUMER. These questions, by the way, are for either Paula
or Dean.

From where did you buy your drugs? Were they sold by students
in the school or by people outside the school and community?

PAULA. Most of my drugs, I bought in the school from myfriends-
Mr. SCHUMER. Who are also in the school?
PAULA. Who are also in school. Same grade. My brother, who is

older than I was, I L )ught from his friends. A lot of times, you
could just stand outside of a store if you wanted alcohol and ask
someone to go in and buy it for you and they would. But mostly it
was from my at school.

Mr. SCHUMEP Dean, the same thing?
DEAN. I purchased drugs from my brother and from friends at

school, but I knew I had access wherever I went to get it. Like
Paula said, outside a liquor store. I had heard of teachers that used
drugs and you know I could have had access to get it that way.

Mr. SCHUMER. Teachers would sell drugs to students?
DEAN. Well, this was hearsay. I never myself purchased any from

an administrator.
Mr. SCHUMER. But do you think the teachers in your school knew

that there were drugs being sold and passed around?
DEAN. Definitely.
Mr. SCHUMER. And yet they didn't do anything about it?
DEAN. Some would. I think the older teachersand what I mean

by "older" is peopleteachers who have been in the school system
for 20 years, maybe. There was a lot of teachers at the age from 20
to 3() which were somewhat liberal on the issue.
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I'd seen on many s discussions that took place in the
classroom about drugs and it was like socially accepted. The teach-
ers would laugh or even make comments to kids that they knew
were high and not act on it at all.

Mr. SCHUMER. It was said earlier that 1 out of every I think it
was 15high school seniors smoke marijuana every day. Did any-
thing you hear in the statistical presentation jar your sensibility
and not really match what you had experienced?

PAULA. Nothing that I can remember. One .thing that we had
mentioned earlier was the fact that surveys are inaccurate.

Mr. SCHUMER. Right.
PAULA. There were two views that I thought of. One was,yOu

know, some people might not lie of much because it is so socially
accepted, but thin a lot more would lie because there's been so
much more crime with it. So many more people getting caught
with drugs and a lot more people being scared to get caught. So I
think therethe lying partI thought that was--

DEAN. I would have lied. I'll tell you that, I would have lied. OK,
if you gave me that questionnaire --I mean, if you gave

Mr. SCHUMER. Which way would you lie? I could see a reason to
lie both ways.

DEAN. It would have been that I didn't do drugs; I didn't smokepot
Mr. SCHUMER. I see.
DEAN. I would have cut down the usage that I did for two rea-

sons: One, to feed my own denial, OK, because if I were to have
seen that on paper and all of a suttee." the school newspaper came
up and said these many people do this and it tells me that they
have a prob.em, well, I would have .4ad to look at myself. Why
would I want to do that?

Mr. SCHUMER. 13(th of you were talking about how you decided to
get awa:r from drugs, and most of it seemed to relate to external
factors.

What about the physical feelings when you went through it?
Were there times where you felt so strung out that you said, "I
can't do this anymore"?

PAULA. With myself, I was a little bitI guess I was more, I
guess, call it further down than Dean or whatever, L 'use as T.
older, I got worse and worse in:3 drugs and I didn't think of re-
sponsibility. I just wanted to run away from it.

I failed more and more out of school; I kept quitting jobs and it
got worse and worse as I went along.

Mr. SCHUMER. You wanted to get out as it got worse; is that
right? You couldn't, but-yav, really had desires-

PAULA. Yes, and there we a lot of times when I did use drugs
where I got really, you know, like alcohol, I would OD quite a few
times and using other drugs where I would just pray that I would
come out of the drug, you know, just come out of the physical feel-
ing, but for the most part, the drugs would either make me feel
better or just make me feel anything other than, you know, thr,
guilt I was feeling or just the hate that I had for my& 1.

Mr. SCHUMER. Dean?
DEAN. I didn't really have much of a desire to get out because I

didn't really think that my problems were all that bad. The prob-
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lems that I did haves I directed toward other people. I said, "If my
mother would change, some things would go better. If the school
would not be as strict, then I'd do better." I pointed the finger to
everybody else rather than myself.

So I didn't have much of a desire to change and I think this is
. one of the things. I think the view of people in society, the stereo-
type of a "druggie" is the long hair, you know, the headband, the
concert shirt, the needle and that's not true at all. I had short hair;
I dressed fairly nice; I was respectful around teachers and not
many people at all suspected that I did do drugs except the imme-
diate family, because they had immediate contact with me.

Mr. SCHUMER. One final question. Do you find that today among
your peers drugs are regarded as less of a good thing and more of a
bad thing than they once were?

DEAN. I'm not actually back in high school. That was where it
actually was, but I thinkfrom what I've been viewingfrom
what I've been hearing in shopping malls, et cetera, I think people
are viewing pot as bad, as not as good for themselves as maybe
they would have 2 or 3 years ago because of all the new statistics
that have come out. I think that s been helpful. I think that's put a
scare into some people.

But I think alcohol is still socially accepted and people don't look
at the seriousness of it. When I say, "I've done alcohol," I say I've
done the drug "alcohol," not alcohol itself. OK?

Mr. SCHUMER. I think that's very interesting. You talk about al-
cohol in a very different way than the average American talks
about alcohol. You treat it as a drug and something to be feared.
That's an interesting observation. The committee ought to take
note.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you.
The gentleman from Florida.
Mr. SHAW. Thank you.
Paula, are you from Florida, also?
PAULA. No, I'm from up here. I went down to Florida into the

program.
Mr. SHAW. Oh, you did the St. Petersburg program there?
PAULA. Yes.
Mr. SHAW. How'd you happen to get into that program?
PAULA. My parents attended a neighborhood awareness meeting

and they had talked about some convention from Atlanta that
maybe some parents would like to attend. My mom went down
with a friend and there was a guy there that was from Straight
and talked to them and told them all about the program, that it
was drug-free, and that it helped, you know, quite a few kids. The
word "drug-free" was my mom'syou know, like, yes, that's it,
that's got to be it, because all the programs and everything that
we'd been to had used drugs to calm kids down.

They called down there and I was put on a waiting list. I don't
knot' what happened; I got in a lot sooner than I thought I would.
But my parents drove me down there and they attended an open
meeting which gave them a good view of the program.

I went in '2 days laterand they didn't tell me where I was going
because I would not have gone in. There was no way that I wanted
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to change my lifestyle. I didn't think I could, and I really didn't
want to. I didn't want to humble myself to my parents and say,
"I'm wrong. Look, I've really done bad." I didn't want to tell them
all the things I was doing.

So, they didn't tell me where I was going. They said, "You're
going to talk to some people about a school," but when I went in
there, you know, they told methey informed me, "Hey, you're
here at Straight and it's a drug rehab."

I sat there and I just talked with the people. I was upset, and I
was mad because my parents were doing this to me. I just thought
it was the worst thing in the world.

But like Dean said, a lot of the things that people were saying I
could relate to, and I started feeling more relieved, like, `Hey,
maybe I can get out of it." But I still didn't want to look at it as if I
had a drug problem. I mean, that just looked so bad in my eyes
because in my drug use, I looked at drugs as so good, and I looked
at straight people and people that weren't using drugs as that was
uncommon and that was really bad.

I really conned myself into believing that drugs were the best
thing in the world, and they were my ticket to happiness. If I just
kept doing drugs, if I just kept on doing it, somewhere down the
line, I would come out on top.

I was 16 when I went into the program and my parents took me
down there and I signed myself in. They supported me throughout
the whole program.

Mr. SHAW. How long did you stay there?
PAULA. I was in the program for 14 months in all my phases; and

then I went on to staff training which, you know, I am on staff
now, and it was a group where I was training to be a staff member.
Then I went on to staff, so ever since April 13, 1981, I've been in-
volved in the program.

Mr. SHAW. You stayed in the program 14 months? Did you phys-
ically stay in St. Petersburg 14 months?

PAULA. Yes.
Mr. SHAW. What problems did you see when you returned back

to your own community?
PAULA. Problems with myself or just problems in the commu-

nity?
Mr. SHAW. Problems with your relationship to your friends.
PAULA. When I came back, most of my friends had already grad-

uated, and I've been back almost a year, and I haven't really had
any ,problems. I've had a few people call me and say, "I'm proud of
you,' but most of them are scared of me, or just don't want to do
anything with me because they know that I'm straight, or what-
ever.

I really haven't run into any problems.
Mr. SHAW. Were you generally known among your friends for

using drugs?
PAULA. Yes, very. I was known among everybody as using drugs

and a "freak." You know, with drugs. But I don't know why; I
don't know exactly why I haven't had a whole lot of problems with
it.

Mr. SHAW. You mentioned that you didn't like yourself when you
were using drugs. Did you like yourself before you used drugs?
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PAULA. Yes. I got really gciod grades. I was in dancing. I had, you
know, I was doing really good in dancing and my parents were
really, really proud of me. Yes, I was a very positive person. I
really enjoyed it.

Mr. SHAW. Now you're 17, going back into your school; did you
go back to the same high school?

PAULA. When I was down in Florida, I want back as a junior, and
I went to a different high school. Then, when I came back up here,
I was already graduated through the program. I went back in my
senior year and all my friends had graduated, you know, because I
had been put back a year because I failed. But I didn't really, have
any 7 :ends that were left in high school.

. SHAW. Were you beginning to like yourself at that point?
PAULA. Oh, yes. I began to like myself when I first went in the

program. On the first phase of the program, I started really liking
myself. I started learning that I didn't have to do the things I was
doing. I started getting out all the feelings of guilt and disappoint-
ment.

Mr. SHAW. Did you consider yourself an addict?
PAULA. No. No.
Mr. SHAW. Do you now consider yourself as a former addict?
PAULA. No. I was never- -
Mr. SHAW. Was more of an attitude-type of adjustment that

you had to get straightened out, rather than a chemical or physical
addiction?

PAULA. I was chemically dependent on drugs, where I depended
on them to feel good or to escape. I was never physically addicted
to where I had to have the drugs, but I was chemically and emo-
tionally, like in my head, I wanted the drugs; they made me feel
good, so therefore I used theft* to escape everything else that I was
going through, skipping school, fighting with my parents, things
like that. But I was never physically addicted to any drugs.

Mr. SHAW. How did your parents first find out that you were in-
volved, and how long were you involved, with drugs before they did
find out?

PAULA. I would say it was about 8 or 9 months before they found
out. It was pretty quick, because my brother had gotten, into drugs
and they were aware of all the symptoms that led up to it, so they
caught on to me pretty quick. My did had found drugs in my purse
and they confronted me with them. I said, "Well, they aren't
mine," and they didn't believe me. There are times I came home
late, you know, with alcohol on my breath and I said, you know,
"Oh, I just had one drink." I was lying to them all the time.

Mr. SHAW. Do you use alcohol at all now?
PAULA. No, I don't use any drugs at all.
Mr. SHAW. Is it your intention never to use alcohol?
PAULA. Yes. I won't ever touch anrrlcohol or any drugs or any-

thing, ever again.
Mr. SHAW. Dean, do you feel the same way about alcohol?
DEAN. Definitely. Like I said earlier, alcohol is a drug, in my

opinion. When I've made that decision that I felt bad and I knew
that drugsmeaning alcohol or whatever elsewould make me
feel better, and I actually carried out that act, then I think that
was the time when I became chemically dependent, and I think
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that's the time when anybody crosses that line is when they know
that, "Hey, this will make me feel better, and I feel bad now, so
I'm going to go to that to feel better."

I think that's when that line's crossed and I thinkI know, in
factthat I crossed that line. So I can't go back.

Mr. SHAW. Did you feel that you were addicted to alcohol or any
of the chemicals?

DEAN. Yes. I think people say "addict." You know, when I talked
earlier to somebody, they said, you know, I've heard several people
say I'm a "junkie,' or I'm this or that. I don't view myself as that.
I view myself as being chemically dependent. I know that I was ha-
bituated to drugs to the point where I knew when I felt bad, I could
use them to feel better, rather than go to the proper channels,
which I think any young adult should go to, which is to talk about
my feelings, go to my family, express, "Hey, I'm feeling pressure
from school to be accepted, to do this and that." I mean, that's
normal mechanisms that I should have been using growing up, but
I didn't.

In turn, I used drugs. And that screwed up my whole system, you
know. I didn't have the mechanisms to deal with everyday prob-
lems inside of me. My mechanism Was drugs. In turn, I had to rees-
tablish all of that when I went to the program and I had to learn
how to deal with my feelings, learn how to deal with being accept-
ed and all that within myself.

Mr. SHAW. Had you gotten to the point where you didn't like
yourself much?

DEAN. Yes. I was to that point, because I thought that I had
problems that other people didn't have. Of course, some of my
family problemsone of the main things with me was I felt so
weak over wanting to be accepted by other people. I think that's
one of the prime problems, that peer acceptanceI mean, that's
what primarily got me into drugs. I just felt so weak that I couldn't
even stand up for myself. I knew I was that way when I was young-
er and- -

Mr. SHAW. Why was that? Was that because of your attitude or
the fact that you may have been a little more extraverted when
you were under the infill-nce of the drugs, or was it just because
you wanted to be seen wish a marijuana cigarette in your hand or
a cocaine spoon or something of that nature?

DEAN. I think I primarily just wanted to be known as somebody
that was popular. I knew that drugs were a popular thing. Going
out and getting drunk on the weekends was a popular thing to do.

Mr. SHAW. Thank you. Thank you, both, for coming to visit with
us.

Mr. HUGHES. I just have a couple of very brief questions.
When you purchased the drugs at school, were they in most in-

stances purchases from your friends?
DEAN. Yes.
Mr. HUGHES. Were they selling drugs to make money or were

they selling drugs just to get them over to their other friends?
DEAN. I think a mixture of both. I think, for one thing, at least

for myself. when I first tried to get other people into drugs, I didn't
make them pay at first because I wanted to bring them down; I

bl
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wanted to get them into the scene, make them feel like I was doing
something good for them, you know.

But later, when the person actually came to the point where
they wanted the drugs, thee, they started paying. I think some was
to make money, but most of my friends I knew that sold drugs, it
never worked out that way. They did half the drugs that they were
supposed to be selling, so it came to the point where they were just
making enough money to purchase.

Mr. HUGHES. OK, just one additional question. Looking back now
to your days in high school in particular, knowing what you know
now, what do you think would be the single most important thing
we could do to try to reach that individual who's trying to make a
decision whether or not they should experiment with drugs?

PAULA. I guess the thing that I can think of is having speakers
like Dean and myself go to schools and maybe hold classes, like in
health classes, such as I had, to give them more knowledge on the
drug use, what it does to you physically and mentally. Have people
that have experience with drugs and have them go talk to them,
because it got my attention more when people my own age were
saying, "Hey, I've been there and this is what I've done and this is
what it's done to me." It made me want to believe it a lot more
than just a parent lecturing or a movie that--

Mr. HUGHES. Are you doing that now? Are you going into a
school, for instance, and telling your story?

PAULA. I've done a few speaking engagements, but none in a
school. I attended a school and I would talk to parentsI .nean,
teachers and counselors, about. myself.

Mr. HUGHES. How about you, Dean?
DEAN. I personally haven't been to a school, but I think an opin-

ion on what you're saying, I think it would need to go way back to
elementary school and start early becausethe things that I did
people would talk about, like when TV rrograms would come on
and talc about the effects of pot or the effects of cocaine or alcohol
or that have former users on TV. I would look at them and I'd
think, "Wow, they actually changed."

It would be a little bit exciting to me. I'd think, "Wow, they can
actually change," and I saw what they were saying and it would
scare me some, but I was already to the point where I needed some
kind of treatment to stop. I couldn't just do it by myself.

I think having people like myself or Paula going toof course,
with the counsel or whatever, some type of presentation or aware-
nes.; meeting of some sort back in the schools would help people
like myself because I know I could go and say, "Hey, look, I did
drugs; I wanted to be accepted; I wanted the acceptance of friends;
I thought I'd be cool; I thought I'd have a bunch of people that I
could trust; I thought I'd be happy; and I didn't get that at all."

Now, since being straight, I can be strong with my opinion and I
can feel good. I can do good in school and I don't have to worry
about what other people think about me, et cetera.

Mr. HUGHES. Well. thank you very much. You really have, first
of all, contributed immeasurably to the hearing and we are indebt-
ed to you for coming.

6
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As I indicated, you're courageous; your candor is refreshing; and
we certainly appreciate your insights. We wish you continued good
health and success in everything you do.

PAULA. Thank you.
DEAN. Thank you very much.
Our next panel this morning consists of three of the most promi-

nent figures in the country who administer at the State level pro-
grams that support drug abuse prevention and research. First,
Thomas Kirkpatrick, Jr., is the executive director of the Illinois
Dangerous Drugs Commission, a position he's held since 1975. Mr.
Kirkpatrick is also the president of the National Association of
St/Ate Alcohol and Drug Abuse Directors. He is a member of the
National Advisory Council on Drug Abuse and has been appointed
secretary and presiding officer of the Council by NIDA Director,
Dr. Pollin.

In 1980, he was appointed by President Carter as a member of
the National Strategy Council on Drug Abuse. Mr. Kirkpatrick is a
lawyer by profession and has had an extensive career in law en-
forcement, with the Law Enforcement Assistant Administration,
and with the Drug Abuse Cot1ncil before he took his current posi-
tion.

Our second witness is John Gustafson, the deputy director of the
Division of Substance Abuse Services for the State of New York.
Mr. Gustafson testified before the subcommittee a number of years
ago on the relationship of drugs and crin e. For the past 13 years,
Mr. Gustafson has worked in almost every capacity in the manage-
ment and planning of drug abuse services for the State which pro-
ably has the greatest drug abuse problem in the Nation.

Most recently, he has been working with numerous communities
throughout New York to generate locally based drug abuse preven-
tion initiatives.

The third member of the panel is Richard Russo, the assistant
commissioner of Health for the State of New Jersey, who is also
the director of the Division of Narcotics and Drug Abuse Control.
Mr. Russo's very distinguished career in the New Jersey Depart-
ment of Health goes back to the beginning of the 1960's. Mr. Russo
has degrees in pharmacy and in public health, and is the author of
numerous articles on these subjects and is a member of many pro-
fessional societies and organizations.

Mr. Russo manages over 570 employees and has a budget of some
$6.3 million for alcohol programs and a $17.8 million for drug
abuse.

Gentlemen, we have your statements which, without objection,
will be made a part of the record and you may proceed as you see
fit. Welcome. Let's begin first with you, Mr. Kirkpatrick.
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TESTIMONY OF THOMAS KIRKPATRICK, JR., EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR, ILLINOIS DANGEROUS DRUGS COMMISSION, AND PRESI-
DENT. NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE ALCOHOL AND DRUG
ABUSE DIRECTORS; RICHARD RUSSO, ASSISTANT COMMISSION-
ER. NEW JERSEY DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH; AND JOHN GUS-
TAFSON, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE
SERVICES, STATE OF NEW YORK
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I thank you, Mr Chairman. With your permis-

sion, since you do have the written statement for the record, I'd
just like to make a few brief points- -

Mr. HUGHES. We'd appreciate that.
Mr. KIRKPATRICK [continuing]. And make our--lves and myself

available for your questions on issues that have 1 en raised so far.
I think the one issue that has been identified early on in these

hearings, and one of great concern to us, is the shift in responsibil-
ity as it was described to the States for the administration of all of
the Federal money for drug abuse treatment and prevention. We
have calculated that this will cause a 42-percent reduction in the
available funds from 1980 to 1983.

That is the actual dollar reduction and figure again the 2 years
of inflation at a 10-percent rate for the first year and a 6.3-percent
rate for this third year Unfortunately, a lot of people judge the
impact of increased cost as being a soft figure and not a hard one
in terms of what's available. However, I can tell you that in years
where inflation runs high, we've had to reduce our programs and
services by as much as 10 percent, even though the dollar amounts
stay the same that are available in a particular area. So it's a very
real cost factor.

Costs have been increasing and the available dollars through the
ADM block grant have been decreasing, and yet there is an unpar-
alleled increase in demand for services. In a recent survey of our
States, 94 percent reported that they are unable to meet the
demand for drug abuse treatment and prevention services.

The increased concern in many large States is with the criminal
justice system and its problems, its prison overcrowding, the need
to find alternatives to traditional prosecution, and incarceration for
persons whose real problem is drug and alcohol abuse. There is an
increased demand in those large States by the judiciary and by the
prison system for more treatment services to deal with those
people for which no services presently exist.

There was a mention earlier in these hearings of the relationship
between the eradication programs and the border interdiction pro-
grams and the treatment and prevention programs and I think
almost everyone who has testified has stated that both are neces-
sary and it's absolutely true that law enforcement, of which I've
had a personal background in border interdiction and crop eradica-
tion, is a short-term suppression program. The true answerand
it's unfortun. ely a long -term oneto doing anything about the
problem that faces us with regard to drugs, is to change the atti-
tudes, to change the demand for drugs, and to increase the knowl-
edge and awareness of what drugs are all about and why people
find themselves involved in it.
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Unfortunately, that takes a long time to make those kinds of
changes, so in the meantime, we have to have the law enforcement
interdiction programs as much as we need the treatment and pre-
vention programs.

We have a couple of quick points to make and they are that as
an association, there are several matters before Congress that
we're concerned about, in addition to the appropriation level, and
they include the possibility of funding for activities that would be
permitted under the Justice Assistance Act to continue to fund pro-
grams such as the Treatment Alternative to Street Crime Project,
the so-called TASC programs which in many States, including my
own, provide probably the only contact between the overburdened
court system and the available treatment resources.

Another issue identified by an earlier witness in response to a
question by a member of the committee, is prescription drug abuse
and licit drugs diverted tothe illicit market. We wo'Ald like to see
and would support the Drug Enforcement Administration being
able to provide financial and technical assistance to the States, who
have the primary responsibility for controlling prescription drug
abuse as we do.

The third concern is the imminent danger that as an asse,:iation,
we believe that as public resources for publicly funded drug abuse
treatment and prevention programs decline, the quality must
therefore also decline. The available services will deteriorate and
what we will have is a two-tiered structure of services, as has hap-
pened in some other areasan underfunded and underqualified
one for publicly funded services and a very expensive one available
only to those persons who have private resources available to pay
for their service.

We would also like to point out that we do appreciate very great-
ly the research that has been conducted by the National Institute
under Dr. Pollin's direction and continues, because we believe
there are answers to be found to many of these problems in re-
search. However, we are not in the position of being able to put
signs in our programs saying, "Closed until research finds the
answer." Most of the significant research efforts are 5-, 10-, and 15-
year projects. We support it; we appreciate it, but we're faced with
having to do something about the problem now.

Thank you.
[The statement of Mr. Kirkpatrick follows:)

TESTIMONY OF THOMAS B. KIRKPATRICK, JR., PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
STATE ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE DIRECTORS. AND DIRECTOR, ILLINOIS DANGEROUS
DRUGS COMMISSION

Dear Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: The National Association of
Stove Alcohol and Drug Abuse Directors (NASADAD) is pleased to have this oppor-
tunity to present a statement for the Subcommittee hearing record on the status of
the put 'icly funded alcohol and drug abuse treatment and prevention services in
the 50 :,tates and U.S. Territories.

The State Alcoholism Agencies and the Single State Agencies for Drug Abuse Pre-
vention were created by the States in response to Congression.-) action in the Com-
prehensive Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism Prevention, Treatn nt and Rehabilita-
tion Act of 197() and the Drug Abuse Office and Treatm% nt Act of 1972, respectively,
to have sole responsibility in the States to plan and administer a Statewide alcohol-
ism and/or drug abuse prevention and treetnient network.
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Under the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1981, which created the Alcohol, Drug
Abuse and Mental Health Services (ADMS) Block Grant, Federal mandate for
Single State Agencies was repealed. However, I am pleased to inform you that each
State and U.S. Territory has chosen to retain this governmental structure in order
to assure effective coordination of alcohol and drug treatment and prevention serv-
ices at the State and local level and efficient administration of the relevant portion
of the Federal ADMS Block Grant.

The Chairman and members of the Subcommittee are already familiar with the
range and complexity of problems which result from alcohol abuse and alcoholism,
licit and illicit drug abuse addiction; these are problems which impact on every
sector of our society, whether it be lost productivity at the workplace, accidents on
our highways, or disruption of the family unit. Our children are not immune from
the problem nor are the elderly. A 1982 study sponsored by the Alcohol, Drug Abuse
and Mental Health Administration estimated the economic cost of alcohol and drug
abuse to have been $65.8 billion in 1977. Also, a recent study by the Congressional
Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) projects that the costs for alcohol abuse
alone will have approached $120 billion for 1982.

The project economic losses due to alcohol and drug abuse do not seem excessive
when you consider the following:

An estimated 10 million American adults are problem drinkers or alcoholics
more than $43 million American teenagers abuse alcohol;

10,000 young people are killed every year in highway accidents involving alcohol;
American youth still have the highest level of drug abuse in any industrialized

nation;
3304 of all Americans over 12 have used an illicit substance or a prescription drug

for nonm,lical purposes;
Heroin addiction remains a serious problem in our large, urban areas; and
Almost one third of all State prisoners in 1979 were under the influence of an

illicit drug when they committed the crimes for which they were incarcerated.
In light of this evidence it makes sense in both fiscal and human terms, for both

Federal and State governments to invest in an appropriate level of funding for the
prevention and treatment of alcohol and drug abuse.

Historically, the Federal-State partnership has been a strong, mutually supportive
one. However, over the past three years Federal support for alcohol and drug abuse
treatment and prevention has been reduced by 42 percent. This reduction has
placed an unfair burden on State governments and one which many State govern-
ments have been unable to assume. As a result, the ability of publicly-funded alco-
hol and drug abuse programs to meet the increasing demand for services has been
severely hampered.

ALCOHOL, DRUG ABUSE AND MENTAL HEALTH BLOCK GRANT

Overall, the State alcohol and drug abuse agencies have made a smooth transition
from the previous Federal categorical alcohol and drug project and formula grant
programs to the Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health block grant program. The
smooth transition is in part due to the fact that the State drug agencies had been
receiving their project grant dollars through a mechanism similar to the block grant
for several yearsthe Statewide services grantand were already responsible for
allocating and monitoring the Federal drug obese project grants. Also, at the tme of
the ADM block grant authorizalion, Federal officials were considering switching to
a Statewide services funding mechanism for the Federal alcoholism project grants,
which at that time were being administered by NIAAA. In fact, five States were
participating in a demonstration project testing the feasibility of the Statewide serv-
ices grant mechanism for the alcoholism project grants. Both the alcohol and drug
abuse formula grants were awarded directly to the State alcohol and drug agency,
which in turn allocated the dollars where they were needed most.

Sint e the State alcoholism and drug abuse agencies were already administrating
thrwfourths of the programs eventually folded into the alcohol and drug portion of
the DVI block grant program, the basis for the supposed administrative cost sav-
ings associated with the ADM block grantstreamlined and efficient manage-
mentwas not applicable. The funding reductions accompanying the block grant
were supposed to be balanced by the increased costs savings realized from the new
funding and administrative mechanisms. Unfortunately, fo;. the alcohol and drug
services programs the supposn .,n a:. not relevant. Rather they were penalized for
having been one step ahead

In FY 19s0 'the year for I alcohol and drug portion of the ADM block grant),
Federal appropriations for the alcohol and drug abuse project and formula grant
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programs totalled $322 million. In FY 1982 the alcohol and drug protion of the block
grant espialled only £222 N niillion --a 33 percent reduction from FY 1980 levels
without adjust'.., for inflation. If the inflation rate of 10.4 percent in 1981 and 6.1
percent in 1982 is taken into account, current Federal funding levels for alcohol and
drug treatment and prevention services represent a 42% reduction in real dollars.

Recognizing the increased demand for alcohol and drug treatment services by the
unemployed, Members of Congress added $30 million to the ADM block grant FY
19;(3 appropriation in the recently enacted-package of jobs and humanitarian aid for
the unemployed. Even with this increase of $15.2 million (the alcohol and drug por-
tion of the ADM block grant equals 50.76% of the total), Federal funding for alcohol
and drug services, when adjusted for inflation, has decreased 33% from the FY 1980
level.

In the Chairman's homr."State of New Jersey, treatment and prevention funding
for drug abuse has been reduced over the past several years by $5,000,000. Approvi-
mately $3,000,000 of the reduction is the result of the switch from Federal categori-
cal monies to the ADI13 Block Grant program. The State budget was also decreased
by $800,000. Because of the funding reduction, the number of treatment agencies
has dropped from 97 to 80. the annual number of clients receiving substance abuse
treatment services from 21,000 to 15,000; and New Jersey's daily treatment capacity
has been reduced from approximately 7,500 to 6,690 as of January, 1983. Unfortu-
nate.y, the demand for treatment services hap continued to exceed the State of New
Jersey's capacity to respond.

Many States, with careful budget planning combined with a temporary overlap of
isederal funding have been able to maintain a minimum level of services even with
the significant reduction in Federal support. In FY 1982, many States received their
IN 19K block grant award prior to the expiration of their previous fiscal year's
project and forn..11a grants. This phenomenon was due to the unforeseen delay of
previous Federal grant awards in many States where the fiscal year award was not
made until six months after the beginning of the fiscal year. For example, State X
applied for and received its FY 1982 block grant quarterly allocation on 004.-er 1,
1982. However, State X's FY 1981 Statewide services annual grant award had not
been awarded ur.til March 1982 (six months after the beginning of FY 1981). As a
result, there existed on overlap of Federal Funds and the State was able to postpone
the negative impact of the decrease in Federal funding for alcoholism and drug
abuse services which accompanied the ADMS block grant. With creative planning,
many States have been able to stretch this cushion into the 1983 Fiscal Year, but it
will gc no farther. Beginning in FY 1984, many programs in the 50 States and U.S.
Territories will close their doors, in a time when these programs are needed the
mostduring and immediately following r. period of high tmemployment. State rev-
enues are not available to bridge this funding gap since State coffers are being
drained by the provision of minimal welfare and social services benefits to the un-
employed and their families.

In the State of Michigan, the largest inci ease in client admissions has come from
the category of those "unemployed and in the work force" meaning those recently
laid off and looking for work. Overall, 63 percent of the 75,600 clients admitted to
publicly funded substance abuse programs in Fiscal Year 1982 were unemployed
an increase of more than 10,000 from FY 1978-79. As in New Jersey, however, there
are no additional resources available to support the increased demand for services.
Hundreds of clients are being forced to wait for services.

SURVEY OF STATES

If I may. I would like to provide you with the results of a survey conducted by
NASADAD last March on the status of Stall alcohol and drug abuse services sys-
tems. In the survey of the NASADAD membership, each State agency director was
asked for provide a narrative description of any signi'icant changes in the delivery of
prevention and or treatment services over the past year. State Directors were then
asked to offer projections on future State (not Federal) resources. A brief State-by-
State tiunirnary of the comments made in response to both of these questions is at-
tached for your information.

In general, the comments made by the State agency directors reflect the unique-
ness of the States and their service needs. Many of the States have increased their
expenditures for prevention programs. a ch nge which appears to be related to the
Al M block grant requirement that 2() p, cent of the ADM block grant dollars be
allocated for prevention. while in other States the directors have indepent' atly de-
cided to increase prevention service Ta onies. In many State. eleven)
the capacity to support treatment ser, 1.....clined in FY 198:;; even though the per-
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ceived need in those States had increased due to economic conditions. In several
States, there has been a change in the type of treatment services provided, with less
chronic and/or institutional care and more early intervention type care.

Regarding FY 1984 State monies for alcohol and drug abuse services, the majority
of States expressed hope that they would be able to maintain their current level of
services for at least part of the fiscal year, only seven States indicated that they
expected to receive funding increases in FY 1984. In these instances, the program
increases seem to be related to projected alcohol tax increases, to commitments re-
lated to drunk driving programming and/or to the expansion of -prevention pro-
grams. Ten States indicated that they expect to suffer significant reductions in fund-
ing in FY 1984.

Of greater importance is the fact that over 94 percent of the States responding to
the NASADAD survey reported that an unmet need for treatment and prevention
services exists within their State. Thus, even though the State may be able to main-
tain current services levels, it is not enoughthere are still thousands of individ-
uals who need and could benefit from some type of prevention or treatment services.

RECOMMENDATIONS

I would like to applaud the members of the Subcommittee on Crime for its asser-
tive approach to identifying ways for the Federal Government to assist in reducing
the problems of alcohol and drug abuse in our society. Your sponsorship of legisla-
tion, designed to assist in not only reducing the availability of licit and illicit drugs,
but also your concerns for helping the victims of alcohol and drug abuse is wel-
comed by the national, State and local constituency groups, and everyone who has
ever encountered these problems.

If I may, I would like to briefly comment on three pieces of legislation which fall
within your Subcommittee's jurisdictionthe Justice Assistance Act which has
passed the House of Representatives, prescription drug abuse diversion amendments
proposed by the Administration, and the Comprehensive Drug Penalty Act of 1983.

Justice Assistance Act
NASADAD strongly supports the concepts of a block grant program to States for

the purpose of ca,rying out programs of proven effectiveness or which offer a high
probability of improving the functions of the criminal justice system as propoted by
the Justice Assistance Act. Many States have been intimately involved with the
highly successful Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime (TASC) program which is
one of the specified categories of criminal justice programs which can be funded
under this biotic grant program. The TASC program seeks to develop linkages be-
tween the criminal justice and alcohol and drug treatment systems a4 well as
reduce recidivism among drug or alcohol abusing offenders. Federal support for pro-
grams such as TASC must continue if we are to continue to adequately address the
needs of this population which is responsible for a significant portion of property
crime in our cities.

NASADAD encourages the Subcommittee on Crime to recognize that the responsi-
bility for implementing and operating programs such as TASC must be assumed by
both the Federal and State governments. It is ne longer appropriate for the Federal
government to simply provide "seed money" to the States, nor is it appropriate for
the Federal government to restrict the duration of joint Federal-State support to a
particular time frame.

As I am sure you are aware, the FY 1984 appropriations measure for the Depart-
ment of Justice as reported by the Appropriations Committee does not include fund-
ing for the Justice Assistance Act's block grant program. NASADAD, through its
Legislative CAommitv.e, has been seeking support for inclusion of an appropriation
for this important program and we encourage you to continue to place a high priori-
ty on obtaining funds for the block grant program.

Prescription dm, diversion
The Subcommittee is to be congratulated for its attention to the very serious prob-

lem of diversion and abuse of pi !scription drugs. Under consideration for some time
has been a grantin-aid program in DEA to assist States to develop integrated and
effective diversion control programs. NASADAD strongly encourages the Subcom-
mittee to authorize such a program which would provide incentives to .9+ t.
evaluate t diversion problems and develop strategies for improving their re-
sponse The Drug Enforcement Administration should also be encouraged to develop
a program of technical assistance to Stews. including ascignment of new field office
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personnel to serve as a proactive liaison to State licensing, regulatory an.i.enforce-ment agencies.

Cwil forfeiture provisions
I would also ask the Subcommittee to consider including language in the civil for-

feiture provision of the Comprehensive Drug Penalty Act of 1983 which would
permit a portion of funds collected by authority under this provision to be allocated
for drug abuse treatment services. NASADAD endorses the concept that assets and
profits derived from illegal drug trafficking should be utilized, in part to support
activities in the area of drug enforcement. However, it is just as appropriate for a
portion of the seized assets to provide additional treatment capacity for drug addicts
and abusers.

Treatment programs for alcohol and drug abusers lacking private or third party
coverage rely heavily on Federal and State government resources. With the current
reduced level of Federal support, quite often it is the alcoholic or drug addicted
criminal offender who does not receive the appropriate treatment. I believe your
Subcommittee's authorization of the criminal justice block grant can play an impor-
tant role in improving services for this population, ns could legislation permitting a
portion of funds and assets seized through civil forfeiture legislation to be dedicated
to treatment of drug abuse problems, easing some of the demands placed on our
services systems.

NASADAD also encourages the Subcommittee on Crime to recognize the impor-
tant contributions of the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) and the National
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA). The Institutes' research pro-grams have helped us to better understand alcoholism and drug addiction and alsoplay an important function by monitoring national and regional drug abuse trends.

In closing, I encourage the Subcommittee to recognize that the pubti.:1y-funded al-
cohol and drug abuse services programs which rely on Federal ant: State funds
remain effective providers of low cost, quality services. However, without an in-
crease in Federal support, at least to its previous level, I expect to see a gradual
deterioration of the alcohol and drug abuse services systems in some parts of the
country within the coming year. I would like to once age., express ray appreciation
and the appreciation of my fellow State alcohol and drug abuse directors for your
active interest in seeking ways to build upon the Federal-State partnership in the
alcohol and drug abuse fields.

Thank you.

ATTACHMENT 1.CHANGES IN STATUS OF SLaVICES SYSTF.MS IN FISCAL YEAR 1983 '

ALABAMA

Treat ment reduced dollars for inpatient & outpatient services. Prevention: dou-
bled dollars and services.

ALASKA

No major chang...sinder Block Grant continued provr trns funded by Feds.

ARIZONA

Alcohol more' early interventar St less chronic care. Drug. expanding methadone
maintenance & registering prevention service clients.

ARKANSAS

Need to ex pate; outpatient & residential alcohol treatment by 80%. Need educe-
tien on cona Need mor attention to DID! & other alcohol related arrests; need
more rsidintial drug treatment for youth.

CALIFORNIA

Are ctit t int. State. ()per. ttons Staff by 5', '1.00 to 100 persons. but treatment and
)mete ate OK

--- _ -

ront NAS:11)11) .f taninership conducted March 1:43 Please note. the!, ..e a brief
Summar,: ot a much more extensive natrotive provided by the States.
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(*LORAIN)

DWI evaluation/referral & treatment was transferred from highway office to
SAA.

CONNECTICUT

Active movement to more social setting detoxification; also active in areas of
Parent Youth Professional Conferences, DWI Task Force, & shelter/alcohol services
for homeless.

DELAWARE

No major changes due to overlapping and carry over dollars.

FLORIDA

More group counseling (& less individual counseling); some cuts in client services.

HAWAII

Treatment programs are struggling to stay open.

tLLINOIS

Alcohol: focus is o services in community settings rather than in State facilities:
Drug: treatment capacity has been reduced due to funding cuts and a decision to
increase the slot reimbursement rate to bring it closer to actual costs; have in-
creased support for prevention programs

INDIANA

FY 83 dollars up 20 percent over FY 82 due to use of overlapping funding dollars
and State dedicated tax dollars (passed in 1981); expanded all services.

IOWA ,

Not much change, although some increase in'prevention services.

KENTUCKY

Replaced grant mechanism with a fee for service system. Increased emphasis on
primary prevention.

LOUISIANA

New DWT legislation effective 1/1/83, but do not yet know its impact on service
demand.

MAINE

New premium law on alcoholic beverages resulted in increased dedicated reve-
nues for alcohol services and mandated interdepartmental cooperation. Have in-
creased levels of both treatment and prevention including both services to institu-
tionalized substance abusers ar.d prevention directed to younger earlier stage drink-
ers.

MARYLAND

Block Grant led to increased dollars for prevention. Also have implemented State-
wide EAP.

MASSACHUSETTS

Use Block Grant process to cut, poor performing programs and fund improved pro-
grams more responsive to needs, e.g., for minorities & Hispanics. Used overlap dol-
lars to extend services over time; Block Grant is a grand idea and preferable to
direct Federal funding .. local programs.

ti
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MICHIGAN

Substance abuse pro -.1ms & staff have been cut. Client waiting lists are up; more
clients are unemployed.

MINNESOTA

Have experienced fundiz.g cutbacks, especially for public clients (e.g., in medical
assistance); n ow send clients to °t ate hospitals.

MISSISSIPPI

Some "uts in funding.

MISSOURI

Adopted comprehensive services model & service area planning/resource alloca-
tion concept; transition from State hospitals to community ,,axed programs and serv-
ices.

MONTANA

Have maintained services at level prior to Block Grant funding.

NEVADA

Using newly available alcohol excise tax monies earmarked for substance abuse
services. Civil Protect. e Custody and Detoxification Services have been expendecLinsome parts of the State. Due to the Block Grant requirement some programs have
refocused their activities from treatment to prevention, resulting in a decrease in
the number of treatment slots available. Due to the economic recession, Federal
funding cutbacks and shrinking alternative funding sources, many alcohol and
drugs treatment and prevention programs are operating at extremely critical finan-
cial levels.

NEW JERSEY

Due to funding cutbacks iAnne programs have been reduced in size or closed. How-
ever, two small new programs have been opened to serve financially and medically
indigent women.

NEW MEXICO

Over past year treatment service needs increased 35% and prevention service
needs increased 50%.

NEW YORK

Drug: Lost 32% Federal dollars in transition to Block Grant therefore have fewer
dollars at a time of increasing need; looking to alternative financing through pri-
vate health insurance, EAPs, etc. Alcohol: The past year has been a significant one
for alcoholism services. New legislation related to drunk driving has resulted in the

of fine money as a match for State administered funds on a 50 /60 basis.
The new Governor, Mario M. Cuomo, in his State of the State Message announced
his intent to introduce and strongly support legislation mandating insurance cover-
age for alcoholism services. Governor Cuomo also highlighted emplr-,ee assistance
programs and preven' on services as priotities for his administation.

NORTH CAROLINA

Funding has remained relatively stable although it has not kept pace with infla-
tion.

NORTH DAKOTA

Became more active in prevention programming & hired a State Prevention Coor-
dinator.

OHIO

Drug: Lost Federal dollars in Block Grant, Title XIX & XX reductions & also
State unemployment & deficits leading to State deficits leading to State dollar re-
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ductions; therefore have consolidated & merged programs; combined alcohol & drug
programs; developed more EAPs, decreased services provided, length of treatment &
number of clients served; have wider range of prevention services. Alcohol: in-
creases in private hospital based programs & youth prevention programs.

OKLAHOMA

More con,:entration on treatment services for youth & adolescents & on preven-
tion services.

OREGON

Major change has been to support services on a slot funding basis. Also closed the
alcohol & drug ward at Oregon State Hospital & moved intensive services to a non-
hospital setting.

PENNSYLVANIA

Used forward funding of grantees to ease 25% Federal funding cut; made 15% cut
in period ending 6/83; stable 7/83 to 6/84, & project 10% additional cut in 7/84 to 6/
85.

RHODE ISLAND

Need has increased due to unemployment & DWI referrals; waiting lists are
longer, but have fewer dollars available to meet the needs.

SOUTH CAROLINA

Due to revenue shortfalls State FY 83 monies were reduced by 9%, but programs
were not reduced, used Block Grant monies to expand prevention services and pro-
grams.

TENNESSEE

Two significant changes: (1) notable increase in prevention funding plus targetting
to areas of Fetal Alcohol Syndrome early intervention with high risk youth, &
teacher training; (2) shift of detoxification & intensive residential services from in-
stitutional to community based programs.

TEXAS

Drug: Major expansion of prevention services especially for at risk youth; also de-
crease in treatment services (6% since FY 82 & 11% since FY 81).

UTAH

Significant increase in funding for prevention programs; also implemented a
Public Inebriate Program including $1.5 million in earmarked monies from alcohol
tax increases.

VERMONT

Doubled State support for prevention activities. Reduced support for some treat-
ment programs due to Block Grant cut..

VIRGINIA

Support community based programs, citizen involvement, & interface between
treatment & criminal justice systems.

WASHINGTON

Experience major cuts in FY 83 (e.g., 37% in drug outpatient services. Also major
cuts in education, prevention, training & project grants). Block grant mehcanism did
not have a major impact although did expend some dollars differently.

WEST VIRGINIA

State Supreme Court ruled that incarcertation of chronic alcoholic for public in-
toxication is illegal ar,i State must provide appropriate care. State and community

7s
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behavioral health centers reallocated dollars to provide 24 hour screening, medical
referral and shelter care.

WISCONSIN

A major reorganization has taken place within the State agency, resulting in a
significant reduction in staff.

WYOMING

With State dollars increase of about 25 percent, residential treatment services
were increased.

ATTACHMENT 2.-- PROJECTIONS FOR STATE MONEYS IN FISCAL YEAR 1984

ALABAMA

Hope for stable funding in FY 1984; do not expect to obtain requested increase.

ALASKA

In FY 1984 expect 21/2 million cut in State monies (16%) and will have to elimi-
nate programs.

ARIZONA

Expect significant reductions in FY 1984 State dollars (7 to 17%).

ARKANSAS

Expect 7% increase for treatment to cover inflation costs. Are no general revenue
State dollars for prevention services.

CALIFORNIA

Expect stable Federal and State dollars for local programs, but don't know of
county dollar level.

COLORADO

In FY 1984, expect a maintenance level budget.

CONNECTICUT

Expect at least stable funding plus 5.8% increase for community grants, and if
tax bill passes, could receive $1.5 million.

DELAWARE

In FY 1984 will reduce number of programs (but costs not due to dollars); expect
major dollar problems in FY 1985.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Have requested a major funding increase, but don't know whether it will be
granted.

FLORIDA

Some overall cuts in alcohol services, although more dollars for DWI & residential
youth alcohol treatment; expect some increases in drug abuse services.

HAWAII

Expect a slight decrease in State monies in FY 1984.

IDAHO

Expect a decrease in State monies in FY 1984 of $300,000, but will try to reduce
the impact of this cut in services through faster utilization Block Grant monies;
crunch will come in late 1984 or 1985.
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ILLINOIS

Alcohol: expect some funding cuts in FY 1984. Drug: in FY 1984 the budget will
probably remain at about the current reduced level.

INDIANA

Expect FY 1984 budget increase of 13%; will expand court alcohol and drug serv-
ices programs by 50% in 2 years; priorities are yutiths residential treatment and
youth prevention and early intervention.

IOWA

Future is difficult to project; probably will be stable although could be some re-
ductions, or if dedicated tax is passed, some increases.

KENTUCKY

Expect status quo For FY 1984 State service funding.

WUISIANA

Expect budget cut of approximately 15% & further reorganization & consolidation
of clinical facilities to cut costs.

MAINE

Some new monies may be authorized, but they may be offset by declining alcohol
sales and premium revenues.

MARYLAND

Expect stable funding with exception of increase in outpatient services related to
comprehensive DWI program.

MASSACHUSETTS

Expect at least stable funding & possibly some increases. (Alcohol agency); hoping
for stable funding (Drug agency).

MICHIGAN

Hope for stable funding levels, with increased State taxes, insurance dollars, DWI
fees, etc.

MINNESOTA

Hope for stable funding.

MISSOURI

Hope to work with General Assembly to generate resources required to meet
needs.

MONTANA.

Expect funciing to remain stable (have earmarked alcohol tax dollars going to
counties).

NEBRASKA

Expect no increase in State dollars; problems will occur' in FYs 85 & 86 once car-
ryover funds are depleted (programs may have to be cut 20 30%).

NEVADA

State r:eneral Fund appropriations over the peri,.1 FY 1983FY 1985 have been
cut subs) !ntially

NEW HAMPSHIRE

If the initial budget is adopted services will be cut, but if alternative funding
measures pass then services could be increased.

so
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NEW JERSEY

Hope to maintain current funding level and support existing programs.

NEW YORK

Alcohol: Expect continuation of current level of State supyrt. Drug: Proposed
State budget projects stable State funding but cannot make up Federal funding cuts
concurrent with Block Grant implementation therefore are experiencing cuts at a
time of expanding needs.

NORTH CAROLINA

In FY 83-84 expect stable funding but will transfer dollars from institutions to
communities for alcohol services.

NORTH DAKOTA

Don't know, but hope for stable funding in FY 1984.

OHIO

Drug: Hope to obtain maintenance level of funding, including more State :liars
to make up for loss of Federal dollars.

OKLAHG.

Due to declining tax revenues (oil glut) expect cuts of about 6% in State support.

OREGON

Expect to maintain current level of services & funding in FY 1984.

PENNSYLVANIA

Hope for stable funding in FY 84.

RHODE ISLAND

Expect some cuts in State dollars that will lead to service cuts at a time when
needs are increasing.

SOUTH CAROLINA

Future funding appears stable, although State & local revenues ale most ques-
tionable.

TENNESSEE

Anticipate stable funding in FY 1984.

TEXAS

Federal funds will be reduced by 28% in FY 1984, but the State is considering
major funding increases (e.g., from current level of $210,000 to request of
$10.704.690. Budget may decrease slightly; however, if public inebriate ancliot DWI
legislation is passed, additional State funds would be made available.

UTAH

if**, for stable funding for treatment, plus $2 million increase fur prevention.

VERMONT

Expect to be able to maintain services at current levels.

VIRGINIA

Expect budget increase of 10 to 15% in FY 1984.
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WASHINGTON

In FY 1984 expect major State &A!..... ;eases & restoration to higher 19E2 level.
Expect State prevention dollars to doub' from $850,006 to 1,700,000 and drug outpa-
tient dollars to be restored.

WEST VIRGINIA

Anticipate major State dollar increase ($2.7 million) for shelters & residential
treatment (see Supreme Court rulingitem #6) plus expansion of substance abuse
prevention & other services.

WISCONSIN

Expect continuing decrease in State monies & services due to $2 billion budget
deficit.

WYOMING

Have biennial budget & anticipate 9% inflation increase in FY 1984; don't know
about FY 85 (State dollar availability is related to uranium & oil prices).
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Mr. HUGHES. Thank you very much.
Mr Russo.
Mr. Russo. It's a real pleasure for me to present some testimony

today on behalf of the great State of New Jerse;,7.
Mr. HUGHES. We're delighted to have you.
Mr. Russo. I have to say that, as you know, Mr. Chairman,
=never I go out of State, otherwise the Governor doesn't look

upt, me very cordially, but it is a great State.
I may make some comments today that may seem somewhat crit-

ical of issues and individuals, and I wish those comments be taken
in a constructive framework because I think that if I make any
critical corr meats, it's only toward, hopefully, the improvement of
what I coider a national tragedy, and that's the substance abuse
that all of us are dealing with today.

You have my written testimony in front of you and I surely will
not read it, although there are some items that I would like to
make known to you. I think in my perspective in New Jersey, an
from m j association with other colleagues throughout the country,
that the problem is extremely critical today, as it was several years
ago.

I think the problem, from my perspective, is increasing, %ile
the support for the services, prevention, intervention, rehabilita-
tion, and treatment services is diminishing. For example, if I may
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just refer to New Jersey, we've had to close the door in the last
couple of years and we're treating 6,000 fewer addicts than we
were 2 years ago. We're treating 6,000 fewer primarily because of
fiscal reductions that we have suffered through a variety of mecha-
nisms from the categorical grants to the block grants and rescis-
sions of formula money, et cetera, et cetera.

We lost approximately $5 million out of our budget a couple of
years ago in excess of $20 million, almost 25 percent reduction. We
estimate that for every serious drug abuser that we turn away
from rehabilitation and treatment and intervention services, we es-
timate that it's a minimum cost of about $12,000 in terms of crimi-
nal activity, law enforcement, medical care, and lost productivity.
And that does not include, by,the way, the cost of stolen goods.

If you look at the averageost of providing treatment and reha-
bilitation services in the neighborhood of $2,000 to $2,500, we con-
servatively estimate that for every dollar that we spend, we save,
all of us in society, about $6. That's a very, very substantial, I
think, input.

In response to one of the earlier questions, one of the Council
members mertioned, yes, we do. There is, I think, a very, very defi-
nite cost/benefit ratio in this business that we're in.

In some of my comments, I'd like to refer to some of the previous
speakers and I think the Assistant Commissioner of Health, in
making his response and in the discussion regarding that they are
emphasizing research, epidemiology prevention, and communica-
tion, I think that's very critical. I think that's very important. I
t:iink we do need leadership in those particular areas, particularly
in research and epidemiology from the national level.

Tuerc's a peculiar issue, I Clink, in substance abuse which we
don't always realize and I think it was, again, the Assistant Corn-
. iissioner or the Assistant Secretary who mentioned that if you
took money away and put more money into substance abuse serv-
ices, it may take some money away from cancer research and other
thing:

WI, I in no way want to diminish the importance of cancer re-
search or any other research around critical public health issues,
however, I think we fail to realize that there is a tremendous
amount of research generated around other medical illnesses, by
t ne iicadernic cotaniunity, and by the industry, the pharmace.itical
industry. There's tremendous research ge,ierated in those areas be-
cause the end product can be very economically feasible. There's
very little research in the publi^ sec.:or, in the private industrial
sector. around areas in drug abuse, because economically, it's not
nearly as feasible as finding a cure for cancer.

That, I think, is very critical so that we need tremendous input
from governments in this area, because the private sector, general-
ly snaking, -oes not fill the vacuum and the need for that kind of
research. I think that's something where you have oversight and
don't realize that the substance abuse issues in this country, if
they're not spearheaded by well-meaning government people like
you and I, they don't ).,,t spearheaded at all. I think that's unfortu-
nate, buy I think its something we have tc realize.
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I'd like to refer just to several recommendations that I've made
in my written testimony and make a couple commments about
those. Then I'll stop my formal discussion.

The demand reduction side of substance abuse issues, I think,
needs a much clearer direction. I think it suffers right now from a
lack of leadership and national purpose. Now I think the National
Institute on Drug Abuse or other lead agency should structure
itself into a position to provide national leadership in the develop-
ment of strategies and policies.

The demand reduction side of substance abuse activities at the
State and local level currently flounders and it's in a vacuum, 1 be-

e, and it can only get worse if leadership from the Federal Gov-
ernment is not forthcoming. As an example of what I'm talking
about, the vacuum in leadership, there was a recent national policy
forum in late July in Wisconsin in which a number of private indi-
viduals got together, nongovernment peopleit was sponsored pri-
marily by private individualsand at that meeting, the adminis-
trator of ADAMHA, Dr. Bud Mayer, made a presentation and he
said that the institutesand he was referring at the point in
timeand I'm paraphrasingthe Alcohol and Drug Institutes are
primarily involved in research and they do not generate policy. He
said at that particular session that policy was generated by Con-
gress.

The White House Policy Ad,. Dr. Carlton Turner, in making
a comment, and I'll again paraphrase, in making a comment about
that particular think-tank policy neeting in the Midwest in July,
did nct go there and he essentialLy said, "Why should I go there?
don't make policy. Policy's made by the President."

Well, here are two leaders in this country, Bud Mayer, Dr.
Mayer of ADAMHA, and Carlton Turner, who both say they don't
make policy and they both say different agencies or individuals are
making policy. I think that's indicative of the field, ...e drug abuse
substance field, right now. I don't sea the kind oZ Leadership that
we need in this country.

I don't care whether you call the leadership a drug czar or what-
ever you call it, but we need something in this area.

Another perfect example is the issue of AIDS, which we're all fa-
miliar with, probably ane of the most devastating public health
issues that could affect a large segment of our population. IV drug
users are par t of the population that are affected by AIDS.

And as you know, as well as I do, there are no individuals who
have true diagnoses of AIDS that live. The opportunistic infections
get them sooner or late- Its 100-percent death rate when you get
AIDS.

When I spoke to the Food and Drug Administrationas an er-
ample, again not being totally criticalonly in the positive way of
hoping to get some change. When I spoke to the Federal Food and
Drug Administration about what they thought about AIDS in
terms of IV dr users, in terms of methadone treatment, and
should we nu 1 ome adjustm.mts in what we're doing--for exam-
ple, there's a r. idate in the Food and Drug Administration that if
you go on the methadone program, you must collect urine samples.
Well, urine, along with blood, and along with ealiva: are potential
carriers of the AIDS agent, whatever that is. A.id male urine,

Sti
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there is often semen and semen is supposedly, at this point in time,
based on our knowledge, a dir pct. carrier.

I asked the question: Shouldn't we alter our mandates around
collection of urine specimens and so forth and so on? The response
I got was, "We haven't even thought of that particular issue." It's
an extremely critical issue when you have substance abuse treat-
ment programs, and you have IV drug users who are one of the
critical populations, along with homosexuals and hemophiliacs,
that are coming down with this disease.

Some of the projections, in terms of the prevalence or the inci-
dence of AIDS, is frightening. One small example of a lack of lead-
ership, but I think, gentlemen, we must turn around.

Another recommendation is I think the executive and legislative
branches of Government should rely more heavily on what you're
doing today. I'm now talking like the minister in church saying to
the folks in the audience, you know, "You should come more often,
but you're here." I don't believe the legislative and executive
branches use the expertise of folks like John and Tom and myself,
and many, many others in helping to formulate and develop pclicy
in this country.

There's tremendous expertise out there in the field that we did
not have 10 or 12 ye-Ts ago. This industry of ours is only 10 or 12
years old, but today there's tremendous expertise. I don't think
governments uhe the kinds of material and information that are
available.

The 1982 Federal strategy should reflect, in my mind, equal em-
phasis on the demand-reduction side as it does on the supply-reduc-
tion side. The Federal strategy does not do that at this point in
time. I think that's a shortcoming in the Federal strategy, which I
think again reflects a lack of leadership, which maybe reflects a
lack of significant awareness on the part of some of our leaders in
Washington of the problems that are going on.

The Federal strategy does, as you probably knov', recommend or
identify abrupt reductions in the level of Federal contributions, for
example, the treatment and prevention programs.

It rhetorically says in the Federal strategy, and it seems that the
resulting financial shortfall from those reductions will be taken up
by State and local governments, in cooperation with the private
sector. The limitation of this approach, I think, is compounded,
from my perspective, by the assumption in the strategy, very clear,
that serious drug abuse, particularly heroin use, is decreasing.
That's an assumptior that I don't see in New Jersey.

Our 69roin use is as high today as it was in 1979. Seventy-eight
percent of all the individuals who come in for treatment in New
Jersey every year-15,000 of them this year, 21,000 of them 2 years
ago when we were adequately funded-78 percent of them come in
with a primary drug abuse of heroin. I'm not sure, but I think
Jack, from New York, may ha-'e similar statistics on the level of
heroin use.

I think the national data retrieval system in this country has
much to be desired. At present there is no national data collection
system. As bad as the CODAi decline-oriented data acquisition
sys.,mn was. it was a system that did provide the Federal Govern-
ment with some handle on what's going on.
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I don't think the Fedefal Government right now, since they're
not supporting that system, really knows and really has the capac-
ity to respond to how many drug abusers are really receiving treat-
ment. I don't think they have that capacity.

Although some States have developvd the MINICODAP system,
some have modified it, and some have used their own system. We
do not now have, unfortunately, a system that provides you, as pol-
icymakers, and other policymakers in the executive branch, the
kind Jf information that I think they should have.

I think there's no assurance at this point in time that this kind
of data would be collected, and I think without reliable and valid
data, none of us will have the ability to measure the extent of the
dr..g abuse problem, develop strategies to combat that problem,
and because of this, I strongly urge, as one State coordinator, that
Congress support the reinstitution of a national collection system. I
don't care what you call it; whether you call it CODAP or ABC, but
I think it's critical, and we don't have that. Again, that's a reflec-
tion, ladies and gentlemen, I think, of a lack of clear definitive
policy and leadership from clie Federal level.

The last thing I would like to say is that I do think, in light of
everything that I have said, that we must have increased Federal
support for substance abuse services, the whole realm of services.
It's cost-effective and it works.

We have an industry out there that has 12 years of experience
with tremendously qualified people which we did not have in the
late 1960's and early 197D s. We cannot permit that industry to fall
apart.

Thank you very much.
[The Statement of Mr. Russo follows:)

TESTIMONY BY RICHARD J. Russo, M.S.P.H., ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER, ALCOHOL,
NARCOTIC AND DRUG ABUSE, NEW JERSEY STATE DEP RTMENT OF HEALTH

My name is Richard J. Russo. I am an Assistant Commissioner of Health in the
New Jersey State Department of Health with primary responsibility for New Jer-
sey's Alcohol. Narcotic and Drug Abuse prevention, intervention and treatment ac-
tivities On behalf of our Department, I am most pleased to present testimony to
your Committee today on what I believe to be one of the most critical social prob-
ienis currently facing oJr society. The problem is most critical because while the
demand for prevention, intervention and treatment services of drug abusers is in-
crea.sing. the support for these services by governments is diminishing.

For example, closing the door on opiate using drug addicts seeking treatment is
surely not cost effective. In N.vi Jersey, we treat 6,000 1 wer addicts today than we
did two years ago because of the federal and State budget cutbacks. Every drug user
we turn away costs the public approximately $12,000 per year in criminal activity,
law enforcemeat, medical care, lost productivity and so forth. Yet it costs about one
fourth that (C OM annually) to keep an addict in treatment. It doesn't take a math-
ematician to realize that these budget cuts have hurt not only addicts who cannot
get treatment. but every member of society is paying the price.

THE NATIONAL PERSPECTIVE

A With the advent of the "New Federalism," there has been a growing shift in
responsibility from the federal to the State and local governments. In this period of
transition. states are confronted with greater demands and diminished r !sources.
Clearly. this calls for greater planninp, and coordination of services at the State and
local level, as well as a reexamination of priorities. In this current climate of fiscal
restriont. the Alliwation of litnitiql resources must be undertaken in the mat cost
effective and beneficial manner Major emphasis mus he placed on preventative
and intervention services for the more we can do to create healthy children ar.d

SJ
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teach theta healthy lifestyles, the better are our chances of having a healthy adn't
popu let ion

With many traditional societal structures crumbling, high unemployment rates,single parent homes. working mothers and lack of meani7)gful alternatives, adoles-
cents in particular, are being forced to face the world IA ith few sepports to help
them through the confusing and often chaotic teenage years. Curren national data
adequately demonstrates a significant correlation between alcohol and other drug
use and abuse among our youth. This is also highlighted by growing rates of absen-
teeism, vandalism, runaways, and other delinquent behavior and criminal acts.The problems of drug abuse impart on every sector of our society; whether it be
loss productivity at the workplace; accidents on our highways; or disruption of the
family unit. Our children are not immune from the problem nor are the elderly. A
study spon.ored by the Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administration sev-eral years ago estimated these coots (drug abuse costs) to have been $d5.8 billion,and a recent study by the Congressional Office of Technology Assessment projectsthat the costs will double for 1983.

This included costs of providing treatment for substance abuse itself, treatmentfor related medical disorders, lost productivity and criminal justice system costs fordrug related crime, among the other factors. It did not include the costa of goodsstolen to support a drug habit.
In light of this evidence, it makes sense, in both fiscal and human terms, to invest

in an appropriate level of funding for the prevention, intervention and treatment ofdrug abuse.
In fiscal year 1980 (the base year for the alcohol and drug portion of the ADMBlock Grant), federal appropriations for the alcohol and drug abuse project (sub-stance abuse) and formula grant programs totalled $332 million. In fiscal year 1983,this portion of the Block Grant equalled only $222.8 millinga 33% reduction fromfiscal year 1980 levels, without adjusting for inflation. It the inflation rates aretaken into account, current federal funding levels for substance abuse treatment

and prevention services represent a 42% reduction in real dollars since 1980.
Indeea, the federal support appears to have been cut nearly in half in the shortspace of three years

We applaud the Congress for the supplemental appropriation of $15.2 million forthe alcohol and drug portion of the ADM Block Grant included in the recessionrelief package (P.L. W-8). However, we must point out that we still need to continue
our efforts to combat the ill-effects of unemployment, effects which will continue toplace demands on our treatment and prevention systems for years to come Wemust realize that with an increased public awareness of drug problems, as well asthe recent focus on highway safety issues, the demand for treatment services hasincreased I believe we should respectfully request an appropriation of the full au-thorized level for the fiscal year 1983 ADM Block Grant$532 million. Although
this appropriation would represent a 30% decrease from fiscal year 1980 levels, it
would greatly assist the states in continuing a comprehensive treatment and pre-vention approach to these major societal problems. We urge your Committee's sup-port for the authorised amount of $532 million be appropriated for the federal ADMBlock Grant for fiscal year 1984.

B. Two years ago, when it became apparent that NIDA was reducing its sut.00rtof CODAP (the national client level data system), we had to decide our own future
strategy in New .Jersey. After considering all the options, we installed MINICODAP,
a system designed for State use to be folly compatible with CODAP, thus fosteringstandardited data.

Our decision to maintain client oriented data was bad on our past experiencewith the usefulness of CODAP. Using CODAP as one of our major &tut sources, wehave developed methods to estimate the incidence and prevalence of drug abuse,and have used these and other data to allocate resources. Most recently, CODAPhas been the major source of information for the unfortunate but necessary task ofre duc ,verall funding to drug treatment programs in New Jersey.
The ,:atne justification we found for a uniform data system at a State level existat the federal level as well. In the past, CODA!' has played an integral part inpolicy making within NIDA. For example, combined with data from DAWN, andother sources, it has enabled NIDA to identify and measure the extent of regionaland local drug epidemics This. in turn. has zillowed relatively prompt respons.'s athot h the federal and State levels.
Today. NIDA no longer hits this capability Only a few states have i dopted MINI-CoDAP Others have developed. the,r own. less sophisticated srstems, and othershave elected to stop client-oriented collecting data. The federal government is left

u
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with a shaqdy reduced ability to ails% Ir even the simplest questions, such as how
many drug abusers are receiving treatment.

A unified, national data system requires federal coordination and financial sup-
port. Some states don't have the resources to implement and maintain their own
systems. Without the ability to use the information, these states have little incen-
tive to collect it. The states must be supported both in the collection of the data and
in its use as a policy making tool.

The same situation exists with the National Drug Abuse Treatment Utilization
System (NDATUS). This annual, program-oriented system provides data on staffing
and funding patterns, and a host of other treatment variables. Again, we in New
Jersey have found this to be an important source of information, and again, at the
federal level, NDATUS provides the opportunity to measure responses to the prob-
lem at local, State and federal levels. NDATUS tells us where resources are being
allocated and how they are being used. With the future of NDATUS surveys in
question, the ability of NIDA to obtain this timely information is substantially re-
duced.

The Drug Abuse Warning Network (DAWN) system collects data from a national
sample of hospitals and medical examiners on drug related incidents. This system
provides important information on the morbidity and mortality of drug abuse. But
as it stands, it is not a representative sample. NIDA has developed a strategy for
altering the sample to make it representative at a national level, thus improving
tremendously its ability to provide usable information. There is now a serious ques-
tion as to whether NIDA will have the resources to implement this important im-
provement to the system.

Without the federal support of these systems, there is no assurance that data will
be collected at all, let alone in a uniform and usable way. Without reliable and valid
data, none of us will have the ability to measure the extent of the drug abuse prob-
lem and develop strategies to combat it. Because of this, we strongly urge that Con-
gress support the reinstitution of NIDA's leadership role in supporting these very
important systems.

C. Federal Strategy for Prevention of Drug Abuse and Drug Trafficking 1982 as-
sumes and does not question the basic historical policy assumptions that divide
drugs into those, such as alcohol and tobacco, legally usable by any adult; those le-
gally usable only if prescribed by a physician; and those legally usable by no one.

Within this historical policy context, Federal Strategy 82 is fundamentally similar
to all previous strategies by continuing a model of simultaneously attempting to
reduce the supply and demand for illegal drugs. Compared to previous federal strat-
egies, however, 1982 signals a major shift in emphasis to international and domestic
interdiction of illegal drug production and distribution, and away from demand re-
duction through prevention and treatment.

Because the federal strategy attempts to cover most major policy and program
issues in the drug abuse field, I want to highlight for you what I consider to be its
major weakness from the prospective of a state agency responsible for alcohol and
drug abuse prevention and treatment.

This weakness is simply putthe abrupt reduction in the level of federal contri-
bution to prevention and treatment programs, and a rhetorical assumption that the
resulting financing shortfall will be assumed by State and local governments in co-
operation with the private sector. The limitation of this approach is corn iunded,
from my perspective, by an assumption that serious drug abuse, particularly heroin
abuse, is decreasingan assumption that is simply untrue in the State of New
Jersey and I believe in the Northeastern United States as a whole.

The federal strategy documents this financial shift in its own federal budg. sum-
mary from fiscal year 1980 to fiscal year 1983, while total federal budget outlays for
drug law enforcement increased 30% from $537 million to $695 million, budget out-
lays for drug abuse prevention and treatment decreased by 55% from $459 million
to $21s; million

I can assure you that in New Jersey, no combination of new State or local taxes,
increased insurance benefits, private sector contributions, or community self-help
groups will fill this gap in the time period envisaged by the 1982 federal strategy.

While we in New Jersey support many of the very policy concepts and are indeed
working hard to Shaft the financing structure in directions suggested by the federal
strategy, our experience with the abrupt timing of this federal budget shift suggests
not an orderly and reasonable change, but a simple abandonment by the Federal
government of the prevention and treatment field, and this gentleman is unfortu-
nate.
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NEW J /MEV PICRSPNCTIV

A In New Jersey, the 1982 costs of heroin addiction are estimated at approxi-mately $782 million According to recent data, the approximate cost of providing afull range of treatment services for each client in New Jersey's drug treatmentsystem averag' $3,000 per year for an overall cost to New Jersey of approximately-$20 million.
Although these estimates are very rough, they provide an indication of the tre-mendous social costs associatied with heroin addiction.Given these realities, immediate treatment efforts should not and cannot be aban-doned, and concerted emphasis should be placed on the development and implemen-tation of meaningful orevention and intervention activities.The New Jersey State Department of Health's Division of Narcotic and DrugAbuse Control's funding has been reduced over the past several years by $5,000,000which reflects a $1,200,000 pre Block federal Grant formula rescission; $3,000,000 re-duction resulting frum the switch from federal categorical to the ADM Block; andan additional State budget reduction of $800,000. This total $5,000,000 reduction rep-resents approximately a 25% funding loss to New Jersey. The results of this fundingreduction over the past two years ass reduced the number of treatment agenciesfrom 97 to 80; the annual number of clients receiving substance abuse treatmentservices from 21,000 in 1980 to 15,000 in 1982; and New Jersey's daily treatmentcapacity has been reduced from approximately 7,500 to under 6,500. We estimatethat for every substance abuser who does not receive treatment, it costs approxi-mately $12,000 per year. With 6,000 fewer treatments in 1982, the additional socialcost was approximately $72,000,000. The 20% prevention/intervention mandateunder the Alcohol Mini Block Legislation further had a negative impact on theamount of funds available for treatment and rehabilitation services. Unfortunately,during this time of major fiscal reduction, the demand for treatment and rehabilita-tion services has continued to far exceed our capacity to respond.We have been able to estimate both prevalence and incidence of heroin abuse, andthis information was of the utmost importance in identifying the rapid increase inheroin abuse in Northern New Jersey in recent years. We have also been able toshow that recent reductions in treatment admissions (21,000 to 15,000 noted above)are not due to less drug use, but rather a direct result of' the reductions in resourcesavailable for treatment. In Newark, for instance, we estimate that treatment admis-sions for heroin abusers are half what they would have been without those reduc-tions. Our data analysis indicates that heroin addiction remains at the same highlevels since 1979, while our ability to deal with the problem has drastically dimin-ished.

We have identified a major epidemic in Northern New Jerseythe combined useof glutethimide and codeine. All of our indicators point to its being an extremelyserious problem, particularly in Newark, where it is causing as many deaths andemergency room incidents as heroin, and the user population is not the same."Hits," as they are called on the streets, are being used by a younger population,one which is not involved with heroin.
We have extrapolated data from national and other surveys to provide es. matesof the use of other drugs in New 'Jersey. There are over a half million marijuanaand over 100,000 cocaine users in the State. Our data indicates that cocaine and am-phetamine use continue to increase at a substantial rate. Although these drugs havebeen endemic among "street users" for years, their use is increasing at an alarmingrate among other social strata. In Atlantic City, for instance, both cocaine and"speed" have assumed epidemic levels of use.

The data we gather on drug abuse problems are continuously analyzed and appro-priate responses have been developed. As two examples, we have made methaqua-lone a Schedule I controlled dangerous susbtence in New Jersey, thus forbidding itssale through legitimate sources and, hopefully, elii iinating its abuse in our State.We are now in the process of rescheduling glutethimide as one of our respcnses tothe epidemic in Northern New Jersey.
The Minimal Institute on Drug Abuse has only recently released their 1981Annual Data Report (Series E, Number 25e, which contains two tables allowing us tocompare the extent of the heroin problem in New Jersey to other areas of Cie coun-try Since heroin is the major focus of treatment efforts nationally, treatment ad-missions tor this drug are a good indicator of the extent of the problem.The first table reports the percents and counts cif admission to treatment for eachstate (anti outlying areas) by primary drug of abu.P. Rather than report all states,we have wiected the five states with the largest total number of admissions. Thetable below lists in descending ord.r:

9'J
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Sao Total alamessan Percent berm Nemo emirs
. .

California .. 38,439 46.5 11,874

New York_ . 25,196 54 4 13,707

New Jersey (9401 18.4 15,210

Pennsylvania 18.911 26.4 4,993

Maryland .. . .. 11,514 42.4 4,882

There are two important findings from these data reported by NIDA:
New Jersey has the highest percent of heroin admissions of any state. (The Dis-

trict of Columbia, a depressed inner city, has a higher percent, but should not be
compared to states.)

New Jersey has the second highest number of heroin admissions of any state.
(These data are confounded by the fact that New York does not completely report to
NIDAif they did, we would be third in heroin admissions after California and New
York.

The other table lists data for 62 selected Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas
(SMSA's) in the nation. The lighest ten SMSA's are listed below in descending
order by percent of prinotry heroin admissions:

SALSA Total adnitrcos Percent Worn Henan adromicos

Jersey City. NJ 778 85.6 666
Newark, NJ . 9,129 84.0 8,172
Trent* NJ . . 1,203 83.1 1.000
Patersonlifton Passaic, NJ 2,764 82.7 2,286
New HavenWest Haven, CT 954 71.6 . 683

New York, NY-NJ . 19,609 67.9 13.315
San Francisco-Oakland, CA 8,788 60 8 5,343
OxnardSimi Valley Ventura, CA 1,34/ 65.1 877

Baltimore, MO . 7,304 58.9 4,303

Detroit, MI . 8,531 56.9 4,854

These data are compelling in their demonstration of the extent of the heroin prob-
lem in New Jersey. The only four New Jersey SMSA's contained in this table are
the four highest in percent of heroin admissions in the nation.

It is clear from these data that we continue to have a severe heroin problem in
the major urban areas in New Jersey, and that the need for adequate treatment
facilities remains an important public health issue.

B. In New Jersey, we expound a behavioral health philosophy that requires that
all prevention and intervention activities take into account not only physical and
psychological factors but also the social and economic well-being of individuals. Inas-
much as we believe that most problems facing our young people today can be re-
solved on the community level, we encourage community organizing.

While numerous approaches have been attempted by states and local communities
to prevent illegal and socially unacceptable activities from occurring among youth,
the majority of the approaches were directed towards drug specific activities.

As part of our State coordinating role, we encourage communities to impact the
social ills of today by utilizing the social networks, institutions and settings that sig-
nificantly influence the development of the youth to be serviced. Within this frame-
work is recognition of the importance of institutions for providing structure in our
communities and the potential for using care givers within these institutions to act
814 change agents. The school, police and local government, (elected officials) are
identified because (1) they are permanent institutions found in every community
across the nationurban, suburban and rural, and (2) although these ins.....utions
are not the only permanent institutions in the community, they are utilized because
of their potential influence on youth, either in a positive or negative way.

The schools are high impact institutions which 'lave the responsibility of prepar-
ing youth for full adult responsibility through education and demonstration of
model deportment.

The police are identified because any aberration of behavior deportment eventual-
ly involves the police, especially if the activities involved are illegal consumption of
alcohol or illicit use of drugs.
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The local government (elected officials) is utilized because they serve as the repre-
sentative voice of the community, the nucleus of which is the family.

As a process under the rubric of the Statewide Community Organization Program
(SCOP). New Jersey's major primary prevention activity is community organizing.
It, 11) builds upon a foundation of coordination of services (networking), and (2) insti-
tutional as well as individual cooperation which ultimately leads to social and politi-
cal change. For it is only through focusing on root causes of problems, rather than
symp umatic ills that fundamental change can and will occur.

Over the past three and one-half years, approximately 12') local communities have
undergone SCOP training and are, in fact, forming a political constituency in sup-
port of preventative services.

This type of constituency is of the utmost importance for it enables both local and
State officials to meet the shift in responsibility created out of the. New Federalism.
Our motto, "Helping Communities Help Themselves," again is reflective of our
State's strong desire to keep and maintain a low profile, and to I,-vp State govern-
ment from imposing and dictating local needs.

S('OP's approach is a low cost, multi-agency, multi-level strategy that focuses on
the community and its own resources, rather than on the State or federal govern-
ment. Thus creating, according to our Governor, Thomas Kean, "a politically viable,
locally marketable, program that most any funding agency would smile upon."

Moreover, programs developed and initiated out the these SCOP trained commu-
nities have not only been cost effective but were specifically designed by local resi-
dents to address their particular community needs.

A recent cost- benefit study of four New Jersey SCOP trained communities (subur-
ban, urban and rural), revealed a savings of over $200,000 as a result of SCOP relat-
ed activities. Four major types of monetary benefits to the local communities were
identified II( increases in school attendance, (2) decreases in school vandalism, (3)
provision of alternative services for high risk youth, and (4) increased volunteer
services. Given these savings, in behooves us to become more involved in such pre-
ventative efforts. While New Jersey may well be a forerunner in this approach,
other neighboring states are beginning to undertake similar efforts whereby con-
crete dollar savings can and are being calculated and assessed.

In conclusion, drug abuse remains a very serioss health problem in New Jersey,
as well as an major social problem. There are nine to 12 million drug related crimes
committed each year in New Jersey. Excluding the cost of stolen goods, as I stated
earlier, the costs in dollars for heroin abuse alone is estimated to be over
Vh2.(9)0.00 a year in our State. Without substantial improvements in resources to
address the problems. we can only look forward to a continuously deteriorating situ-
ation

The State Commissioner of Health and I applaud your Committee for conducting
this Hearing and highlighting the pu.Ltic health drug abuse problem. We only hope
that as a result of your efforts today. New Jersey citizens will benefit through in-
creased public awareness and .ncreased fiscal support.

Thank you

RECOMMENDATIONS

(1( The Demand Reduction side of the substance abuse issue needs a clear nation
a' direction. it suffers from a lack of national purpose. and a lack of visible leader-
ship

The National Institute on Drug Abuse or other lead agency should structure its
position to provide national leadership in the development of strategies and policies.
The Demand Reduction side of substance abuse activities at the state level currently
flounders in a vauum and can only get worse if national leadership in policy devel-
opment is not hurt hcoming.

(2( The Executive and Legislative Branches of the federal government should
reply- more tuavi;y on the tremendous wealth of knowledge and expertise available
at the state and local level. Currently. this huge body of knowledge Is an untapped
resource in the development of national policy and strategy.

The Federal Strategy should reflect equal emphasis in the Demand Reduction
side as the 19s2 strategy does en the Supply Demana side.

11. A national data is trieval system capable of collecting data in a uniform. usable
manner is essential

1."11 Increased federal appropriations for treatment and rehabilitation Demand Se-
duction activities proportionate to the increases in the current Supply Reduction na-
tional effort

J 4
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(6) Increased federal appropriations for prevention/intervention activities not at
the expense of treatment or other Demand Reduction activities.

Mr. HUGHES. Thank you.
Commissioner, we appreciate your contributions. You could have

very easily been a witness for us when we were taking up, for pur-
poses of hearing, the so-called drug czar bill. You'd have been an
excellent witness for us.

Mr. Gustafson.
Mr. GUSTAFSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It's a real pleasure

once again to be asked to testify before this distinguished subcom-
mittee. Following the lead of my colleagues, I would also like to ab-
breviate and summarize my remarks.

Mr. HUGHES. We appreciate that.
Mr. GUSTAFSON. Although I would like to focus my comments on

the treatment and prevention aspects of the drug abuse field, I'd
like to state up front that I share and underscore the remarks
made by my colleagues with respect to a need for a balanced Feder-
al strategy that would address both the supply and demand reduc-
tion side.

If you could bear with me just for a moment, I'd like to run
throb. gh very quickly some statistics which I feel will indicate the
enormity of the drug abuse problem in the State of New York. I
take issue with many of the statistics and the parameters that
were being placed on the problem nationwide by the Federal offi-
cials earlier this morning, because quite frankly, that is not what
we're seeing in the State of New York, and I don't believe it's the
situation in New Jersey and Illinois either.

Mr. HUGHES. How about among your colleagues in the field? Do
they get the same sense?

Mr. GUSTAFSON. Well, we were nodding back and forth knowing-
ly to one another and I think I can-- -

Mr. HUGHES. I'm talking about throughout the rest of the coun-
try, in talking with them.

Mr. GUSTAFSON. Certainly in the Northeast corridor, those statis-
tics don't hold water, and I would think so in the central part of
the Nation, Illinois, Michigan, also Texas and California. I just
don't believe that they're indicative of the magnitude of the prob-
lem in some of the areas of the higest incidence and prevalence.

For example, in the State of New York, we estimate there are
more than 3 million personsthat's 22 percent of the total State
population that are recent users of both narcotic and nonnarcotic
drugs. I would call the subcommittee's attention to the chart on
Ole left-hand side.

Of this mount, more than 1 million, or 10 percent of the popula-
tion. are regular users. By regula- users, I mean people that have
used one or more nonnarcotic substances regularly within the pre-
vious month.

The overwhelming majority of these people are yJuths between
1S- and 2.1-years of age. By 198S, we project the total number of
regular users to increai. by more than 16 percent.

To a large exteot. a good proportion of these numbers is directly
related to the significant influx of high-quality heroin that began
to come into this country in 1979.
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Mr. SAWYER. When you use the term "nonnarcotic substance,"
what do you mean?

Mr. GUSTAFSON. Those substances that are not derived from an
opiate. For example, they would also include prescription drugs,
amphetamines, barbituates, anything that's not derived from an
opiate such as heroin, morphine.

Mr. SAWYER. So that you wouldcocaine would be a nonnarcotic
substance?

Mr. Gusmrsorq. That's correct.
Mr. SAWYER. And marijuana also?
Mr. GUSTAFSON. Yes.
Mr. SAWYER. Hashish and so forth?
Mr. GUSTAFSON. Right.
Me. SAWYER. OK, thank you.
Mr. GUSTAFSON. Heroin-related emergency rooms, as well as ad-

missions to treatment programs showing heroin as the primary
drug of abuse have all continued to escalate. A lot of the attention
this morning has been focused on cocaine as a drug of abuse. Well,
I can tell you that we have seen in New York State a 300-percent
increase in persons entering treatment with cocaine as their pri-
mary drug of abuse during the last 2 years.

We recently conducted a survey in the areas around 36 elementa-
ry and secondary schools in New York City. At all of those sites,
with the exception of one, we found marijuana, heroin, cocaine,
and pills to be easily available within 2 blocks of each of those 36
schools.

I think it's really imperative to focus a good part of this discus-
sion on what the impact of the transition from categorical to block
grants have meant on the system nationwide. With the implemen-
tation of block grants and the reduction of Federal support for
human services programs, New York State has suffered a dispor-
poi ,ionate reduction in the amount of funds available for drug
tr!atment and prevention services.

For example, in Federal fiscal yet.r 1982, when block grant pro-
grams were initiated, the State of New York received $1b.1
This was a. 32-percent decrease from the previous years.

I may add that the State share for drug abuse and treatment ac-
tivities has always far exceeded that of the Federal Government. In
New York State, we have a total program of approximately $160
million, $20 million of that is from Federal sources.

Reductions in support for drug abuse programs are particularly
shortsight,x1 given the cost-effectiveness of these programs. That's
bee.' proven time and time again. For example, in New York, the
average cost to govern,- ent in direct welfare payment and lost
taxes for a single unemployed male substance abuser is over $7,000.
The cost of crimes committed by an active heroin at user not in
treatment is estimated to , xceed $26,000.

The average costs per arrest and subsequent prosecution total an
additional $3,200.

SuL3tance abuse treatment. offers an alternative that is consider-
ably less costly to society and offers the u -7ortimity for rehabilita-
tion. The average cost for treatment of a substance abuser in New
York State is $2,840 per annum. Without question, this is signifi-
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cantly more cost-effective than having an individual incarcerated
in a State or Federal institution.

Congres,;man Hughes, in your opening remarks, you made men-
tion of the necessity for increased volunteer support and communi-
ty action throughout the country. We in New York have taken this
quite seriously and have organized a group called the Citizen's Alli-
ance to Prevent Drug Abuse, which made up of all segments of
the community, the clei gy, business, labor, treatment personnel,
and school administration.

They form both an .advisory to the State, in terms of developing
new and more inrovative programs and they also serve as commu-
nity mobilizers that work throughout the State of New York to mo-
tivate citizen participation, create increased awareness, and foster
a be. i,er environment.

In terms of action that we are asking the subcommittee to take,
we certainly would ask you to support, along with your colleagues,
the full appropriation of the ADM block grant amount of $532 mil-
lion. The $439 million, proposed by the administration, would only
perpetuate a very bad situation throughout the country. We would
atik your good offices to take that into account, and to recommend
to your colleagues that they support the full authorized amount.

The other recommendations that were made by Mr. Kirkpatrick
and Mr. Russo, I could only underscore. The continuation of the
Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, the estab-
lishment of improved Federal coordination through initiation of a
drug czar that will have the authority to oversee both the supply
and t a demand reduction efforts so we don't continue the frag-
mented, poorly coordinated effort that I believe is in place now.

i'll be pleased to answer any questions that you may have.
[The sta,ement of Mr. Gustafson follows:]

STATEMENT BY JOHN S. GUSTAFSON, NEW YORK DIVISION OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE
SERVICES

I BM John S. Gustafson, a Deputy Director of the New York State Division of Sub-
stance Abuse Services. We appreciate the opportunity to testify before this distin-
guished Subcommittee. Although my comments this morning will focus upon our
substance abuse treatment/prevention system and how we are coping with recent
Federal budget ane other actions, let me state up front that efforts to reduce both
the supply of drugs and demand for drugs must be expanded if we are serious about
addressing the drug problem in New York State and across the country.

Our state has the most severe drug problem in the nation. We estimate that more
than three million persons (:1,289,600-28 percent of the population) are recent abus-
ers of a variety of substances, both illicit ard legal. such as cocaine, heroin, marijua-
na. PCP and pills. Of these recent users, more than one million (1,415,000-10 per-
cent of the population) are regular users of narcotic and non-narcotic drugs. More
than three-quarters of a milliGn (793,600more than five percent of the population)
of the regular users are heavy substance abusers. We project the number of non-
narcotic abusers will increase by 20 percent by 1986, while the number of narcotic
busers will increase 10 percent.

Over the past five years. we in New York State have been facing the greatest
influx of heroin since the late 1960's and the uncontrollable spread of cocaine sales
and use. The DEA estimates that 8,000 pounds of heroin are smuggled into the
United States annually. Of this amount. oh. half enters through Kennedy Airport
or New York City's waterfront. The result has been devastating. For example,
heromrlated emergency room episodes are up 107 percent since 1979. One-third to
one-half of our nation's narcotic abusers are in New Yorknarcotic abusers in the
state numbered 2.11.500 in early 1982. Currently, heroin admissions account fo,. 72
percent of all admissions to treatment programs in New York City. Unfortunately,
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we estimate that we are only able to treat 15 percent of' the narcotic abusers in need
of services.

With regard to cocaine, the problem is running rampant nationwide ano particu-
larly in New York State. The DEA estimates 48 tons of cocaine were smuggled into
the U.S. in 1982, an increase of eight tons over 1981. A 1981 Household Survey, con-
ducted by the Division, shows that the number of household residents utilizing co-
caine and stimulants has tripled since 1976. In the past five years there has been a
300 percent incrcaie in the number of persons entering or seeking treatment for co-
caine abuse. Cocaine is truly the new drug of abuse and, without a reduction of
supply and financial help for treating those already involved and preventing those
from becoming involved, we can only expect the problem to worsen.

Other alarming trends ...Pre revealed through a recent Division study cn drug
trafficking within a two block radius of 36 randomly selected elementary, intermedi-
ate, and senior high schools in New York City. Findings, by school type, included:

Elementary schools
There was a progressive increase in the availability of heroin and marijuana, and

a continued availability of cocaine and pills, in the areas surrounding these sehooli.
For the first time, hallucinogens such as LSD and FCP were reported available in
the areas of two elementary schools.

Intermediate schools
There was an increased availability of cocaine, pills and hallucinogens, and a con-

tinued ;.vailability of' heroin, in the vicini.ies of these schools. Marijuana activity
was found in the areas around all of the in .ermediate schools.

scnonls
Heroin, cocaine, pills and hallucinogens were observed or said to be available in

all the areas surrounding these schools. A great deal of marijuana activity was con-
sistently found in all the surveyed high school vicinities.

In responding to tiic problem, the New York State Division of Substance Abuse
Service,. is guided by a number of basic philosophies, including: (1) Substance abuse
is a multi-faceted problem requiring a variety of prevention and treatment strate-
gies and services, and (2) Individual needs can best be served in the community by
locally-operated programs, where community resources can be part of the treat-
ment/rehabilitation process. Reflecting these philosophies, the Division funds, sup-
ports and monitors a comprehensive statewide network of services which encom-
passes two major program areas: community -based treatment and rehabilitation
services, and community-based prevention services, including school -based pro-
grams.

Treatment and rehabilitation services are provided through a system of more
than 300 locally-operated programs situated in cnminunities of the state where cli-
onts live and work. Community-based treatment programs provide chemotherapy
and di ug-free services conducted in residential or outpatient settings. Drug-free
services include a ariety of counseling and therapeutic techniques to assist the
client in achieving a productive lifestyle. Chemotherapy services encompass detoxifi-
cation, methadone maintenance, methadone to abstinence, as well as counseling and
other therapeutic services. All treatment programs provide clients with support
services medical, educational and vocational rehabilitation serviceseither direct-
ly or through arrangements with other community resources. The system has the
static capacity to provide approximately 47,000 treatment slots defined as the capac-
ity to provide treatment for one person per year. As the system is a dynamic one
and the length of treatment varies from person to person, it is estimated that be.
tween 75,000--s(1,000 individuals are being served each year.

As part of the Division's prevention network, we fund and administer over 100
school-based prevention and education programs directed at the state's young
people Schoolhased programs operate in 1:33 school districts 957 service sites
throughout the state. These programswhich encompass both substance and alco-
hol abuse preventioninclude: educational and informational services; alternative
activities. such as peer leadership; intervention services &signed to reach children
already experiencing difficulties; and activities to improve self-image a-d decision-
making Approximately 24,000 student. receive individual counseling/intervention
services. while more than 1 s million student contacts are made through other com-
ponents of the school -based prevention programs, such as classroom and assembly
presentations

The Division also funds 4s other programs throughout the state to provide early
intervention and other prevention services. These programs, operating it. communi-
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ty settings. encompass short and longterm counseling and referral services in addi-
tion to traditional prevention and educational activities, such as awareness semi-
nars and literature dissemination. Community-based prevention/intervention efforts
enable the Division to annually assist 12,000 individuals who are admitted as pri-
mary clients.

In terms of funding, approximately 16 percent of all monies available for local
program servicesstate, Federal and third-partyis used for prevention. When
looking strictly at state and Federal direct appropriations, however. 24 percent of
these funds are used for prevention. This is due to the fact that prevention pro-
grams typically do not receive third-party rein bursements, such as Medicaid, as do
treatment programs. Under the Alcohol, l)rug Abuse and Mental Health Block
Grant, the proportion of total funds used to support prevention services throughout
the state has neither increased cr decreased dramatically, although we more than
meet the 20 percent prevention set-aside redrement under the Block Grant. It is
the policy of the Division to share increases/decreases in funding across the entire
network.

Important in determining and defining Division policy directions and articulating
service priorities and fiscal needs, is our comprehensive data collection, research
and evaluation system. The Division has long maintained this capability, regardless
of Federal wipport for such systems. We continuously devote significant time,
energy and re sources towerds identifying the extent of substance abuse, analyzing
the social ant' demographic characteristics or abusers, understanding the effects of
drugs on the body system, and determining the effectiveness of substance abuse
services The Division also maintains a special unit to observe and report on currert
patterns of street drug sales. in addition to regul...r monitoring of known "copping"
areas, surveys have been conducted in New York City's lower Manhattan business
district, the garment district, public school areas and video game sites. These sur-
veys not only call attention to the widespread nature of illicit drug traffic, but pro-
vide specific information to assist law enforcement efforts.

Supporting our entire program network are our computerized information sys-
tems which, among an array cf items, enable us to monitor service utilization client
demographic characteristics, and the level and frequrncy of services provided by
treatmt nt and prevention programs. These data provide the basis for ongoing man-
agement and evaluation reports, feedback reports to local programs to asftist them
in service delivery and planning efforts, and the Division's program cost-effective-
ness analyst's.

Despite the existence of a comprehensive nett ork of services, the needs of the
people of New York State remain great. Many of our treatment programs are oper-
ating at or above capacity: more than 1,000 substance abusers were on waiting lists
to enter treatment at the end of August of this year.

With the implementation of block grants and reductions in Federal support for
human service programs over the past several years, New York State has suffered a
significant and disproportionate cutback in funding for drug treatment and preven-
tion programs. In Federal Fiscal Year 1982 when block grant programs were initiat-
ed, t Division received only $19.1 million through the Alcohol, Drug Abuse and
Mental Health Block Grant, a 32 percent decrease from the previous year. In fact,
the Federal share of fiscal support for drug treatment and prevention has always
beet, very small in comparison to the New York State share. Of the approximately
$1'1 nellion which supports our entir?. local service delivery system, only about $20
million is received in ADM Block Grant funds. Obviously, tie less the Fed-
eral Government provided in support of drug treatment and nrevention, the more
victims and cosec: t were are to be deai with at the state and local level.

During the first two years of the block grant program, we have been able to
reduce the impact on our treatment/prevention system by utilizing funds remaining
from previous years' categorical programs, increasing third-party revenue and im-
plementing administrative cost containment policies. We have been forced to cut
program funds for certain ancillary stn-vices and, in several instances, reduced treat-
ment capacities Despite our efforts to maintain effective level of services, we
now have a system that is operating at or above 100 percent capacity and have ex-
tensive waiting lists, as rioted previously. In fact, this situation has existed since
19s,11. ironically coinciding with the initiation of Federal budget reductions.

Many of the FFY s budget proposals now being considered would further aggra-
vate. or :it minimum perpetuate. this unacceptable situation. Even if the full
,amount authorized for the ADM Block Grant in PIN 1984$532 appro-
priated. this would still translate into a 23 percent cutback for drug abuse services
from FFY 1:180 Adjusted for inflation. the level of oecrease would be over 30 per-
cent
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In the law enforcement alert, by its own admission, the Administration's "War on
Drugs" was a draw in 1982 They report no decline in the overall availability and
consumption of illegal drugs, increased quantities of heroin and cocaine, which were
purer and cheaper than in past years, and stable marijuana prices. In short, the
Administration has spent a great deal of time developing strategies that are ineffec-
tive and only serve to fuel jurisdictional disputes that have characterized the drug
enforcement effort for years. The illegal drug trade iP running rampant in New
York State due to the Administration's failure to operate the supply reduction as-
pects of its Federal Strategy.

Reduction. it. support for drug abuse programs are partictdarly short sighted con-
sidering the cost-effectiveness of such services. In New York State, the average
annual cost to government in direct welfare payment and lost taxes for a single,
unemployed male substance abuser is over $7,000. Also, the cost of crimes commit-
ted by an active heroin abuser not in treatment ;1 estimated at over $2r,000 per
year For those drug-involved offenders that are apprehended, law enforcement costs
in the state average $2,200 per arrest, including police, judicial and legal costs. Ar.d
should the arrestee be incarcerated, the costs per inmate average $19,000 per year.

Substance abtaie treatment offers an alternative that is considerably less costly to
society and offe , the opportunity for rehabilitation. The average cost of treating a
heroin addict is only $2,840 per client annually. Prevention services cost even less
per rerson reached.

Without question, government resources alone cannot solve the drug problem:
Volunteerism and private sector support are also necessary components of any over-
all drug program strategy. These aspects have not been overlooked in New York
State and, in fact, were initiated by our state prior to the Administration's call for
volunteer action as part of the 1982 Federal Strategy for Drug Prevention.

For example, in October 1980, New York convened a statewide group of represent-
atives from the private sector to analyze the heroin problem in the state and make
recommendations on how the private sector can be involved in dreg abuse preven-
tion. In 1981, we expanded the membership of the group, which was named the Citi-
zens Alliance to Prevent Drug Abuse (CAPDA) to reflect a broadened role in the
prevention area. In March 1982, with the assistance of CAPDA, the Division initiat-
ed a statewide media campaign entitled "Open Your Eyes" to increase public aware-
ness about the scope of the problem and promote volunteer involvement in local
drug prevention and education activities. The campaign, supported it part by corpo-
rate financial donations and in-kind services, consists of PSAs, posters, brochures
h n d other printed materials and a toll-free number that individuals can call for in-
formation and assistance

For almost three years, we have been providing technical assistance and training
to interested parent or community groups in developing effective prevention strate-
gies We have also produced some informal materials to assist groups in their devel-
opment. The self-help booklets, entitled "Community Organization Guide: A Frame-
work lot Community Involvement in Drug Abuse Prevention" and "Planning and
Organizing A Drug Abuse Av.,areness Event In Your Community", were produced to
provide detailed information about organizing community involvement and aware-
nesa activities.

The fruits of our labor are beginning to mature. To date, we are working with
over 100 volunteer community action groups. These groups have conducted over 600
activities bind projects involving more than 110,000 participants. These projects have
included, for example: conducting a local survey on drug useage and attitudes; hold-
ing a drug abuse awareness meeting for community residents; or organizing recre-
ational activities as alternatives for youth. Our relationship with these local groups
is symbioticwe both learn from each other's experiences, ideas and thoughts. In-
formation sharing is important. The Citizens Alliance to Prevent Drug Abuse News-
letter, which is widely distributed throughout the state and reports on local group
activities. contributes to this body of knowledge.

Volunteers are also active with many of our funded community -based drug treat-
ment and prevention programs in helping, for example, to: promote program goals,
objectives and services in their communities; conduct fund-raising activites and
direct solicitation drives; respond to .equests for program information; distribute
program literature; and provide office and cleri-,.1 support.

There are numerous opportunitn for business and industry as well, to become
involved partners A few of these are providing financial contributions and in-kind
services to !.tipport funded drug program services and local group activities; supix)rt-
ing employee assistance programs; sponsoring drug prevention and education semi-
nars for employees and encouraging support of community efforts against drug
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abuse by employees, such as "Executive Loan Programs", as a means of transferring
corporate skills arid mitruigement techniques to local programs and groups.

As one er tmple or corporate involvement, this past sprinp; Grand Union Super-
markets joind our effort by distributing 150,000 drug abuse awareness flyers to cus-
tomers and displaying anti-drug posters at 164 of their stores. In addition, many of
our funded drug programs and volunteer action groups participated by setting up
information and literature tables and conducting outreach activities at various store
sites

While volunteerism and private sector involvement are important, let us not disil-
lusion ourselves by thinking that this will compensate for the tremendous loss of
Federal dollars and support suffered under implementation of the block Grants and
other actions.

To summarize. we are doing our best with what we have to meet the needs of our
residents. in spite of budget reductions and the Federal government's inability to
control the supply of illegal drugs in our country. I would like to offer wile' we con-
sider viable recommendations for Coni,ress and the Administration to enact over the
coming weeks:

(1) At a minimum, the $469 million appropriation for the ADM Block Grant
sh. old be maintained in FEY 1984. The Administration has suggested reducing this
arr. )untif this is done. it will only worsen an already critical' situation. In fria, we
strongly urge increased at propriations to the level authorized for FFY 1984
$5:32 million.

121 A Cabinet-level drug policy coordinator position, with the responsibility and
authority to oversee all activities conducted by Federal drug enforcement and treat-
ment agencies, should be created The Administration's response to the drug abuse
problem has been a series of single initiatives, indirectly coordinated, with a dispro-
portionate frx:us on enforcement. This policy fails to recognize that as supply reduc-
tion efforts are put into place, the demand for treatment services is increased. Drug
treatment/prevention and enforcement must Work hand-in-hand. Therfore, we must
have a coordinator position to ensure the implementation of a clear, coherent and
consistent supply and demand reduction program.

Criminal penalties for drug trafficking, with particular emphasis on strength-
ening civil and criminal asset forfeiture laws, should be increased. However, the
money derived from these laws, which is certaia to be in the millions, should not
only be used to bolsterdement efforts, but also to increase Federal support to
states for treatment and prevention.

(41 We' support establishment of an Office of Justice Assistance that would provide
money to states to support a wide range of law enforcement efforts and criminal
justice activities. including drug offender programs and alternatives to incarcer-
ation.

We also cony support appropriations for the Office of Juvenile Justice and De-
linqueocy Prevention and the youth service-oriented programs they rund. In addi-
tion. we urge continued reauthorization of OJJDP next year as a separate program.

I would like' to thank you for this opportunity to testify before the Committee and
will be glad to answer any questions you may have.

Mr. HUGHES. Thank you.
First of all, Mr. Kirkpatrick, I understand you may have some

recommendations relative to the forfeiture provisions of our Com-
prehensive Drug Penalty Act.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. That was an additional position of our organi-
zation, which is that would believe, although we understand and
support the efforts of civil forfeiture provisions tc, fund law enforce-
ment activities directed at major drug dealers, we also feel that it's
not only poetic justice, but a financial necessity for some of that
money tc lx' earmarked for the treatment and prevention of drug
abuse.

Similar legislation is pending or being proposed in many States,
but it is at the Federal level where the largest pots of money are
seized.

Mr. Ilt.GtiEs. Thank you.
Let rne just ask, if I might. several questions di ding with the

impact of the cuts on the State drug rehabilitation and ec ucation,
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and other programs. First of all, let's begin with you, Mr. Kirkpat-
rick. In your own State, how many are turned away from the drug
program?

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. It's hard to say how many are turned away.
We have about an 8-week waiting list to get placed in our pro-
grams for hard-core drug dependency. Sometimes that's pushed up
as long as 3 months.

Mr. HUGHES. Is that because you don't really keep any data on
that?

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Well, it's because people stop putting their
names on the C.:A to get in if there's a 2-month wait to get in. So,
all we know is that there are at any given time 20- to 30-percent
more people waiting to get in than the programs can hold.

Mr. HUGHES. Are these hard-core addicts, as well as people
t hat---

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I'd say the biggest gap between available serv-
ice is in the case of the hard-core heroin addict.

Mr. HUGHES. So these are people that are probably out comit-
ting crimes, in most instances to support their habit?

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Most assuredly.
Mr. HUGHES. They have to wait 8 weeks to get into a pro -

gram-
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. And, of course, that frustrates the whole idea

of getting them into a program to---
Mr. HUGHES. And you're lucky if they're around to go into the

program-
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. If they're not in jail by the time they get up,

right. Although I have to hand it to the programs themselves, be-
cause very often they will squeeze as many possible people into a
program as they can, even though they're not getting paid for it,
and even though there's really no room.

Mr. HUGHES. Commissioner Russo, you mentioned that we're
treating 6,00 fewer subst 'ince abusers today than we did 2 years
ago?

Mr. Russo. In 1980, we were servicing approximately 21,000 indi-
viduals who came through the treatment rehabilitation system,
and at that point in time, we had a waiting list because we couldn't
handle all of them. We don't keep waiting lists any more; it's im-
possible to maintain waiting lists.

The very nature of serious drug abusers is they need immediate
gratification. It's not like you're going to a physician because you
have a hangnail and he says, "I'll make an appointment 2 weeks
from now; come back." They don't come back. If you can't provide
some service immediately in this immediate gratification system
we're in, we lose him. We don't maintain waiting lists.

But were treating 6,000 fewer today. We're down to about
15,000our projection fOr the coming year is below 14,000and the
demand is just tremendously high. It's as high today in the State of
Nevi Jersey, the demand for services, as it was in 1979.

M. 111.1Gims. I know you don't maintain 4 waiting list, but do
you know offhand, for instance, how long it takes someone who
wants help. needs help, to get into a place like Integrity House?

Mr. Russo. That's a good example. That place has been filled for
years. They've always turned people away. Probably Integrity
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Houseand I'm just guessingwould probably have a 6-week or so
waiting list, time to pet in.

Again, that doesn t mean you're going to be able to get in, be-
cause they .nay not be able to find that individual. Things are hv-
peningwhat Tom mentioned also is that the industry, because of
the commitment Curt people have in the treatment rehabilitation
industry, they do things that maybe they shouldn't do; they take
more people in than they should. We have counselors now tl- at
have a ratio of 60 clients. That's entirely too many for on counsel-
or, but what happens, gentlemen, is the quality of the se..N toe is sig-
nificantly hurt when you continue to take more people in.

But because the industry is so committed, sumetimes rather than
turn someone away, they provide minimal services rather than- -

Mr. HUGHES. Could you give us some idea of approximately how
many addicts want help that you can't furnish help to in New
Jersey?

Mr. Russo. We estimate at least 12,000 people right now. If we
had the capacity, we could expand our treatment and rehabilita-
tion effort to handle 12,000 more right now, which would push it
back up above 22,000, 23,000 folks a year.

That s a very rough estimate. There's no way of determining that
accurately.

Mr. HUGHES. What portion of those, in your judgment, would be
heroin addicts?

Mr. Russo. Well, as I mentioned before, 78 percent of all the in-
dividuals who have come in for treatment since 1979 come in with
a primary drug of abuse of opium or heroin, 78 percent.

Mr. HUGHES. We have a very effective TASC program in New
Jersey, and in most of the States, it's been a very successful pro-
gram, one of the success stories on the old LEAA program.

Mr. Russo. Right.
Mr. HUGHES. What are we doing today? When a court deter-

mines 'hat an individual really requires treatment and goes to
TASC, and it is determined that he needs a specialized type of in-
pati nt treatment, what are we doing in those instances where the
court has made that determination?

Mr. Russo. Very critical and important question. TASC, as you
know, is for referral identification of a significant substance abuse
problem, to divert someore from the criminal justice system into a
treatment system.

Our TASC program in New Jersey really got up and running
about the time when the treatment system was closing down. So
many, many judges and many, many courts of competent jurisdic-
tion just don't refer any more because there's no place for them to
go. It's a catch-22. The system, in identifying and referring individ-
uals from the courts through the TASC project, is working, but the
other portion of that system that's supposed to support it and plc,
vide those services is so overtaxed that we just can't handle those
folks. And there are fewer and fewer people who are referred
'hrough there because nothing happens. They're still back on the
streets, and they don't get any services.

Mr. HUGHES. Let me see if I can just carry that further. What
happens it. that situation is that once a drug-dependent offender is
before the court, the court has one of several options. First of all,
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even though the court determines that treatment is the best
course, as long us there's no treatment available, the court then is
reduced to two options. First of all, cut them loose on probation,

hich means that they go out into the streets, same environment,
and you can expect them back again with additional substance
abuse problems; or second of all, incarcerate them at a cost of
about four ti:r

Mr. Russo you compound that with the tremendous over-
crowding it -ctional institutions throughout this country
that just c: .Lit; them, so most of those folks go back out on
the street u. i they're very serious offenders. The system just
can't--the correctional systemat least in New .Jersey, and I'm
sure mint' other States--they just can't handle them.

Even with the tremendous increase in the number of correctional
beds being developed right now in New Jersey, it's a maxed-out
system. There isn't room for fol,:s in that system. Once tbe: get in
there, they don't get any services in terms of .-eliabilitation
anyway.

Mr. HUGHES. Mr. Gustafson, you've told us that New York has a
serious problem. The ext,..,t J1 the problem, particularly the budget
cutbacks. Can you tell us how many addicts, approxinutely, in
New York State right now want help that you ca,i't reach because
you just don't have the facilities?

Mr. GUSTAFSON. Dr. Pont, in his testimony, mentioned that
there are approximately ammo narcotic addicts in the country;
236,000 of those are in New York State. Of those, we have in treat-
ment at present approximately 30,000. We have a waiting list of
1,000 that are unable to get treatment because there's no space.
Strictly narcotic addicts.

Mr. HUGHES. Strictly narcotic addicts. And is that an increase in
the number of addicts waiting for treatment over what it was, let's
say 1 year ago?

Mr. GUSTAFSON. The trend has been pretty much the same for
the last :3 years, given the influx of The high-quality heroin from
Southeast Asia. The waiting list figures have remained fairly stag-
nant at that level of 1,000 to 1,500.

Mr. HUGHES. About what percentage of the people that are on
these waiting lists end up in courts while they're waiting?

Mr. GUSTAFSON. Well, let me try to back into that question. The
rule of thumb, based on the statistics utilized by the New York
State Department of Correctional Services, which currently has in-
carcerated 32,000 people in State correctional institutions, is that
(10 percent-plus of' those people are there directly as a result of a
drug offense, or drug-related crime, or have a history of drug de-
pendence.

So the vast majority of those people that come through the court
systems in New York State are involved with drug offense or have
a history of drug dependency and drug involvement

Mr. HUGHES. OK, thank you.
The gentleman from Michigan.
Mr. SAWYER. Yes. I am just kind of curious. Mr. Kirkpatrick's

table here would indicate two States that I just picked out quickly.
Maryland and Massachusetts, both of which are rather urban
States, both seem to be doing better now with the block grant than
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they did before A lot of the others aren't, of course, but why are
those two so nifferent?

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. There are positive sides to the concept a the
block grant, which is to support the responsibility with the least
amount of restriction at the State level. States are doing better in a
number of ways, depending on the State. If you can accept for a
moment that in nearly every State, that meant a decrease in Fed-
eral dollars, but the increased amount of money being spent in pre-
vention, which may be a result of the 20 percent prevention imposi-
tion in the ADM block grant, is an improvement.

Prevention is a big problem because it's one of thosethe payoffs
are so long term and invisible at the present time you're spending
the money that it's hard to say y u're going to take money away
from treating people who are corning in there waiting to get on
treatment programs and spend it to prevent that problem, even
though everybody agrees it s more cost affective to do that, it's just
that the results are so far down the road and the money is in this
year's budget that it's very difficult to do.

That may be a positive effect, that there is more money being
spent in prevention, whether it's just a realization that it's a good
idea or not. In some States, it has led to the States themselves in-
creasing their own revenues and resources, either by spacial tax-
ations, earmarked funds or in other ways. But in general, States
have had a hard time with the decreased amount of revenues.

Specifically in looking at Maryland and MassachusettsI should
point out one problem. In the transition year from the old categori-
ca! grants to the ADM block grants for States, many States experi-
enced what was a windfall in that there categorical grant funds
didn't expire for another year and the ADM block grant funds
were coming in so they had a double overlap- of as much as 111/2
months down to maybe 1 month. We were unfortunate in our
State: we didn't have an overlap. But that gave the appearr.nce of,
for a while, that the resources were adequate. Unfortunately, it
will eventually play out in 1083 that there'll be a big gap at the
end and that's going to happen even in those States that appear to
be flush right now.

Mr. SAWYER. I've been kind of interested in the recent period of
time, there's suddenly now a lot of professional information that
cocaine is physically addicting, whereas up till then, all the infor-
mation I had was that it was psychologically addicting.. I'm not
sure I know exactly the difference except they are now saying that
there're physical withdrawal symptoms and those kinds of things.

Do you have any view on that?
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. My view is that I don't really care. Cocaine is

as devastating to the person who uses it. Whether you say that it's
physically addictive or whether you say it's psychologically or
whether you sav it's dependence-producing, as was pointed out ear-
lier. it a rat will push a button to qet cocaine until it starves to
death. th, n I think that's a drug that s got a problem.

The clef initions and the research in the area of addiction are very
technical. Once the,' have to identify a molecule that has a recep-
tor side in the brain, et cetera, et cetera:, that's where the discus-
sions originally come from about whether it's physically addicting
Or not. The withdrawal symptom, if that can be proven neuroiogi-
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cally to happen, I don't think it makes a difference. I think it dis-
tracts us from the real issue, which is that it is a dangerous and
debilitating drug which is affecting more and more people.

As Jack Gustafson mentioned, in our State we've had a 00 per-
cent increase in the last 3 years of admissions for use of cocaine
treatment. It is the fastest growing. The price is dropping. Price
alone used tc keep people away from cocaine, young kids, because
they couldn't afford it. Well, the price is dropping on cocaine and
its starting to spread. It is a powerful and devastating drug,
whether it's physically technically addicting or whether it's purely
dependence- Producing, however you want to categorize it.

Mr. SAWYER. Mr. Gustafson, you indicated that you didn't believe
the statistics that you'd been hearing here. Were those the number
of people involved like 4 million cocaine and 20 to 25 million mari-
juana and 500,000 herofh? Are those-

Mr. GUSTAFI/ON. Those are certainly part of them. I think part of
the problem is that the network by which the Federal Government
uses to gather the data is incomplete. They talk about the DAWN
system, the Drug Abuse Warning Network. It just targets emergen-
cy rooms. All of the emergency rooms in my State are not partici-
pating in that program.

We have had a data collection capability in New York State
since 1967. It predated the Federal CODAP client-oriented data ac-
quisition process by fully 7 years, so that the data that we have
available in terms of the incidence and prevalence of the problem
within our State, we feel is much more complete.

I think,:that the major point that I wanted to make was that I
felt that the Federal statistics do not take into account the varia-
tion in terms of intensity and types of drug abuse and the impact
that it has on a geographic basis.

Mr. SAWYER. When you said that of the ,500,000you used the
terms "narcotic users,' in the country, you have about 250,00G or
something, like that; were you indicating by that statement that
you thought it was really a 'ot more than 506,000 in the country?

Mr. GUSTA:.'SON. No, I think the state of the art is such now that
the 500,000 narcotic addict figure is pretty well accepted. We feel
that that's an accurate projection of the number ti heroin addicts
that there are within the country.

Mr. SAWN ER. How do you explain thai. about hail of them are in
New York State?

Mr. GUSTAFSON. Well, we're not lucky, that's for sure.
Mr. SAWYER. Well, no, I'm not-
Mr. GUSTAFSON. Historically, New York City in particular has

been viewed as the heroin mecca of the world. Wh.:-!ri I say 236,000
in New York State, I should go on to say that 9; percent of those
are located in metropolitan New York. The New York City water-
front and its airports continue to be a major importing locale for
heroin coming from a variety of sources throughout the world.

In treatment alone, we have, as I mentioned before, over 31,0d0
narcotic addicts currently receiving care, just the tip of the iceberg.
The majority of those are receiving methadone-maintenance treat-
ment, which has proven to be a highly cost-effective and very effec-
tive means of treating that particular disability.
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Mr. SAWYER. You know, I thought that the Miami area and per-
haps Chicago area and so forth would have a, you know, propor-
tionately as high a heroin addiction as New York. I'm curious it
does not.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. If I can, our estimate is that there are a little
over 50,000 in Illinois, so you can see that proportionately, it is not
as great, even though it's a major metropolitan area.

Mr. SAWYER. I knowI was a prosecutor in Michiganand we
used toand that WPS several years back obviously we used to get
all thz. Mexican heroin there that came up, I think, through Chica-
go. At least that was our general thought. Do you get mostly Mexi-
can heroin in Chicago or --

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. It dependswe've switched now because
there's now a better grade of heroin coming in again from other
sources, so our so-called Mexican brown on the downside, but it'll
be back. The network is still there. There's a very hard to detect
and very hard to break the network between Mexico and Chicago
and always will be.

Right now, the market is demanding supplies from other sources.
Mr. SAWYER. Well, maybe it's changed in Michigan, too.
I yield back.
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you.
I wonder if you can describe briefly for us what State efforts are

underway for prevention in the schools. Do you have some idea?
Mr. GUSTAFSON. Let me take a crack at that first, if I may.
We allocate a considerable portion of our total resources to pre-

vention activities, about $16 million, and a much larger percentage
of the block grant moneys were required by Congress to allocate 20
percent. We allocate considerably more than that.

Our prevention programs which are located throughout the State
deal with the provision of factual information, generating peer
leaders within the schools, providing youth with alternatives in
terms of recreational outlets on one side of the spectrum.

On the other side, a good portion of our prevention activities
have been directed toward community organization. We're fully
cognizant that resources coming from the Federal and State
sources are just clearly not enough to deal with the problem. We
feel that people at a community level are in the best position to,
one, identify what their particular problem is within their coznmu-
n ity, and with some assistance, to develop strategies that more ade-
quately address what their perception is of the problem.

So we're putting a lot of effort into organizing local citizen action
groups. We re encouraging local businesses to participate actively
with them.

For example, in New York, we've been able to work very closely
with the Grand Union supermarket chain in distributing and pro-
ducing for us at no cost drug abuse prevention and awareness ma-

Is, which they then utilize to distribute through their network
of stores. That's just one example.

We have corporations like IBM and others that have made cash
and in-kind contributions to our prevention effort. We're putting a
lot of energy into working closely with the private sector and with
communities in developing very specific responses to problems that
are identified at the local level.
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Mr. Hucams. Are there categorical grants that are going into the
school districts? Is it discretionary money that you have available
for these programs for the schools districts? How does the funding
mechanism work? How do you encourage school districts to plug
into these programs?

Mr. GUSTAFSON. In the case of the city of New York, we have, a
sum of money which is designated' to go through the New York
City Board of Education. They in turn underwrite a network of
services to provide drug abuse counselors within the schools pre-
vention materials, educational materials built into the health cur-
riculum, et cetera. Outside of New York City, we also deal with a
variety of boards of education which engage in very like types of
activities.

We don't operate any direct programs ourselves. We are funding
and admin'..trative oversight agencies. We have been out of
the direr r treatment business now for some years.

Mr. HUGHES. How about in New Jersey, Commissioner?
Mr. Russo. As you know, State law almost 10 years ago, man-

dates a minimum of 10 hours of classroom instruction in all high
schools. I think that was a 1973 statute, 1974 statute, through the
department of education. That has been going on for a good 10
years.

What we do with the department of education is that we have a
very comprehensive teacher-training activity to upgrade the qual-
ity and level of knowledge that teachers have. We do not go into
the schools ourselves; that's a prerogative of the department of
education, but we run continuously teacher education programs.

Another major effort of our prevention is that we believe very
stiongly in the behaviorial health philosophy that requires preven-
tion and intervention activities, taking into account physical, psy-
chological and social and economic factors. We work very, very
closely with communities and we identify communities which, in a
big city like Newark, can be a block or a housing development, and
in the small town, can be a community.

We tried to identify the basic three or four leaders in every com-
munity, and that leader has to be from the political organization,
the mayor, has to be from the school system, per)taps the superin-
tendent of the school and from the local government and the
police. WI, it we have done, and we have trainedwe take these
key individuals from the community and/or a block and we take
them away for three days to help them identify their needs and to
help them identify their resources.

We have taken about 120 communities away and very significant
important programs are developing from this concept. Essentially,
it's community organization from the textboci You don't go as a
big brother and tell a town hat their needs are and their prob-
lems are and where their resources are, but you help them to iden-
tify by identifying the leadership in that town.

The law enforcement, the schools and the political, the city coun-
cil. et cetera, et cetera. The institutions that we impact, and it's
tremendouslybecoming tremendously obvious to us that individ-
ual communities, once you give them the opportunity and help
them with a little resourcesa very little resourcesand the only
resources, we take them away for three days so they don't get
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phone calls and we put them up in a hotel.. We pay for that, but
they have to develop, before they leave that 3-day training session
a droject that they're going to undertake in their town, a small
project, one that's almost going to succeednot a big projectbe-
cause success breeds success; failure breeds failure and there've
been some tremendously interesting and exciting things happening
at the local level..

The community organization, identifying the needs, helping the
community to identify their needs and their resources and do some-
thing about it, involving the private sector and the parents, et
cetera, is critical, and that's our two-facet prevention approach.

Mr. HUGHES. Do you have any programs 'a the schools that
would use young people like Paula and Dean, for instance, to try to
relate the direct experiences and insights of those who were drug
abusers in a way that students can most fully appreciate.

Mr. Russo. Individual substance abuse treatment programs like
the program that those two youngsters are involved in do go into
the schools periodically. It's not a major emphasis in the State of
New Jersey.

Mr. HUGHES. It seems to me it would be a lot more important to
have youngsters who've been through it. They can relate a lot
more to studeris than I can to tell the dangers. When the police
tell them the dangers of drug abuse, or even a teacher telling them
the danger of drug abuse, much of the credibility and effectiveness
of the impact may be missing.

Mr. Russo. Years ago, and I can relate back to 10 years or so ago,
there was a major emphasis of parading in front of large school au-
diences exdrug users, and maybe at that point in time, we didn't
know as much as we do now, and I think we may have hurt the
situation in some cases. In many cases, when a previous substance
abuser told about his or her experiences and how bad they were,
and yet that individual made it and now that individual is standing
up before an audience of 500 youngsters in the high school, it stim-
ulated the appetites.

We did some surveys. It stimulated the appetites of some individ-
uals in that school who weren't sure whether they should use
drugs or not, because here was an opportunity or perhaps a way of
becoming recognized. It's a double-edged sword unless it's done ef-
fectively. The two youngsters today probably could do it very, very
effectively.

Mr. HUGHES. I haven't seen any studies, any surveys, but I can
tell you that they don't need anything to stimulate their appetite.
If anything, I think the cutting edge is the other way.

Mr. Russo. I think if you could identify- -
Mr. HUGHES. You could have some people in there and tell them,

you know, exactly what it's done to their life.
Mr. Russo. If you could select the individualsand those two

folks today would do an excellent jobI think it's an excellent pro-
gram.

Mr. HUGHES. Well, as I say, I'm not an expert, but I woi .1d betI
would chance putting a youngster like Dean or Paula in the school
to share their experience with them, not before 500 students, per-
haps smaller classes, and I think that would be far more effective
than the chief of police going in, as it happens in my community,
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or the superintendent of public schools going in and telling them
how bad drugs are, you know, which is just a joke.

Mr. Russo. There s no question.
Mr. GUSTAISON. Mr. Chairman, ;f I could piggyback on Dick

Russo's comment. The same way thatI think the gentleman Dean
was explaining that in school, when he was receiving some infor-
mation relative to drug abuse, it kind of whetted his appetite and it
made him a little bit curious as to what the effects would be.

We have fourd, back in the late 1960's and early 1970's, when we
brought into a school situation people that were involved, say, with
herointeenagers, 15, 16 years old, and they recounted their sto-
ries about making $6,000 to $7,000 a week in the trafficking; or
they were engaged in prostitution to support their habit and were
living in Park Avenue suites, that fostered a lot of permature ex-
perimentation on kids that probably would not have gotten in-
volved.

We've gotten away from that approach. I would fully endorse a
presentation and utilizing individuals like the two young people
who testified before. The experience in the past, though, has not
proven that to be effective in utilizing some of the people who are
actively engaged in the trafficking aspects.

Mr. Russo. I think what's critical, sir, in what you're referring to
is that peer pressure turns youngsters on; proper peer pressure can
help to turn youngsters off. I think that's the important thing, if
you can identify the individuals who are to present that peer
pressure. It is important, and it is productive if you can identify
those folks. It's that peer pressure, whether turning them off, just
like they were turned on with peer pressure, is critical and ex-
tremely difficult to control, however.

Mr. HUGHES. OK, thank you.
Thank you very much. There are some encouraging signs that we

recognize that we don't have a Federal strategy. We need sorrobody
to be in charge at the top. That's a step in the right direction. qua
found out very clearly, if we want to convince the South Americans
that they should do something, we've got to start doing something
ourselves back here at home, because our failure to commit re-
sources to drug rehabilitation and education in our country under-
cuts our efforts in South America and other places.

That's the first question they ask: What are you doing about the
problem in your own country? It's a tough one to answer.

Mr. GUSTAFSON. We couldn't sum it up any better.
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you very much. We appreciate the contribu-

tions you've made.
Our final paneland we apologize for the lateness of the hour,

we've really gone over todayconsists of Dr. Anderson Johnson,
Mrs. Sue Rusche, and Dr. Mel J. Riddile.

Dr. Johnson is both the director of the Health Behavior Research
institute and the associate director for cancer control research at
the Comprehensive Cancer Center at the University of Southern
California. He's a licensed psychologist and has had a distinguished
career at Duke University, at the University of Minnesota and at
the National Bureau of Standards.
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He has served on numerous public and scientific committees and
boards, and has been sought as a consultant on numerous public
health issues.

The second member of our panel is Mrs. Sue Rusche. Mrs.
Rusche is executive director of Families in Action in Pe Kalb
County, GA. She is also the secretary of the National Federation of
Parents for Drug-Free Youth, which is holding its second annual
conference here in Washington on Monday and Tuesday.

Mrs. Rusche was a leader in the movement of parents that has
brought about bans on the sale of drug-related paraphernalia in
most States. She is now writing a syndicated column for parents on
drug abuse prevention issues.

The third member of the panel is Dr. Mel Riddile. Dr Riddile is
the director of Straight, Inc., for greater Washington. We under-
stand it is related to the Florida facility.

Prior to joining Straight, he was the coordinator for substance-
abuse prevention in the Fairfax County, VA, school system, and
served as executive director of the Northern Virginia Action Coali-
tion, a committee of business and civic leaders that developed a leg-
islative package for the Virginia Assembly on issues such as the
drinking age, drug paraphernalia and look-alike drugs.

Dr. Riddile has had over 10 years of experience in the Fairfax
school system as a teacher, counselor and administrator. He's writ-
ten numerous articles on drug abuse.

We are delighted to have you, 1)r. Riddile, and the other mem-
bers of the panel with us today. We have your statements which,
without objection, will be made a part of the record in full, and we
hope you can summarize.

Why don't we begin with you, Dr. Johnson.

TESTIMONIES OF DR. C. ANDERSON JOHNSON, D' RECTOR,
HEALTH BEHAVIOR RESEARCH INSTITUTE, UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA; SUE RUSCHE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
FAMILIES IN ACTION, ATLANTA, GA, AND SECRETARY, NATION-
AL FEDERATION OF PARENTS FOR DRUG FREE YOUTH; AND
DR. MEL J. RIDDILE, DIRECTOR, STRAIGHT, INC.. GREATER
WASH INGTON

Dr. JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will attempt to sum-
marize.

To emphasize the major points, there are three points that I
would like to make, the second of which I will develop in some
detail.

The first point is that I would like to place some emphasis on the
rationale for prevention. The second point is I'd like to summarize
for the committee data that support the feasibility and the promise
for prevention now. Third, I'd like to say something about what ap-
pears to be reasonable directions to proceed at this point.

For several reasons, the prevention of drug abuse is preferable,
when possible, to reactive treatment of drug abuse disorders. First,
the success rates for drug abuse treatments, while improving, tend
to be low. Second, drug abuse treatment programs, as we've heard
today, although it's not emphasized, tend to be expensive. Third,
and I think most importantly, is typically drug abuse treatment
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programs or interventions come too late. Tremendous costs to both
the individual and the society have already occurred by the time
the person enters into the treatment.

I do not mean to devalue the place of treatment in drug abuse
control, but it is important to consider the potential for prevention
in overcoming these three limitations of treatment.

There is now good reason to believe that drug abuse can be pre-
vented. There are now a dozen or more studies conducted in differ-
ent regions of the country, with different populations, by different
researchers, establishing the efficacy of particuiar social-psychologi-
cal interventions for preventing cigarette smoking. All of these suc-
cessful prevention programs have emphasized training and peer
pres.lure resistance skills, or how to say no to offers to smoke, and
have mobilized significant peer group support for the prevention
program.

I would like to describe examples from our own research of the
effectiveness of these programs. The original Robbinsdale, MN, an-
tismoking project tested the social pressures, sensitization, resist-
ance skills training program, with and without peer leader media-
tion. The results, over a 32-month period, I will present.

Let me say briefly what happened. There were three experimen-
tal schools. In one school, there was a program designed to teach
young people, sixth and seventh graders, skills in resisting pres-
sures, social influences. We've heard testimony about how impor-
tant social examples influences are.

In another school, that same approach was used only now peer
leaders were identified from the classroom, brought out of the
classroom, trained at the university. They went back into the class-
room and helped us implement the program. The third school was
a control school.

Could I have the first slide, please.
[Figure 1, prepared statement, smoking index.]
DR. JOHNSON. The first slide presents results over a 3-year

period, beginning at seventh grade in this study. Seventh grade
what is depicted here on the left side is the pre-measure in October
1977. This represents cigarettes per student per week. That's what
this measure is.

The middle curve, the X, is for the children in the schools that
did not receive treatment programs. The top line represents the
school that received the interventions without peer leadership iden-
tification and training and mobilization.

The bottom curve in the onset curve, cigarette-smoking onset
curve, in the school where the peer leaders were identified and mo-
bilized.

There were only five 1-hour sessions between the months of Octo-
ber and May of 1977-1978. We got immediate treatment effects, as
is ouvious, we expected no lasting effects until the following year.
We thought that it would require booster treatments in subsequent
years. At the end of eighth grade, the program effects were still
there.

We decided at that point not to do boosters and see hcw far we
could ;;o with the effect. At the end of the ninth grade, we still had
a treatment effect, although in the treatment school at the bottom,
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there was a significant onset. It was still considerably less. There
was still considerably less smoking than in the other schools.

In the spring, we collected data at 12th grade as the students
were graduating. I don't have those data analyzed to present to you
today.

The second study in the Minnesota series provided a replication
of this. We found the same effects under somewhat more tightly
controlled studies, now multiple schools assigned to each treatment
condition. [Figure 2]

Simultaneously, a study was occurring at Stanford, by McAli.Ater,
Maccoby, Perry. They did peer leader interventions alone. They got
results of the same magnitude. The same pattern of results has
been replicated at Cornell and others.

In a third study, we decided to see how well these programs
would translate when implemented by teachers. We found that
teacher-led programs clearly were not as effective in their effects,
as were programs that involved, again, peer leaders.

Beginning in 1980, we began to test the generalizability of this
approach to an older population. We now tri xl interventions with
10th graders, assuming this was a population that had already
begun to smoke some cigarettes to a large extent, but perhaps we
could have some impact still at that stage. That proved not to be
the case.

[Figure 4, prepared statement.]
DR. JOHNSON. This gives you an idea of the onset of cigarette

smoking from fall of sixth gradethese are the percentages of
people who were smoking one or more cigarettes per day. Fall of
sixth grade, spring of seventh grade, fall of seventh grade, spring of
seventh grade and fall and spring of 10th grade, spring of 11th
grade and spring of 12th grade.

What you see there is that prior to sixth grade, or at the begin-
ning of sixth grade, there was very little cigarette smoking. The
onset was very rapid between sixth and seventh grade. By 10th
grade, it appeared that the maximal proportion had begun to
smoke and the curve was flat from there on.

So it's not too surprising that 10th grade interventions were too
late. It's an important point, though, interventions must come
early.

We have extended this approach now to the use of miss media,
the use of mass media in conjunction with school programs primar-
ily to reach whole families, not just children in school. We re con-
cerned about doing that because of the tremendous effect that the
family has on the child, the tremendous influence the family has.

Could I see the next slide, please.
[ Slide.]
I'm sorryit's the one that is outside the frame, please.
(Slide.]
Yes. This slide is a little bit complex. Let me point out the major

point. This shows the effects of school-based and media-based pre-
vention and smoking cessation programs.

There was 1 week, 5 days per week, in which children received
the in-school prevention program. At night, there was televised, via
KABC television in Los Angeles, Dr. Art Ulene delivering it, a .-
minute segment that coincided with the day's activities.
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Parents were recruited to watch the segment with their children
and then participate in some homework activities with the chil-
dren. During that week, smoking parents were encouraged to come
around for a second week and participate in a smoking cessation
series. Again, five consecutive nights, 5-minute segments.

This shows something about the improvement rate. This (col-
umns labeled PIT) is in schools where we were doing the program.
I will ignore this (columns labeled P/NT), these were schools that
fell somewhere in between. These were control schools (columns la-
beled C).

Fifty-one percent of smoking parents did stay around and watch
one or more of the cessation segments, compared 'a 13 percent of
control schools, where there was not an ongoing school program.
Thirty-eight percent tried to stop smoking, compared to 15 percent
ultimately in the control schools.

At 1 month, 19 percent of smoking parents of children in treat-
ment schools had stopped smoking compared to percent in the
control school.

At 1 yearwe just have one-year data that we've looked atin 1
year the successful cessation rate among smoking parents of chil-
dren in the treatment schools was 18 percent, compared to 5 per-
cent of the original quitters, but we had 6 more percent quit that
year so it's really 18 percent compared to 11 percent.

We're encouraged by these results that mass media can be used
in conjuntion with school programs. This is a step toward a coordi-
nated community effort involving parents and families, as well as
the school system.

Let me say a word about what characterizes the successful pre-
vention programs and makes them different from previous unsuc-
cessful smoking and drug education programs. First, there is a
focus on short-term, particularly social consequences of smoking. It
was pointed out today by the two young people who testified how
important social influences are. Peer examples and the need in
adolescence, especially early adolescence, to be accepted by peers.
It's a very important driving, motivating force at that time in the
developmental span.

Second, there is sensitization of the audience to the overt and
covert pressures to smoke, both peer pressures and media pressures
and adult pressures. Third, there is the active teaching of social re-
sistance skills, providing the young people with skills in how to say
"no." and not feel rejected when they do that.

It's easy for usor we think it's easy for us to do that; for a
young person, it sometimes is very difficult. We do that by provid-
ing role models; peer leaders demonstrate these skills, the whole
set of skills; students practice this in the classroom; they are rein-
forced systematically for practicing those skills.

Fourth, there's the active involvement of peer leaders, as I de-
srribed earlier, in implementing the program.

To summarize, the recent research in smoking prevention has
provided a number of replications which, when taken together,
strongly confirm that prevention of cigarette smoking onset in ado-
lescence is feasible, especially in early adolescence.

There are several reasons to be optimistic that the proven ap-
proaches to smoking can be useful for the prevention of other sub-
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stance abuse as well First, the predictors of cigarette smoking and
alcohol and marijuana usethese drubs are thought of as the
"gateway" drugs. Very few people enter into harder drug use with-
out first being exposed significantly to one or more of these drugs.

The predictors of the use of these three substances are the same,
that is. in the vast majority of studies, the strongest predictors are
peer use, especially close friend use; parental use; and rebellious-
ness tendencies and risk-taking tendencies.

Second, cigarette smoking is a risk factor for the onset of alcohol
and marijuana use. I'm going to present data now from our 10-
grade study where we were unsuccessful in affecting cigarette
smoking.

[Figure 7, prepared testimony.]
Dr. JOHNSON. This is an epidemiologist's approach to risk factor

analysis. That is, what is the risk that a nonalcohol user, a person
who is not using alcohol in January of 10-grade, will start using al-
cohol by the end of 10-grade? That's the question that's asked here.

Given, in the no-risk situation, the bar on the left, that at. mid-
10-grade, he s not smoking cigarettes, and he's not using marijua-
na. If the person was not smoking cigarettes and not using mari-
juana and not using alcohol, he had a 28 percent chance of begin-
ning to use alcohol by the end of the year.

If the person, however, was already smoking cigarettes, but not
using alcohol and not using marijuana, there was a 58-percent
chance that he'd start using alcohol by the end of the year.

If the person was using marijuana alone, there was a 54-percent
chance he'd start using alcohol by the end of the year, and if the
person was using both cigarettes and marijuana, there was a 75
percent chance that he'd start using alcohol by the end of the year.
So clearly, cigarette smoking and marijuana use are risk factors to
the onset of alcohol use; cigarette smoking is at least as strong a
risk factor as is marijuana.

Next slide, please.
[Figure 6, prepared statement.]
Dr. Joi-iNsoN. The same kind of analysis is presented here for

marijuana transitions: Wh, t is the probability that a nonmari-
juana user will start using marijuana above the 10-grade year? If
the person was not smoking cigarettes and not using alcohol, there
was an 11-percent chance he'd start using marijuana.

If he was using cigarettes alone, there was a 27-percent chance.
If he was using alcohol alone, there was a 20-percent change, and if
he was using both cigarettes and alcohol, there was a 43-percent
chance.

So, again, these two "gateway" drugs, cigarettes and alcohol. are
risk factors to the onset of marijuana use.

Just briefly for you to look at, and I won't say anything about it,
it does turn out that marijuana and alcoholmarijuana is a risk
factor to the onset of tobacco use; alcohol may not be, at least at
10-grade.

It is clear from these analyses that cigarette smoking, alcohol
use, and marijuana use, each can act as "gateway" drugs for the
onset of the others, with possible exception that alcohol use
may not incr ;e the risk of the onset of cigarette smoking.
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The importance of tobacco use as a risk factor for onset of other
drug use suggests the possibility that preventing tobacco use may
indirectly minimize risk to other drug use.

I'd like to move now into briefly summarizing recent evidence
where the same prevention strategies that have been used for pre-
venting cigarette smoking are being used successfully for prevent-
ing alcohol and marijuana use onset.

First, there was a study by McAlister and his group at Stanford
where they found that just devoting one of five sessions to alcohol
and marijuana use, using the same strategies I've described did
result at 1 year in a decreased onset rate of alcohol and marijuana
use.

In our 10-grade study, where we paid no attention at all to alco-
hol and marijuana, only intervened in regard to cigarettes, we
found at 1 year significantly less marijuana use in the treated
group than in the controlled groups.

There was one caution that was raised by that. In fact, the most
marijuana use onset was found in schools where there were teach-
er-led programs that did not involve peer leadership.

More recently, and yet to be published--it's in preparations of
study by Botkin at Cornell where he's found that a program de-
signed specifically for drug abuse prevention was, indeed, success-
ful in preventing at 1 year alcohol and marijuana use, as well as
cigarette use.

This morning, Secretary Brandt mentioned that I would describe
briefly a NIDA-funded drug abuse prevention program which is
called Project SMART. I had not planned to do that. I will only say
there is such an effort underway in Los Angeles right now that-is
now being extended to be a communitywide effort involving televi-
sion, involving Orange County as well as Los Angeles County
school systems, involving the Scott Newman Foundation, family
orientation, and so forth.

In brief summary, I would Say that my reading of the advance-
ments in the field over the last 6 years, these advancements are
significant. There's consistent promise that cigarette smoking, and
now alcohol and marijuana use, can be prevented with cost-effec-
tive interventionsrelatively low-cost interventions. I think stand-
ardization of these interventions is very important when we talk
'about defusing programs. I think there needs to be standards of
prevention practice, just as there are for treatment practice,

[The statement of Dr. Johnson follows:]

STATEMENT OF C. ANDERSON JOHNSON, P.i.D., HEALTH BEHAVIOR RESEARCH
INSTITUTE, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Th.. efficacy of a schtx)I based, social psychological approach to primary preven-
tion of cigarette smoking is now well established. The effects have been replicated
by independent researchers at a number of different sites with quite different popu-
lations. and appear to be durable over time. Until this recent series of studies there
were little or not empirical data to support that cigarette smoking or other drug
abusti in adolescence is preventable. The successful demonstration of primary pre-
vention in the area of cigarette smoking offers promise'that similar techniques may
be useful in preventing the onset of alcohol, marijuana and other drug abuse as
well Additional research on associations among Various types of drug use, cigarette
smoking as a risk factor for other drug use, and effects of experimental nrevention
programs on marijuana and alcohol use further suggest the promise of ,social psy-
chological intervention for primary prevention of drug abuse.
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RESEARCH IN (:RIARETTP. SMOKING PREVENTION

In 1974, there began a series of investigations, first at the University of Houston
by Richard Evans and his colleagues, then at Minnesota by Johnson and Luepker
and their colleagues, and Standford by McAlister, Maccoby, Perry, and their col-
leagues that established the efficacy of a social psychological approach to prevention
of cigarette smoking in adolescene. These studies were similar in that they all were
based on laboratory findings and theory from experimental social psychology, they
all treated the onset of smoking as a socially mediated phenmenon, they relied on
social interventions to bring about changes in developmental trends regarding
smoking, and they measured vigorously with multiple measurement techniques the
effects of experimental programs on smoking incidence rates. I will review here
briefly the consistent line of evidence from those three laboratories and elsewhere
that supports the robustness of this approach to prevention of cigarette smoking,
and then will review data that suggest that other drug abuse may be preventable in
the same way.

In 1977, Evans, et al., reported an innovative approach to cigarette smoking for
junior high school students. In that approach Evans, et al., applied several impor-
tant findings from social psychology to primary prevention and to measurement of
behavioral outcomes. They developed a series of three films to be shown in the class-
room. Those films were designed 1) to heighten students awareness of social pres-
sures that influence adolescents to start smoking, including peer, family, and media
influences; 2) to suggest that resisting those pressures in both feasible and socially
acceptable, and 3) to provide psychological innoculation to presuasion by giving stu-
dents a sampling of pro-smoking arguments they were likely to encounter and
counter-arguments that could be useful in resisting those temptations. In addition,
Evans applied to the measurement of smoking behavior the "bogus pipeline" ap-
proach to attitudinal measurement developed by Jones and Sigel] (1971). The ration-
ale of this measurement technique is that self reports of smoking behavior will be
more accurate if respondents know or believe that an independent biological assess-
ment is being made as well.

That study and those which have followed, using the Houston model of a largel
film-mediated approach, demonstrated an apparent "program plus measurement'
effect. That is. the film program together with the "bogus pipeline" measurement
reduced the onset of cigarette smoking by about 509b. However, no independent pro-
gram effect was demonstrated in those studies. There was no significant difference
between the group that received the films plus the bogus pipeline measurement pro-
cedure and those v no received the bogus pipeline measurement alone. Nevertheless,
this was an important study suggesting for the first time that preventior of ciga-
rette smoking in youth is possible and providing the outline of a plausible approach
to smoking prevention.

Shortly thereafter in a series of studies beginning at Stanford and Minnesota and
continuing at Harvard and USC, respectively; McAlister et al., and Johnson et al.,
repectively, took the social chologicdl approach several steps further.

In addition to sensitizing students to overt and covert iteiluences to smoke, both
the Stanford-Harvard and the Minnesota-USC groups introduced active resistance
skills training into the curriculum. There smoking prevention programs, which
bece.me required curricula for all 7th grade students in participating schools, includ-
ed not only role model presentations of resistant behaviors, but also required stu-
dents to generate in classroom activities a strong rationale not to smoke and to de-
velop through role playing sessions the skills necessary co resist social and media
influences to smoke. Both groups also introduced a second social psycholcs .41 inter-
vention, the use of peer leaders to help deliver the prevention progrnm. In the Stan-
ford studies peer leaders were persons about 2 years elder than the target popula-
tion who ivere selectee for their socially desirable characteristics, trained as peer
leaders and then b"ought into the classroom to implement phases of the program.
The Minnesota group, working independently of the Stanford group, developed a dif-
ferent peer leader approach wherein naturally existing peer leaders from within
target classrooms were identified sociometrically, recruited, and trained to assist in
program implement ntion.

McAlister et al., (1980) reported that whereas smoking prevalence was about 3%
and 2% at basehne it treatment and control schools. respecti...ely, at the end of 7th
grade almost 10% were smoking at least weekly ir, the treatment school and about
5m, in the control school. Follow-up measures taken one year late: at the end of 8th
grade indicated that weekly smoking was 16.2% in the control school and 5.6% it,
the treatment school. They^ results taken together wit' similar findings at I" nneso-
ta are exciting.
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The Minnesota IlS1' sti.dies provided reassurance that the apparent treatment ef-
tectti in the Stanford study were not the result of differential attrition rates. They
provide experimental dates as well about how the various social psychological and
behavioral program components contribute to the overall effect. Three studies, two
at Minnesota and one at the University of Southern California, have tested and con-
tinue to test the prevention effectiveness of various social psychological and behav-
ioral intervention components drawn primarily from social learning theory, causal
ditribution theory, and attitude change research. The original Robbinsdale Anti -
-nuking Project (RASP, tested a social pressures sensitization and resistance skills
'raining program with and without peer leader mediation, The results over a :32
month period are depicted in Figure 1 (I.uepker, Johnson. Murray et al., 1983).
Analyses included only those persons who were present at the premeasu' and at
least one of the three post measures (previous studies reported prevalence rates
without (I.:It rolling for attrition). At the end of the 7th grade (May 19781, students
in the prier mediated social pressures condition were more than twice as likely to
report weekly smoking if self reports followed saliva collection than if not. Appar-
ently students under report smoking behaviour under some conditions, and aware-
ness of a separate biological measure increases the tendence to report smoking be-
havior Evans. tit al , 11977) reported similar findings. These data are consistent with
findings reported elsewhere {Hickman, 1972; Deutscher, 1973; Wicker, 1969: and

19x1) indicating that self reports of behavior are sometimes less than veridi-
cal On the basis of our early findings and subsequent research we have raised ques-
tions about the veridicality of longitudinal findings in the absence of a biological
measure. especially where there is the possibililty that self report biases are chang-
ini 11. !vlurrily, tit al., 1982, and Mittelmark, et al.. 1982h Figures 2 and

show that our data and those of Perry, et al., do not support the findings of Green,
et at 119791 and Johnson. et al.. (1982) that cigarette smokir is declinirg in youth
One interpretation is that mill report biases are increasing, an interpretation th t. is
supported by the i!islints observed in Minneapolis students estimates of the num-
brs ot person who smoke

The semi(' study in the Minnesota series provided our first replication of RASP
tram a -somewhat stronger quasi-experimental design. In this study eight schools
were stratified on the basis of smoking prevalence at begin, ing of 7th grade, and
ma of tFe high smoking schools and mile of the low smoking schools were assigned
to each of tour experimental conditions; a peer led social condition with videotaped
stimulus materials, a peer led social condition without taped stimulus materials, an
adult led social r,gram with video materials, and an adult led health program
which emphasiitsd the long term health consequences of smoking. Consistent with
findings from this RASP study, the peer led social programs were the most effective
m pris.enting smoking onset over a 20 month period, even though no differential
effects were seen at the end of eight months. Flay and Rest (1982' also have report-
ed delayed effects where the s!noking prevalence and incidence . .tes are initially
low

Th, second phase of the second study permitted us to test the power of the experi-
mertal interventions when implemented by classroom teachers rather than highly
skilled project staff There was some question about whether program effects could
be replicated under the more stringent conditions. In that study health educators
from each of the participating schools were trained to deliver one of the four experi-
mental programs As in the previous year schools were stratified according to base-
-me smoking and assigned randorn1., from within snow to one of the experimental
Intervista ams At this end of the intervention year students in the peer-led social
skills schott!, were smoking significantly less than those in the other schools. No
baseline differences were noted. Again. the peer led social program was the most
effective (Murray. 'Johnson, et al , 19ti;31.

It t»: he that the timing of interventions is crucial. In erventions at tith grams
ages le(I and 7th grade have been consistently effective in preventing onset of

..nokira.! Thesis same interventions applied in midadolescence (ages 14-161 may
come too if to prove. cigarette smoking lit. inning in 1980 we sought to test the
isnisrali/ohility of the social psychological prevention model to an older population

of 111th grade sti.dnts in I.os Angeles County. Figure 1 shows that between re fall
m siin in loth grade this end of 12th grade there was little addAional onset of
srnnkmg m this population Clivn the low onset rate it is not surprising that no
prytt.ritif,ti e Ili is were found The effects of interventions at immediate post test
were not although they were in the predicted direction with means flir
-.R1,11 priii:rams appearing lower than health and control programs. At one and two-
%ear thcre were still no apparent treatment efft-scts
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The USC group recently has combined school based prevention programs with
broadcast television to reach whole families as well as students. Five-minute clips
coinciding with a classroom smoking prevention- program were broadcast on five
consecutive nights via KABGTV, Los Angeles (Flay, Hansen, Johnson and Sobel,
1983). Parents were recruited to participate with their children in himework assign-
ments using the television broadcast and written materials. Smoking parents were
also recruited via the broadcast to participate in a five-part smoking cessation se-
quence the following week. One year followup measures indicated that the onset of
smoking among students in the school-television prevention program was less than
one half that in control schools, consistent with previous studies. Figure 5 shows
that in addition, the program was effective in eleciting and maintaining cessation
among smoking parents of children in participating schools (18%) compared to par-
ents of children in control schools (11%). Among parents who watched one or more
cessation sessions, the one-year quit rate was 38%.

To summarize, the recent research in smoking prevention has produced a number
of replications which taken together strongly confirm that prevention of cigarette
smoking onset in adolescence is feasible in early adolescence. The findings may be
summarized as follows:

1. The onset of cigarette smoking in preadolescence and early adolescence (grades
6 and 7, ages 10-13) has been reduced 50-75% consistently in a number of studies
(Hurd, Johnson et al., 1981; Luepker, Johnson et al., 1982; McAlister, Perry et al.,
1980; Botvin et al., 1981; and Flay and Best, 1982).

2. The successful prevention programs share a number of common elements, in-
cluding: a focus on short term, primarily social, consequences of smoking; Sensitiza-
tion of the audience to overt and covert pressures to smoke; attempts to innoculate
persons attitudinally to those influences; a Socratic a oproach to learning, modeled
resistance skills; practice through role playing and intvventiomi to reduce expecta-
tions that smoking is normative behavior.

3. Long term prevention effects have been demonstrated to date only where peer
leaders (either older "ideal" peer leaders or same age "actual" peer leaders) trained
to assist in implementing the programs have delivered at least portions of the pro-
gram. (It should be pointed out that this observation may prove to be culturally spe-
cific since a recent replication of the Minnesota program (Fisher et al., 1983) found
a significant reduction of smoking onset at one year post test for a teacher-led pro-
gram in Western Australia.)

4. Programs which emphasize the long term health consequences of smoking are
generalling less effective than those which emphasize short term, espelially social
consequences, and teach social skills to resist pressures to smoke.

5. Program components which have been tested independently and for which no
clear advantage has yet been demonstrated include: elicitation of public commit-
ment not to smoke and the use of films or video tapes to provide role models and to
stimulate classroom activities.

6. School-based prevention programs combined with television components appear
to have great power for reaching whole families.

7. Social psychologically based prevention interventions found to be effective at
grades six and seven have no measureable effect on cigarette smoking when imple-
mented at grade ten, suggesting that (1) persons at the highest risk to onset (for
whom early prevention interventions are effective) have already become smokers by
tenth grade, and/or (2) smoking norms are such at tenth grade that social psycho-
logical interventions are not sufficiently strong to overcome them.

H. Best evidence to date does not support the efficacy of a packaged approach to
smoking prevention. All effective programs have involved high levels of student par
ticipation in various forms which taken together may be considered undar the rhu-
beric of behavior modification through social skills training.

9 Findings to date would support the value of multiple measurement techniques,
including biological as well as self reports of cigarette smoking.

IMPLICATIONS OF SMOKING PREVENTIoN RESEARCH FOR ALCOHOL, MARIJUANA, AND
OTHLR DRUG ABUSE

There are several reasons to be optimistic that the proven approaches to smoking
prevention can be useful for the prevention of other substance abuse as well. As,o-
ciations among drug use of various types are well known. Among 10th grade San
Fernando Valley students, we found that tobacco use correlated with alcohol use atr .32 and .37 at the middle and end of 10th grade, respectively; and tobacco use
correlated with marijuana use at r .43 and .46. As a predictor of other drug use,
cigarette smoking was just as reliable as marijuana use and more reliable than alco-
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hol use Another way to Itstk at associated use among multiple drugs is to consider
the likelifaxxl that a person using one drug is also using another drug over the same
period of time. The Los Angeles high school study (Johnson et al., 1982) found that
90.7% of cigarette smokers also drank. whereas only 18.1% of drinkers smoked ciga-
rettes. Similarly, ;4.7% of cigarette smokers also used marijuana, whereas only
29.1 of marijuana users smoked cigarettes. Although these findings say nothing
about the order of progression in drug use, they clearly do indicate that cigarette
smoking was a very good predictor of both drinking and alcohol use, predicting
those behaviors better than it was predicted by those behaviors.

In order to test for order of progression we considered the use of each drug sepa-
rately and in combination as a risk factor to t'e onset of use of the other two drugs
over the 4 5 months of spring semester in 10th grade. Figure 6 reveals that onset of
marijuana use over 4.5 months in tenth grade was 2.4 times as great among ciga-
rette smokers than non-smokers, and 1.8 times as great among drinkers than non-
drinkers The risk to onset of marijuana use was almost four times as great among
students who smoked and drank than among those who did neither. Both cigarette
and alcohol use were independent risk factors for onset of marijuana use. Figure 7
reveals that cigarette smokers were also twice as likely as non-smokers to begin al-
cohol use. The relative risk for marijuana users was 1.9, and the relative risk of
users of both alcohol and cigarettes was 2.6. Figure 8 reveals that marijuana use
was also a risk factor for the onset of cigarette smoking, whereas alcohol use was
not, Relative risk factors for marijuana use. alcohol use, and marijuana and alcohol
use in combination were 2.8, 1.6 (not significant), and 3.0, respectively.

It is clear from these analyses that cigarette smoking, alcohol use, and marijuana
use each can act as e gateway drug for onset of the others iwith the possible excep-
tion that alcohol use may not increase the risk for onset of cigarette smoking). Con-
sequently, it may be that successful prevention programs for cigarette smoking may
act indirectly to reduce the onset of alcohol and marijuana use as well. The associa-
tions in patterns of drug use, and especially the importance of tobacco use as a risk
factor for onset of other drug use suggest the possibility that preventing tobacco use
may indirectly minimize risk to other drug use. At this point such indirect effects
are only conjectural and need to be put to rigorous test.

SoCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL PREVENTION PROGRAMS AND DRUG ABUSE ONSET

Two recent studies one of which has been reported (McAlister et al 1981. Johnson
et al.) and one which is yet to be reported, have begun to assess the potential for
primary prevention of drug abuse. McAlister et. al. (1981) report that a peer-led,
social skills training prevention progrt m was successful in preventing onset of alco-
hol and marijuana use as well, even though the major focus of the curriculum was
prevention of cigarette smoking.

Johnson, Graham and Hansen (1982) found that the Los Angeles smoking preven-
tion program for tenth grade students had an effect on marijuana smoking, even
though the program contained no marijuana prevention component. The finding
that marijuana use was affected, whereas alcohol use was not, consistent with a
generalization gradient: marijuana unlike alcohol is generally ingested by smoking.
One- and two-year year followups of the Los Angeles cohorts in preparation) reveal
a pattern that should be taken as a caution for implementing drug abuse prevention
programs. At me- and two-year followups the least marijuana use onset was
served in peer -'ed. resistance skills training programs. However, the greatest onset
wan observed in teacher-led, resistance skills programs. Comparison conditions fell
in between the two extremes. The finding that effects were strongest in the peer-led
condition is consistent without experimental research in smoking prevention. How-
ever, this is the first time that we have found a backlash effect for a teacher-led
program. This finding may be explainable in terms of psychological reactance
theory Until further research has clarified the mediating processes, caution should
be exerted regarding programs implemented without peer leadership involvement.

Another study illotv(n, in preparation) reports that a social skills training drug
abut' prevention program of 30 sessions at seventh grade was also effective in pre-
venting marijuana ilnd alcohol use. These researchers also have found positive pre-
vention effects to occur only in the peer-led condition.

CONCLUSION

Consistent evidence from smoking prevention research, associations among differ-tro t pes of c11);;Ionce use, risk factor analyses for drug use onset, and now preven-
tion research relevant to use onset for multiple substances suggest that peeled
',octal skills training programs applied in early adolescence can be effective in pre-
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venting the onset of drug abuse. Ongoing research will help clarify the conditions
under which prevention strategies are most effective. Of great concern, however, are
the significantly sizable populations of young people at high risk to drug abuse who
are missed by school-based programs. Because of large rates of absenteeism and
school withdrawals among young people at high risk, researchers should find ways
to extend these promising prevention programs to other community settings in
order to reach those at highest risk to drug use onset.
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Figure 2 The Minnesota and the NIE Smoking Prevalence Data (Regular and occasional smok-

ing) for 12-14-yearolds Mean age for the Minnesota group was approximately 12 years. mean age
for the NIE sample was approximately 13 years.
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Figure 3 The NIE and Stanford Smoking Prevalence Data (Regular or weekly smoking) for
12-14-year-olds Mean age for the NIE group wa.s approximately 13 years: mean age for the Stanford
group was Just under 13 years. Measures were slightly different in the two studies.
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FIGURE 8,

TOBACCO TRANSITIONS SUBJECT'S BEHAVIOR ONLY
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Mr. Won Es. Thank you, Doctor.
Mrs. Rusche.
Mrs. RUSCHE. Thank you. I want to first of all thank you for the

opportunity to appear before you today on behalf of the parents'
movement and I want to thank you for mentioning the National
Federation's conference next week. I would like to add that Mrs.
Reagan is going to come and be our honorary chairman and we are
so grateful to her for all that she has done to help call attention to
this problem.

One of the things that Families in Actionmy group back at
homedoes is collect information about drug abuse and all aspects
of it as we have begun to redefine it. We now have over 100,000
documents in our drug information center and we publish "Drug
Abuse Update," which you have a copy of in your notebooks.

If you would turn to page 11 of that, at the end of the prepared
testimony I want to discuss with you a little bit more some of these
statistics that NIDA's been collecting and interpreting. On page 11,
you will see some charts that show different kinds of things. First
of all, daily marijuana use among high school seniors at the top.
Down on the right, you'll sz:F. a chart that shows regular o' current
marijuana use among higl. school seniors, and on the left you'll see
current marijuana use among 12- to 17-year-olds.

Now, you'll also see that the dates vary some because these are
two different surveys, but you'll see a heavy black line that shows
the rise in regular and daily marijuana use among these .age
groups, and then you'll see the line become lighter in about 1978.
We think that's significant for a number of reasons, which I want
to get into with you.

First of all, as we look at these charts, it's very important to rec-
ognize that as recently as 20 years ago, in 1962, less than 2 percent
of any 12- to 17-year-old child in our country had had any experi-
ence with any illicit drug. We go from there to 1978, if you'll look
on tie charts, and we see that almost 11 percent of our seniors
were smoking every day, smoking pot every day, and we see almost
17 percent of our 12- through 17-year-olds in 1978 were using the
drug regularly. We see 37 percent of our seniors are using it regu-
larly. That's from less than 2 percent 20 years ago.

We also see that line turns lighter in 1978. That was the year
that the parents' movement was really beginning to spread across
the country. Some of the early parent groups began in late 1976
and 1977, but by 1978, the parents' movement was really beginning
to spread. There were key groups in many States across the coun-
try.

Now, we take great encouragement from this downturn, but
before we get all excited, will you turn the page of the publication
you're looking at. When we put the three charts that were on page
11 in perspective and put them over a baseline of zero, we can still
see how far we have to go to reduce daily use back to 1962 levels
and reduce regular use among kids and among seniors to those
same levels. So we're not by any means saying that the struggle is
over.

We think we can take encouragement from these charts for a
number of reasons, principally because parents have learned what
we feel are some key tools that we hope you will focus on and that
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we hope we can persuade others to focus on. The first thing we've
learned is that drug education does work. It just depends on what
kind of education children receive.

Until the late 1970's, most of the drug education kids got, taught
them how to become drug users. By 1978, for example, 11 States in
this country had decriminalized marijuana and this got translated
on the school yard as, "Pot is harmless," because, after all, legisla-
tures wouldn't lift the ban on something that could hurt you,
would they?

By 1978, some 30,000 head shops were doing business across the
country. They were described by Dr. Mitchell Rosenthal, head of
Phoenix House, as little learning centers for drug abusers. Head
shops sold children things like imitation "Frisbee" pot pipes, prac-
tice grass kits for fifth graders with instructions on how to roll a
joint and what to wear to your first practice grass party, comic
books that taught children how to snort cocaine; "Coca- Cola," and
"Campbell's Soup" stash cans, whose tops unscrewed and revealed
inside chambers where you could hide drugs from parents and from
police; candy-filled Christmas stockings with pot paraphernalia
concealed inside and any number of other druggie toys and gadg-
ets.

Movies, television, and music picked up where head shops left
off, providing an endless litany of what parents call "do drugs"
messages. These range, for example, from the movie "9 to 5,"
where three secretaries become friendsif you've seen that movie,
you'll remember how did they become friends? It was over a joint
that they smoked together after hours and where they got the joint
was from Lily Tomlin's teen-aged son. That's a "use drugs" mes-

* sage.
"Use drugs" messages emanated from song lyrics that repeatedly

hammer home the theme, "One toke over the line," "I get high
with a little help from my friends," "Cocaine, cocaine, she's all
right, she's okay," "I'm gonna' boogie all night 'cause I keep on
tokin'." These are four refrains from four different popular songs.
"To toke," verb, means to smoke marijuana; a "toke,' noun, is a
puff or a "hit" from a marijuana cigarette.

High Times magazine, available in bookstores, convenience
stores, and other places that children frequent added yet another
dimension to drug education with monthly market quotations of
the going rate for all illicit drugs from nations around the world,
and articles such as "How to Buy a Judge," "I Was JFK's Drug
Dealer," and "Amputee Smuggling," which taught how amputees
found extra hiding chambers for places to bring drugs in.

Sadly, the pot culture's "do drugs" messages were often rein-
forced throughout the 1970's by drug policymakers, both public and
private, who counseled the Nation to accept the inevitable presence
of illicit drugs in society and teach people how to use them respon-
sibly.

The "responsible use" concept filtered straight down to the class-
room. A high school text, for example, gives high school students
"Hints for the Responsible Use of Marijuana." They include:
Smoke with your friends; clean out the seeds; use a water pipe; and
don't drop ashes or you'll burn holes in your clothes.
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Parents redefined drug abuse as any use, any use of illicit drugs
ane. said a resounding "no" to teaching the responsible use, a re-
sounding "no" to head shops, and a resounding "no" to the de-
criminalization of marijuana or any other illicit drug.

Given what was happening to our generation of children, we in-
sisted that marijuana be seen as a health problem, rather than
only a legal one, and we insisted that teaching abstinenr , can
change behavior, though the experts argued with us on that point.

We said back to them, "Look, we don't teach people h3w to
smoke cigarettes responsibly; we teach people to quit because ciga-
rettes re not good for their health." By redefining "drug abuse,"
parents began to establish clear signals to children and to others
about what was and was not acceptable behavior. Society has
begun to hear that message.

Since 1978, when that black line turns lighter on the charts, no
State has decriminalized marijuana. Since 1978, some 35 States
have passed laws to outlaw hz.ad shops. Since 1978, a growing
number of children's role mode 3, such as sports heros, movie stars
and rock singers have begun to lend their voices to no drugs,
rather than prodruga messages.

Since 1978, hunt reds of thousands of parents, educators, service
organizations and government agencies have joined forces in edu-
cating people about the health hazards of drug abuse among chil-
dren. We've also stopped calling it "drug use" and started calling it
"drug abuse."

The second thing that parents learned is thb., drug education has
to be followed with action. Telling children that drugs aren't good
for them and they must stay away from them won't work if every-
one else around them is saying quite the opposite. Parents have
taken action to shut down head shops; they've worked for many
kinds of antidrug legislation. They've also supported law enforce-
ment efforts to begin enforcing existing laws.

For example, in our country, and in every State, selling alcohol
to minors is against the law. The only thing is, we haven't been
able to figure out what a "minor" is. In some States, he's 19, 18, 20,
21, et cetera. However, every kid can buy a six-pack, if he wants to,
the minute he gets his driver's license and a little bit of money to
go and purchase alcohol.

Parents are beginning to say, "These are laws on the books; let's
get them enforced and let's do what it takes to get them enforced."

Parfinth also are going into the courts and monitoring lenient
judges wh 3 tend to disregard the intent of the laws. An example of
that is DUI, where judges will summarily dismiss DUI cases. In my
county, we had 4,500 DUI cases go through our courts in 1 year.
Often the most that happened to an offender on first, second, third,
or even fourth offense, was a $250 fine.

Parents have gotten togeth( with the parents of their children's
peer group to establish guidelines they all feel comfortable with.
Those are behavior guidelines and guidelines they can agree to en-
force. Everything from when children need to be coming home on
school nights; how long they should stay out on weekends; and
promises not to serve alcohol to kids at parties; promises that chap-
erones will be there; and those chaperones will be adults.
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Parents finally have modified their own use of society's legal
drugs in order to begin providing children with appropriate role
models and that includes prescription drugs, as well as alcohol and
cigarettes.

The final thing that parents have learned, and I think is perhaps
the most important lesson, is that they began to quit blaming
themselves if their child became a drug user, and to refocus that
blame where it's belonged all along: on the folks who are making
money from what has now become a $90 billion illicit industry.

Once parents understood who was responsible, really responsible
for the drug problem, they were able to start fighting back. Fight-
ing back is what the parents' movement is really all about. It has
brought about a change, albeit a beginning change, still a .change
in youngster's marijuana-using behavior, and it's brought about an
astonishing change over 4 or 5 years in their attitude.

Since 1978, the number of seniors who think marijuana use en-
tails great risk, as Dr. Pollin showed you this morning, has gone
from 35 percent to 60 percent, but even more important is that the
number of kids who fear their friends will disapprove of their be-
havior if they use drugs has gone from 34 percent to 75 percent. I
think we need to pay attention to that.

Parents are showing that drug prevention works. They're the
folks who are getting the job done and they're doing it on almost
entirely a volunteer basis. We are fighting a $90 billion industry
with nickles and dimes. But volunteerism is not free; it takes some
basic operational support to generate the legions of volunteers nec-
essary to do that work.

The Federal volunteer agency, ACTION, has understood this
better than most, and to date is the only Federal agency, to my
knowledge, that has begun to support direct operational expenses
of key parent groups that are pro' iding either local, State or na-
tional services. When I say "direct support," I mean giving the
money to the parent groups who are organizing, not to any other
intermediate agency, and putting the money in the pockets of those
folks who are doing this work.

Traditionally, drug prevention has been the Cinderella of drug
and alcohol services. About the only significant private philan-
thropical funds ever spent on drug abuse were used to create and
fund the Drug Abuse Council. This is the Drug Abuse Council that
was based here in Washington, which was a private drug abuse
think tank that operated from 1972 to 1978.

An expenditure of $10 million of private funding over 6 years
produced the following recommendations: A, that we focus national
policy on teaching the responsible use of marijuana, cocaine and
even heroin; that we legalize marijuana as soon as possible and
that we decriminalize all other psychoactive drugs and that we con-
sider as one of our policy options, over-the-counter heroin sales.

Until 1979, public funds through the Congress were allocated
I'm sorry, only 2 percent of public funds of NIDA's budget were al-
located for drug prevention. In response to pleas from parents in
the late 1970's, Congress increased NIDA's prevention allocation to
roughly 10 percent, but that money was absorbed into the block
grants.
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In theory, returning moneys to the States for local control is a
good idea, but in practice, the block grants are not working. The
bottom line in my State is that drug and alcohol services must now
compete for funding with other equally important services, such as
maternal and infant care and mental retardation services. The
result is ever-decreasing funds for an elver- increasing demand for
services.

According to William Johnson, who is director of the alcohol and
drug section of the Georgia Department of Human Resources, the
most recent needs assessment in Georgia show that our State is
now meeting only 14 percent of the need for treatment services in
the drug and alcohol arena.-

The consequences at the Federal level are the same. One unit of
NIDA, for example, had a prevention budget of $16 million before
the block grants. Its current budget is $500,000. The Institute has
provided a great deal of technical assistance to the parents' move-
ment from its inception, but most of that assistance has now disap-
peared because of the block grants and it was not replaced at the
State level, where even basic treatment services have been cut so
drastically.

I might add that the 20-percent allocation that is designated to
go to prevention, when it gets back to the States, those 20-percent
funds are going basically to the treatment centers, whose treat-
ment funds have been cut so badly, in order to keep enough beds
available, and the treatment people are going out and doing some
awareness programs to justify receiving the 20 percent.

The parent's movement is extremely grateful to the Reagan ad-
ministration for its commitment to increasing law enforcement ef-
forts to stop drug supplies from entering the country, for we, too,
believe that this is a double-barreled approachthat the double-
barreled approach is what's going to work. You can't cut off one
without endangering the other, and we've got to stop supply, but
we've also got to stop demand.

Each of us has a very special place in our hearts for Mrs.
Reagan, whose personal commitment to drug-free youth has been
unparalleled. We recognize the pressures on the President and we
recognize the pressures on you, the Congress, to provide more serv-
ices with fewer dollars. But I hope that you will remember this
third lesson that parents have learned, and that is, who is it that's
responsible for this problem? We must really quit blaming our-
selves, quit blaming various factions within the Government and
various Government agencies at the Federal and the State level,
and focus our anger on the people who are making all this money,
this $90 billion, the illicit drug profiteers.

I think if we do that, we may begin to find some solutions to the
dilemma. We realize that dollars are scarce and there aren't any
extra ones to go around. But there are. If we begin to look at seiz-
ing the assets illegally obtained with drug money and liquidating
those assets, we may generate a new source of revenue and then
we may be able to spend it in a concerted effort on all the facets of
this problem: Prevention, treatment, and law enforcement.

Thank you very much.
[The statement of Mrs. Rusche follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SUB RUSCHE, SECRETARY, NATIONAL FEDERATION OF
PAKENTH FOR 1)141/(tFliKE YOUTH, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, FAMILIES IN ACTION

I want to beginby thanking you for the opportunity to appear before you today in
behalf of the parents' drug prevention movement. I represent two organizations in
that movement.

One is the National Federation of Parents for Drug-Free Youth on whose Boare I
serve. The Federation links together the 3,000 to 4,000 grass roots parents groups
that have formed across the nation and helps new groups organize. It is based here
in Washington where its Second Annual Conference will take place next week. I am
delighted and grateful to be able to tell you that First Lady Nacy Reagan is Honor-
ary Chairman of the Confererice.

The second organization is Families in Action which we founded in 1977 in Atlan-
ta and for which I serve as executive director. We maintain Drug Information
Center which now contains over 100,000 documents filed under some 750 subject cat-
egories. Our Center serves as the information arm of the parents' movement. Ap-
pended to your copy of my testimony is Drug Abuse Update, a quarterly journal we
publish in which we abstract information collected at the Center.

If you will turn to the charts on page 11, we can examine marijuana use among
American children and adolescents over the past decade. This information is taken
from 1982 surveys sponsored by the National institute of Drug Abuse. The chart at
the top shows daily marijuana use among high school seniors; at the lower right,
regular use among seniors; at the left, regular use among 12 to 17-year-olds. It is
important to recognize when we study these charts that just over twenty years ago
less than 2 percent of American youngsters had had any experience with any illicit
drug. By 1978, nearly 11 percent of high school seniors were smoking pot every day.
Thirty seven percent of seniors and 17 percent of 12 to 17-year-olds were using the
drug regularly.

On all three charts the black line that traces the rise of marijuana abuse among
youngsters turns red in 1978the year the fledgling parents' movement began gain-
ing momentum nationwide.

Now before you conclude the problem is over, please turn to the charts on page
12. When we place the charts in position over a base line of zero, we can see that
our ...rk is not over. We must double the reduction in seniors' daily use, triple the
reduction in children's regular use and nearly quadruple the reduction in seniors'
regular use before we even return to the usage levels of just twenty years ago.

Still, we can take encouragement from the initial turn-around of youngsters'
marijuana involvement, for in bringing it about, parents hve learned much about
how to prevent drug abuse.

The first thing we learned is that drug education worksit just depends on what
kind children receive. Until the late 70's, most of the drug education kids got taught
them how to become drug users. By 1978, for example, eleven states had decriminal-
ized marijuana. This got translated in the school yard as "pot is harmless," because,
after all, legislatures wouldn't lift the ban on something that could hurt you, would
the

By
y?

then some 30,000 head shopsdescribed as little learning centers for drug
abusers by Phoenix House President Mitchell Rosenthalwere flourishing in neigh-
oorhood stores and shopping centers. There children could buy imitation "Frisbee"
pot pipes; practice grass kits with instructions on how to roll a joint and what to
wear to one's first practice grass party; comic books teaching how to snort cocaine;
"Coca (Wit" and "Campbell Soup" stash cans designed so drugs could be hidden
from parents and police; candy-filled Christmas stockings with pot paraphernalia
concealed inside; and any number of other druggie toys and gadgets.

Movies, television and music picked up where head shops left off, providing an
endless litany of what parents call "do drugs" messages. Thses ranged from "Nine
to Five" where three secretaries become friends over a joint one procures from her
teenage gon to song lyrics that repeatedly hammer home the theme: "One toke over
the line. I get high with a little help from my friends; Cocaine, cocaine, she's all
right. she's okay; I'm gonna' boogie all night cause I keep on tokin'. (To toke, v., is
to smoke marijuana; a toke, n., is a puff or "hit" of a marijuana cigarette.)

And High Times Magazine, available in book and convenience stores th..it children
frequent. added yet another dimension to drug education with monthly market quo-
tot ionb of the going rate for all illicit drugs from nations around the world and arti-
cles such as "How to Buy A Judge," "I Was JKF's Dealer," and "Amputee Smug-
gling

Sadly. the pop culture's "do drugs" messages were often reinforced throughout
the seventies by drug policy makers who counseled the nation to accept the "inevi-
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table" presence of illicit drugs in society and teach people how to use them "respon-
sibly." The "responsible use" concept filtered straight down to the classroom. A
high school text book, for example, gives students "Hints for the Responsible Use of
Marijuana:" smoke with friends, clean out the seeds, use a water pipe, and don't
drop ashes or you'll burn holes in your clothes.

Parents redefined drug abuse as any use of illegal drugs and said a resounding
"no" to "responsible use," head shops, and decriminalization. Given what was hap-
pening to our whole generation of children, we insisted that marijuana be seen as a
health problem as well as a legal one and we insisted that teaching abstinence can
change behavior. After all, we don't teach people to smoke cigarettes responsibly,
we teach them to quit because tobacco is not good for their health. By redefining
drug abuse, parents began to establish clear signals to children about what was
and was notacceptable behavior. And society has begun to hear parents' message.

Since 1978, no state has decriminalized marijuana. Since 1978, most states have
outlawed head shops. Since 1978, a growing number of children's role models
sports heroes, movie stars, rock singershave lent their voices to no-drugs, rather
than pro-drugs messages. And since 1978 hundreds of thousands of parents, educa-
tors, service organizations and government agencies have educated people about the
health hazards of drug abuse among younsters.

The second thing parents learned is that drug education must be followed up with
action. Telling kids to stay away from drugs won't work if everyone around them is
saying the opposite. Parents have shut down head shops and worked for other anti-
drug 'legislation. They've supported law en'Ircement efforts to enforce existing laws.
They ve monitored courts for lenient judges who disregard even the intent of the
law. They've pressured concert hall owners to enforce ordinances against selling al-
cohol to minors at concerts. They've gotten together with the parents of their child's
peer group to establish teen guidelines they all feel comfortable withand agree to
enforce. They've modified their own use of society's legal drugs in order to provide
children with appropriate role models.

The third thing parents learned was to quit blaming themselves if their child
became a drug user and to re-focus that blame where it had belonged all alongon
the folks making money from what has now become a $90 billion illicit industry.
One -t they understood who was responsible for the drug problem they were able to
sten fighting back.

And fighting back is what the parents' movement is really all about. It has
brought about a change in youngsters' drug-using behavior and an astonishing
change in their attitude. Since 1978, the number of high school seniors who think
marijuana use entails great risk has risen from 35 to 60 percent, while the number
who fear their friends would disapprove of such behavior rose from 34 to 75 percent.

Parents are showing that drug prevention works. They are the folks getting the
job done. And they are doing it on an almost entirely volunteer basis, fighting a $90
billion industry with nickles and dimes. But volunteerism is not free. It takes some
basic operational support to generate the legions of volunteers necessary to do the
work. The federal volunteer agency ACTION has understood this better than most
end is the only federal agency that has begun to support direct operational expenses
of key parent parent groups that are providing either local, state or national srvices.

Traditionally drug prevention has been the cinderella of drug and alcohol service.
About the only :.:45enficant private philanthropical funds ever spent on drug abuse
were used to create and fund the Drug Abuse Council, a private drug abuse think
tank that operated from An expenditure of $10 million over Six year 1972 to 1978./
Produced recommendations that we focus national policy on teaching responsible
use, legalizing mariguana and decriminalizing other psychoactive drugs, including
over-the-counter heroin.

Until 1979, Congress allocated only two percent of the budget of the National In-
stitute on Drug abuse to drug prevention. In response to pleas from parents, Con-
gress increased the prevention share to roughly 10 percent, but the money was ab-
sorbed into block grants. In theory, returning maneys to the states for local control
is a good idea but in practice block grants are not working. The bottom line in my
state is that drug and alcohol services must now compete for funding with other
equally important services such as materal and infant care and mental retardation
services. The result is everdecreasing funds for an ever-increasing demand for serv-
ices. According to William Johnson, director of the Alcohol and Drug Section, Geor-
gia Department of Human Services, current needs assessments show that our state
is meeting only 114 percent of the need for drug and alcohol services.

The consequences at the federal level are the same. One unit of the National In-
stitute on Drug Abuse, for example, ha- a prevention budget of $16,000,000 befor'
block grants: its current budget is $500.000. The Institute has provided technics:
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assistance to the parents' movement from its inception. Most of that assistance van-
ished with block grants, and was not replaced at the level where even basic
treatment services have been cut so drastically.

The parents' movement is extremely grateful to the Reagan Administration for its
commitment to increasing law, enforcement efforts to stop drug supolies from enter-
ing the country. And each of us has a special place in our hearts for Mrs. Reagan
whose personal committment to drug-free youth is unparalleled. We recognize the
pressures on the President and on Congress to provide more servicea.with fewer dol-
lars. But remember that third lesson parents have learned. If we quit blaming our-
selves for the problem and re-focus that blame on illicit drug profiteers, we may find
solutions to the problem. By seizing assets illegally obtained and liquidating those
assets, we can generate funds for prevention efforts to reduce demand, law enforce-
ment efforts to reduce supply, and treatment services for:the drug industry's vic-
tims.
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PREVENTION WORKS
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Mr. HUGHES. Thank you, Mrs. Rusche.
Dr. Riddile.
Dr. RIDDILE. Yes. I, too, would like to express my appreciation for

this opportunity to address this committee. I've had the unique op-
portunity and experience in just about every facet of the drug
prevention and now treatment field, except for medical research on
drugs and I think we're going to spend a lot of money on research
about drugswhy people use drugs,_ and I think we're going .0 find_

--out that-People drugs because they make feel gOod.
I want to address some issues before I address what I think is

part of a comprehensive plan and I think that's the one word I
would like to emphasize, "comprehensive," because I think we
cank...4 rrnnhasize one aspect of prevention over another.

First is social tolerance and I think Sue Rusche has just given an
example, one segment of our society. Scow parents who became in-
formed about drug abuse, what it was doing to young people, and
their tolerance levels diminished considerably and they took action.
I think that's onethe figures that she's given is an indication of
what can be done.

I think we need to do a lot more. I think the tolerance level in
our whole society for drug use is much too high. I think that state-
ments from parents or adults, like, "Well, kids use marijuana and
cocaine today; that's a part of growing up, and what I did was
drink beer." I think that reflects an alarming lack of awareness
about what drugs are doing to young people in this country today.

Availability is a key factor in use. I think efforts to eradicate
drugs at the source should be continued, but not looked upon as
the answer.

The other issue is abstinence versus responsible use. My belief is
there's no such thing as "responsible use' of illegal drugs. There's
no such thing as "responsible use" of drugs by growing, developing
kids, 12-, 13-, 14-year-old young people. I don t think any drug use
can be responsible; it's all abuse.

What we're talking about is abstinence. I think our goal must be
abstinence. I think our goal must be to delay at least the use of
legal chemicals like alcohol as long as possible, because the earlier
the person is introduced to a drug, the higher the probability they
will have of having a dependency problem with that particular
drug.

In terms of prevention, we need to look at a comprehensive over-
all prevention program. Prevention really has three levels. First,
primary prevention, keeping people from ever using a drug. Obvi-
ously, that is the most desirable. If we can prevent people from
ever using it, they're not going to have a problem with it.

The second level is early intervention, secondary prevention.
That is, stopping use at an early enough stage where the likelihood
of being successful in treatment or in stopping use is high.

The last and final level is treatment, intervening with the person
whose lifestyle or life has been adversely affected by the use of
drugs.

First, primary prevention. I think having written the curriculum
in the school, having taught drug education, having counseled kids
in schools, having been an administrator in schools, having devel-
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oped counseling programs for kids in schools, it's clear that drug
education must start when kids enter school.

There are two components: An affective component or attitudinal
component, and that's working on attitudes and values; and an in-
formational component, giving people information about drugs and
the harmful effects, the adverse effects that drugs have on their
health.

Now, the attitudinal components should be emphasized earlier. __-
The younger the child; the more we should work on attitudes-for-
two reasons: One, we want to develop attitudes and values about
drug use prior to their introduction; and two, to give them some
time to process that information, to let those attitudes sink in so
that the likelihood of abstinence is higher so that they'll emotional-
ly accept the information that they've heard.

Drug education should start early, very early and particularly
emphasize handling peer pressure, how to say "No." Efforts to curb
cigarette smoking should start in the fifth and sixth grades; alco-
hol, sixth grade; marijuana, as early as sixth grade because we're
finding that kids are using drugs at earlier and earlier ages.

Mr. HUGHES. I wonder if I can just interrupt you there. I apolo-
gize, but we have a vote. We have about 7 minutes for us to get to
the floor, so we're going to take a very short recess and we 11 be
back to complete the testimony.

The subcommittee stands in recess.
[Recess.]
Mr. HUGHES. The subcommittee will come to order.
Again, I apologize for the interruption. Doctor, why don't you

just go ahead and proceed.
Mr. RIDDILE. OK, let me just begin with just briefly go over what

I think is needed in a prevention effort, a primary prevention
effort. That is, again, drug education should begin when children
enter school; it should include an attitudinal component, an affec-
tive component; and an information component.

I think we spend too much times sometimes on info Ion, par-
ticularly for older kids. As Dr. Johnson mentioned, it's not 'very ef-
fective to do cigarette prevention with older kids.

I think what we need to do with junior high and high school
youngsters is to let them know what dependency is; why people use
drugs; motives; what dependency is so they can recognize the signs,
at least if not in themselves, in their friends and people that
they're close to, and let them know where they can get help. In
other words, an early intervention program.

I think it's very difficulty to do any kind of prevention after
something's already occurred. We're finding kids at younger and
younger ages, by apes 12 and 13, introduced to pot, alcohol. It's
very difficult to prevent use after it's already started. It's too late.

In terms of treatment, I think what's needed is not throwing a
lot of money at treatment; rather, in terms of the whole prevention
effort, is encouraging local initiative. I'll just tell you what hap-
pened in the community that I live in.

I was working with the school system and working with parents
in a parent education movement, much as Sue described. The par-
ents were educating themselves about drug use, drug abuse, and
forming parent groups. What came out of that was a new school
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curriculum, 15 laws passed in 1 year in the State legislature in Vir-
ginia, a new treatment program in the community because people
were being identified who had drug problems, because parents
were alerted, they were educated, they knew what the signs of de-
pendency were and they knew where to go for help.

That action on their part, that taking of the initiative was what
really started that community on a comprehensive program. Be-
cause alp levels are needed at primary prevention. And certainly I
agree with Dr. Johnsonand we were talking during the break
that making an issue of cigarette smoking is what I think is impor-
tant about his program, because in the 1970's, what we did was we
said, "OK, they're going to smoke a few cigarettes, at least they're
not doing drugs."

"They'll drink a little alcohol; at least they're not doing drugs."
And "'They'll "try pot; I know they'll probably try pot." That's a re-
flection of the tone I was speaking about. But what this program
does is it draws the line at cigarettes. It makes an issue of ciga-
rettes. It says, "Cigarettes are harmful; they are a drug."

Compared to cigarettes, then, marijuana smoking looks like a
mountain compared to a molehill. It relates to those young people
the real importance of the issue to health.

But a comprehensive program begins when children enter school
and it recognizes that primary prevention isn't always effective.
We know that by providing information, we can change attitudes,
but we can't guarantee that changes behavior. One aspect enters
into the picture that we can't control, and that's peer pressure. As
long as the attitude exists among young people in this country that
a normal part of growing up in our society is trying pot and drink-
ing, then we're really fighting a very difficult battle.

That's what we have to change; we have to change that attitude
and that does take time. The problem with prevention efforts is
finding enough resources to follow those people long enough to 'say,
"This is how it works because I know 10 years down the road, these
same peoplethis is the success rate we have."

We need to let the parents encourage and provide incentives for
parents to take action in the community; to provide assistance,
technical assistance, as it is called, for parents to take action, be-
cause I think that in the hands of the parents of this country rests
the ability to do something about the drug problem.

If I were going to count on something happening; if I were going
to take one area of primary prevention, parent action and treat-
ment, I would put my money with the parents. I would encourage
the parents. I'm not saying the Government take over the parent
movement; provide the parents with direct assistance, because
what we found is that when the bureaucracy attempts to take over
parent initiative it disappears. It diminishes. So we must find a
way to provide them with the needed resources, but not take over
for the parents.

One of the aspects I think that has came up, is that of physical
dependence versus psychological dependence. The issue of cocaine
came up as an example.

If a drug is destroying a person's life, does it make any difference
if it's physically or psychologically addictive? Cocaine certainly has
been proven to destroy animals in laboratories. Marijuana certain-
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ly, by testimony, can destroy families, destroy young people. Alco-
hol is responsible for the slaughter of thousands of kids on the
highways every year.

Do we need to know that answer? How important is that answer?
I guess I'd just like to repeat my statement before that I think, at
least from my own experience, that involving the community, al-
lowing and encouraging local communities to take the initiative, I
think, you'll see comprehensive programs develop.

I think we need to find ways to support local communities. I
don't think just pumping money into this problem is going to re-
solve it because it takes more commitment, the commitment of
families, the commitment of professionals, the commitment of con-
cerned citizens. This problem takes a high level of commitment and
won't be eliminated or even reduced to anything close to an accept-
able level unless we encourage that local and personal initiative on
the part of the community.

Thank you.
[The statement of Mr. Riddile follows:]

STATEMENT BY MEL J. RIDDILE, ED.D., BEFORE THE U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIME, SEPTEMBER 22, 1983

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee. I would like to express my apprecia-
tion to you for affording me the opportunity to address this Committee on the drug
abuse issue which threatens to erode the fabric of our society. I have had the unique
opportunity of working in virtually every aspect of the drug abuse prevention field.
I have taught drug education in the classroom, organized counseling programs in
schools, written curricula, trained professionals, organized parent education and
support groups, and most recently, directed a treatment program for chemically de-
pendent youth.

The issue before this Committee today is what do we do about the problem, how
can this nation mount a formidable response to drug abuse; a response that is both
efficient and cost effective? I will direct my remarks toward the prevention of drug
use, which consists of three levels; primary prevention, stopping use before it begins,
secondary prevention or early intervention, and tertiary prevention or treatment.

Prior to even looking at the topic of prevention, several issues must be addressed.
The first being that of supply and demand. Efforts must increase to eradicate drugs
like marijuana and cocaine, both domestic and foreign, at the source for two rea-
sons. First, simple economic principles indicate that when the supply is decreased,
the cost of the drug will increase. Thus, the drug will be more expensive and less
available to certain segments of the population, particularly the adolescents who are
less able to afford the drug. Secondly, availability of drugs is a major factor in pre-
dicting dependency prob!ems among certain social groups.

In this light, we must give serious consideration to limiting the availability of al-
coholic beverages to youth. When minimum drinking age was 1.. vered to eighteen,
the effect was to make alcohol readily available to fifteen, sixteen, and seventeen
year olds. Lowering the drinking age created nightmares for police, school officials,
and parents and has contributed greatly to the wholesale slaughter of our youth on
America's highways.

However, merely limiting the supply will not necessarily reduce the demand for
mood altering chemcials. This is why a prevention program is so essential. Unless
we can do something to change the belief, that in order for one to feel good or avoid
feeling bad, one needs a chemical, then we will be fighting a losing battle.

Over the past decade, this country has developed a tolerance for drug use that
sees us accepting levels of illicit drug use among the adolescent and young adult
population which twenty years ago would have seemed impossible to imagine. Atti-
tudes expressed by adults like "smoking marijuana and snorting cocaine is what
kids do today; when I was growing up it was drinking beer", reflects a frightening
lack of awareriesss of the scope of the problem and the damage drug use does to
young people, schools, families, and communities. I wonder when our tolerance will
peak and when Americans will say, "We've had enough!" Remember, the only seg-
ment of our society whose life expectancy is declining is the 15-24 age groupthe
heaviest group of drug users in our society.
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What is our goal? Is it responsible use? How can one responsibly use illegal
drugs? Is our goal abstinence? Is it possible to think that we can stop everyone from
using marijuana or cocaine. For certain groups in our society, the answer is yes. If
we hope to see this generation of young people develop into mature, productive citi-
zens, the leaders of tomorrow, our response must be yes.

Abstinence can be our only response. No drug use by growing, developing young
people is acceptable. How many beers can adolescents drink before driving when we
know that just one beer means that they are much more likely to have a traffic
accident that an adult who drinks just one beer. How many joints of marijuana is it
okay to smoke before going to school or how many snorts of cocaine is it okay to
take before going on a date? The answer can only be, no drug use by young people is
acceptable.

Thus, this nation is faced with the challenge of launching a massive public educa-
tion effort to deal with a drug problem that threatens the growth and development
of our youth, the stability of our family, the productivity of our industry, and the
defense readiness of our military. Whether we are aware of it or not, we are all
affected by drug use.

PREVENTION

A comprehensive prevention program should be multifaceted and directed toward
all groups. The difficulty in developing and implementing such a program results
from the fact that there is no one answer or solution. Programs must be developed
to meet the needs of young people at various ages and stages of development, par-
ents, and professionals including health care providers, educators and recreation
specialists.

PRIMARY

fhe ideal situation would be to prevent people from ever using mood altering
chemicals. A more realistic goal may be to delay use as long as possible. One factor
that has contributed significantly to drug probems among our youth has been the
declining age at the time of first use. Younger persons have less coping mechanisms
and therefore higher probability that they will develop a problem related to the use
of mood altering chemicals. This fact again points to the need to take a long look at
the need to raise the drinking age.

Prevention phould begin when the child enters school. It should include an affec-
tive or attitudinal component and a cognitive or informational/decision-making
component. The younger the child, the more time should be devoted to the attitudi-
nal component for two reasons. First, the need to establish a value system prior to
that age when children become increasingly susceptible to peer pressure and less
under the control of their parents. And secondly, to allow ample time for an intel-
lectual understanding of the facts surrounding drug use to grow into an emotional
acceptancp prior to that time (junior high) when exposure to drugs increases dra-
matically.

Too much time in drug education programs is devoted to providing "drug specific"
information. That is, details about the various harmful affects of different drugs.
The problems is not the drug, but how people use the drug and the effect the drug
has on peoples' lives. Alcohol, marijuana, and cocaine have existed for hundreds of
years. Why are we now having such a problem in our society? There are a myriad of
reasons provided including increased wealth and leisure time, increasing tension
and stress of modern life, decline of the family, and increased availability of drugs,
all of which may be true.

Unless we help people look at and deal with the motives underlying the use of
mood altering chemicals and the serious effects of drug use on peoples' lives, we will
find ourselves educating the public about the dangers on an endless number of new
and "better" drugs. Therefore, I believe that our educational efforts should increas-
ingly deal with providing people with the means to recognize chemical dependency
in themselves and others and how and where to seek help.

Most prevention efforts are based upon the premise that information leads to atti-
tudinal change which leas to behavioral change. That is, providing information
about drugs will at some point change attitudes which will result in a decision to
abstain. This theory seems plausible. Information may help some young people to
resist, at least initially, the lure of a chemical which provides a quick, reliable way
to change feelings, at a time when learning to' deal with feelings is so critical to
development.

One variable which they theory does not take into account is peer pressure. Peer
pressure is so powerful that it can override information and short circuit all the
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drug education and parental guidance previously provided. Peer pressure and the
widespread attitude among young people that using mood altering chemicals is a
"normal" part of growing up in America, gets kids to take that initial first step,
which runs in opposition to all that they have been taught by teachers and parents.
It is true, most kids turn down drugs the first few times they are offered. But as
long as the majority of young people used mood altering chemicals or passively
accept drug use, common sense tells us that it will be difficult for any child to resist.
Drug use is a normative behavior among our youth and we must recognize that fact.

While educating young people about drugs and drug-use is important, I believe
more can be gained in a shorter period of time by educating adults, parents and
professionals. Adult ignorance, next to peer pressure and availability, is a major
contributor to drug-use among our youth. Well informed parents who involve them-
selves in community prevention efforts, and who communicate their values and be-
liefs about drug-use to their children in an open way are our best hope of prevent-
ing drug-use. Efforts to educate parents, such as those currently being conducted by
the National Federation of P rents for Drug-free Youth and PRIDE must be encour-
aged. supported, and increase 4.

INTERVENTION

Chemically dependent reople do not have to "hit bottom" before help is provided.
In fact, the earlier treatment is provided, the higher the chance for success. Tried
and tested methods and procedures are available to encourage dependent individ-
uals to seek treatment. But in many cases, families and loved ones who are experi-
encing the pain of living with a chemically dependent person not only do not know
that these services are available but in fact, some may not even be aware of the real
source of their problems.

Therefore, two tasks tnust be accomplished before intervention can be accom-
plished. First, the public, must be educated as to the behavioral signs of chemical
dependency. Secondly, the public must be informed that there is hope, that help is
available to them.

TREATMENT

The issue in regard to treatment is not that there is or is not enough available,
although there is a shortage for young people, but how do we get the people into
treatment that need to be there. Too often we are forced to wait until individuals
break enough laws and are involved in the judicial system long enough so that they
are sentenced into treatment.

I am reminded of my involvement in a situation in which I, as a school official
attempting to deal with a ciisr aptive student, had no alternative available to me but
to seek a temporary exclusion of the student from school. Six months later, as I was
visiting a local treatment facility, I encountered the young man, then a client. I
quickly learned that, in order for him to receive treatment, he had broken into
thirty homes in the area. This is both unnecessary end inexcusable.

Chemical dependency is both a contagious disease, passed from one person to the
next, and maltigenere';onal disease, passed from ore generation to the next. It is
the only recognized disease that I know of in which the person with the disease is
asked 'Would you like tree. :nent, and how and where would you like to be treat-
ed?" It is ironic that, other than individuals with severe mental disorders, chemical-
ly dependent persons are, because of the dilusionary effects of the chemicals on
their minds, the least able to make a decision that is in their best interest. We must
have legislation that will assist parents and loved ones in helping these individuals
obtain ^eeded treatment. If we had cancer clinics that were as effective in treating
canc..:1. as we have effective chemical dependency treatment facilities, it would be
impoFsible to build new ones fast enough. Yet, drug-use is the major cause of death
for adolescent and young adults in this country today. How many must die, how
many lives and homes must be ruined before we open our eyes? I contend that if the
public was made aware of the facts and how they and those around them are effect-
ed by drug-use, the demand for more treatment facilities would increase. A commu-
nity which educates itself about drug-use and the signs of dependency will find that
the new awareness will not only increase primary prevention programs but will
begin to surface individuals in need of treatment. The community will then see the
need for treatment and take steps toward obtaining a treatment facility in their
community This is exit-fly what happened in the Washington Metropolitan Area
where the awareness efforts have resulted in the opening of the Straight program
and a number of other treatment programs. Public awareness is the key to the
entire prevention efforts. An aware. educated public will work to develop effective
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prevention programs, they will form educational and support groups to inform par-
ents, and they will raise money and contribute volunteer time to help treatment
programs operate.

Merely throwing money at the drug problem will accomplish little. By utilizing
local resources and by providing those resources with the skills and tools to organize
a community campaign, those communities will develop a commitment and take the
initiative to see that their community does something about its drug problem.

I am proud to say that I have been part of such a community effort and I can say
that the power to resolve our nations drug problems rests in the hands of the par-
ents and concerned adults and professionals, in cities and towns throughout this
country. They need and deserve our support.

Mr. HUGHES. Thank you very much, Doctor.
Let me just ask a couple of questions because I think your testi-

mony is very self-explanatory and you've done a good job of laying
it out for us. I was curious about something that one of the speak-
ers of the previous panel suggested about the interjection of young-
sters into, for instance, a school system to share their own experi-
ence on what it's done to their life, and try to relate.

One of the suggestions that was made was that some studies a
few years ago suggested that you're raising the question of drugs
and that has a negative component to it. For that reason, that may
not be a very good idea.

What do you have to say about that?
Mr. RIDDILE. OK, I think it's very clear that is effective if it's

part of a comprehensive program. When you do one-shot deals, as-
semblies, it actually encourages experimentation because they see
a former dependent person and say, "Well, look, he's done all these
drugs; he's had all these problems and look where he is today. He's
out in front of an audience again."

OK, the second thing is the way they do it. Many times, I've seen
people build their egos from where they've been and how bad off
they were. So it's the way it's done also.

We encourage that as a part of a comprehensive program. For
instance, a 6-week unit on alcohol would include 1 day when recov-
ering teenage alcoholics would come in and talk to the class, to in-
dividual classes, small groups, not in large groups. But it has to be
done as a part of a program.

People are looking for a quick solution to this problem. There
isn't, so it has to be part of a program.

Mr. HUGHES. It makes sense to me.
Mrs. RUSCHE. I'd like to add some things to that. I think you and

I respond to these two youngsters because they look like our kids. I
think black parents would have a very difficult time relating to
what they said, but if some black kids came to some black parents,
they could relate more clearly, or to some other black kids.

I think that what happenedI know there is controversy about
this, but I agree with you that when you have someone who's gone
through the experience sharing that story, if that person is like the
person he or she is speaking, they'll relate to each other.

The second thing that I think is important and is lost sight of is
that it was that very theory that persuaded the Department of
Education in the early 1970 s to put a moratorium on any drug
education programs in the schools. So a vacuum was created and
what filled that vacuum was many more prodrug messages than
"don't use drugs" messages.
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Mr. /imams. If I understand what was said repeatedly through-
out your testimony and other testimony, that we have to do as
much of a job in educating parents as we do youngsters. Is that one
of the- -

Mrs. RUSCHE. I'd like to add to that if I may for a moment. I
think parents in the broader sense of the wordsome of the ques-
tions that we heard here today surprised us because we're jaded
and we've grown used to some of those questions, but I'd like to
come and do a drug awareness program for the U.S. Congress.
Then I'd like to do one for the judges' in my county.

Let me give you an example. One of the teenagers in our area a
few years agohe had some "Rush" at school. The school principal
caught him and called the police. The police pressed charges
against him and he went before the juvenile court judge. The juve-
nile court judge said, "Come on, you knew this was illegal; you
shouldn't have had it in your possession, right?" And the kid said,
"No, I really didn't." The judge said, "Well, where did you get it?"
and he said, "From a head shop." The judge said, "What's a head
shop?"

I mean, you know, it's a wonderful cycle, but we all need to
become more aware of what our children know about than any
they're more knowledgeable than all the rest of us and we need to
find out, all of us.

Mr. RIDD1LE. We have professionals visit our program twice a
week, psychiatrists, people from every walk of life, and they ask
the same questions. It's almost likeI describe to the young people
when they were finished with their testimony today that they had
visited Mars and nobody had visited Mars. Everybody was trying to
find out what it was like on Mars.

BasicallyI'm not criticizing ad'.ilts, but it's true. Kids are grow-
ing up in a different environment because drugs have entered into
the environment. We all felt peer pressure as youngsters, as adoles-
cents, but I never felt pressure to use drugs. It's a totally different
environment, even maybe than it was 15 years ago, because now
the pressure is, if you don't do drugs, then you're different. Then
you're the odd ball; you're the person left out, and there's some-
thing wrong with you because you don't do drugs.

I saw that change. Within a period of time maybe 1975 to 1978, I
saw that whole thing turn around, where a small minority of kids
were doing drugs and were ostracized by their peers to where a ma-
jority of the kids were doing it and it was accepted or passively de-
fended. In other words, they passively accepted or defended a per-
son's right to do drugs because they're not bothering anybody else.

I think we need to educate. Certainly peer pressure, availability
of drugs and adult lack of information are three factors that I cite
as being prime contributors to the whole problem because think
about it. Drugs are the first thing that kids know more about than
their parents. They don't have to go to their parents anymore to
ask them, "What about this?"

The kids are the experts. Sixth grade teachers are horrified to
teachor they're afraid to teach drug education because the kids
know more than they do.

Mrs. RUSCHE. Unless they're using drugs, which is sometimes the
case.
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Mr. HUGHES. Sometimes a problem, I know.
The gentleman from Michigan.
Mr. SAWYER. Yes; I just have a question about these charts on

page 11 of the report.
Mrs. RUSCHE. Yes.
Mr. SAWYER. The top one, for example, only shows a drop of

about 41/2 percentage points over the 4-year period, right?
Mrs. RUSCHE. That's the problem of the size that we made that

line. The drop is from almost 11 percent; it's 10.7 percent to 6 per-
cent.

Mr. SAWYER. Well, that's a drop of about roughly 41/2 percentage
points.

Mrs. RUSCHE. Oh, that's right, yes. I'm sorry, you're right.
Mr. SAWYER. The others, the one on the left bottom represents a

drop of about, say, 5, about 5, not quite 5 percentage points, and
the one on the right shows a drop of about 7 percentage points,
maybe 8 over the same period. I just wonder if some of that drop
might be explained by a tendency of more kids to not be admitting
things when the parents have a very active group in the situation?

Mrs. RUSCHE. I don't think that's the case for a number of rea-
sons. I thin.k once parents' awareness rises to the level that Mel
was describing to you in his community, where there were 25
active groups and they were so concerned they brought a treatment
center into their community.

Once the parent's awareness is there, he can spot use and it's the
parent who stops it. I was interested in these two young people be-
cause they made a point that I'm not sure was totally understood.
Both of them said they were into drugs; they had fooled their par-
ents for a while, but what got them out of drugs was that their par-
ents took away some of their rights and forced them into treat-
ment, in essence.

If their parents hadn't taken them down to straight, they
wouldn't have gotten off drugs. I think that when a parent is will-
ing to go through that much torment with his own child, you can't
imagine what that means inside a family unless you've gone
through it, but when a parent is willing to take that much heat
and be that unpopular in his own family, he's not going to have the
wool pulled over his eyes again.

Mr. SAWYER. Dr. Anderson, what's your view on the accuracy of
self-reporting?

Dr. JOHNSON. We have certainly challenged the assumed validity
of certain self-reported measurement techniques, not because we
have strong evidence that people are reporting in a systematically
biased way across all the various studies, but where we have looked
at our own data, where we have collected biological samples in con-
junction with self-reports, we first of all find a good deal of agree
ment between the biological samples and the self-reports, but we
also find that collecting biological samples results in people report-
ing more drug use than if we don't collect the biological samples
when they report.

At a ratio of about 2 to 1that is, twice as many people report-
ing if the samples are collected, and in some cases, as high as 3 to
1. So it appears to us that there may be a self-report bias, a bias to
present yourself in a favorable light, in a socially acceptable light.
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As the bias has apparently increased over the last 4 or 5 years
looks like it hasthat's happened at the same time that people are
acknowledging that cigarette moking and drug use is something
that ought to be avoided.

So what I'm saying is that there seems to be an inconsistency be-
tween behavior and what they believe to be socially acceptable
practices, and that may contribute to an increasing self-report bias.

I would say something about our findings, though. They've been
replicated some places and not in others. Where people have failed
to replicate, that is, where they find no difference when a person's
reporting without giving biological samples, and when he is giving
biological samples, there seems to be the belief among those re-
searchers that they have established a good deal of rapport with
respondents in their ongoing studies to gain the students' confi-
dence.

So I th ik it is possible to get very good self-report measures. We
just don't know very well what the conditions for that are right
now. Any purely self-report measures I think you have to be some-
what careful about, especially if there's a change in self-report.

Mr. SAWYER. Apparently, as I understand what you're saying,
the tendency or the bias toward not reporting has been tending to
increase over recent years?

Dr. JOHNSON. There's Lome modest evidence that that's the case.
Mr. SAWYER. Would thatin your mind, how would that affect

these, in your opinion, affect these page 11 charts? They're a rela-
tively small percentage of drop, and it's all occurred in about the
last 4 years.

Dr. JOHNSON. I believe in the paper that you have, I have data
across that timespan of about 1977 to 1982 and it is, indeed, that
period where there appears to be maybe a slight increase in self-
report bias. There's no way to actually know to what extent that
could or did contribute to the Natio:ail Institute of Education stud-
ies, the NIDA studies, Dr. Johnston's studies.

There's just no way to tease that out. It is a possible explanation
for some of the dip; it's not a certain explanation.

Mr. SAWYER. Very well. Thank you.
I yield back, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you.
Mrs. RUSCHE. If I could just add something to that, I think we

have two things with which to work, the surveys that chart nation-
al figures for us, but we also have our own experience in our own
communities, and we know for certain, in our community, there
are fewer kids smoking pot than there were in 1978. We also know
that attitudinal change, I think, is important.

If you talk to kids in a community where there has been aware-
ness and where there has been action, you will find a different set
of circumstances from a community where that isn'ttalk to the
kids in both kinds of communities.

Mr. HUGHES. Dr. Johnson.
Dr. JOHNSON. Could I make just one additional point? There is

the belief, although this is not well documented yet, that the self-
report bias is stronger with younger children, younger adolescents
than with older adolescents. There may be a decrease in that tend-
ency over time.
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If that is the case, then I think Dr. Johnston's methodology may
be relatively safe, that is, he is interviewing high school- seniors
and so he may find a lower self-report bias among that population.

Mr. RIDDILE. I've conducted a number of school surveys while
working with the Department of Education's Region IV Alcohol
and Drug Abuse Agency, and to the extent that we could guarantee
the anonymity of each person and to the extent that we kept the
surveys very limited in what we wanted to look for, we had higher
consistency.

In other words, we had to take great lengths to guarantee their
anonymity to get consistent reporting, and to have an extensive
survey, such as the one that is done with 12th gradersand I
would say that's a select group because you selected out the people
that don't finish high school, and that can be anywhere in the com-
munity tom 10 to 15 to 25 percent in some communities.

We all know, anybody who's been in education knows that those
tend to be the heaviest drug users, so the figures are definitely con-
servative. I would agree that use has leveled off, but use is almost
to the saturation point. When we have ouras a treatment direc-
tor at this pointmy biggest problem is when kids go back to
school and they're drugfree, they feel so alone because they can't
find other people that are drugfree.

That's the best testimony of where we are as a society; they can't
find people to establish relationships with that don't use drugs, and
I'm including alcohol as a drug now, that don't use alcohol and
other drugs. These are people that are underage.

Mr. HUGHES. Well, it points up that we have a lot of work to do.
Let me just thank the panel because you've been of immeasur-

able helpto us. You've given us some insights that I think will be
very helpful.

I might say to you, Mrs. Rusche, we congratulate you on your
work. Your organization has grown and prospered and you're doing
great work. We commend you for it.

I'm familiar with your program, Doctor. I know that you have a
couple youngsters from my community with your program. I know
that a problem in my own community is first of all, getting parents
to see the problem, and then facing up to it, and then knowing
where to turn to get help.

So we appreciate the insights you've shared with us today.
Thank you very much.

Mrs. RUSCHE. Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 2:30 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to re-

convene subject to the call of the Chair.]
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NAT TONAL. HOUSEHOLD SURVEY ON DRUG ABysE,

The following table show the the percentage of Americans who have used drugs of abuse.
These numbers were gathered in a nationwide survey of households conducted in 1982 for
the National institute on Drug Abuse by the George Washington University Social Research
Group.
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NATIONAL HOUSEHOLD SURVEY ON DRUG ABUSE, 1982SUMMARY OF SELECTED
FINDINGS I

The/ 1982 National Household Survey on Drug Abuse among youth, young adults,
and older adults indicates that since 1979 there has been a leveling off of the spread
of marijuana use in the youth population, as well as a significant decline in the
number of persons who currently use marijuana, alcohol, and various other drugs.
By and large, the 1982 data represent a reversal of the upward trends in drug use
charted by earlier surveys in this series throughout the 1970s.

MARIJUANA

The most recent data indicate a new stablization or even a slight decrease in the
number of young persons who are now trying marijuana. For example, in 1982, the
percentage of youth aged 12 to 17 who have ever tried marijuana (27 percent) is
slightly lower than was the case for their counterparts in 1` '0 (31 percent) This
slight decrease or leveling off is in contrast to the pattern set oy the surveys of the
1970s; in those years, successive youth cohorts typically reported greater experience
with marijuana.

Similarly, the percentage of young adults (age 18 to 25) in the current survey who
say they have tried marijuana (64 percent) us slightly lower than was the case for
their counterparts in the 1979 study (68 percent). Again, the slight decline repre-
sents a divergence from earlier trends, which showed an increase in lifetime preva-
lence from 48 percent of young adults in 1972.

The percentage of young persons reporting past-year use of marijuana decreased
significantly between 1979 and 1982. For 12- to 17-year-olds, the decrease wa& from
24 percent in 1979 to about 21 percent in 1982. In the 18-to-25 age group, the decline
was from 47 percent in 19'79 to about 41 percent in 1982.

Trends in the "current prevalence" of marijuana usethat is, changes in the
cent reporting use during the month prior to the survey intervieware more re-
sponsive to the most recent changes in patterns of behavior. Here, we find a more
substantial decrease for youth as well as for young adults.

In the 1977 and 1979 surveys, nearly 17 percent of all 12- to 17-year-olds reported
use during the month prior to interview; but by 1982 this figure had dropped to 11
percent. And whereas 35 percent of young adults reported past -month use in the
1979 survey (an all-time high), by 1982 this figure had dropped seven percentage
points to 28 percent.

Current daily use of marijuana (defined as use on 20 or more days in the month
prior to interview) also declined significantly among youth and young adults. For
example. in 1979 almost 11 percent of all 18- to 25-year-olds reported that they had
been daily users; by 1982 this figure had declined to about 7 percent. Frequent use
of marijuana during the month prior to interview (defined as use on ten or more
days out of the past month) also declined significantly between 1979 and 1982 for
both youth aid young adults.

Clearly, marijuana use peaked during the late 1970s, at least for the younger age
groups in our popukstion. Future surveys will show the extent to which the present
downward trend in youthful marijuana use continuesif at allthroughout the
decade of the 1980s.

The 1979-to-1982 declines observed for younger persons were not matched by de-
clines in the population aged 26 and older. On the contrary, some increases in mari-
juana use were noted owing to the changing composition of this age group. Each
year a new cohort of persons enters the "older adult" age category. In 1982, new
entrants included many who first used marijuana as "youth" or young adults"
during the 1970s and who brought with them the newer forms of behavior. Thus,
the experience of having used marijuana is no longer limited to the very young, and
current use is no longer extremely rare among older adults. Nevertheless, when the
youth. young adult, and older adult samples are combined, there is a significant de-
crease in current marijuana use among all persons aged 12 and olderfrom 13 per-
cent in 1979 to 11 percent in 1982.

Finally, the downward trends in the younger age ranges should be viewed in light
of the fact that many young persons have at one time or another used marijuana so
intensively as to he at risk for negative consequences of drug use. A new measure
included in the 19x2 survey was directed toward the future study of marijuana con-
sequences This new indicator measures the lifetime prevalence of "daily' marijua-

' From National Household Survey on Drug Abuse. 19X2. Nadonal Institute on Drug Abuse.
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na usethat is, the percentage who have ever used on 20 or more days in a single
month.

Among young adults, the group at maximum opportimity for having experienced
this level of use, about 20 percent report that at one time they used marijuana on a
daily basis. This represents roughly one-third of all young adults who have ever
tried the drug. Clearly, despite reduced levels of current marijuana use in 1982,
many young persons do pass through one or more phases of concentrated use, and
during this time they are at risk for various negative outcomes.

ALCOHOL AND CIOAREITICS

Among 12- to 17-year-olds, the percentage who used alcohol during the month
prior to the survey interview dropped from 37 percent in 1979 to 26 percent in 1982.
Among young adults, aged 18 to 25, the drop was from 76 percent in 1979 to 68 per-
cent in 1982. Current "daily" use of alcohol (use on 20 or more days during the past
month) also declined in the young-adult group- -from, 10 percent in 1979 to 7 per-
cent in 1982. This directly parallels the drop in current daily use of marijuana.

The prevalence of past month cigarette use among 12-17-year olds remained
stable between 1979 and 1982, white among young adults (18-25 year olds) current
prevalence dropped from 43 percent in 1979 to 38 percent in 1982. A similar decline
for current use among older Americans (26: years and older) is also seen-37 percent
for 1979 and 34 percent for 1982.

HALLUCH.OGENS, HEROIN, COCAINE

Hallucinogens (including LSD, PCP, and peyote) followed the marijuana pattern
of downward trends in the younger age ranges. Among young adults, the prevalence
of current hallucinogen use went down from 4 percent in 1979 to 2 percent in 1982.
The same pattern appears to hold for heroin, although low levels of reported use of
this drug may reflect a tendency to deny stigmatized behavior. The 1979 to 1982 de-
crease may be be exaggerated due to the fact that the two Household Surveys were
conducted at different times of the year.

With cocaine, the drug that spread most rapidly during the late 1970s, the pattern
is now one of stability. This finding is especially clear in the young adult population,
where lifetime experience with cocaine jumped from 18 percent in 1976 to 28 per-
cent in 1979 and then leveled off at 29 percent. Similarly, past-month use in the 18-
25 age group increased rapidly from only 2 percent or 3 percent in the mid-1970s to
9 percent in 1979, and then leveled off or decreased to about 7 percent in 1982.

In the older adult group, lifetime prevalence levels for hallucinogens and cocaine
increased as did past-year use of cocaine), a pattern that wua expected because of
the fact that birth cohorts who had begun use of these drugs during their young
adult years are now moving into the 26-and-older category.

NONMEDICAL. USE OF STIMULANTS, SEDATIVES, TRANQUILIZERS, AND ANALGESICS

When all four categories of nonmedical use are combined in a single index, 1982
lifetime and current prevalence levels for nonmedical use of prescription-type psy-
chotherapeutic drugs are as follows: Among young adults, 29 percent have taken
one or more of these drugs for nonmedical purposes, and 7 percent report having
done so during the month prior to the 1982 interview. Among youth, 11 percent say
they have used these drugs nonmedically, 4 percent doing so within the past month.
Thus. for these age groups, as well as for older adults, prevalence of nonmedical use
of drugs is comparable to the prevalence of cocaine use.

licent trends in nonmedical use are difficult to assess because of a change in
questioning technique. In all earlier surveys,lquestions on nomedical use of these
pills were answered aloud in "open interview' fashion, along with questions on
medical prescription use. In the 1082 survey, however, respondents checked off their
answers to questions on nonmedical use, using private answer sheets comparable to
those used for alcohol, marijuana, and other types of recreational drugs.

The observed 19714-1982 trends in nonmedical pill use include a general increase
in lifetime prevalence figures for youth at well as an increase in the current use of
stimulants in both the young and the young-adult populations. Because of the in-
creased privacy of response in the 1982 survey, however, any actual change in prey-

Alcohol use remained steady from the tsrly to mid1970s. The appearance of a sharp in-
crease between 1977 and 1979 may be explained at least in part by the change to the use of self-
/Administered answer sheets for questions on alcohol use.
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alence levels, whethor increase or decrease, is necessarily confounded with changes
attributable to differs, DOS in reporting conditions.

SPECTRUM 01 DRUG USE: 1982

When the nonmedical use of psychotherapeutic drugs is combined in a single
index together with the use of hallucinogens, cocaine,. and heroin, it is found that
about 40 percent of all young adults have had illicit experience with a least one sub-
stance other than marijuana; about 27 percent of this age group report past-year
use of one or more of these "stronger" drugs. The corresponding figures for youth
are: 14 percent tried one or more "stronger" drugs, and 10 percent have used during
the past year.

SAMPLE SIZE AND POPULATION SIZE FOR AGE SUBGROUPS

(National Same, an Drug Abuse, 19821

Age i Sam* sin Prowlabon sin

Youth (12-17 yrs) 1581 23,304,000
Young adults (18-25 yrs) 1283 33,072,000
Older adults (25 yrs +) 2760 126,105,000

'Source US Bureau of We Census
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Ne'""w'''s /Sun 'Sentinel
neptint of 7.part some Juno 19. 1983 to June 26.1983

The director of Florida's drug abuse
services summed it up: "The public
doesn't care very much about
methadone patients. They don't
enjoy a very good reputation, nor do
they get much sympathy."

Indeed, the nationwide program to
treat heroin addicts with methadone

was not set up with the idea of doing something to help
addicts. It was touted as a way to protect society, to keep
addicts from committing crimes.

Small wonder, then, that for a decade the methadone
program has been a neglected stepchild of the federal
bureaucracy.

This series set out to do what the government's regulatory
agencies should have done, but didn'tassess the merits
of the methadone program as public policy.

Fort Lauderdale News and Sun-Sentinel investigative
reporter, Fred Schulte, who spent a year on the project,
found that methadone truly can be called "The Deadly Cure

We'd like to share those findings with you.

1.5sj

:DITOR
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A ?SAIL OP MAIM

Methadone:
The dead) cure

Addicts' medicine
turns into a killer

Methadone, the drug pushed by
Uncle Sam as the way to halt heroin
addiction, has contributed to thousands
of deaths during the past decade while
becoming a significant drug of abuse
in its own right

Its victims include patients who
sought a cure for their drug abuse.
thrill seekers who bought it on the
streets and unborn children carried by
methadoneusing mothers

And each year. more narcotics
abusers treated with methadone be
come trapped in a closed cycle of ad
diction. dropping in and out of
treatment but never able to break
completely free of the clinics that dis
pens.. this government.sanctioned.
governmentsubsidued drug

"Addicts are like modern-day lep-
ers.' said Ur Vernon Patch, a
Harvard Medical School psychiatry
professor who directed Boston's meth
adone programs for seven years
Addicts don't exist in sufficient

numbers to give them a voting bloc.
and they don't have a powerful lobby

But the federal government ac
cepted responsibility for the safety of
patients treated with methadone in
late 1972 when officials decided to
approve the drugs use and help pay
for its distribution which has cost
American taxpayers more than it
hdrion

After II sears. no one knows the full
extent of the injuries and deaths
related In methadone until the Purr
1.iplorthilt Very,. and Con Senttnel be
itan a sear long resicv, of the national
methadone program noboch even had
an idea

Government records disclose
Methadone alone killed at least

74 of more than I million patients
who received It from clinics nation-
wide between 109 and 1981. accord.
Ing to clinic reports. By contrast.
?Amos, non-narcotic painkiller, re-
cently was removed hem the market
temporarily after It was learned that
live deaths had resulted from 15
million prescriptions since late 1980

Methadone alone killed 558 peo-
ple in 26 of the nation's largest metro-
politan areas between April 1974 and
November 1992. according to reports
filed by medical examiners. These
metropolitan areas include only about
a third of the country's populations
and flaws in the reports make it
impossible to determine bon many of
the dead were clinic patients or how
many obtained the drug illegally

Methadone: The facts
During the past to years methadone. alone or

in combination with other drugs. hes been responsi
bits for the deaths of at lent 4.417 people and has
sickened at Waal 24.276 people so badly they re-
quired hospital treatment

The federal agencies that sanctioned the drug S
use and supervised its distribution through tas

Airbsidized clinics have collected masses of informa
lion about the methadone program but never have
analyzed the data r^ assess the treatment

The federal government approved mefhadnne
for use without rectal:mg studies of its long-term
health effects even though the proposed marnte-
hence therapy could result in a patient lasing the
drug tor years
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The i lime s reported that 1.031
patients died between 1973 and
1981 from drug related causes
usually after mixing methadone
with other subsumes Methadone.
treatment IS supposed to halt en

addic1 I desire to abuse other
drugs

Medical examiner, reports
for the years 1974 through 1982
show that methadone was directly
involved in 2 378 drug overdose
deaths and was a contributing
41141 "I 1117 deaths in the 26

metropolitan 41.1,1 That % almost
hall as mans, as the 10 579 re
ported deaths linked to heroin, the
principal drug methadone was In
tended to combat

The clinic, reported that 6.237
of their patients between 1973 and
1981 suffered adverse reactions to
methadone serious enough to
require medical attention bet the
governito.nt managed to record
details of oni,, 2 177 of those inci
dents The detailed repots show
65:1 death' including 68 babies who
failed to survive birth to metha
done using mothers

Hig a itv hospital entergency
rooms reported that between April
1974 and Nonettawr 1982 24 276
people required medie al rare alter
taking methadone At least a third
of those emergencs rain patients
were treated for a drug overdose.
lust more than hall of the total
number of patients about 13.500

said the obtained the drug
through a treatment program

The ram that nothadone is
given out bs doctors has given the
false impression that n is safe.
said Ur Michael Kaden deputy
chief !umbra] examiner of Suffolk
County Long Island and a long
time foe of the methadone
program Sonic of these treat
mnt programs like to think that
then are using ar innocuous drug

Federal offs cats told the Yews
and Sun Sentinel that they never
have reviewed the thousands of
reports piling up in their files of
deaths and injuries linked to
methadone

It s a question of resour, cs,
said pharinal ologist Frank ':ore
depots hief of the FfiA drug
abuse Mall

don I sstematirallv review
drug, like this said \brit whim.
agents is responsible for ensuring
the safety and effectiseness of all
drugs marketed in the rounit%
You are talking about tens of

thousand, e.1 drug pr sico is we'
I an to a 1.0 cares dint
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6'.The fact that meth-
adone is given out by
doctors has given the
false impression that
it is safe. Some of
these treatment pro-
grams like to think
that they are using an
inno.uous drug.

Dr. Michael Baden,
methadone opponent

But one top federal official, Dr
Stuart Nightingale, FDA's assn.
mate commissioner for health, said
the methadonerelated deaths and
injuries revealed by the News and
Sun-Sentinel may Indicate that the
drug - or the way it Is being used
- no longer fulfills the legal re-
quirement that It be safe and
effective

"When the drug was cleared ,for
use lin December 19721 tt met our
standards," Nightingale said "The
question is, what role does the
medtcatlon have In the treatment
process and at what point do the
FDA standards change' That ts a
very difficult question"

Nightingale said he believes the
government has a duty to examine
Injuries linked to methadone more
closely - pa 'tcularly because the
government Is responsible for Its
widespread use

"These cases obviously need
scrutiny to see if there is a hidden
problem here." Nightingale said

"This is an important area, and I
am going to ask someone to look
it"

II someone looks. it will be a.
first review "ince methadone went
nationwide as a special project of
the Nixon administration in 1972

The impetus for the methadone
program came from President
Nixon. who on Jut e 17. 1971, de-
clared heroin addiction -Public En-
emy No 1- and vowed all-out war

to eradicate it Noting that crimes
by addicts were soaring. Nixon told
Congress methadone was a "useful
tool that ought to be availahle
for Us. in rehabilitating addicts

Hut Nixon s aides knew
enthusiasm for methadone was not
universal public health olio-eats
suspected large scale dispensing of
methadone could he dangerous
treatise methadone is. alter all a
narcotic Just like heroin it can
produce euphoria rause phssmal
dependent e when used re peateells
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and kill If taken in large quantities
or if combined with other drugs

Mindful of those worries. Nixon
promised that methadone pro
grams "would be carried out under
the most rigid standards and would
be subjected to constant and pains
taking reevaluation of their
effectiveness "

Rigid standards were the role
when the methadone maintenance
theory was tested on small groups
of addicts under tight control of
doctors and counselor but once
the federal government started
dispensing the drug through
crowded clinics, the job training
and intensive counseling originally
considered crucial in reforming
addicts often were minimal

"When methadone maintenance
got too Mg. it lost the personal
lus^h,' said Saul 13 Sells, research
direstor at Texas Christian
Univers0v and the government's
primary evaluator of the
effectiveness of drug abuse treat-
ment since 1968 'Methadone by
itself won't 1-habilitate anyone

You will sec deaths II the pro
grams are not run tight.' said Dr
Herbert Kleber. a Yale University
School of Medicine. psychiatrist
who operates a New Haven metha
done clinic If a methadone
program is run sloppily it is not a
good program

It's not that methadone is bad
Kleber said 'Methadone run badly
hurts us all

Indeed methadone administered
properly may he an thstriortucal
way to treat some. addicts Though
few who try the treatment wind up
free of drug, patient, ran
stabilize. on methadone and stop
hustling or stealing to secure
illegal drugs

'For hard core add', ts meth.'
done mainlenani r Is the neist of
fee tise treatment that we Knox
of said lir Janie, roots.: direr
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'These cases obvi-
ously need scrutiny to
see if there is a hid-
den problem here.
This is an important
area, and I am going
to ask someone to
look at it. ff

Stuart Nightingale,
FDA official

for of the Division of Medical and
Professional 'lairs of the Na'
tional Institute on Drug Abuse

But even the most vocal
supporters of the thmapy now
concede its benefits were
overstated at the start hsat treat
meld professionals nuw agree that
changing drug abuse patterns
not methadone erograms were
primarily responsible for the
steady decrease in heroin deaths
through the mid 1970s An higher,
quality heroin returned the
nations streets in the early 1980s,
heroin deaths again began to
increase

In the decade since methadone
went nationwide. more than $1
billion in I deral state and local
la% money has been spent to
distribine the synthetic narcotic
through a network of treatment
cLmcs across the United States
Another $50 million ha' been spent
to improve treatment .nethocis.
inspect clio.cs and collect statistics

but most of those statistics
never were used oy the
bureaucracy to evaluate
methadone

The New( and Sun Sentinel's
examination of the methadone
program involved the study of tens
of thousands of pages of docu
merits. statistics and computer
reports most of which had to be
pried out of reluctant agencies of
the federal Department to Health
and Human gervices by use of the
Freedom of Information Art

tine of the trst thins the
newepapers learned was that the
government e information about
the methadone program is far

Km complete Many reports are
Inconsistent and riddled with
obvious errors, more than a year's
worth of data escaped collection
because bureaucrats changed re-
porting periods repeatedly, and on
average 13 percent of methadone
clinics each year ignored regula-
tions requiring them to inform the
government of adverse reactions to
methadone

The DEA's Drug Abus Warning
Network ,DAWN) is perh.ips the
most c mprehenaive measure of
methadone-related deaths and inju-
ries, but DAWN collects reports
only from 26 major Stan.
dard Metropolitan Statistical Area*
- which include about a third of
the country's population There
Were 213 such Statistical areas na-
tionwide during the years of the
DAWN reports

In the 26 areas covered by
DAWN. the agency estimates that
only 66 percent of medical examin-
ers and 79 percent of hospitals file
reports with DAWN

And those reports are far from
complete For example, nearly hall
of the medical examiners' reports
do not indicate whether a victim of
methadone was enrolled in .ny
type of rehabilitation progr-al

The situation in South Florida
demonstrates what DAWN is
missing Dade County. the only
area in Florida covered by DAWN.
reported 16 methadone related
deaths in 1980 and 1981, the News
and Sun-Sentinel discovered 12
methadone- related deaths in the
same two years in Broward County

deaths that do not show up in
DAWN s methadone death count of
4.417

Federal officials have considered
the DAWN system a reliable
indication of heroin abuse tut have
criticized its accuracy in chroni-
cling methadone abuse. cis mtng
the reports do not always est ..blish
that methadone actually caused
death In most cases, methadone is
determined to be a contributing
la, tor to death because other drugs
usually are present in the body

But those Aficials fail to
mention that most heroin deaths
also involve other drugs Since
1974. overdose deaths linked to
heroin by the DEA have involved
other substances in about 60
percent of cases, methadone mixed
with other drugs has proved fatal
in roughly the same percentage of
eases, according to DEA records

The bureaucracy also has tried
to Ignore the seriousness of
medical problems caused by meth.
adone abuse In 1976, a coalition of
government officials claimed in
testimony before a Congressional
committee that most methadone-
related emergency-room visits
Were by clime patients with mtnar
ailments, frequently poor people
who used hospital emergency
rooms instead of private doctors

But DEA reports show that
about one of every three metha-
done-related emergency-room pa-
tients were incoherent, unconscious
or dead on arrival hardly an
indication of minor ailments.

Government regulators also have
failed to evaluate 1,037 deaths re-
ported to FDA between January
1373 and December 1981 by metha-
done clinics deaths which the
clinics stated were due primarily
to "methadone in combination with
other drugs"

FDA officials also have no way
of knowing whether these patient
death reports are complete. or how
It was determined that methadone
was related to death No one ever
has tried to compare the reports to
the clinics records Because
federal offkiais switched reporting
neriods four times. 13 months of
data never was collected

From May I. 1977. to April 30.
1978 - the last year the programs
Were required to repot. total
patient deaths - methadone
clinics across the country reported
788 patient deaths About 9 percent
of them were said to be due to
methadone nosed with other drugs
The government never asked what
caused the other deaths

The government also is unable to
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account lot les orris id !Milligram
deaths and other adverse mac lions
through the years either because
FDA last reports or clinics failed
to supply details

Officials iit the NIDA and others
frequently have defended the meth
alone program by .,rgu..i that
addicts are far more likely I. die if
left u areated Yet most attempts
to determine mortality for both
methadone patients and untreated
addicts are based on crude guess
work largely because nobody
knows how many drug addicts
there are

In 1970 one New York
researrher reported that he found
no difference in death rates
between sample of addil is
treated with methadone and those
remaining on the street Roth
groups studied showed death rate
of 13 pet thousand per year from
all causes

In 1979. NIDA officials described
the death rate for untreated
addicts as 13 per thousand yearly
in written testimuny subnmted to a
Senate committee ()finials did not
nay how the (kith rate was
calculated. nor did they include es
timates for methadone patients

In October 1080 the New York
State Division of Substance Abuse
Services which treats addicts pis
manly with methadone reported
the death rate for heroin addicts in
Treatment was 11 per thousand per
year Based on estimates of the
total number of addicts in the
state the division concluded that
2S per thousand per year nut in
treatment died

tine of NIDA s data systems suit
gnats that adds t-. in methadone
maintenance programs mas run a
higher risk of death during treat
men! than patients in any other
type of therapy

Th..t.data system the client On
en ted Paid Acquisition Procio
ieDDAlli gathers statistics horn
NIDA forded drag treatment

ahoul a0 prent of the
h.id.ine dispensing climes

across the counts
CODAI annual reports from

1977 t. 1981 show that an average
of 12 of ese. ' ino addicts listed
as dischargei -oc methadone
maintenance died while still Cs
r filled in an outpatient program

iontrast imls three of es ers
0011 rhilllt Is dm hared from

"inpatient lirligurns that did mil
use methadone died while still
enrolled
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The CODA,' reports inciode
deaths from all causes and are not
compiled separately by cause of
death Nor do the reports rrovide a
't number of patients enrolled
in the various types of therapy.
making calculation of a mortality
rate impossible

NIDA officials speculated that
addicts placed in maintenance
treatment are more likely to have
longstanding records of violent be
havlor. which could explain higher
death rates They conseded.
however. that no documentation is

15

available to substantiate that
speculation

The real truth is that we don t
know the mortality rate for metha
done patients." said Dr James
Ruttenber. a medical epidemiolo-
gist with the federal Centers for
Disease Control in Atlanta

"A lot of people in government
don t rare about this." Ruttenber
said It w nn' a high priority. but
if the govern,. ent is giving out a
drug that is NO controversial, it
should be following It more
closely

METHADONE DEATHS
NUMBER OF PATIEN i & DEATHS
IN TREATMENT DEC. 31 MING YEA

CALIFORNIA
San Diego Health Alliance, San Diego 97 3

C Street Community Clinic, San Diego 220 2

San Diego Health Alliance. San Marcos 75

FLORIDA
St Luke's Center. Miami 270
Broward Meth. Maintenance. Hollywood 280

LLINOM
Center for Addict Problems. Chicago 404

LOUISIANA
Drug Research Clinic, New Orleans 216

MICHIGAN
Care Clinics. Detroit 235

MISSOURI
DART. St Louts 150

NEW YORK
3ronx State Hosp (Trailer I), Bronx 294
Miriam 1'1 ,spita' Unit III. New York City , 14 3
Health a td Hosp Corp . Elmhurst 289 3

Psych Services Center. White Plains 198 3

Peekskill Community Hosp Peekskill 165 2
Nassau County. East Mead, w 282

OREGOPO
CO D A.. Portland 279

PINNSYLVAKIA
Achievement Through Cou tseitng, Phiia 237
Mantua Halfway House. itladelphia 187

SOURCE: U.S. Food and Drug Administration. individual Annual
Reports for a Treatment Program Using Methadone.

Chart shows methadone clinks reporting more than one patient
death due at least in part to methadone in 1981. Thirty-eight
other clinics, including the Veterans Administration Hospital in
Miami and the Pompano Methadone Treatment Center in
Pompano Beach. reported one death each during the year.
Overall, 86 methadone patients died during 1981 9 percent
more than in 1980
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Narcotic was seen as heroin 'cure'
Methadone. a synthetic narcotic. was created by

Berman chemists 1 ttleviate shortage of more
phme during World v ,t II Its use was limited in
the United States unto 10136 when a New York
otiosity researcher Ur Vincent Dole began touting
methadone as a way to cure heroin addicts

According to Dole s theory. methadone would
replace heroin in an Addirt's body patents would
become physirally addicted to methadone but they
euuld obtain the drug daily al governmentmorm
tared clinics and would not have to commit crimes
to get heroin

The addict would be maintained on a steady
daily dose of methadone while receiving
counseling and job training through the clinics. the
daily dose would be reduced gradually until the
patient eventually was drugfres

During the following five years a growing. num
ber of doctors began treating addicts with
done, ostensibly as part of research programs
Then in 1911. a special office in the Nixon White
House adopted methadone as the cornerstone of a
national drug abuse treatment program to battle a
"crime wave" caused by heroin addiction

kventually the White House office was closed
and the methadone program was turned over to
the federal bureaucracy, when, it kept going and
growing and was largely ignored

The public doesn't care very much about meth
adone patients." said Frank Nelson. director of
drug abuse services for the Florida Department of
Health and Rehabilitative Services They don't
enjoy a very good reputation. nor do they get much
sympathy

Nixon ignored
methadone warnings

Early tests showed drug could be lethal
Political appointees in the Nixon

administration wt up the national
methadone program in the early
19701 even though they had inchca
tools that the drug already had
eauw,1 hundreds of deaths and had
failed to reform most addicts

nation s top health official
warned President Nixon that meth
adone abase would he impossible to
halt

M own slew is thet embarking
on a national program of meths
done maintenance may court po-
tential disaster. wrote Elliot
Richardson then secretary of the
1'S Department of Health Educa
non and Welfare in a March 19
1971 ntemotanduni to Nixon

We would he furred into a
pwittoi of pushing this program
wohout the support of a venelalls,
d. , tptyri consensus of s, irnnfu
knowledge and in the fate of the
judgments of our professional ad
visors Richardson wrote All of
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the professional agencies involved
are extremely wary of a greatly
expanded federal emphasis on
methadone maintenance. Their
fears must be treated with
great respect"

Hut Nixon took respons.bility for
All drug abuse treatment away
front the publie.health establish
ment 'and gave it to a new office in
the White House with specific
instructions to set up a methadone
program

The Port Lauderdale News and
SunSenfme/ learned that numerous
advance warnings of methadone's
dange.aus shortcomings includ-
ing studies by foor federal agencies

were disregarded by While
House officials

Methadone maintenance was
new a program that could be set
up as evidence that the govern
mint WAS doing something about
street mine Nixon. after all. was
up for re eleetion in 1972. and

crime spawned by heroin addiction
was shaping up as one of the major
issues of his campaign

"Narcotics addiction is a major
contributor to crime The cost of
supplying a narcotic habit can
range from $30 to $100 a day.
$10.100 to $36.000 a year." Nixon
wrote In a June 1971 message to
Congress "Untreated addicts do
not ordinarily hold jobs Instead
they often turn to shoplifting.
mugging. burglary. armed robbery
and so on They also support
themselves by starting other peo-
ple young people on drugs"

The News and Sun .Sentinel
traced the genesis of the metha-
done program by examining thou-
sands of documents generated by
Nixon's Special Action Office for
Drug Abuse Prevention iSAODAP)
"Few, if any" persons outside
government have reviewed the
records. which are housed at the
National Arrhivos in Washington.
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officials said
The SAODAP records disclose

that there was plenty of evidence
about methadone's shortcomings

A March 1971 review of drug
abuse program, operated by the
National Institute of Mental Health

a study the White House labeled
administrative confidential"

found that 41 percent of methadone
patients continued to use heroin
and That methadone patients were
arrested more frequently than
those in other forms of treatment

In July 1971. top Food and
Drug Administration officials told
their White House counterparts
that the FDA had failed to halt
"gross problems" of methadone di
version and "failed to ensure
quality control" in methadone re
search programs

A confidential. 21city study
showed that during 1971. when
methadone programs were expand-
ing rapidly. methadone was in
volved in 164 deaths, twice as
many as the previous year and 22

117.711""
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percent of all narcotics overdose
deaths in the country

Nixon chose Chicago psychiatrist
Dr Jerome Jaffe to run the new
federally fi.anced drug abuse
treatment system.

Jaffe. who now is a professor of
psychiatry at the University of
Connecticut School of Medicine.
was a strong proponent of metha
done the., and still believes the
methadone program was a good
idea

"I don't have any second
thoughts on whether it was appro-
priate to decide that methadone
should be available for people who
need it." Jaffe said In a telephone
interview.

"It was my responsibility to
make the final decision Ho proceed
with methadone(, and I did it my
way." he said.

Jaffe's way was singleinded.
he and others at SAODAP had little
patience with anyone who was not
committed to the methadone

Dr Bertram Brown. who was dt
rector of the National Institute of
Mental Health at the lune, came
under tire for urging a closer look
at methadone in an Oct 20. 1971.
hearing before the House Armed
Services Committee

Jaffe later wrote in a memo that
Brown's testimony "directly took
issue with either administration
backed legislation or policy
(and' spoke somewhat
disparagingly of methadone main-
tenance" Brown had "deliberately
undercut the President," Jaffe
wrote

"Pressure for a panacea over-
rode the lack of scientific data,"
Brown recalled. "To argue caution
was treason"

Another government scientist.
Dr. Barry Festoff of the National
Institutes on Neurologic Diseases,
became the subject of a SAODAP
memo after he attended an anti
methadone meeting In Baltimore

"Dr Festoff's negative com
merits on the use of methadone

With President Nixoe at 1971 press Preventios are, from left, Eill "Bad"
conference announcing formation of Krogh Jr. chief assistant to John D F:hr
Special A. ttoo Office for Drug Abuse {Oman, lb' Jerome Jaffe, Axon's apple-
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tee as director of the new White Huse
office; and EhrlIchman, assistant to the
president for domestic affairs.



maintenance tend to undermine the
official policy position enunciated
by SAODAP." wrote SAODAP
Communications Officer Henry
Cos to Deputy Director Paul L
Perito -Clearly, we can't have U S
govt personnel publicly expressing
views which are in opposition to
official policies or programs. Dr
Festoff should be reminded that as
a U it government employee he
has no 'personal' views, but must
support official policy when he
appears on a public platform

Nixon aides felt they faced an
emergency that left no time for

. scientific debate They were fight-
ing a heroin "epidemic"

Heroin addiction "has moved
from the ghetto to the suburbs,
from the poor to the upper middle
class,' Nixon told a June 22. 1971,
meeting of the American Medical
Association "It spreads like a
plague throughout our society "

In March 1971. 11,000 people
were receiving methadone all
through h programs,
because the drug had not yet been
approved to treat addicts Jaffe'a
plan called for expanding to 50,000
patients once the drug WAS ap-
proved, hut that number was sur-
passed a before then By the
start of 1973, when methadone was
cleared for use. 57.000 addicts
were enrolled in methadone treat-
ment, by January 1974, there were
101,000

Jaffe retained an interest in en
suring that methadone treatment
was helping drug abusers, but some
White House aides envisioned the
pogram as a way to enhance the
president's political fortune,

Assistant to the President for
Domestic Affairs Joan Ehrlichman
and his deputy EV 'Bud" Krogh,
to whom Jaffe reported, spoke of
benefits to 'society" front the pro-
grams mostly that crime might
recede

During the press briefing
announcing Jaffe s appointment.
Krogh. comnienting on the District
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of Columbia's Narcotic Treatment
AdministraUon program, said

"After a year we found that
those in highdosage methadone
had a marked decline In criminal
recidivism. They were able to bold
jobs, stay with their families."

Krogh w nt on to claim that
methadone was partly responsible
for a "correlative decrease of 5 1
percent" In the district's crime
rate, however, he admitted he
didn't know just how much meths.
done had to do with the decrease.

In fact, there were indications
that methadone was ro more effec-
'ive in reducing crime than
'stripy which stressed abstinence
from drugs.

A March 1971 study of programs
operated by MUM, which at the
time was treating 3.000 patients
with methadone, stated that "meth-
..done patients are arrested no less
often [than patients in other
treatments] and spend just as much
time in fall"

If methadone's effect on crime
was unclear, It was obvious that
the drug was leaving a trail of
death

In 1971, heroin was emaciated
with 10 deaths In the District of
Columbia compared to 17 for
methadone, during 1972, the year
that methadone enrollment soared,
methadone contributed to 33
deaths, compared to 20 linked to
heroin, and an additional IS deaths
were linked to a mixture of metha-
done and heroin, according to DC
Medical Examiner Dr James
Luke

Methadone casualties were not
limited to the nation's capital A
study titled "Methadone Involve-
ment in Narcotic Related Deaths,"
which showed that methadone had
a role in 22 percent of narcotics
deaths in 21 major cities during
1972. was completed by SAODAP's
Systems Division in 1973 The re
port. which associated methadone

with 2112 deaths, also was
suppressed under the label "admin.
Minnie. confidential

"They didn't give evidence of
methadone deaths the proper
weight because they were commit-
ted to this way of treating people,"
said Brown, now president of Rah.
nemann University in Philadelphia.
"Methadone was their magic
solution."

SAODAP and other government
agencies repeatedly failed to
launch a detailed review to deter-
mine If methadone deaths could be
prevented Three proposals to
study the problem were rejected
between October 1971 and April
le73.

Steady reports of deaths and in-
juries related to methadone did
Cause some dissent within
SAODAP, but the agency's official
position was to ignore the reports

"studied silence," SAODAP offs-
clod Dr Roger E. Meyer dubbed
the response in a Feb 10, 1972,
memo until Congress authorized
money for methadone maintenance
and other drug abuse treatments.

But Meyer worried the stonewall
might "backfire" and result in the
program being "discredited" if
SAODAP took no action against
methadone abuses "Continued
silence, by Implication, tends to
support the view that this office is
not concerned about the quality of
therapeutic services being
offered," his memo reads.

On March lg. SAODAP official
Dr Alan I. Green noted in a memo
that methadone deaths had reached
"scandal" proportions in Boston; he
warned that "the actual existence
of methadone as a useful treatment
modality may be Jeopardized"

But on March 21, 1972, Congress
unanimously authorized spending
nearly $200 million for drug abuse
treatment

1 6 2
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FDA solicited work
on drug, then OK'd it

Swift approval of methadone *s a treat
men' for narcotics addiction Vnic assured
because the government agency that would
authorize the drug's use had solicited its
development

'The government got everybody to-
gether. and the government pushed 'meth-
adone' through the system," said Dr
Jerome Jaffe. an early methadone advo-
cate who directed President Nixon s
Special Action Office for Drug Abuse
Prevention

Federal law requires that the Food anc
Drug Administration determine a drug is
"safe and 'effective' for treating a spec'
tied ailment Drug companies conduct
years of tests. first in laboratory animals
then in humans

Hut after the government asked one
company to manufacture a form of metha-
done for addiction treatment it exempted
the company from some teal requirements

"The trials for methadone were not of
the grade required to get drug ape
proved," said Dr Jack Blame a former
research psychiatrist with the National In.
*Mute on Drug Abuse Blaine called the
testing "inadequate and incomplete

Approval was dont with the knowledge
that we didn't know effects of chronic use
of methadone but we did know addicts
were killing themselves with heroin." said
Dr Edward Tocus. a pharmacologist who
heads FDA's drug abuse staff The
purpose of methadone was to get the
addicts off the street and maintain their
addiction sit that they didn't need to steal
to get heroin or go into withdrawal

Jaffe said FDA received adequate study
material to justify approval of the drug
Though he conceded that some proponents
overstated the drugs benefits. he insisted
methadone was effective

1Kffectivenesal is a pats fail system
How efferiivi 13 irrelevant." Jaffe said

Methadone had been in use as a
painkiller and cough syrup since 1947 Eli
Lilly and ro of Indianapolis. was the
primary American manufacturer of the
drug. which also had been used to wean
addicts from heroin at the ('S Public
Health Service Hospital in Lexington Ky

In 1983 vrw t, t k rrW.urhon Vincent
Dale and %Me oncriv..4
new use for the drug long term maim,.
name of addicts on high doses to keep
them from using heroin Dole surmised
that addiction was J metabolic disorder
like diabetes giving addicts methadone he

66 We didn't know effects of
chronic use of methadone.
but we did know addicts
were killing themselves
with heroin.

FDA's Dr. Edward Tocus

reasoned. was no different than supplying
a diabetic with insulin

Their research results, published in 1965
and 1966. claimed that 65 percent of their
patients had been rehabilitated, largely
because methadone "blocked" the effects
of heroin.

Dole's claims that addicts maintained on
methadone .could get jots and seek re-
habilitation were greeted with some
skepticism among drug treatment spectal-
ista, but he excite(' politicians.

Methadone's potential to reduce crime
first received widespread attention during
John Lindsay's 108 campaign for reelec.
Lion as mayor of New York City. Lindsay
touted methadone maintenance as the way
to keep the city's estimated 200.000 heroin
addicts from stealing to feed their habits

Shortly thereafter, the federal
government became interested

Government documents obtained by the
Fort Lauderdale News and Sun- Sentinel
disclose that FDA official' placed the
agency in the unusual position of urging
the manufacture of a drug whose use the
agency later would have to approve

In 1969, Dr Robert Ley, commissioner
of the FDA. arranged a meeting between
Dole and 1.11 Lilly scientists la discuss
development of a form of the drug suitable
for largescale dispensing..o addicts

In March 1970. top FDA officials
worked out a deal with Lilly to produce a
methadone tablet and to collect research
data showing that methadone would be
safe Lilly agreed to compile a New Drug
Application, a document that is the basis
for FDA approval or rejection

Lilly had done no research on
methadone's use as a maintenance drug.
the government arranged to have Dole and
Jaffe then a White House consultant. sup-
ply their records

Jaffe said he wax unaware of the role he
would play in the Nixon administration
when he agreed to provide records of pa
tients treated at his Chicago clinic

On June 17. 1971. Nixon appointed Jaffe
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to head the new Special Action Office for
Drug Abuse Prevention (SAODAP) and set
up a national drug abuse treatment my'
tem. During 1970. Jaffe had chaired a
presidential commission that recom
mended a national methadone Initiative.

Twelve days after Jaffe's appointment
to the White House post, Ell Lilly submit-
ted its New Drug Application to FDA.
Jaffe called the timing a "coincidence."

Instead of the results of 8 to 10 years of
tests on animals, tests on humans, and
clinical trials that approximate actual
conditions under which the drug would be
used, Lilly's application contained "eports
on five years of human testing Jaffe's
research was part of the application

"In retrospect, I'd say that we had
enough information at the time that it was
a reasonable scientific risk to expand
methadone," said Dr Herbert Kleber, a
Yale University professor who conducted
safety testa on methadone after the drug
was marketed.

But as early as December 1970. the Na-
tional Institute of Mental Health had ex-
pressed concern that methadone "not be
adopted uncritically and that there be ade-
quate evaluation of all aspects"

FDA had expressed some doubts in April
1971 when the agency published guidelines
for "Investieational" use of the drug But
that opposition softened quickly after
Nixon endorsed a national methadone
program

An FDA draft policy statement dated
Oct 28, 1971. repeated the agency's
concern that "chronic toxicity studies are
needed to establish the safety of such long
term use," but also noted that "tn view Of
the benefits attributable to methadone and
the tremendous social problems associated
with narcotics problems. the COMMIS-
stoner of the FDA finds that it is not in the
public interest to withhold the drug from
the market until further studies have been
completed."

On Nov 8. 1971, FDA officials in
Congressional hearings announced they
would approve methadone as soon as regu
WU'S.% on its use could be written

There was another practical reason for
approving methadone FDA had allowed
hundreds of physicians to administer the
drug in so-callel "research" programs;
government records show that as early as
September 1971. FDA officials concluded
the agency was in "potential violation" of
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federal law because few of t se
physicians qualified as reeearche

In those "research" progr /0,000
people had become addicted t methadone;
no official wanted to face t prospect of
mass "cold turkey" wittidra I.

"The alternative was to tell
people that they couldn't use me done
anymore." Blaine said.

Before methadone won final approval.
Jaffe's and Dole's research came under
attack

Jaffe's Illinois operation, where metha-
done was used to treat $47 addicts, was
criticized 131 a draft General Accounting
Of flee report dated March 14. 1972.

"Tbe Illinois Drug Abuse Program has
not evaluated either the effectiveness of
the program overall or the rilative
effectiveness of the various treatment
approaches In terms of progress toward
the primary treatment goal." 'reads the
report.

And Dole's original conclusions were
branded "ambiguous and exaggerated" by
San Antonio physicians James Meddux and
Charles Bowden. at the May 1972 annual
meeting of the American Psychiatric Aseo-
clauce. They charged Dole's claims for
methadone's effectiveness were distorted
because his studies excluded patients who
dropped out before completing treatment.

Others argued that Dole's results were
based on groups of closely monitored.
highly motivated patients, the sort who
always did well in drug treatment pro-
grams They said the government would
find n different story when the technique
was applied to masses of addicta, some of

whom woald be given the choice of accept.
leg methallkne treatment instead of Jail
time for crimes they had committed.

The third stage of normal drug approval
trials, designed to mimic as closely as
posaibla the conditioni under which a "rug
would be used. Is supposed to resolve that
uncertainty. Some drugs are denied ap-
proval because FBA officials find that
safety and effectiveness drops
substantially In these ''Phase Ill" trials

Mast drug abuse authorities, both inside
government and out, agree that the
effectiveness of methadone treatment de.
dined dramatically onee the drug was
available to any licensed physician willing
to apply for a government permit.

A federally sponsored study of long.
term effects of methadone didn't begin
until 1973 The findings of that threeyerr
study were not published by the Nauonal
Institute on Drug Abuse until 1910.

That study Indicated methadone caused
"no significant side effects" In the sample
-- but the researchers added that they

could not "rule out RAO possibility" of side
effects, mainly because the patient sample
was relatively small.

"My experience has been that the meth-
.stone programs have not been !oohed at In

'a scientific way," said Dr. James
Ruttenber, a medical epidemiologist with
the federal Centers for Disease Contro. in
Atlanta.

"The people that run these programs are
not malicious, but they have no Idea
whether they are doing more harm than
good," he said.

Methadone: The facts
The federal government's attempt to protect patients from poor

oars by methadone clinics at best a half hearted effort has
been slashed to an all-time low during the past two years'

During the past 10 years methadone, alone or in combination
witt. other drugs. has been troponsible for the deaths of at least
4.417 people and has sickened at least 24.276 people so badly they
required hospital treatment. At least log of the fatalities were unborn
Children canted by methadone-using mothers.

The federal agencies that sanctioned the drug's use and
supervised ill distribution through taxsubsidized clinics have col.
woad masses of information about the methadone program but
never have analyzed the data to assess the treatment

The federal government approved methadone for use without
requiring studies of its long-term health enacts. even though the
proposed maintenance therapy could mutt in a patient taking the
drug for years

164
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Lax controls
A REGULATORY

NIGHTMARE cost li.ves
Watchdog agencies ease off

Methadone has proved a useful
drug As dynamite has proved a use-
ful explosive. but both must be
handled with extreme care or they
Can hurt more than help

Food aid Dreg AM:daisies ties
publication, September 1973

Fur nearly a decade, the federal
government's attempt to protect
methadone patients has been half
healed. noo, the government
nearly has given up trying

Even though the number of pa-
tients receiving the potentially
deadly drug is growing, regulation
of the nation s methadone treat-
ment programs has been slashed to
an airtime low because of budget
reductions and reluctar.ce to spend
time on programs that generate lit-
tle support

"The addict has no constituency.
no congressman that watches out
for his interests.' said Daniel P
Hillstrom. deputy director of the
Ii S Food and Drug Administra-
tion s Division of Methadone Mon-
liming Methadone monitoring is
a matter of priorities, and meths
done has been losing priority in
recent y9rs"

The FDA Center for Drugs and
itioloeis. of which the methadone
monitoring division IS a part. racks
that diviaon dead last in a priority
list of functions in its proposed
budget

FDA ()Mewls said the 'genry
has never belimed its resources
should he devoted in inspecting
drug treatment programs and en
miring that clinics followed agency
satyrs terulattons The regulaimns
Air suimnral ,tandard,. for less
,tru i than numerous professional
noels ai gr nip, have recommended
through the seat,

en when 1.1)A inspe, tor, ri.gu
tarts turned serious. and re
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peated. violations of the standards.
the agency seldom took strict
action

"Altho igh there Is sufficiest evl
dance of various c as to tel.. rant
closing the programs. the FDA has
been reluctant to take smiles."
read minutes from a White House
meeting on Feb. 27. 1973.

Government officials now claim
they have tried to keep even the
poor programs operating. because
they feared closing them would
hurt patients and lead to increased
crime

"Taking action against a meth*
done program is very politics..
said Harold Dieter, director of the
Drug Enforcement Administra-
tion's Bureau of CoMpliance in Mi.
ami "People start screaming that
the crime rate will get worse"

7ne politics revolving around
methadone is clear in other ways
"FDA depends on inspections of
methadone treatment programs to
uaeover violative programs." Dr
J Richard Crout, director of the
FD a Bureau of Drugs. stated to
testniony submitted to the House
Select Committee on Narcotics in
April 1978

Three years later. uncler a differ.
ent administration, the agency
drastically cut back its effort to
review clinics

In December 1961. FDA
eliminated contracts with Florida
and four other states to perform
surprise clinic inspections and cut
back its inspections In other states
In fiscal 1977, whin 680 methadone
clinics were operating. 325 inspec.
lions were performed nationwide.
during Lail 1982. when there
were 583 clinics. only 116 inspec-
tions were done This year's review
schedule is uncertain

The FDA decision to rescind
inspection contracts has forced
some states to greatly reduce

monitoring. Li New York state.
where more than 32,000 people are
or methadone treatment. officials
said loss of the contract would
Mean 50 percent fewer inspections
Meld be made.

Before the decision to eliminate
inspections. the FDA had planned
to review all DI Florida methadone

gg Taking action
against a methadone
program is very politi-
cal. People start
screaming that the
crime rate will get
worse.

Harold Dieter,
of DEA'', Miami bureau

programs In 1982 Only one
. inspection was done

Hillstrom. asked If the limited
inspection program would be effec-
tive. said "I hope so, but i have my
doubts"

FDA officials conceued their en-
forcement efforts have decreased
But when figures showing a 66
percent reduction in these efforts
during part of fiscal 1982 were
made public by the consumer lob-
bying group Public Citizen. FDA
officials insisted "voluntary
compliance" has improved

The federal agency has yet to
resolve the future of the inspection
program. but Hillstrom said
reviews probably will be per
formed on a "for cause" basis on
programs the agency believes may
be violating rules He did not
specify how the agency would
learn of violations if no inspections
are performed



In Florid.. itsv state Department
of Health and Rehabilitative Ser
vices is trying to pick up where the
federal inspections left off Yet
FIRS lone inspector reviewed lust
seven of the state's programs dur-
ing 1983 His reviews are less thor
ough than federal inspections
because fewer records are chosen
for review and the frequency of
inspection is limited by the
agency's other duties

"FDA has reduced its efforts
drastically said Frank Nelson.
HRS dire tor of drug abuse sere
vices in Tallahassee "The inspec-
tions were stricken without a lot of
'houghs to what the consequences

ight be
In addition to greatly reducing

clime inspections, the government
has considerably watered down
some of its regulations designed to
ensure patient safety

In September 1980 the
government reiaxed rules on
testing patients for unauthorized
drug use allowed mere patients to
lase home more doses for unsuper
timed consumption. and reduced re-
quiremenls for physician and staff
coverage Ai methadone clinic.

Requirements for urine tosts to
deleyt poteollaily fatal drug abuse
have been reduced for most pa
bents to eight tests a year in,tead
of one a week Many programs had
argued that the tests are expensive
to perform and ran be maymeat

In a dual agency ..pinion. the
1,1/A and the National Institute on
Drug Abuse said testing require
ments had been revised because
weekly screening may not repre-
sent the best use of fiscal re
sources The ruling also staled
that inaccurate test results might
cause clinic personnel to discipline
patients without cause which
might advesrly affect a client s
progress in !atne

But some program directors said
relaxing the requirements in
creased the danger of drug over
dose for methadone patients
according to FDA records

The decision 10 ease teal' h01711
restrictions was purely one of
consenience

The FDA originally imposed
tough restrictions on take home
methadone because If feared that
some patients would sell metha
done on the street if given a chance
to do so Rut the agency eepived

and approsed so Many re
coesis for 1.s. opt0111, In the
that by ISItin officials related the
standards
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FEWER WATCHERS WATCHING
Year ending
Sept. 30 Workers Budget_
1978 65 $1 8 million

1977 65 $2 2 million

197e 65 $2 4 million

1979 57 $2 I million
. ...

1960 32 $1 5 million

1981 32 Si 5 million

1982 17 $1 1 million

1983 18 $148,000

1984 18 $675,000
PROPOSED

SOURCE: U.S Food and Drug Administration.
Resources devoted to FDA's Division of Methadone Monitoring
have declined steadily since 1978.

FDA's safety regulations have
divided methadone treatment spe-
cialists for years Some argue that
physicians. not government
bureaucrats. should decide when to
test urine and allow take-home
privileges to patients Some spe-
cialists blame restrictive regula
lions for the failure of methadone
climes to rehabilitate most addicts

Consequences of the easinL of
safety standards and the decline in
insiseetions are not clear Metha
done monitoring officials conceded
they had not even planned to evalu
ate national t. eatment data for
1981 until the News and Sun-Sentt-
nel sought the data under the
Freedom of Information Act. and
treatment statistics for 1982 have
not even been collected from
climes

In (act the government's effort
to collect information about all
drug abuse and treatment nation-
wide has been crippled herause
data systems have Leen scaled
back drastically or eliminated

A data hank called the Client
Oriented Data Acquisition Proc.ss
(COW Pi formerly required fedez
ally funded treatment programs to
report patient information ranging
from .:rugs used at admission to
reasons for discharge I'artici
patio!) became voluntary in 1992.

and more than half the treatment
units promptly dropped out. includ-
ing such largevolume states as
New York and California The sys-
tem is the only compilation of the
drugs that bring people into treat-
ment a measure many experts
consider crucial to planning treat
ment priorities and drug abuse
prevention campaigns

"Sure it bothers us." Josell
Gatrell, an N1DA contract officer.
said of the changes "It's hard for
us to find out what is happertng in
drug abuse treatment

Another NIDA system called Na
tional Drug Abuse Treatment Milt-
xation Survey iNDATUSi. which
collected statistics on all types of
drug treatment programs. has been
abolished The system was the
government's only means of deter
mining enrollment and costs of
drug abuse treatment

Finally. the Drug Enforcement
Admieistration's Drug Abuse
Warning Network (DAWN). while
still active. was scaled back in
1981. even though $3 8 million was
appropriated to run the system
through 19 84 Since 1973. the
DAWN system has compiled
statistics on drugs that kill or in
lure people in major metropolitan
areas across the country

166,
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Drug has hurt, killed babies
Jennifer 1a a thin pale little girl who has impaired

vision and uncontrolled eve Movement Parents for
Jennifer will nerd to he acrpting of her delayed
development and the imp...Muds of predicting Jen'
nifer future lesel of achie.rincnt

south Florida adoption acetify
notice, October IWO

Five months slim her birth in May 1979 Jennifer
became ward of the slat,' The frail baby Was
discovered by polo e during a drug bust al .1 annum
nal residence where her mother had telt her
apparentis for good

The doctors said she had brain damage as a result
at her Mother taking methadone said Kathleen
heal a-. adopt.on counselor for the Broward County
office of the state Departnont of Health and He
hablinative Services

It took FIRS officials until 01111 August to find
Jennifer an adoptive home in liroward mostly
because of her hand', aps her future remains uncer
tam because she was born methadone addoted
according to state records

Hut at lea a Jennifer toed Since 1970 the deaths
across the country of 68 intents or fetuses have been
blamed on their mothers use of methadone

dealis mi Mile 2n stillbirths 16 nturarriages
and sit fa. I birth delis is in addition. 20 of 95 babies
who were born prematurely later died. and
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II premature infants suffered a
lingering problem Three other
babies were reported as having
nonfatal birth defects

Federal Food and Drug Adminis-
tration officials. who are supposed
to monitor whether drugs mar
keted in the tinned Stales are safe
and effective. were not aware of
the number of infant deaths linked
to methadone until the Fort
Lauderdale News and liunSentrnel
discovered them in a computer re
port on 'adverse reactions" to
methadone

The report was prepared by the
FDA's Division of Drug Experience
after the newspapers asked for the
information under the Freedom of
Information Art Though the divi
sion is supposed to keep track of
all drugs ontials admitted that
the data on adverse reactions had
never before been retrieved from
the computer

The adverse reactions reported
to the agency range from fever to
several cases of "heart arrest In
all. 653 reactions resulted in death

including the 68 infants
"That does seem like an awfully

high number of deaths." said Dr
Judith Jones. director of the drug
experience division She said the
agency never analyzed the reports
it had because "so many other
things take up our resources

By all accounts, the number of
reports filed grossly underesti-
mates true Incidence Many reports
also contain obvious gaps. and ere
rots which have escaped detection

From January 1970 to August
1982. the FDA computer accumu
lilted 2.177 resorts of adverse reac
Horn to methadone only about
onethtrd of the total reported by
clinics dispensing the drug Of11
vials don't know what happened to
reports on the rest of the cases and
never tried to track Vim down
and they never looked at the
reports .hey had

The computer report also lists
only one methadonerelated death
for all of 1979 and 1980. but clinics
dispensing the drug reported 79
patient deaths related to meths-
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done between Oct 1 1579 and
Sept 30. 1980. alone

Division Director Jones said it Is
"quite possible that most adverse
reactions are not reported by
clinics in the first place

Other officials estimated that as
few as 5 percent are reported In
the real world when an adverse
reaction is suspected. wr presume

that most of the time we don t hear
about it," sale FDA pharmacist
Carolyn Brophy

The FDA is supposed to be noti
fled of the type of reaction, amount
of methadone a patient has been
receiving, how long the patient bad
been in treatment. age, sex, other
drugs involved, and what happened
in the patiem Rut in many cases
much of this information is missing
or obviously wrong, the FDA re
port contains numerous entries in
which a patients age is given as
"100.' an entry officials were un-
able to exptain

The infant deaths also contain
omissions that make it difficult to
ascertain what role methadone
may have played in the case

FDA' officials and other experts
contacted by the News and Sun
Sentinel cautioned that no firm
conclusions can he drawn from the
number of infant deaths because
101 unknown how many pregnant
women used the drug without
adverse consequent**

Rul Dr Loretta F' Finnegan. as.
sociate professor of pediatrics and
psychiatry at Thomas Jefferson
University Medical School in Fhila
delpla said the fact that 20 pre.
mature babies had died is
"outrageous"

We se these babies [born to
methadone using mothers[ every
day and we don t have that kind ef
oUlronle said Ms Finnegan. who
has written many articles for
medical )oUrnak on treatment of
the pregnant addict

Instead she said, most newborns
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who are treated properly can be
withdrawn from drugs gradually
and suffer few, if any, aftereffects

But "proper treatment" of ba-
bies born with a drug dependency
involvAs an extended hospital stay
and a complex course of &Arni
Wenn( drugs to detoxify the
infant.

Nationwide. methadone clinics
reported they treated 17.111 preg-
milt patients between 1973 and
tell While nobody knows how
many children have suffered
because their mothers took meth.
done during pregnancy. FDA was
worried from the start that the
drug could endanger an unborn
child

Guidelines the agency published
in June 1970. when methadone was
approved as an experimental thug.
warned researchers not to put
pregnant women on methadone
maintet.ance

But FDA officials soon yielded to
pressure from methadone advo-
cates. who argued that methadone
was pre:treble to heroin even
though It was potentially danger.
ous Regulations allowing pregnant
women to enter methadone mainte-
nance were published In April 1971

That switch in signals later was
represented by methadone propon-
ents as eyidence of the drug's
safety

"It is Inconceivable that this
FDA authorization for long-term
use in pregnancy would have been
included in the FDA guidelines if
FDA deemed methadone mainte-
nance unsafe," reads a 1971 report
by a presidential study
commission

FDA officials never were that
certain Since December 1912.
regulations have required that all
female patients sign a consent
form certifying they have been told
that research is "inadequa.e to
guarantee" that methadone won't
"produce significant or serious Side
effects" in their babies

Regulations also require that

clinics reduce dosages for pregnant
patients to the "lowest possible
point consistent with the welfare of
mother and child" and to report
harmful methadone reactions to
the FDA

Government officials refused to
provide a breakdown of adverse
methadone ructions in Florida.
arguing that release of these
figures could violate confidential-
tty rules The state keeps no such
statistics. antkadoption files such
as Jennifer's are permanently
sealed

Clinics in the state treated 133
pregnant patients during 1910 and
1981, and according to FDA re:
or& only three of those women
tried to rid themselves of all drugs
during pregnancy The rest
apparently continued to use
methadone

Officials of the National Institute
on Dreg Abuse said they believe
pregnant addicts should be
encouraged to stop taking drugs
but they concede that goal often is
impractical.

MA officials contend these
women may be better off taking
methadone under medical supervi-
lion than injecting heroin a.ei other
street drugs, which Increases the
risk of contracting hepatitis and
other diseases.

Dr. Edward Senay. a University
of Chicago psychiatrist and
nationally known authority on
methadone treatment, said the de
cision to continue treatment of
pregnant women with methadone
is a gamble. an issue on which
there are "no experts"

A mother's use of methadone
during pregnancy "is an enormous
chemical assault on the fetus,"
Senay said But forcing pregnant
addicts to wii "draw from all drugs
can prove even more dangerous to
an unborn child. Senay said

"It's a cruel bind we're caught
in," he said.

Methadone:
:1* The dead l cure

1 cs
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Uncle Sam's addicts?
Clinics fail to prove all
new patients are hooked
Patient 1028- was admitted to the St Luke s

Center for methadone treatment in June 1979 without
symptoms at narcotics withdrawal She had no needle
marks on her arms. and there was no record of a
urine test to confirm previous drug use

A federal Food and Drug Administration inspects.
who reviewed Patient 1029's admission record in
September 1979 cited the Miami clinic for enrolling
the patient without obtaining evidence tha. she was
an addict FDA officials in Washington demanded an
explanation

St Li.ke's Medical Director Joseph Albeck re
sponded It remains possible that this patient may
have misled admitting physicians But the physician
noted no corrective actin appears warranted"
berause the patient was taking a low methadone el-
and trying to detoxify

FDA officials accepted Albeck's explanation ...1
the case of Patient 1028 was closed even though
failure to record sufficient medical evidence of addic-
tion in considered the most dangerous violation of
safety starkialus for methadone treatment

ot. don't give an addictive drug to someone who
is not an addict said Daniel P Hillstrom. deputy
director of the FDA's Division of Methadone
M,Autoring in Washington "The whole reputation of
the methadone treatment program hinges on that

A Fort tsuderdsle News and SunSentinel
investigation found that FDA inspectors have
criticized every clinic in Florida for failing to docu
men' that all patients who received methadone actu
ally were narcotics addicts before they were
admitted to treatment

The FDA's inspectors who check only a random
sample of patient foes at each clinic they visit,
reviewed 847 rase files during 61 inspections of
Florida clinics between 1972 and 1961 They found 98

44 The. only mvniptoto
that you can't fake is
g00%cflesh. 99

lir. Dale Lindberg,
director of 3 clinic%

4,
/iv

hi., II e perrent that did not contain proper
documentation of addiction

"Ac don t say that the patient was never an addict
because we rant conclude that Hillstrom said
That is what we suspect. but Wf can't find out

because we were not there upon admtsattm"
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The agency claims its random file selection process
constitutes a stavisUcally valid sample whose findings
"hold true for the entire population" in a clinic The
procedure is the same one used by the agency in
reviewing foodprocessing plants and drug companies

Projecting the inspection results to all clinics in the
state during the 10 yea's. we News and .vm-Sentinel
calculated that more th'.s 1.000 people ha 0 been
admitted to methadone 'reatment inner lan w. flout
sufficient proof of addictien

FDA o'ficialS declined to comment on the
projection. tovog:. Hillstrom called he method used
to cilculate it "reasonable He said his agency had
"not studied undocumented admission: in a system- ,
stir way" and that such a review would not be
"wv thwhile"

141 the treatrr ail people 1 meet are serious and
want to comply with the regulations," Hillstrom said
"They abhor giving a narcotic to someone who
doesn't need it -"

Though no government agency ever has tried to
find out for sure whether large numbers of non
addicts are able to get Into methadone treatment. the
FDA long has been aware of Improper admissions In
December 1977, officials from FDA and the National
Institute on Drug Abuse jointly sent to medical dire -
tors of the nation's methadone programs a stern
Memorandum reminding clinic doctors of their
responsibility to ensure that all patients actually
were addicts

That memorandum was co-written by NIDA's di-
rector of professional and scientific affairs, Dr
James Cooper. Yet Cooper, in an interview, hotly
denied that any nonaddicts ever had been admitted
into methadone programs

While he conceded that many of t',e nation's pro-
grams had been cited for falling to document addic-
tion, he insisted that these cases involved nothing
more than the failure of a physician to sign his name
to examination records When asked about the
Florida cases. Cooper said FDA inspectors "some-
times misinterpret" medical files

FDA records disclose that some clinics have been
cited repeatedly through the years for violating the
standards The citations peaked in 1979. when one in
three records selected were cited. and have been
declining since No data are available later than
December 1981 becate,.. FDA phased out its
inspections

FDA regulations require clinic doctors to establish
that new natients are drug-dependent both at the
time of adnassiou ..,t1 for at least the previous year

by physical examinations, laboratory tests and
other means, to weed out casual drug users looking
for an inexpensive methadone "high." or people buy
log the drug to resell illegally



The mete use of a nat. ota at og even it trrio.br
intetnottent alma he (awaits] with Ado non

FDA regulations state in part
The doctor s findings must be documented in the

patient 1 record In most cases however any two
indicators will satisfy an tnspecaor

Government documents obtained by the News and
Sun Sentinel disiose that FDA admission criteria are
Lit more lenient than gore: ornent .InAulLints had
recommended whin the program was set up

A group of Harvard Slethcal School doctors hired
by FDA to advise the government found that theit
recommendations for strict admission rcqutrements
were Ignored When they obtained advance copies at
FDA s propre.ed standards for admission in Dctotsr
1972. the consultants fired off an angry letter de
manding that the regulations 1w' toughened There is
only one criterion for physical dependence. that being
signs of ahstinence they wrnte

I'rufessionaI medical gr011111% .1,Sis hasp urged their
niembrs to adopt standatds toto h tougher than the
federal regulations The Aniirican Psychiatric Assoc
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I WIWI early as 1971 atatril that physicians should
obtain incuntrovertihle medical and social proof of
narcotics dependenci mainly observation of
withdrawal aymptunis before admitting patients

Doctors experienced in treating addicts with meth
adone note that applicants ran. and sometimes do
feign symptoms of addit Duo to cadet to persuade
physician to admit them

The only symptom that you can't fake is
gooseflesh, said Dr Dale K Lindberg. medical direc
for of three South Florida clinics lancLierg s clinics
have been cited less freq,:ttntly than most other pro
grants in the state fur failing to document addiction

In the end. said Frank Nelson. director of drug
abuse services for the Florida Department of Health
and Rehabilitative Services in Tallahassee, it is the
clinic doctor whn must he on guard to avoid letting
people bluff their way in

'It is tncumbent upon the clinic doctor to confirni
that these people are actually addicts' before admit
Ling them. Nelson said -Most of these doerars are
street-wise. but they still can get faked out

States can mandate stricter controls
rn though tor. rtairotial iirctha

,basi- tic morn, im.g, ant N.i ,1
np h4 the Iraer to, (grievant
*tale .Ind 1o, a all, has, ito
pow,: to Ittipte, item ter iontrid
..n the drug Ilse.

Air ording I. Ir..Irrai Food arid
Drag 3.1iiiinr..t ri .,, niellaelone
regulat tote. .me teen, 5 itt oat it
.0.11. a. designated ti, hand le
malters relating t.. nreth.i.tanr. in
11.rirda that aitcni y c, the
I wpm ment ..1 11 ,111, and Ile
habilitate, ,,r v. es

The .fair. mid odor, e 1- Da
minimal aantlard, but tan en

tougher rcgotattoas License,
if 1.r.441 sun. lilting I.. "mph with
state tandat .".1T1 bi teysed

BHA ditccals ncset has,. r e

viewed Florida methadone v,ro
grams to determine whether
struier controls are needed

tither parts of the country.
though. have ..pied fur a hard line
For example. Boston banned the
sale of -take-home" methadnne
dines in the mid 1970s after
reports of numerous overdose
deaths associated with the drug
City officials refused lo provide
money for methadime programs
unless dine, halted takeout sales

More rcvently. New York law
makers demanded tighter reg
ulation of that state s programs

lietauae lawmakers believed
methadone is the best treatment
we have at the moment, there
was Mite talk of ending the pro.

Thousands o

grams. said legislative aide Rick
Spaulding

Hut a 1981 evaluation by the
New York Legislative Commission
on Expenditure Review led to
promises of corrections, particu
tarty a crackdown on takehome
sales As a result of the evaluation.
programs require a physician to
review the need for take home
privileges every six months

"They agreed to rut down on
takehomes That milli got the
agency to shape up,' said Assem
Wyman Arthur J Kremer. vice
chairman of the expenditure re
view committee -We didn't want
to do away with tl.e program. but
we wanted it to be better run

teens admitted
Food and Drug Alodinistration of/trials permitted

Methadone climes n. enroll at least 2 423 hildren
vounget than la even though the agency s own regu
lations state "Safety and eflectiyeness of methadone
when used an the treatneent of adolescents has not
been preen hs adequate catnical study

The adtm.....n. at,. tarot betuoten 1971 anti 1976
at oramir to F 114 reror.t. obtained tit, the Fort

.10,h.r.1.0, '1,00 ,nil sun Yentmei FDA after 1976
aoptted iemat mg Ittit,- to tcprt patient, ages

fie ,-rds 41,e,t on :"ports uhmitted hs c blur,
sh,-y. that 14 methadone maintenanc e admissions
were sounger than 14 and 553 were ages l4 nr 15
nu. remainder II, listed as ages 15 or 17

The enrollment of the 837 children younger than 16
occurred in direct violation of FDA regulations.
which in December 1972 barred these minors from
receiving methadone maintenance Those same regu
lations permitted enrnllment of clients between 18
and IR years old provided parents gave their consent

FDA record,: do not specify whether the minors
enrolled between 1973 and 1976 met these criteria
Through the years. FDA officials have been liberal in
granting exceptions to most agency standards

PM since has changed its regulations In Novem
ter 1980 the regulations were modified to permit
admisaion of those younger than 16 so long as "prior
approval" has been obtained from FDA

ho
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Most clinic inspections
result in citations

Methadone comes in Florida have been
vaned by federal inspectors iti times since
1972. two thirds of those inspections
resulted in citations for serious violations
of safety standards

Inspectors ran &ailed check: on the
files of 147 patients and uncovered 732
violations ranging from faulty record-
keeping to failure to aocument that a
patient was in fact addicted Failure to
document addiction is considered the mast
serious violation because methadone itself
is an addictive narcotic

Some samples from the inspectors
reports

A February 1981 inspection of Opera.
Lion PAR in St Petersburg showed that
two of 13 patients reviewed were admitted
"without objective evidence of current
dependence on opiates line patient had a
letter from his wife claiming addiction.
but no symptoms of drug dependence were
recorded

Ourini a 1976 inspe.tion of the
[MAC° Ct emotreatmeni Program in
Tampa, program physli an William W
Andrews told the FDA reviewer Hutt he
"sometime admitted patients based upon

their stated history of dish use and his
"gut feeling' about their sincerity.

In 1975, the staff of the Community
Mental Health Center of Escambia County
in Pensacola told an inspector that out-
reach workers or street informers were
consulted to determine if a patient was a
heroin user.

From 1972 through 1976. inspectors
criticized the clinics heavily. In 1975. the
worst year. 162 violations were found in
106 patient files reviewed

In the mid-1970s three clinics the St
Luke's Center and Jackson Memorial Hos-
pital Center in Miami. and the Jackson-
ville Drug Abuse program were
threatened with belt.. closed.

In 1973 and 1974. St Luke's Center re-
ceived "10-day letters," warnings that the
Food and Drug Administration would re-
voke the clinic's license within 10 days

The clinic at Jackson Memorial Hospi-
tal. which operated from 1969 to 1976. was
cited for failure to document addiction in
six of 15 files reviewed In 1974 In a
letter to FDA officials in Washington four
months alter one inspection, program
sponsor Charles Lincoln claimed the

inspector had overlooked the information
because the program physician's handwrit-
Ine was "extremely difficult to read

The Jacksonville Drug Abuse Program
could not document addiction in 14 of 16
files reviewed during 1975, but the threat
to close the program Came In 1977 after
an Inspector found that a physician was on
duty only 12 hours a week. The clinic was
ordered to stop accepting new patients
until operators could arrange to have a
doctor spend more time there

Each time, clinic operators promised
to mend their ways, and each time FDA
took no further action

No Florida clinic ever has been closed
for violating safety standards

The clinics' records have improved
significantly since 1978, when Inspectors
checked 106 files and uncovered 136
violations.

In 1979. Inspections turned up 70
violations in 122 files, in 1980. 133 files
reviewed contained 86 violations, and in
1981. 128 files revealed 64 violations
the best record in the past 10 years.

Pioneer Fla. clinic
had its troubles

Florida's first methadone
dim( wai set up in Miami in

March 1969 by Her Sheppard. pe-
diairicon f ,rate. judge bade
County School titian: president
and philanthropist

Id like to be remembered as a
guy who tried to help people, he

told an interviewer in 1971
Sheppard who retired as

..iedicai dire, tor sit the St I.ukes
renter it 19714 died last veer

How many people were helped
during the nine years the affable
physician spent dispensing metha-
done is difficult to determine

Hut federal records obtained by

the Fort Lauderdale News and
Son-Sentinel show that soon after
Sheppard began treating drug
abusers. he established a rep-
utation for writing ;I: escriptions
for any drug a user wanted
Within three years. Sheppard's
program was listed in government
documents as among the "most
violative" clinics in America

Some officials urged that
Sheppard's clinic be shut down,
but neither the Justice Depart-
ment nor federal regulatory agen-
cies ever took decisive action
despite repeated reports of
violations of safety standard,

17i

In July 1969. four agents of the
Bureau of Ni.reotics and Danger-
ous Drugs (now the Drug Enforce-
ment Administration) "enrolled in
Dr. Sheppard'. program and pur-
chased IS prescrIptloru for metha-
done " Though methadone was
supposed to be given only to medi-
cally screened narcotics addicts.
"at no time were any physical
examinations given Inv of the
agents,- according to documents

During the investigsion.
"several ccmplaints were re-
ceived [by fiNDD) from parents
and relatives of persons who have
used of methadone overdoses due
to overprescription and first-time



prescriptions to nonaddicts' at
Sheppards clinic, records state

The agents recommended pros-
ecution. but stated All efforts
for prosecution were met with
'native results because I'S At
torney IWilliaml Meadows in MI-
amts declined to prosecute the
rase: according to IINDD
records

Meadows. now a Miami lawyer.
said he felt the ease against
Sheppard was weak because it
was "difficult to prove criminal
intent He recalled Sheppard as a
dedicated physician with an "ex-
cellent reputation, who
helped a lot of iseople with heroin
problems

Sheppard closed his facility in
August 1959. largely because at
pressure from federal authorities
and his sponsor, the ratholic Ser
vices Bureau

But less than a year later
Sheppard reopened as a fully li
censed methadone maintenance
clinic. again sponsored by the
Catholic Archdiocese of Miami It
was called the St Luke's Center.
at 125 SW 30th Court in Miami

In 1972. Food and Drug Admin-
istration officials began inspecting
the nation, methadone clinics to
cheek if they were abiding by
federal safety regulations
SheppardS clinic wasn't

In 1972 alone
fiNDD *gents found in Febru-

ary that the elm n
was only half .3 potent as
Sheppard stated it was The viola
lion ts extremely serious Ivrau::e
patients transferring to another
clinic could die from an overdose

The FDA threatened to close
the clinic within 10 days alter an
April inspection found numerous
violations The inspector found the
clinic had no records on some pa-
tients and reported finding -fine
empty take home bottles wish the
[patient! names scratched off- du-
carded on the grounds S.`.eppard
promised corrections the clinic
remained

liNDD agents in August and
sit violations of standarus requir
ins that clinics ke,p tight onirols
over methadone Agents revom
mended that Sheppard s -lime be
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Ben Sheppard, an
affable pediatrician
well-known in Dade
County, established
South Florida's first
methadone treatment
facility. Within three
years, the St. Luke's
('enter, where Shep-
pard served as med-
ical director, was
listed among the
"most violative" meth-
adone clinics in the
United States.

closed, no action was taken
An FDA inspector tem-

bee noted two recent artigover
dose deaths in which nonpatlents
had died with a bottle of metha
done dispensed by St Luke's In
their presence" Quoting from
clinic records, the inspector noted
that "two St Luke a patients no
longer in the riogram were sus-
pected of these diversions"

A BNDD document dated Jan
29. 1973. ranked the St Luke's
renter eighth in orde .. signifi-
cance' on a list of 13 clinics na
tionwide J beyond assistance
either due to altitude. crinumii in-
tent or profit motivatinn

Others On the list include
doctor in the Bronx win
93.000 a day dispensing meth.,
"one through a slot in his office
door to anyone with the money.
Tucson. Ariz. physician who allege
Idly prescribed methadone in
"any amount according to the pa-
tient's ability to pay- and whew
dispensing practices were 'the
cause of 11 overdose deaths," and
a New Mexico progra:n whose di-
rector was arrested on charges of
selling neroin and suspected of us-
ing federal money to buy heroin in
Mexico

Between :973 and 1978. FDA
officials twice threatened to close
the St Luke's Center but repeated
warnings failed to halt what olli.
cials called objectionable- prac
tires ranging from failure to

document that all patients were
addicts to allowing too many take.
home doses

We have problems deciding
whether to close a program down
if it Is Improving." said Daniel P
Hillstrom. deputy director of the
FDA Division of Methadone
Monitoring "These programs are
an aid to the community Maybe
tome of them should be closed.
but that is a &Mc action "

Monsignor Bryan W Ian execu-
tive director of the Catholic Ser.
vices Bureau since 1975. said most
4 the center's problems with

government regulators stemmed
from sloppy ricerd.keeping, a
situation he insisted has been
corrected

"Dr Sheppard had a great
disdain for bureaucrats He de-
spised them," Walsh said "He Just
felt that recorkeeping was an
unnecessary evil"

Walsh said the center corrected
all depciencieri alter Sheppard s
retirement to September 1978.
currently, he said, the program is
"very good'

The first three federal inspec
lions of th 'mu, after Sheppard's
rettremen salted in more find-
ings of "significant deviations"
from FDA standards, records
show However the most recent
review. comp ted in April 1981.
indicated the clinic was
ibstantially in compliance with

the regulations

172
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Urine tests ignored,
all but abandoned

Urine tests, which can reveal whether a
patient has been using heroin or other
unauthorized drugs while receiving metha-
done, have been all but abandoned by
federal officials.

The first goal of methadone treatment is
to halt heroin use. so theme teats can signal
if the therapy is not working. The tests
also can warn If a patient is abusing more
than one drug, which can be fatal

'Obviously. one of the goals of urine
testing is to prevent the patient f.om
hurting himself.' said Richard Harrington.
director of the Comprehensive Drug Abuse
Program for Dade County. which operates
two methadone clinics.

But urine testa are an expense and occa-
sionally an embarrassment to clinics.
Some clinics have found that nearly half
their patients continued to use heroin
while receiving methadone.

Based on government records. the Fort
Lauderdale News and Sun-Sentinel
calculated that from 1974 through 1974.
27 7 percent of samples tested nationwide
showed the presence of herein along with
methadone

The record of Florida clinics overall
was about the same 28 percent of the
tesLi showed that patients continued to use
oth opiates while receiving methadone
In 1975. however. 40 percent or more of
the patients at three clinics tested positive
for unauthorised drug use the Bruward
Methadone Maintenance Rehabilitation
and Research Facility in Hollywood, 41
percent. Operation PAR in St Petersburg.
40 percent. and the Methadone Treatment
Center in Jacksonville, 55 percent.

The US Food and Drug Administration
collected the urine test reports from the
clinics. but no one had ever analyzed the
numbers to see how well methadone treat-
ment was working

In 1976. the federal government stopped
collecting information from clinics En test
results. and in 1980 government officials
drastically reduced the frequency of re-
quired tests from o., e a week to eight
times a year

Harrington's publicly funded programs
test the urine of most patients once a
month despite the eased regulations. he
said
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Becsu a test data no longer are col.
lected, federal officials have no way to
deterinIne the effect of relaxing the test
requirements. But statistics collected by
New York state, which treats about 40
percent of the nation's methadone patients.
'how that combined drug abuse by patients
remains a problem.

Wine test results demonstrate that one
of the major arguments used to sell the
methadone maintenance theory was not
entirely accurete.

New York physician Vincent Do' helped
win support for his concept of methadone
maintenance in the late igloo when he
Claimed methadone set up a pharmacologi-
cal block against heroin use. Once a
patient was stabilised on methadone. be no
longer would crave heroin, Dole said.

In recent interview. Dole conceded
that many methadone patients abuse her-
oin and other drugs while In treatment
But he Insisted that the incidence Is"
highest In programs that place patients on
low douses 49 milligrams a day or less

for fear of overmedicating them.
"Moat of the programs that are running

low doom on Ideological grounds have poor
records," said Dole, senior physician at
Rockefeller University In Manhattan, a re-
search institution

Dole offered no evidence to substantiate
that assertion

New York City methadone programs
which are considered relatively high-dose
programs have reported a dramatic
increase since (978 In the number of pa-
tients abusing heroin while in the Program

In 1978. the New York Cit,rograms
reported that 13 4 percent of their patients
tested positive for heroin. The .figure
reached 23 percent In 1981. state officials
claimed that ar Influx of "high-quality'
heroin wax 'tempting otherwise successful
patients

Dole concedes that methadone does not
steer patients away from using
tranquilizers. which combine with meths.
done to cause many overdose deaths
Curbing abuse of tranquilizers. he said.
requires diligent. compassionate and vial.
lent care

'3
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FLORIDA'S MIEMADO011 mostam

`Cure most deadly
drug in Broward
Paramedics found George

Blumberg s body sprawled on the
sofa in his Fort Lauderdale apart
ment. bloody foam thickening
around his,nosc and mouth and a
half-empty bottle of methadone
nearby

Methadone a synthetic narcotic
once touted as a savior for addicts
of heroin or other opiates. didn't
help curb Blumberg's craving for
c' or drugs

It helped kill him
Illuntberg was one of 29 rest

den's of bade and Broward eoun
ties whose deaths in 1950 and 1981
from accidental drug overdose
were blamed at least in part on
methadone In the same two years
heroin and other narcotics the
drugs methadone is intended to
combat were linked to only 13
deaths

By contrast New York City.
America s heroin and methadone
capital. crmidstently has reported
heroin related deaths to be three
times to four times more frequent
than those linked to methadone

"This is outrageous and stupid in
a community like ours," Br Ron-
ald Wright. Broward's chief
medical examiner said when told
of the Fort rauclerdate News and
Sun Sentinels findings 'We don t
fuse a heroin problem. we have a
methadone problem

South Florida s methadone death
toll is -unique. said Joseph Mur
phy who measures drug abuse
deaths fur the Drug Enforcement
Administration in Washington

There is an inordinate amount
of deaths related to methadone fin
South Florida] compared to heroin
It should be a guide to further
investigation Murphy said

Some of the dead gut their fatal
doses of methadone Illegally.
through a thriving black market
fueled by lax controls on the drug s
deoribution othe. like Blumberg
got it at one of the nine clinics in
South Florida

t S Food and I )rug Administra
tors dcs uments shoo that deaths of

methadone-elinle patients have
soared In Florida in recent years

Methadone:
The facts

ktethadOne was at least a
partial comae of 29 drug over
dose deaths in South Florida
during 1980 and t9$l twice
as many deaths as attributed to
heroin and other narcotics

That death toll includes 15
methadon* ChM patients 10
percent of reported fatalities na
bonwide during those two years
Only 2 percent of methadone
Patients nationwide are enrolled
in Florida clinics

During the past 10 years
methadone. alone or mused with
other drugs. has been responsi
ble for the deaths of at least
4 417 people nationwide

The federal agencies thai
sanctioned the drug s use have
collected masses of inlormation
about the methadone program
but never analyzed the data

Two methadone-related patient
deaths were reported in 1978. three
in 1979. the repui ted toll jumped to
eight in 1980. al d the New and
SureSenfine/ lea- nod of a ninth
patient death in M am during 1980
that was not ri sorted to the
government

The eight report 1 1980 Florida
deaths constitute Ii I percent of
the nationwide total c' 79 that year

even though Flo. Ida clinics
treated only about 2 1 oercent of
the country s methadone patients

In 1981 the Florida clinics re
ported seven patient deaths 8
percent of the nationwide total of
$5. that year the choirs treated
about 25 row..., `he patients
nationwide

All but one of the patient deaths
during the two years occurred in
South Florida

Florida , upsurge in methadone
patient deaths was called
incredible by IIW Jame, cooper

director of the Iliviston ul NtrtItt,a1
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and Professional Affairs fur the
National Institute on Drug Abuse
(NIDA), which oversees the metha
done program alongside FDA

"That Is something that should
be looked at." Cooper said

Officials of the FDA's Division of
Methadone Monitoring, which is re-
sponsible for regulating treatment
centers, said they were unaware of
the increase in patient deaths, even
though the division had in its files
reports from the clinics listing the
deaths

"We don't have the staff to eval-
uate these documents." said Daniel
P Hillstrom, deputy director of the
methadone monitoring division

Cooper and other government of-
ficials Insist that methadone Is
"lifesavIng" treatment for addicts

even though some patients die in
therapy

"There are casualties in every
type of (medical] treatment," Coop-
er said "It's terrible on the (pa-
tient's( family but the cost is
relative We know we have people
who are not cured (by methadone]
We never thought we would cure
everybody "

George Blumberg was one
patient who was not cured

On Feb 25. 1981. a Saturday.
Blumberg drove to the Pompano
Methadone Treatment Center in
Pompano Beach for his daily meth
adone He also paid $5 for a second
bottle of the liquid. which he was
supposed to lake at home on Sun-
day. when the clinic was closed

Methadone is supposed to elimi-
nate an addict's craving for nar-
cotic drugs. but often it does not
And if methadone is combined with
non-narcotic drugs the abuser's
method of choirs even small
doses can lead to death

Blumberg bought three pills of
dilaudid. another potent narcotic
sometimes dissolved and injected
by addicts unable to procure her-
oin, at a bar west of Fort
Lauderdale several hours after he
left the clime according to Fort
Lauderdale putt( e records
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This is outrageous
and stupid in a com-
munity like ours. We
don't have a heroin
problem. we have a
methadone problem.

Dr. Ronald Wright.
Broward County

medical examiner

He took the pills at home and
apparently drank some of his Sun
day methadone a day early

Blumberg% girlfriend. who went
with him to the bar. called
paramedics Just before 10 p
when she rouldn t wake him

The rescue workers found
Blumberg dead Blood and foam
were clotting over his nose and
mouth. a sign that a drug overdose
had caused his lungs to fill with
fluid

A half empty methadone bottle
bearing Blumberg s name was the
only evidence of drugs found at the'
scene tests showed methadone.
dilaudid and diazepam. a sedative
sold under the trade name Valium.
in his Igoily

Medical Examiner Wright ruled
that methadone and dilaudid
intoxication killed Blumtxrg who
at 32 had a string of arrests for
illegal possession of drugs and for
other offenses dating to 1969

A precise measure of
methadone s prominence in Florida
drug overclus deaths through the
years is virtually impossible to es
tablish because of wide gaps in
record keeping

To spare family members
embarrassment. most pollee agen
ries traditionally have declined to
publicize drug overdose deaths. and
few medical examiners catalogue
these deaths separately

In Palm Hear:1 County and in
Jacksonville. where methadon,
clinics also operate. mord keeanit
procedures have been so lax that
"'kiwis cannot spot drug abuse
trends The Palm Reach County
neednal examine recently, re
signed ander lire from state tali
vials who found his riords in
disorder Mettleal examiner. in

Tampa. St Petersburg and Prnsa
cola. where methadone clinics
operate, said methadone-related
deaths in their Jurisdictions are
rare

Many Broward County records
before 1980 either cannot be
located or are so sketchy that they
are of little value in compiling
statistics When Wright took over
as Browarcrs chief medical exam
trier in 1980. he modernised the
record-keeping system

The Dade County Medical Hum
iner's Office is the only one in
Florida that since 1974 has re-
ported drug overchrr deaths to the
HEA's tracking system. the Drug
Abuse Warning Network [DAWN,

The FDA. which relies on clinics
to report deaths and other patient
reactions caused by methadone.
never has Collected statistics on
methadone-related deaths of non
patients

PHA officials concede they have
lost the slimes' reports from
Florida programs for at least the
years 197h and 1977. and at least
one death in 1980 never was re
ported to the agency

The deaths of clime patients
make up only about half the deaths
associ-t d with abuse of
methadone

The rest apparently obtained
methadone from friends enrolled in
the programs nr bought the nar
cow' illegally through a largely
overlooked black market

-Methadone is available on the
streets.- said Clyde McCoy. a psy-
chologist at the Cniversity of Mi
ami who has studied drug abuse
trends -Some drug ahusers1 pre
her it to street d. alp, because they
are usually assured of its quality
and consisteney
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Drug% found in fieytturn Roulston Jr.'s apartment included prescribed methadone, In foreground.

Drug orgy cost man his life
Hes NUM ftiodsion it formerls
lisle' 1. tiant.r was

t.,410nn "I a nnihall.na Isain.rn
who dos, from .1 smorgasbord of
drugs

Haulsion 12 had been a patient
At the fir...hard sleihatione kfainte
name Itehabedattor API Resent h
Fa. 11.1 . Mahe...id Hut during
the vr of t.I III 148 ! be
Poi( ,ged I sl.o f1 r.lgt In
11.11,ng Ihe 4..411, he I

nt. and 1111, he of
tattled heN

Kno.n lung

on the kitchen floor of his /lolly
wood apartment. Houlston had
been dead for several days Cause
of death was ruled accidental
combined drug poisoning.' hard

on toxicology tests showing rnetha
dune, an unspecified anti
depressant drug and a small
amount of alcohol in his body

The evidence room at the county
morgue still filds the 12 bottles of

princrihed medicines in
cluding one full bottle of Metha
done and mu empties found in
Houlsion s apartment A handful of

pills was found in the dead man's
pants pock' t

The prescription bottles hear a
variety of names. suggesting that
Houlston was seeing several
doctors under assumed names or
had traded pills with his friends

In any case Houlston stockpiled
a vast array of addictive and com-
monly abused drugs while attend
ing the methadone program His
pills included medications intended
to relieve depression to induce
sleep to help in weight loss and to
ease pain

176
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Dilaudid:
The Florida habit

On the streets of South Florida. where heroin
often is scarce. narcotics abusers go looking for
"Vs

Dilaudid. an addictive painkilling pill which
can be crushed. dissolved and Injected. sells for
Is much as 150 a pill on the street

Nstionwide, four of ,xvery five narcotics
addicts admitted to treatment are hooked on
heroin In Florida. where drug traffickers con
centrate on cocaine. methaqualone and marl-
Juana from South America rather than on
heroin. just more than half the patients are
heroin addicts. most of the rest, particularly in
South Florida, are dependent on dilaudid

"I would say that eight of 10 admissions Into
methadone treatment are for abuse of
dilaudids." said Shirley Stone, a consultant to
drug abuse treatment programs and former
nureine director at the Broward Methadone
Maintenance Research and Rehabilitation Fa-
cility in Hollywood

bilaudid sometimes is stolen from
pharmacies but the vast majority is dispensed
legally. alien by a small number of area
physicians who prescribe the drug either out of
ignorance or fur profit

Drug Enforcement Administration figures
show Florida ranked third In the nation in legal
dilaudid sales during 1981. a slight decrease
from previous years Nearly 7 million
milligrams of the drug was dispensed legally In
the same period no more than 135.000

milligrams was reported stolen statewide.
mostly from night break-ins at pharmacies.

"We have advised our members to be more
Judicious in writing prescriptlens for dilaudid,"
said Dr Robert Johnson, director of the Florida
Medical Association's Committee on Drug
Abuse. "it is obvious that the drug has not been
used by patients] in the way doctors feel It has
been used -"

State licensing authorities also say they are
getting tough on the handful of doctors responsi-
ble for placing enormous quantities of dilaudid
on the streets.

In early June, the Florida Board of Medical
Examiners revoked the license of Dr Jose A
Torres, a Pompano Beach general practitioner
charged with writing hundreds of dilaudid
prescriptions that were not "medically justi-
fied" for known drug abusers One patient was
prescribed ass of the pills during a two-month
period in 1981

In another case. Dr. Elias Matos. of Miami.
surrendered his medical license last September
after state officials charged him with
improperly prescribing more than 12.000
dilaudid tablets during six months in 1980

"We consider (cracking down on improper
prescribing] an important part of our regulatory
authority." said Diana Hull of the state
Department of Professional Regulation.

THE DRUGS OF DEATH

klethadena
He

1980
5
0

1981

Morphine 0 1

Dilaudid (painkiller) 1

Diazepam (Valium) 2 2
Methaqualone (Quaaludes) 5 7
Cocaine 5 7
Barbiturates (sedatives) 1 5

Damn (painkiller) 1 1

Meftaril (anti-depressant) 1

Dilenlin (oakum control) 1 0
Benzodiszepene (anti-anxiety) 3

Phefterledloo (PCP) 0 1

Amitriptyline (anti-depressant)

11111111MMINIIIMMEMIL
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SOURCE: Toxicology reports.
Broward County Medical Examiner's Office.

Chart *bows the number of times
each drug was found In the
bodies of victims of accidental
overdoses during 1980 and 1981
in Broward C^esty. Most of the
11 deaths in 1980 and the 22 in
1981 Involved several drugs.
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METHADONE CLINICS IN FLORIDA
Here is a list of methadone maintenance climes operating in

Florida and patient enrollment as of the most recent report. Dec
31. 1981

IIROWAII0 COUNTY
Seaward Methadone Malatesturee Rehabilitation sad Re-

search Facility. 1101 S 71st Ave. Hollywood For-profit Medical
Directors Dale K Lindberg and Melvin Stone 210 patients

POSTIIIOD Methadone Treatment Coster. 360 SW 12th Ave .
Pompano Reach For-profit Medical Directors Dale K Lindberg
and Joseph Dorsey 162 patient...

D AME COUNTY
Comprehensive Psychiatric Crater North, 831 NW 183rd Si .

Miami For-profit Medical Director Roberto Ruin 73 patients
Comprehensive Psychiatric Crater Soot.. 9735 SW 176th St.

Miami For-profit Medical Director Roberto Ruiz 115 patients
Metropolitan Dade Canty Model Cities Treatrrient Center.

2500 NW 62nd St. Miami Government-funded Medical Director
Pilar Trueba 124 patients

Metropolitan Dade Cowry Central Treatment Crater. 1600
NW Third Ave. Miami Governmentfunded Medical Director
Pilar Trueba 240 patients

SI. take's Center. 3290 NW Seventh St Miami Non-profit.
sponsored by the Archdiocese of Miami Medical Director Burton
Goldstein 270 patients

Vet Admialstratioa Alcohol awl Drag Depeadeace
Oetpatioal Unit. 900 NW Seventh Ave. Miami Government-
funded Medical Outpatient Director Dr. Hugo Rosen 49 patients

DUVAL COUNTY
River Reach Haman Services Inc., Methadone Treatment

realer. 1025 Rosselle St.. Jacksonville Government-funded
Medical 'Director Dr Joseph Deatsch 54 patients

E SOAMSIA COUNTY
Lakeview ('ester Prig Cosasellag Service. 1221 W Lakeview

Ave. Pensacola Goveinmentfunded Medical Director Dr
Leopold Villanueva 32 patients

NILLS110110U014 COUNTY
Drag Abase Comprehensive Coordination Office

Chentotrestment Program. 1901 N Howard Ave . Tampa
Government-funded Medical Dircctor William W Andrews 78
patientsawn' COUNTY

Thee Door Methadone Treatment Program. 100 W Columbia
St. Orlando Governmentfunded Medical Director Dr Daniel
Golwyn 83 patients

PALM BEACH COUNTY
Palm each Treatment Center. 2501 Bristol Drive. West

Palm Beach For-profit Medical Directors Dale K Lindberg and
Melvin Stone 180 patients

PINELLAS COUNTY
Operation PAR. 2400 Ninth it South St Petersburg

Government-funded Medical Direct u- Dr Joh., S Flint 94
patients
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It may have been the case that a death
was not followed up. Sometimes we don't
krioV, why patients don't come to the clinic
any longer.

Richard Harrington,
Dade f'ounty methadone administrator

Dade patient's death unreported
Jorge Fernandez was seen

bilging hts head against tele-
phone poles shortly after he left

counseling Aession at the
Model Cities 1 reatment :.'enter
In Miami where he received
methadone treatments

Fernandez, 27. died that day,
April 30. 1950 of multiple drug
intoxi "ation. according to Dade
County Medical Examiner's Of-
fice and Miami Beach police
records Clinic offich Is
apparently never bothered to
find out what happened to the
Hialeab resident when he didn't
icturn for treatment

Methadone treatment clinics
are supposed to report any pa-
tient's death to the Food and
Drug Administration within two
weeks. but Fernandes's death
never was reported. His death
Is not counted among the 79
fatalities in 1980 attributed at
least in part to methadone

Richard Harrington. the
administrator who oversees
Dade County's methadone pro-
grams. declined to comment
Fernandez's death. riling
patent confidentiality But he
conceded :hat FDA officials re-
cently criticized another Dade

methadone clinic under his su-
pervision for failing to find out
what happens to patients who
suddenly disappear from
treatment.

"It may have been the case
that a death was not followed
up." he said. "Sometimes we
don't know why patients don't
come to the clinic any longer

FDA officials concede that
generally they have no way of
knowing whether methadone
clinics are accurately reporting
eeaths and other adverse reac-
tions to methadone.

Foroin again on the upswinr.
For reasons nobody can readily explain, heroin comes and goe
In the late 1960s. fear of a heroin "epidemic' wracked the nation

led to the creation of the national methadone program
Hut by the mid1970s. heroin became harder to get. and drug dealers

diluted what they sold to keep their profits up Government statistics
reflect a steady decrease in deaths and hr-pital emergency-room visits
linked to heroin. both in South Floe.a and nationwide, through the late
1970m

But .1 ,T early 195° related injuries began increaa.ng again.
particularly i^ '.ortheastern cities Officials be' ve the new flow of
heroin c ..rs from Iran. Afghanistan and Pakis.an

Some government officials believe intensified international drug-
enforcement efforts account for the periodic declines, others say lessen-
ii.g d'mand is the reason

But no one knows for sure
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Private clinics are
booming, earn millions

on the cast *Me of the railroad track,
along Dixie Highway in Hollywood the
methadone business is tssaning quietly

Vie don 1 even have a sign on our door.'
said Dr Dale K Lindberg. medical director
of lbe Flroward Methadone Maintenance
Rehabilitation and Research Facility Our
clients aren't proud of coming here

Proud or not hundreds of drug abusers
Hoek to the unmarked storefront and to
Lindberg affiliated entity, in Pompano
fir leh Arid West NMI Beach to buy $5
dad. doses of methadone

The 'hree priately owned clinics the
only sources of methadone therapy in the
two counties grossed 11.096.000 in 1979.
the only year the clinics reported finances
to the National Institute on Drug Abuse

The Hollvw I clinic. operated by
general pray titionet Lindberg and carbolic
gist In Melvin Stone rep rted grass re
(-snots from client fees tif 006.000 the
Pompano Methadone Treatment Center.
run h Lindberg and Dr Joseph horsey
reported Val unit and the Palm Beach
Treatment renter directed by Lindberg
nd Store reported 1240 000

Nationw.de most methadone clinics are
supported by tax dollars tax-supported
clinics are paid atx'ut $1 BM per patient per
year by the federal government

In Sou' t Florida. privattiy owned profd

making Wm, Lindberg three. plu' two
in Dade County operated by psychiatrist
Roberto Null are predominant These
clime.' receive no government money mak
ing then money from client lees

Neither Lindberg nor his associates
would discuss their operations

The only year londberg's clinics reported
their finances was 1979. and they were not
required to even then Rut presumably the
clinics are making more money now On
Dee 31 1981 the three private clinic, re
ported 622 patients in treatment that s a 29
percent increase over 1979 and about one
third of all methadone patents in the slate

In September 1980. for-profit clinic.,
treated 20 percent of Florida methadone
patients, the highest percentage in the no
tam at that time By Deeember 1981. for
profit clinics were treating twice that
proportion of patients more than 40
percent of all patients in the state. accord
mg to federal government figures No na
banal figures are available for 1981

'The future of methadone treatment in
Honda is definitely for-profit.'' said Frank
Nelson, director of drug abuse program.
fur the state Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services Nelson said he
...spes federal and state budget cuts will
spur this growth

But in a climate of lessening government

. Imststaw.4ak.t1
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regulation. 41)171e emit nitration whether
clinics which dispense a potent narcotic for
pro'il are sound public policy. eeen though
they save taxpayers money

"I'm absolutely opposed to any more for
profit programs in Florida." said Shirley
Collett'. executive director of Operation
Par a government funded methadone clinic
in St Petersburg

Mrs Collett' said the presence of profit-
making programs tends to encourage pa.
tient" to 'shop around' for the clinic that
will give them the best deal the highest
doses the most lenient takehome
prtvileees Fear of losing clients to a
competitor also may render clinic officials
'afraid to offend' their patients by Imps.

mg restrictions on them. sl.- said
"For profit methadone programs could

become like a gas war The* tremendous
potential for abuse. she s

The News and SunSenttnel used
government documents to establish that the
five for profit clinics in South Florida are
fat more lenient in dispensing methadone
than their government-funded counterparts

The for-profit centers dispense the
highest average daily dosages in the state

SS percent of their patients receive more
than 40 milligrams daily and grant take-
holm privileges to almost every patient

Food and !hug Administration regula
lions give all methadone clinics consider-
able leeway to determining dispensing
polities Yet overall. federal regulators
have less authority to discipline forprofit
programs than their publicly funded
counterparts

Publicly federal of 1 'vials have stayed out
of the dehate about for redo programs
HUI FDA record, show that in the past.
agent r "Metals haw stated that for profit
methadone lours in South Florida could

JUN. pruble111%
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Late in 1977. Lindberg and another
Broward doctor and their staffs were
selling methadone to drug abusers at %wpm
rate clinics in Pompano Beach

"'Mere Is intense competition." wrote an
FDA inspector investigating allegations
that one forproftt clinic Improperl had
tried to lure anther's patients and

The insp-ztor found no basis to the
claims, but did report :Sat "animosity-
from the rivalry could have an "adverse
effect on patient care

The dispute was settled when Lindberg
and the other doctor.Bernard Milton.
merged their clinics into what is now the
Pompano Methadone Treatment Center

Lindberg has been in the methadone busi-
ness since 1970. when he opened a
storefront clinic In Dania with his wife
Rhoda, Stone and Stone's wife Shirley. an
energetic registered nurse and drugabuse
treatment crusader

The (Inter moved to Hollywood after
Dania oft coals dewed It an occupational
license

Today. :Hurley Stone and landberf are
considered experts In methadone m. inte
nance. at least in Florida Mrs Stone oper.
ales a consulting business for druabuse
treatment programs elsewhere In the state

Few Florida critics quibble with this
experience; nor have they gathered PVI
dente suggesting that forproftt programs
stress financial concerns over the welfare
of their patients But the comept of metha-
done sales for profit worrier them nonethe-
less, mostly because of a steady relaxing of
government regulation

"We're not opposed to free enterprise."
said Dr Robert Johnson. a Tallahassee
general- practice physician who heads the
drugahuse committee of the Florida
Medical Association "Rut there should be
significant controls over these clinics"

18,E
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Sometimes figuring
out which drug killed
these people is like
trying to figure out
which injury killed a
man who fell from an
airplane.

Dr. Charles Wetli,
Dade deputy chief
medical examiner

po'

Quest for a better 'high'
turns medicine to poison
Paramedic., toeing B ago) 'Bennie" Sacco Jr

stunihting along Hallancale Beach Boulevard in a
drug induced stupor shouting that he wan in
heaven

He was semcconscious. incoherent and barely
breathing when paramedics rushed tun- to Memo-
rial Hospital in Hollywood early on the mottling of
May 24 Ivan Two t later hr died in the
hospital s emergency roofs A turdte al examiner's
report said the .AUSe of death hill self ingested
combined cr-Prdose of dregs

S.( o 31 a machinist with a 15-year history of
drug abuse had been -nder a doctor's rare, and
was receiving daily oethadone treatments at Si
Luke s Center in Miami according to Broward
County Medical Examiner s Mf." rewords

The inpihado w that was supposed to curb his
drug abuse he' vied bill ;giro HP had mixed it with
methaqualene and diazepam a sedative marketed
under the trade name Valium

Most drug abuse deaths are dor to a rombina
tom of druio rte.sewing drug overdose deaths in
s outh Florida ^e hurt Lathler.1.11.. and Sun
sent nil ,n. Mitring methadone with
pant which e%end% the nar...lic ..uphorta lulled
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at least 10 people during 1980 aidl 1981
'There is an indication that we ha 'e a problem

here, a new look in drug abuse." said Ls.- Ch les
Wetlt. Dade County's deputy chief medics: exam-
iner Wetli said he was "surprised" to hear of the
itefewi and SunSe/Mae/ findings

Chronic drug abusers often take enorme'us
quantities of single drug without harm. but mi -
turns ran pt e fatal

Sometimes two plus two equals said Wein.
whos studies of drug abuse deaths -have been
published in leading medical jouraals

Even when miter- -0 and expensive gyratory
tests are performed, one drug rarely ran be
considered the cause of death when others are
present Thus. medical examiners in most cases
rule the cause of death "combined drug poisoning"
or multiple drug intoxication." rulings which im-
plicate all drugs present in the body as contribut-
ing to death

'Sornetirios figuring out which drug salted these
people is like trying to figure out which injury
killed a man who fell from an airplane- Weill
said
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Methadone helped kill
one addict in hospital
Steven Ferber was shaking and

salivating' from narcotics
emhdrawal the day he agreed to
em Pl. Dodge Memorial H
.a in Miami

His goal was to kick a longstand
mg heroin habit in a program
known as -cletos- short for de.
Unification, a hospital regimen
that was supposed to leave him
free of drugs at the end of 21 days

He received methadone to help
wean him from heroin

Hut two days later on July 24.
1979 Ferber died in the psyche
atria' hospdal from an accidental
overdose of methadone and diaze.
pam. a tranquilizer sold under the
trade name Valium according to
Dade County Medical Examiner's
I Iii/i. ords

Just how the moihadone -cure-
proved fatal remains iinclrai

However hospital records mdi
rate that Ferber was Injected with
far more than the amount of meth
adone olonendpd for detosifi
ration

PS Food and Drug Administra
thin regulations recommend that a
h..ein addict entering a detain
program initially be given IS en 20
milligrams of methadone a day
The dosage is to be steadily de
creased during three weeks

The patient is supposed tit- be
watched hs a physician It, make
sure the dose is large enough to
prevent withdrawal svnipiams

Ferber initialls got 30
nolligrams of methadone a-s-ord
mg to hospital records In Dan days
at the tarlith, he received
injections totaling between 90 and
120 milligrams the exact amount
Watt all speciiied .n the autopsy
report

Steven Ferber wanted
to kick him longstand-
ing addiction to her-
oin. Hut prescribed
mettadone, mixed
with a tranquilizer,
proved fatal.

I' 1. Dodge Medical Director Dr
Marvin Isaacson had doubted
Ferber s ncerity in wanting to dr
wally. but admitted him anyway

"It was my impression at the
time that he was more interested
in a fix than in detoxification."
Isaacson. a psychiatrist. wrote an
his notes ''He was full of
rationalizations, very manipulative
and his story was full of inconsis
tencies"

Ferber had told quite a story.
though there is no evidence in the
file that the patient's claims were
verified before treatment began

He told the doctor that he had
been -shooting" heroin for 10

years. and that he had been kicked
out of several drug treatment pro-
grams. including three in Miami
and one in St Petersburg

He claimed to have (sited
several detox efforts an well

As early as 1975. the National
Institute .n Drug Abuse distributed
a memorandum warning metha
done-program operators that there
was "no evidence" inpatient detox
was any more effe.live than
outpatient, though inpatient was
-considerably more expensive

The memo stated that inpatient
(trios should be seriously
questioned in most circumstance!'
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Exeeptions were noted for severely
psychotic patients or those also ad.
dieted to barbiturates, but there is
no evidence in Ferber s treatment
plan that he met either criterion

Ferber startled Dodge hospital
staff with his extensive knowledee
of narcotics. both the pharmaceutic
cal and the street variety

He claimed to be 'depressed" by
the methadone he was receiving
and begged Isaacson to switch him
to dilaudid. a legal drug 'lien
abused by addicts in South Florida

"He obviously liked the effects of
the latter. Isaacson wrote in the
patient's medical chart The
request was refused

Ferber settled for methadone
Records slow it was administered
by injection at least three tames
during the two days

Where he got the diazepam
found in his body remains a
mystery

Ferber's medical record contain.,
no indication of the source. and
medical examiner's documents in-
dicate that the question was riot
investigated

Ferber's records do show that he
died in bed alone apparently
without trying to summon nurses

At 6 p m he refused an early
dinner and went to sleep. according
to the nurses' notes At 10 p m he
was said to be sleeping soundly
but could be awakened At 7 a m
he way 'ound to be 'not breathing

as called by the charge
nurse of the floor and advised that
the patient was apparently de
ceased.- Isaacson wrote "Pupils
were fixed. he did not respond and
there were no vital signs The
patient was obviously deceased
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DEATH ON THE /Hire TS

Methadone sold widely
on streets

Methadone the government subsidized drug
that was supposed to end heroin adthetion hm,
killed or sickened thousands 01 people who never
should have Is_en able in get their hands on it

Thousands more have become add', tad to
methadone. then sought help at

river-intent funded their treatment has
rent taxpayers an estimated 815 million

Some street methadone is stolen from
pharinactes and the na' son's methadone
but most of it is sold traded or given away by
r lime patients who get strong doses of the drug
to take at home away from medical supervision

An illegal market for niethadnite exists in
every illy in the rinintry said Or Arnold
Washton. director of the Dii.ision of Drug Abuse
Research and Treatment at New York Medical
College

A Port Latderdale News and Sun.Seanne/
loyestugai ion of the nation s methadone program
revealed

obscure data hies a live tear federally
financed study Student Drug In Antertva.
undo ales that more high school seniors have ex-
perimented with illegal methadone than with
heroin

Medli-al etorniners in 24 major rubes re-
ported that of the more than 110u people whose
deaths between 1971 and 1981 were attributed it
least in part to methad.ne. fully half were not in
a treatment program but had used the Mond
Form of the drug liquid methadone is dispensed
'ink h, ,e..vernmont licensed clinics generally
mixed w eb orange juice so abusers wnn't inject
it into veins. therefore any numpatient
who dull from liquid .nethadon probably oh
tained the drug fro. a clinic patient illegally
The teem of methadone involved in more Om
I Sue other deaths WAR not reported

Mg (IN hospitals reported that only half of
the 22.100 people treated in emergency rooms
for methadone related ailments pa their meth.
done through a treatment program prescription
That means more than I 1 000 people were sick
ened by street methadone front 1971 to 1981

The hospitals also reported that more than
2 Son methadone relates] eases were clinic pa
tient, who said they were sickened by street
methadone this bought to increase the kick of
their clinic supplied dote

Government funded drug treatinent pro
grams nationwide rep-oriel, that from t91 I
through 1981 23 016 persons were admitted to
treatment t aus this were .1.1.1e lid hi Illegal
methadone Their treatment has ieit
.e Ms, to as $1 o 111111.11

In Florida from January 1981
through March 1982. 101 people ad
mined to drug treatment programs
said they had become addicted to
methadone obtained illegally. ac
cording to statistics reported to the
state Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services

"I don't doubt that methadone
has created some addtcts." said Dr
Edward Tocus. a pharmacologist
with the US Food and Drug Ad-
ministration's Division of Drug
Abuse "Spreading addiction both
ered us initially That was one rea
son that we put tight controls on
methadone I don't doubt that our
efforts have not been 100 percent
effective

Just how ineffective those con-
trots have been is demonstrated by
the study Student Drug fise In
America. which indicated that, dur-
ing the past five years. more high-
r,chool seniors had sampled
methadone than had tried heroin

Tocus was shocked by the sure
vey "These findings are new to
me Tnat is absolutely devastating.
very worrisome. he said

The study has been compiled an
nually since 1975 by the Institute
for Social Research at the
University of Michigan. under con
tract from the National Institute
on Drug Abuse Resea,cher Patrick
O'Malley. who helped put the study
together. said is an accurate
reflection of national drug abuse
patterns among the estimated 3 2
million highschool seniors

Estenshm of the study's findings
to all high-school seniors indicates
that 132,800 sampled illegal meth-
adone and only 92.800 used heroin

If anything, O'Malley said, the
study underestimates the
prevalence of narcotics use
"because the kids that are very
heavy into drugs are not likely to
be in school -"

The Patent of heroin use is pub-

Methadone: Th facts
Illegal methadone. much of which is Sold by

clinic patients given doses to take at home has
been responsible for at least 2.20Q deaths
nationally. more than 23.000 people have become
addicted to illwat methadone

Most of South Florida s clinics meow nearly all
of their patients to take i-mme strong doses of
methadone - a combination sure to result in
some patients alegalty setting me drug fgetha
done dispensed to go" was linked to five over
dose deaths in Broward and Dade cnunties during
1980 and 1961

Methadone was t least a partial cause of 29
drug overdose deaf. in South Florida during
1980 and *981 twice the number of deaths
attributed to heroin

That death toll includes 15 methadone Clinic
patients 10 percent of the reported latatities
nationwide during those two years Only 2 percent
of methadone patients nationwide were enrolled
in Ronda Orwell

Nationwide during the past 10 years metha-
done atex...1 or in combination with Other drugs
has been responsible for the deaths of at .east
4 07 people and ties siczened at least 24.276
people so badly they required hospital treatment

The Werel government which has collected
Masses of information on the methadone
program. never has analyzed its data and has
slashei regulatinn of clinics to an au -time tow
during the past two years



Mated ea, h sear Hot me booklet
contains no findings on methadone
The extent of methadone use has to

v drulated from figures pub-
lisned in a diderent book, which
never has been distributed beyond

handful of researcher Torus
whose division comentrates nn
drug abuse didni know the in
!WM./lion etitsted until told about
ei by the News and Sun Sentinel

This is I very had sitnatoin.
Tot-us said We need to find not
why it LS happening and where the
drug is coming from

Malley was not so taken
aback I don t find the incidence
of methadone abase( surprising.
he said We know that the stuff ts
out there on the street

The findings tit the Michigan
study should have surpmd no one
According to a 1978 sorties of
nearly 2 million students in New
York state nubile whom. 12 unti
nigh schoot seeing.< .aid they had
sampled heroin and 13 000 said
this had tried illicit methadone

Most officials agree that the
amount of methadone avabable on
the street is dilectly related to two
Lis tors the tire of the methadone
thews t Imo patients receive. and
the number of patients allowed to
lake the drug home with them

Regulations *aril treatment
climes that The higher the meths
done dose the greater the links of
diversion and diversion may oil
cur when patients take medication
from the clinic for self
Administration

Despite that stated iiincern
about high doses no government
agency ever has advised clinic
d.s.tors how much methadone may
he tone mint and no agent ever
has tried to it. termini how much
methadone the average patirc
roc else,

I sing go% ernmnt reports
showing nuniber of patients treated
and 'mounts of methadone de;
permed the \ears and Sun Sentinel

That in 1981 Tlinos
utotot the einintr dispensed an

et .,g. of lost more than 41
milligrani per p.ittent pet tl.ts
Flit tad, said the eat, illation
Is sand

In south 1.44 ioost lino
disploa daily ds fir in est ess

th.lt ottouut

'tt Ilit tu u.tte.to.4..te toport
, .4 Is, It Pitt sit -sets to

et. d It.oltoul .t. 4 ...owe

m-n ma. rtnIlig1.11tos I

14,. In 5,515 the %cu,
old stet sett:mei °I Ord thAt
',gill 4 1.1 gut oud. thin
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Whee high dunes r i ombind
with Loge number take home
sales. ,nn ii' mthao Is sure to
wind up on the street

A study conducted by Fordham
Cniversity in New York City dur
ing the mid 1970s reported that 48
percent nf patients who were
allowed take homes sometimes
sold them and that 20 percent did
so regularly

Federal officials long have /an
aware that illegal methadone is re
nponsthle for what fir Hobert
Dupont. former ihrtctor of the Na
Donal Institute on Drug Abuse.
called a 'painful record of metha
done overdose deaths"

But the FDA's efforts to halt di
version have been inconsistent with
the agency s stated concern For
years. officials routinely permitted
clinics to bend roles governing
take honte niethadone and in 1980
FDA relaxed the regulations
considerably

The following year. clinics
across the country reported a 3
percent increase in the number of
patients who gut methadone to
take home South Florida clinics
reported a Jump in take-home sales
of more than 30 percent, twice the
increase for the state as a whole

By contrast. Operation PAR in
St Petersburg allowed only 13 9
percent of its patients to take
methadone home during 1981
and them- patients were required to
leave the clinic with the metha
done locked in :a metal box

We chose to devolop a very
very conservative program said
Shrley Colleut sponsor of opera
lion PAH's methadone program

We are deftr.doly in the minority
We run a tight ship You will not
find methadone on the streets of
Pinellas County

But in South Florida We SPY
patients who get addicted to meth
Adone that they bought on the
street said br filar Trurba.
medical director of Dade County s
two publicly financed methadone
progrons the Model Cities Treat
ment renter in Liberty City and
the Central Facility in Overtown.
near downtown Miami Those pro-
grams are the only South Florida
clines th restrict take h 'me
sales to stns degree

Sin of the nine s1outh Hord.'
clinic,. Allowed virtually all their
Patients in take methadone hotne
in 19141 sometime, with deadly
results

In Itroward And INdC connIle,
t Col the 29 nut Wont. related
deaths during 1080 and 1981 were
people who apparently were not

enrolled in a methadone clinic
Documents obtained Irian South

Florida police agencies and
medical examiners show that
methadone sold -to go by the Ivo,
methadone clinics in /froward
County Pompano Methadone
Treatment Center and Broward
Methadnne Maintenance Rehabill
tation and Research Facility in
Hollywood was found at the
scene of five drug overdose deaths
during 1980 and 1981

Two of those victims were clinic
patients who abused their legally
obtained methadone. three got the
drug from a clinic patient

Christopher Oven a 26yearold
metalworker. shared an apartment
with a client of the Pompano Meth-
adone Treatment Center who was
allowed to take his methadone at
home because he had not been tak-
ing other drugs while enrolled in
the program

At 1 30 a m on May 25. 1980 the
patient walked out to his car to get
two bottles of methadone he kept
locked in the glove compartment,
according to Fort Lauderdale po-
lice reports

He told police that one of the
three-ounce bottles had been half
emptied. and the other appeared
-watered-down- because the nor-
mally reddish liquid looked clear

The patient then found Oven
passed out on the couch. appearing
to be "either under the influence of
alcohol nr some type of drug.- an-
cording to police records

It wasn't until the next day that
the patient realized Oven was
dead. from what later was ruled an
overdose of methadone and other
drugs

Kathy /Rowlett. 24. of rural
bade. also died from "polydrug
intiouation" on May 13. 198U. in
the spare bedroom of friend s
Miarm Reach home according to
Dade County Medical Examiner s
records

The friend. who told police hi
was a patient at the !froward
Methadone Maintenance Hehabill
tation and Research Farility in
Hollywood. claimed Ms firowlett
stole his takehonie doses while he
was ping Toxicology studies
disc.. .ed nim hadone

iaqualone and diarepam
traoquiliier sold under the 'NW
name V.11111111 were present in her
hods at the time of death

Dr Dale K Lindberg who with
his partners firs Melvin Stone and
Joseph Dorsey oiler.' ties both
/froward clinics tiused to discuss
the methadone program with a re



porter Lindberg would say unly
'We follow all FDA regulations

and state law
Federal regulations permit take.

homes on the belief that they are
necessary keep patients.
especially Bunt who are working.
in treatment Methadone patients
are required to skit the clinic- ev
ery day for the first three months
of treatment But clinics have the
option of closing one day a week to
reduce costs. thus allowing even
new patients one take-home due
per week

After three months. clinics may
allow a patient to take more doses
home if staffers decide the patient
ran be trusted not to ;Jame his
medicine Criteria the clinics are
required to consider include evi-
dence of stable family life and
steady empluyment

Some methadone-clime operators
say they cannot be responsible for
what a patient does with his meth-
adone after he takes it home

But other drug abuse experts
disagree

If you run a methadone clinic
you have to take imponsthility It
seems to me that the medical
profession ought to gel involved
and take a hard look at these
clinics.' said Dr Charles Weth,
deputy chief medical examiner in
Dade County

And Dr Vernon Patch. a
Harvard Medical School psychiatry
professor who directed Boston's
methadone programs cr seven
years said If you give take home
methadone a lot of patients will
sell it or save some for people who
want to get high

Patch who was forced by Boston
officials to stop giving out take
home methadone. sa' some of his
patients dropped out when take.
homes were halted. but most later
returned to treatment

Diversion of methadone also has
saddled the government with an
expensive problem an ever
growing number of people addicted
to methadone they bought on the
street

Federally funded drug treatment
programs have reported that
23 046 of the patients they admit-
ted since 1913 roughly 3 per-cent
of all narcotics addicts admitted
we noked on street methadone

e true extent of addiction to
non prescription methadone is far
greater because only about 60
pert ent of the nation s methadone
elinies are federall!. funded

Von,/ !VIDA figures and research
results the News and Sun-Y ittnel
estimated that treatment r these
methadone addicts cost $15 million
between 1913 and 1981
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The availability of methadone on
the street was demonstrated re-
cently by Clyde McCoy, a p tycholo-
gut at the llnivers.ty of Miami
who has studied local drug abuse
patterns

McCoy sent a research assistant
to find out whether take-home
methadone could be purchased Ille

gaily. less than an hour later. the
researcher returned with a bottle
of take-home methadone that had
the name of the patient and the
clinic that dispensed It scratched
off. McCoy said

The researcher returned the bot-
tle to the Seller, the incident was
not reported to pollee.

1973 2,437

1974 3,966

1975 1,5A32
t kfAt

1976 1,455
!"1! ,-;

.-
-;;;;.:1

1977 2,786.

1675
. ,

3,782

1979 3,060

1980 2,028

1981 1,948

Tot 23,046

SOURCE: .aii)C,
IN'aelek...044110011: .--

kat mob* he GALL MAUR
Chart shows number of people admitted for treatises* of
addiction to Illegal methadone to federally rand dreg skim
treatment programs In the United States. 11173 ac- 19711
statistics include addicts who reported using metlakee alms
with other drugs; all other years Include only those who

Ml non-prescription methadone as their main drug el abuse.

1sel
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Illicit methadone sales
seldom investigated

The %anti, of the methadone that helped
mil Anthony tarl Nicciardi remains
mystery largely because nobody tried to
find out where it came from

Hriiward Sheriffs 1.1 Mark Sch lent found
Ricciardi s naked body in the 23 year old's
laadt :date takes apartment on July 23.
1901 The rause of death later was estab
hshrd t y the Hrowarif Courtly Medical
Kx.snitner s tiffo as combined drug pot
wining by methadone and diairepam a sed
Awe sold under the trade name Valium No
drugs were board in the apartment

h:ven though Schlein should have had rea
son to believe Ricciardi was killed by

. illegal drugs he filed no report of the tori
dent and never attempted to learn the
source of the drugs rep oetertive said re
ientiv he thinks Hicciardi had been em
roiled in 4 methadone program in another
state Howeser the roan had a longstanding
llsal arrest 11.1 Ord

Re dnnl ha se the luxury of Ira. king
people who are into drugs ha, k to their
assts i ant suppliers Xchlein s.od add
mg that pdi. e investigating such eases mu
oriels 40 nom noire than establish that the
dead person was a drug abuser before
closing the case

Area police seldom pursue illegal sales of
methadone with diligence even when the
drug is insolsed in a death Most of their
time is taken op with large w ale dealing of
illegalls imported drugs such as marijuana
and is mar

Hot gut t. ords and jailoe reports from
depat tine its throughout Some Florida

Sheriff's Lt. Mark Schiele

rarely show where a drug was obtained or
give any indication that the investigating
officer tried to find out

Joseph Hankos death in February 197R
was an exception

Rank" 31 of Mianit chased a diazepam
pill with a bottle of methadone that he
bought from a patient at the Broward
Methadone Maintenance Rehabilitation and
Research Facility. 1101 S 21st Ave. Holly
wood, according to witness statements
given to Dade County Medical Examiner
Other investigators

No one was charged in the case though
sale of controlled drugs such as methadnne
is a crime. police seldom are able to per
suade witnesses to testify

HIGH-SCHOOL SENIORS USING METHADONE
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44 W 44 tt patient%
who get addicted to
methadone that they
bought on the
street.

Dr. ['liar Trueba,
medical director

of two Dade clinics

see'

malt Oa bs MI1.11, tjttI

66 This is a ery had situation. We need to find
out wh it k happening' and where the drug is
coming from.

Dr. Edward 'focus.
IM pharmacologist
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Strong doses may
risk lives of patients

4

The federal government has
been r luctant to advise methadone
climes how much of the drug to
dispense to addicts even though
hundreds of patients have died of
overdoses

Fond and Drug Administration
records reveal that overdoeses
make up 10 percent of the 2.177
adverse actions to methadone re.

t the agency between 1970
and Atheist 1982 Many overdoses
involved methadone mixed with
other drugs. almost all proved
fatal

Nod until 1980 eight years al-
ter the nationwide network of
methadone elinos was patablished

did the FDA decide on any
regulation of dosage at all

In 1980 the agency ordered
dims doctors to give addir.:s enter
mg treatment no more than 30
milligrams a day after that the
regulations tell doctors to find
dove for earh patient that is large
enough to eurh withdrawn symp
ioni but ton small to cause
euphoria

Methadone clinics need some
room to maneuver' in setting
discs said Dr Frank Voce' a
pharmacologist who is deputy chief
of FDA, drug abuse staff 'We
walk a fine tine- between doing
nothing anti doing sorrwthing that
wilt do noire harm than good

1.iicri said he was surprised at
the number of elinie patients who
at,.d from the effects of metha
done I have a hard time believing
that dose, given addicts by metha
done programs are killing them
That sounds a little far out he
said

But his own agency s records
state that the 30 milligram limit
tot new patients . as imposed
het-aus There h..s bael eaves of
orrfAiras resulting Iron, less tiler
ant narioto dependent patrnts re

. sing 1,1,1 nor. h methadone

The His requires doctors to re.
pert all patients who receive more
than thi milligrams a day but the
wort never has of fered eh nu
dos tors mans of whom have

DOSAGE: A HEAVY HABIT
CONPRIMININVI
PIIIICNIATINC CENTER S.
MIAMI

iP,.11111

Y.A.
OUTPATIENT WIT
MIAMI

milligrams of methadone
dispensed per patient per day
South Florida clinics dispense an
average of almost 50
milligram' a day. 25 percent
higher than the tuitional
average and the equivalent of
about 10 05 bags of heroin
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clinic annual reports

only homed familiarity with meth
adone trerapy any other
guideline*, about how much metha
done may be 'on much

A dose of 100 milligrams of
meth !done is equivalent in
potent v perhaps 20 $5 hags of
heroin said Dr Michael Haden
Suffolk ' 'twat New Vorki medo al
ex.+ nun

Bade!, said only a heavy-duty
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addict would need 20 hags of her-
om daily to sustain a habit Many
esperimintal heroin users those
not tolerant to the drug would use
one hag or less. he said

Many methadone clinics
however, intentionally build pa
bents tolerance la methadone in
an effort to discourage them from
seeking out heroin

Government officials he nate to



e hat et tent° ills Amouni of meth.'
done As a high dose lest doctors
accuse the government of trying to
dictate the practice of medicine

FDA regulations enacted in 1972
stated simply that the usual
rangy of dosage narnonwide was
between 40 milligrams and 100
milligrams dad%

In the early 1970% patweit, were
given is 111111'h as 200 milligrams
day some expert% including In
Vincent Dole founder of the meth
adone maintenance program
still believe these high (IMP, are
needed

thele bristles At the suggestion
that large amounts of methadone
ran be dangerous for maintenance
patients

If someone A in a methadone
program. And taking it at stead%
doses he is imam led against a
nareein overdose Non can give
them three times the dose and they
don t feel it I have vet to see a
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Miter o Ale Ill which methadone
caused a death Ihd Bald

Between Jan 1 1973. and Dec
U. 1981. methadone clinics across
the country reported at least 74
patient deaths doe to methadone
alone No reports indicate how
many of those patients were "take
mg it at steady doses

Others disagree about the need
for high doses

I have never seen a street habit
that could not be managed on less
than 30 milligrams of methadone a
day said lir Edward Soo. a
University of Chicago psychiatry
proleor who addressed a recent
seminar sponsored by the Florida
Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Association

A 1973 NUM study concluded
that the -optimal standard daily
dose' is FO milligrams. though the
researchers stressed that programs
need to tailor the dosage to each
patient

Surveys in 1978 and 1979 re
ported that the largest percentage
of client,' at any given dosage level

fell within the 20 to-39 milli
gram range NIDA officials did
not determine how much metha
drw the average patient receives
each day

The Fort Laudrrdale News and
SunSentsnei calculated that
nationwide in 1981, methadone
clinics dispensed an average of Just
more than 40 milligrams of meths
done per patient per day

The News and Sun.tientua.1 also
found that most South Florida
climes dispense daily doses far in
excess of the national average

Patient death rates in South
Florida also greatly teamed the na
Donal average. but no government
official ever has tried to determine
whether the sire of the doses might
be to blame

Most illicit methadone
`diverted' from clinics

Illegal methadon. iisUalIV
sells for II a milligram set

Month Florida
The drUg's appearam e e an

vary Federal law% require that
methadone climes dispense the
narcotic in Iqual form. most
often mused with orange juice
to recline the chances it can be
imeeted But the dimes can buy
the drug in several forms If
the pr sweetened syrup is
used eon overage daily dose
would fit in a tablespoon Some
clime buy 40 milligram
aabheta raped diskets whit h
are dissolved in water before
patients receive them In either
case the drug must be dis
{sensed in a small bottle bearing
the facilits name Some
dillies refuse to tell their pa
tient% the size of the dn., in
orthsr to minimize requests Inc
increases in Meditation

Black Marko huver ran t
del.., merle the I teni% of
ii ref methadone and

therein lies one of the drug s
dangers

Methadone like all narcotics
can cause breathing to (TAM' in
persons not tolerant of the
drug Death results unless
medical treatment conies
swiftly

In addition. the drugs intense
euphoria can take as long as
two hours to begin in some us
cm the delay may lead them tee
think the drug is not working A
persol. who takes either drugs in
the interim greatly increases
the risk of a lifethreatening
overdose

Because methadnne some
times is stolen from clinics at d
pharmacies tha- store supplies
for climes. police occasionally
find the diskets for sale on the
street But most often. !ileum
done is sold in liquid form
mdieateng it was diverted by

patient trusted he take the
drug unsupervised

191
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`To go:'
FDA must 'take a lot on faith;'
overdoses, street sales result

Thousands of times since 1174.
federal officials have bent their
own rules intended to restrict sale
of methadone to patients to take
home

All a worker in a methadone
clinic had to do was make tele-
phone call to Washington and as-
sert that a patient was
"responsible The Food and Drug
Administration routinely approved
mast of these requests

'You could say that we bend the
rules' said Daniel P Hillstrom.
deputy director of the FDA's Wei.
awn of Methadone Monitoring

But beading the take-home rules
can prove deadly

David Claville. 33. moved to
South Floridafrom Orlando On
May 15. 1112 a Saturday he
enrolled in Miami a publicly funded
Bayshore Treatment Program. now
called the Central Treatioent
Center

Four days later he was found
dead in his room at the Stevens
Hotel. 136 NE Ninth St . Miami. an
empty bottle :f the clinic's meths-
done by his side

"Methadone killed him.' said Dr
Charles Wetli. Dade County deputy
chief medical examiner. who said
methadone wail the only drug found
in the body

This is criminal Before you al
low a person to take home (meths.
done], you should know a lot about
that sermon. whether he is workinf
toward rehabilitation. Wetli said

Richard Harrington. director of
the courqy division which oversees
Dade s methadone programs.
called Clavilles death an "unfortu-
nate circumstance.' but said the
newly admitted patient was issued
a take home dose because the
clinic tad moved that day

Harrington said his agency had
approval from the FDA to dispense
take home: to all patients because
of the move. but Hidstrom. the
FDA official who handles all such
requests from Florida programs
said he could locate no record" or

such a request being made

M. 177 -. 7
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44 Thin is criminal. Before you al-
low a person to take home (metha-
done], you should know a lot about
that person, whether he is working
toward rehabilitation.

Charles Wetli, Dade County
deputy chief medical examiner

Strict rules originally were
imposed on take-home methadone
because the FDA knew some pa.
dents would sell their methadone
oei the street if given a chance to
do so

"There is always a risk in *How
log unsapervIsed use of meths.
done," Hillstrom said "We have to
take a lot on faith "

One clinic that asked the
government to take a lot on faith
was the Broward Methadone Main.
tenance Rehabilitation and Re-
search Facility in Hollywood. FDA
documents disclose that the clinic
filed 210 requests for reduced
patient attendance during 1078
alone, a number Hillstrom said
was "enormous" compared to other
clinics in Florida and around the
country

Virtually every request was ap
proved over toe phone .by a
Washington-based bureaucrat who
never had seen the patient Verbal
approval was followed by a letter
confirming the decision.

FDA officials defend the need to
bend the rules" for patients who

must travel long (lister -es to reach
a clinic, or suffer from physical
disabilities restricting their move-
ment Take-home privileges also
can be approved for "necessary"
travel or other special circum
stances if failure to approve them
would cause the patient a hard
ship Exartly what coustitutes a
"hardship" is not specified in the
regulations

Under normal circumstances. all
patients are required to drink their
methador at the clinic at least six
days a week during the first three
months of treatment If the client

1 9

"progresses" in treatment, the
number of take-home doses can be
Increased

The Nets and Sun Sentinel found
numerous cases in FDA records in
which hardship Is questionabie, in
eluding a tab driver who lived four
miles from the clinic, some cases
in which "emergency" travel
turned out to be trips to Disney
World In Orlando, and other in-
stances in which the cited travel
never took place.

The sheer volume of exception
requests .eventually caused the
roiwas to collapse In November
1880 the auncy stopped requiring
clinics to file these requests
because officials were "over-
whelmed" trying to answer thou-
sands of requests sought by the 611
methadone programs nationwtde at
that time Under the new regula
dons. metaadone choice can make
their own decisii.ss regarding
exceptions as long as the reasons
for the take-borne privilege are re-
corded in the patient's file

The relaxed regulations allow a
clinic to dispense as many as 14
take-home doses at a time without
FDA approval. though ite agency
atilt wants to know if a methadone
clinic has granted such large-scale
take-home privileges to patients.

0
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METHADONE
`TO GO'

1910 1881 % change
39.6 99.7 +151.7
523 100 0 -.S12

76.6
86.7 93.4 40 0
97.4 100.0 +2.7
77.3
42.5

98.0
54.1.

26 8
+27.3

3 567 19 9
33.11 100.0 +19.5
57.9

-014
68.2 17.8

43.9 +12.0
4 13.9 21 9

27,5 27.0 -1.8
43.9 396 68

+33.9
37 3 439 17 7

52.7 69.5 +31.9
70.7 730 3 3

Not in business in 1980
Eight clinics in Me nine in 1981

Chart shows percentage of
patients allowed to take doses of
methadone home In South
Florida. only the two clinics run
by Dade County restrict take-
homes to any extent

U.S
AV***** NW snow by GALE MUSH

SOURCE: Annual reports to U.S. Food and Drug Administration.

Missing drugs often
go uninvestigated

The federal Drur F.nforcement Administration Is
notified of as mucn as 1400.000 worth of methadone
stolen from Florida clinics and pharmacies each
year

The gency seldom investigates the thefts. insisting
that in the duty of local police Yet local police often
wren t told of the thefts. because DEA rarely passes
the word or. said Harold Dieter. director of the
administration's Bureau of C.A..ollance in Miami

"All break -ins and robberies are reported to po-
lice." Dieter said. but he conceded that if there is no

193

tralleation of a break-in, local pone: might not hear
about an Incident Involving missing methadone

As a mutt. some case of missing methadone
particularly those in which no evidence of burglary Is
present - go uninvestigated They remain entries In
DEA's computers

Amoc the Instances uncovered by the Fort
Lauderdale News and Sun-Sentlnel

The St Luke's Center in Miami reported that on
March 13.1950. four onequart bottles of liquid meth-
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ads.ne were missing from a shipment delivered to the
clinic The head nurse retorted that the theft was not
discovered until after the package had been signed
for In the future. according to the DEA report. St
l.uke s officials promised to 'open and inspect
containers of merchandise before delivery receipt is
signed

On Dec la. 1960. one of three nurses working at
the floshore Treatment Center in Miami discovered
that fISO milligrams of methadone enough for
about 20 average doses was missing

Clinic officials riorteci the disappearance of the
drug. worth about $550 on the black market. to DEA
agents in Miami. but DEA records contain no
indication that the disappearance was InYesitgated or
turned over to a police agency for investigation The
drugs lever were reel vexed Clinic employees were
not disciplined

During January 1979. Dr W W Andrews.
medical director of the DAACO Chemotreatinent
Program in Tampa reported to DEA 'tat nearly 100
milligrams to methadone had -accidentally spilled"
over a period of several days. according to DEA
records Three months earlier. DEA agents had
discovered 22 occasions on which individual doses of
methadone prepared for clients vanished before the
ratients arrived

Eighteen niontits after the "spill." Andrews re
ported to frEA that a quart bottle of liquid methadone
was broker. when it was moved from one surface to

another His report contained nn further details, and
the DEA never asked for more information

(in March 29 1978. shortly after Dr Bernard
%Hoff opened the Pompano Methadone Treatment
Center in Pompano Reach. he discovered that a wart
bottle of liquid methadone was -missing *om the
clinic safe Because there was no evidence of forced
entry. he notified DEA that he planned to give his

employees lie detector tests The 1)F:A could locale no
record that the ancident ever was investigated
further

Other methadone .was lost in clinic break-ins and
thefts from pharmacies and wholesalers

On Jan IS. 1981. the Comprehensive Psychiatric
Center South in Miami expeeenced one of the largest
methadone thefts in Florida history when an armed
robber stole methadone valued at more than
11200.000 That lncldenl was investigated by the Metro
Dade Public Safety Department. but the drugs never
were recovered

One Miami pharmacy that stocks methadone for
sale to area clinics reported a theft of $100.000 worth
of methadone during an armed robbery early in 1979

Theft* have plagued methadone centers since the
prograr is began operating News of one Broward
burglary in 1973. a time when federal officials were
struggling to curb diversion of the drug. was
forwarded to White House officials.

On May 31. 1979. someone carted a 750-pound
office safe from the Broward Methadone Mamie.
nance Rehabilitation and Research Facility in Holly.
wood. the sale contained 97.960 milligrams of
methadone. 11.617 in cash. and seven prescriptions
for methaqualone and diazepam (Valium) prepared in
advance for clinic patients. according to an
investigative report filed by agents with the Miami
office of the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous
Drugs (now DEA)

Because there were no signs of forced entry. agents
speculated that the burglars hid in a storage closet
until the clinic closed. then loaded the safe onto a
dolly and into a van Agents visited the clinic two
months later and. finding that the safe had been
replaced by an alarm-equipped model, closed the
case

Legal methadone pills
also hit black market

Not all o.hadole abused in South olurtda is the liquid dis-
pensd by addicti.in treatment renters

The drug also comes in pill form Dolophtnes. presrihed to
treat severe pain occasionally these pills are stolen from
phartnacies

t :entity IkAans. a 29 year old Hollywood resident. died on March
Is 19X1 after busing 20 of the 10 milligram pills (or $120 Thes-
were purr hand from a woman Downs and his girlfriend knew as
Joan on Ives Dairy Road in north Dade Count), according to

polCe reports
The girlfriend. who identified herself to polite as

methadone user said Dawns look (our tablets. totaling ley than
the average dady dose handed out by South Florida clinics

Sometime during the nigh Downs di.J. apparently in his sleep
T4. rail!, of death was listed in Firoward Count y Medical Eamin
or s ret"1.1. as methadone poisoning

1 aimphines were reported stolen from eight Florida pharmai les
during I982 according to firug Enforct mem AdMinimiretion
document,

the ledee31 Food and Drug Adman ration in the early days .0
the methadone program tried to prohNt pha r mos s (roan ma Is
mg the pill, Rot the ban was overturned hr a federal Judge who
ruled that the FDA had exceeded Its authority

194
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HELP FOR SO FEW

90% can't shake off
addiction

Bob is hooked on methadone Like hundreds of other addicts. he gets a
daily fix at one of South Florida's nine dispensing clinics

He has been in and out of methadone treatment since 1969 When he
gets sick of being -hassled- by methadone clime staffers. he drops out.
returning to 'street narcotics for as long as his money holds out

-Coming off methadone is real bad.' Bob said -I can't put it in words.
but your brain his pain You are so screwed up you get disoriented for
months and can t get nothing together

Rub. 35 asked that his last name
be kept confidential lake thou
sands of others who enter metha
done treatment. he has been unable
to shake his dependence on drugs

A Pen Lauderdale New., and
Snit Sentinel examination of
government records statistics
the government itself never has re-
viewed disclosed that nation
wide. only about one of every 10
addicts who enroll in methadone
maintenance clinics is cured of
drug use Half never complete the
treatment

Each year more people shuttle in
and out of methadone clinics. alter
naung between street drugs and
clinic supplied methadone and um
willing or unable to end their
addiction

To many professionals in the
field. the low cure rate doesn t
mean methadone treatment is a
(AMIN

Ms goal is cleaning op the
St71..t.ts said Dr Ihlar Trueba.
medical .tiri tor of Dade County's
two fa% funded methadone pro
grams 1 feel live been a success
es en if the patients are still ad
do tad I it rather see them on
methadone than on the streets
committing crimes and going to
tail

Othi is disagree Dr Joseph
Deatsch medical director of /fiver
Reach Human Seri. ices Inc in
Jacksonville noted that the goal of
his prole, 4111 is to lib °map pa
Dents t., stop taking all drugs in
hiding methadone as gun kis as

pavohlr

A FUTILE EFFORT
Government-funded methadone

maintenance programs nationwide
cure few people of drug use and
the programs' track record has been
getting worse since 1979 What the
goy erninent calls "satisfactory ont
conies" the percentage of clients
cleansed of all drugs plus the
pert entage of clients released from
treatment even though they are still

complotod,
drug some kicked dropped
tr.* diug us. out out

1977 11.0% 4.4% 12.3% 45.0%

1978 12.3% 3.9% 9.2% 40 6%

1979 14.0% 4.0% 10.4% MI%
1980 117% 3.8% 12.4% 39.3%

1981 9.3% 3.0% 15.1% 39.8%

using some drugs have been
dropping, and percentages of clients
who were kicked out of the pro-
grams or who dropped out voluntarily
before completing treatment have
been rising Percentages don't add up
to 100 because patients who trans-
ferred from one clinic to another were
excluded

WWI

8.5%

8.4%

7.9%

8.9%
Not corn

dhoti

1.2%

12%
1.2%

1.0%
uted.

SOURCE: Client Oriented Data Accpntion Process.
National Institute on Drug Abuse.
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Methadone:
The facts

Methadone treatment ends
with only one of every 10
adds..s who try it free of drugs
Some addicts are afire to live a
relatively normd life on metha-
done. but each year more be-
come trapped Ina closed Cycle
Of addrchon drCPPrrig rn an I
out of treatment aid atternafing
between street drugs and clinic
methadone

Illegal methadone much 01
which s peddioe on the stteets
by Clinic patients grven doses tO
lake at home nas been respon.
sable for at roast 2 200 deaths
nationally more than 23.300
people have become ad-lictric to
nonprescoptron meth...Ione al
the past decade

Most of South Florrda s
methadone CluircS allow Mmes.
ail of their patients to lake home
very strong doses of methadone

a combination sure to result
in illegal diversion To go
methadone was linked to five
eve:dose deaths Smith
frond., during 1980 and 1081

Methadone was rinked to 29
drug overdose deaths rn South
Florida in 1980 and 1981
twice the number noteried
heroin

Thdt death toil .ncludes IS
methadone chriic patients 10
percent of the roported latakhes
nationwide during thoSe two
years Only 2 peicen. of metha
done patron's nalronvotte are
enrolled al Florida rienics

:Ng :ng the yell I., years
methadone atone or n corn.
Medium with other drugs nas
been responsible for the deaths
of at least 4 417 people and has
S,CSlinfid at least 24276 people
So badly the', tegueed hospirai
treatment At least he fataldreS
were unborn children carried by
methadone kiwi,. mothers

The federal government S
attempt to pored Patients from
poor care by the methadone
claws nas been slashed hi an
aiitrme row duono the past two
Sears

The federal agencies mai
sanct.oned the drug s use anal
super vsed ts drstrrbulini
thriii,gh Ida s.,bsrdried errert s
hare r. dllerl lead re.IsSes if .11

',,,male ft,
III 11qt oh 1Vt., 'MVP .1/..1

(lira
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I am denting my patients the
opportunity to he a sureess if they
are denied a chance at a hug free
life.' IAatsch said

He conceded. however. that only
a "moderate" proportion achieve
that goal

Federal reports indicate that
from 1979 to 1981 only 4 5 percent
of [-Petits treated at Dr True has
clinics the Bayshore and Model
Cities treatment renters rid
themselves of all drugs The Jack
sonville clinic reported that 9
percent of its clients became drUg.
free during the sane. period

Even Dr Vincent Dole. the New
York researcher whose original
tests of methadone maintenance in
dwated that most patients would
end :p as productive citizens. ad.
Ines the treatment has not lived up
to its promise He blames that
failure on lack of adequate
counseling and job training pro.
vided by tnethadone clinics

"The reason that methadone has
not achieved rehabilitation is
because of rigidly bureaucratic
regulations and overcrowding' at
clinics. Dole asserted The medi-
cine is not at issue It is the ser-
vices that are being provided"

Dole's tightly controlled tests of
maintenance theory. which in-
cluded intensive counseling. Indi-
cated about 85 percent of patients
kept on methadone would stop us-
ing heroin and become productive
members of society

But the record of the nation's
methadone programs has been
much worse

"When you get out in the field,
you find that the average clinician
who dispo.ses methadone doesn't
give patients the love and attention
that Dole cini." said Dr Saul Fl
Sells. director of the Institute of
Behavioral Research at Texas
Christian University When meth-
adone maintenance got too big. it
lost the personal touch Methadone
by itself won't rehabilitate
anyone"

Federal Food and Drug Adminis
!ration regulations virtually ignore
the rule of counseling and job
training in meths lone therapy
even though FDA approval of the
drug was ba.;ed. on Its use in con-
junction with appropriate social
and medical services'

Methadone clinics are required
only to 'make available" these ler
viers. some ..lifers do that by sim
ply posting a km on a bulletin
hoard

Reports froth federally funded
clinics across the country about
60 percent of all licensed melba
dont programs indicate that re
habilit lion for patients is virtually
non existent

Those reports. collected through
the government's Client Orient-d
Data Acquisition Procesa ICODAP).
show that since 1977. less than 2
percent of patients who have left
methadone maintenance completed
job training, and only one in 10
found a job while in treatment

The clinics' best year, *cording
to CODAP reports. was 1979. when
14 percent of clients were released
free of drugs

Most government officials are
reluctant to us-' the word "cure"
when talking *bout the methadone
program They prefer In talk about
"successful outcomes' patients
who leave treatment drug-free plus
patients who are released tram
treatment even though they con-
tinue to use some drugs

But even "successful outcomes"
suown In the CODAP reports
peaked in 1979 at la percent of all
pati-mit in methadone mainte-
nance The percentage has been
dropping aver since

Figures on the performance of
Florida clinics are harder to find.
officials could locate Florida
reports only for 1979 and 1940
During those two years only 9
percent of patients in methadone
maintenance were discharged
drug -free

Many meintenance patients do
not get full benefit from the treat-
ment because they drop out before
completing the program or are
kicked out for violating clinic
rules

Federal officials knew when the
nationwide methadone program
was set up that many addicts who
entered treatment would not finish
Dole's initial studies indicated that
at least one of every five patients
admitted to treatment would drop
out, and other studies indicated the
dropout rate could be mucn higher

Dr Stuart Nightingale was an
official with the Nixon administra
Don's Special Action Office for
Drug Abuse Prevention when he
wrote. in a December 11172
memorandum for officials of the
World Health Organization

'Factors which affect 'Mention
In methadone maintenance pro.
grams are varied bin are known to
be based on such factors as morale.
management. approach to
medMation. take-home privileges.
and stability of the individual ad-
dict enrolling in the program The
drop-out rate over the first year
for most methadone programs.
however. seems to range from 20
percent to 50 percent. regardless of
the variables

Nightingale now .s assistant sec
retary for health in the Food and
Drug Administration

Since 1977. arc irding lc (1)1)AP

96
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CAUGHT IN A REVOLVING DOOR

Ittn . :
't. ta I .
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merit at all
Nature has a way .11 healing
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tiperattons Frank Nelson 11
recto of drug abuse treatment ier
vices for the Florida Dvaartment
of Health and Rehabilitative Ser
vices For many clients. addiction
pi chronic and recurring illness

Hut niany of those involved in
drug abuse treatment reject the
notion 'hat once a person becomes
an ado, i he always will need
drugs

Wr tend not to bo twee in that
said Jerry Feuiner. adnunistrator
of Thee Door in Orlando Our
program is much much more be
haviorally oriented

Feulner .aid he counselors rev
°grow that patients are dependent
on drug. but they believe th..t
dri g 'doh, tion can be controlled It
is question of motivation he
said

Frulner concedes that many
methadone patients lack
motivation They enter treatment
only when supplies of street drugs
dr% op then drop it when they
are able to get good heroin Others
Who try to continuo* abusing drugs
while on methadone are kicked out
of program. only to be
reArIMIIIIAI WU./

Other patients remain in the s%.
tens for long periods of lime
without making elfe. effort 1., free
themselves from drag. Some if
these patients stat in treatment
pea to get drug. other Inily

ihe% can I live without
melhailene

Patients such as TIM. another
South Florida methadone patent
insist the% feel more than the flu
like svniptonis .issos fated with nar
critics withdrawal when the% tr% to
kick methadone r when
the effects of the. rsent
dose start to wear ,I'

4;1.111010M. is I./ ni
Tim said I need the stuff

FDA flu its has, limn ol feel
ing about these patient. Though
the ageno % the ultimate
goal of methadone i to free an
addio t from dependence on any
drug officials behest* patient
stahilired on methadone ran he
considered a success The agent %
also MAHN, i IIM. doctors to re
%mw the files 01 these paticni
en two %ear and to provide
written postai, moon for oontoniong
the 'knollt on methadone

!tor tiell- of iticihadone pr.,
gt nit. 1..,t Is .1,,1

mat Ode I. older Mao rho

most tool.
I ri. vlie reel ht rrw.n.h
f.r. -it I no,fuls
than th, htiding had gram ins..
quences for the success of meth..
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DROPOUTS: FLORIDA
Clinics

Inspected
Dropped % Kicked
Out Out

% Of Those
Terminated

Later
Readmitted

1077 5 55.4 2.5 33.3
1978 8 506 64 25 5
1979 8 53.5 5.5 16.9
1980 9 62.6 3.3 16.7
1';1 41.7 5.7 18.6

SOURCE: Clinic inspection reports, US Food and Drug Administration

The Fort Lauderdale News and SuaSeatlael compiled Informs.
clan on dropouts from methadone treatment in Florida from
reports on clinic Inspections. The tally Is not complete because
not all clinics in the state are inspected each year,

DROPOUTS: U.S
Number of

Patients
% Dropped

Out
% Kicked

Out

1977 28,405 45.0 12.3
1978 25,9u0 40.6 9.2
1979 22,775 38,1 10.4
1980 24,751 39.3 12.4

1981 24.438 39.8 15.1

Five-Year
Averages: 24.865 40.6 11 9

SOURCE: Client Oriented Data Acquisition Process. National
institute on Drug Abuse Includes only federally funded clinics
(about 80 percent of the clinics in the country)
Nationwide, terminations have increased steadily since 1979.

dime programs mostly because
the people are getting addicted
younger and the younger the onset
of addiction. the more difficult
these people ..re to keep in
treatment

Whether long tern] tnaintenance
is in the hest interests of the
patient remains unanswered
Experts in the field note that
keeping an addict on methadone
treatment for a long time can he
troublesome particularly as the
patient ago. sumo believe th it
heroin addl. iron is .1 dosease that
loans ono as addict. enter their
311.. larger% Memos.* they get tired
of the Ado t s West., le

There is a vets real danger of
keeping pg ople loo long depen
diet said lir Herbert Kleher of

Yale l'n.versitv
Methadone critic. contend that

the federal funding setup
encourages sonic programs to lox k
patients into addiction because
climes are paid by the government
based on the numbers of patients
they treat

-People who run these clinics
get money to maintain addicts
said Dr Delores Morgan. medical
direetor of South Miami Hospital
Addiction Treatment renter Her
center. which does hot provide
methadone maintenance require.
patients to become free of drugs

It they cat the numbers of pa
Dents. then their budgets get
reduced Ms Morgan said Hy
cutting the number of patients.
they are rutting their own throats

X98
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U.S. 'assumes'
MDs are trained,
but many aren't

Retired urologist Joseph Perry was hired
to run the Pensacola methadone clinic in
1975 even though he admitted a "lack of
knowledge in the area of drug abuse." ac-
cording to federal records.

Perry told a federal inspector in January
1976 that because he didn't know much
about drug abuse. he spent three-fourths of
his time dealing with alcohol abusers also
treated by the agency

The inspectnr and another resumer
who checked the clinic's records almost two
years later. after Perry's departure
sharply criticized the clinic for failing to
document that several clients were narcot
it's addicts upon admission

Perry. who has died, was one of at least
42 doctors who have operated methadone
programs in Florida in the past 10 years
even though they had no training

A naive juntrainedj phystcian who
undertakes to run a methadone program
must be soft in the head," said Dr Vernon
Patch. a Harvard Vniversity psychiatry
professor who formerly operated the city of
Boston's programs "Addicts will run rings
around the average doctor

The IJ S and Drys Administration
requires only the doctor in charge of a
methadone clinic have a medical license
and a permit to dispense narcotics "We
assume that the doctors have experience"
in treatment of drug abuse. said L. Yvonne
Covington. acting director of the FDA Divi-
sion of Methadone Monitoring

Hut most doctors did not have experience
when they were hired to elm Florida pro.
grams. judging from their resumes Just t4
of 56 resumes. which were obtained by the
Fort Lauderdale News and SunSentwel
from FDA. list experience in treating 4rug
abuse. only three stated previous affiliation
with a methadone program

That does surprise me." said Daniel P
Hillstrom. the monitoring division's deputy
director But he said that his office proba-
bly couldn't dr anything about it

"I don't think we could raise an
objection' to lack of traming. Hillstrom
said 'I suspect that we don't have the
authority to do that

Under FDA regulations the program
sponsor is legally responsible for a metha-
done program but the agency doesn't
require program sponsors to knew anything
about methadone treatment either Indeed.

19i

many spongers' duties are administrative
While a few Florida methadone erograms

have been plagued by physician turnover,
most have been site to retain physicians In
recent years; though many of the doctors
learned the techniques through enhe-job
training they now have years of experience

But experience in treating addicts has not
halted FDA criticIstes of medical care pro.
vlded to patients

Violations of federal standards during the
past 10 years include

Formal treatment plans, with demon-
strated goals for patients. are sketchy or
missing from some patient Meg In other
cases, medical avaloations were not per.
formed even though such a review is re
qulred to justify enrollment In the program
beyond two years.

Changes in patients' dosages have oc-
curred without written justification by the
program physician Government officials
note that frequent requests for adjustment
by a patient may indicate that the patient is
abusing other drugs, or trying to boost
methadone euphoria

Fatlurr to test patter's for signs of
unauthorised drug use

"We never say that a program is not
providing sound medical care We say their
record:, don't reflect it." Mrs Covington
said.

The FDA never has done more than rep-
rimand a clinic and never has given eve
dente of substandard medical care to state
authorities.

Florida's Medical Practice At subjects
physicians to Penalties ranging from a rem
rimand to loss of license for undertaking
medical serv.ces which tile doctor "knows
or has reason to know that he Is not compe
tent to perform

Failure by a physician to keep "written
medical records justifying the course of
treatment- also is a violation of state
medical licensing law These records have
been absent from many patient files re-
viewed by FDA inspectors

Late in 1930 government officials relaxed
regulations that required one fullime doe
for for every 300 patients Many of the
doctors worked only part time at the
clinics. maintaining private practices

Now. the clinics don't have to hive any
fulltime physicians
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Boasts cloud the crime debate
Federal irug abuse treattne^t officials claim ev-

ery tax doilar spent on drug abuse treatment pre.
vents $20 worth of crime But they concede that
figure is based on P1SwllateS which are difficult to
confirm or dispute

In 1981 10 years alter Nixon administration
officials argued that methadone maintenance would
reduce crime National Institute on Drug Abuse
offieials anrounced that for the first time they
had been able to "clearly document" criminal activ-
ity of heroin addicts

The estimate was based on Interviews with
addicts who claimed they were responsible for as
much as one major crime per day each Many
researchers discount this claim. however, because
they think addicts Ireqiiently exaggerate the client
of their drug habits and the crimes they com..,-t

NIUA officials claim that reduced use of illicit
drugs is likely to reduce commr.1 behavior but a
study of 118 methadone patients enrolled in Atlanta
programs. published in The American Journal of
Public Health in 1974. showed "no changes" in
thefts and violent crimes between patients and
those untreate"

Government data suggest methadone also has
contributed to some crime In the m 1.1970s. off'
Mall found that as many as 48 perceto of New York
methadone patients illegally were selling doses of
the drug they were permita-d to take at homt

NIUA paid for that research project but declined
to publish all the findings. instead. offanals pub
lished an abbreviated version which suggested that
illegal sale of methadone was a minor problem

Many clinics
neglect counseling

Federal monitors felt counxelors
at Tampa s methadone program
were falling down on the job

counseling sessions frequent.),
centered on medication problems.
increases in closes. take home and
travel privtfeges.' reads A 1975
evaluat.m of the DAA('O
Chemntreatment program "These
problems should not be the focus of
counseling Methadone should be
viewed as an adjunct to therapy
not the therapv itself

The government reviewers
art-used the clime staff of wield
ing methadone as a club

Hut the regulators didn't specify
what the clinic was tupposed to do

Government officials never have
spelled out what tpes of services
should be rendered to nithadone
clients Regulations simply require
clinics to make comprehensive re
habilitative services available

Neither the National Institute un
Krug Abuse nor the Food and Drug
Administration has set standards
for inunselots stating only that the
workers should he qualified 115

virtue 111 esprieru r training or
education Counselors range from
former addicts to ...liege graft
ates in social work

toe counselor is required for ev
err 1u pa hints but the regulations

do not specify how often each
patient must meet with a coun
selor There ix nothing to stop a
clinic from simply allowing pa
Dents to come in and get the drug

Some clinic operators insist they
do more than simply dispense nar-
cotics and collect fees

"We are running a methadone
treatment program. not a metha-
done maintenance program." said
Jerry Feulner. administrator of
Thee Door in Orlando -Our pa-
tients have to commit to regular
counseling ar.4 within a reasonable
period of time get gainfully
employed

But documents obtained by the
Fort Lauderdale News and Sun-
Sentinel show that most Florida
clinics have been criticized
repeatedly by federal inspectors
for failing to maintain treatment
plans indicating that patients are
pursuing rehabilitative goals

And Florida is not unique
A etude done for the National

Institute on Drug Abuse to evalu
ate agency funded programs found
that 12 percent of 241/00 files re
viewed between July 1976 and May
1977 contained no treatment plan

The quality of rehabilitative
servo-es offered nationwide was

I

de

Jerry Feulner, of Thee Door

criticized in 1979 by auditor, from
the Inspector General's office of
the U S Department of Health and
Human Services

The General Accounting Office
in 1980 reported finding that even
whin, treatment plans were present
in patient records. a patients goals
often were vague. such as to calm
down and to have goals for life
G10 auditors also criticized what
they teamed low levels" of patient
counseling and suggested this
might ta responsible for the large
number of clients leaving the pro-

2u0
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grams and the high rate of
recidivinin

A New York legillati r
commission, in a Des ember 1981
audit of the states methadone pro-
grams. also found treatment goals
included entries such as 'increased
tolerant r for frustration

Methadone founder Dr Vincent
Dole believes that government's
failure to insist upon rehabilitation

particularly job training is
the .Cason methadone therapy has
failed to cure most addicts

The best thing to do is .n get an
addict a job If a guy is

A cure

unemployed, it is a very strong
temptation to sell his methadone
on the street." Dole said

But Feulner notes that -Job
training lc a very expensive propo-
sition." .me the clinic cantot af
ford "Patient fees and funding are
not near enough to support the
clinic.' he said "The ublie
support is just not there

Job training is not realistic for
Many patients in Florida pro
grams. he said

"A lot cf our people have skills
They Are not losers that you find in
the big cities.' Feulner said

C.

'Nobody else but me could do it'
For five yearn. Jimmy Pascrell's life revolved

around the two-ounce container of sweetened Sq
uld methadone he drank every morning.

Haserell ronstrurtion worker who lives In
west Broward County. was a patient at the
Pompano Methadone Treatment Center

Methadone was like having to take your car to
the filling station every day." he said 'It bothered
me psychologically because I was hooked and buy.
ing drugs to get high

But it was through methadone that Pascrell was
able In end a 10-year history of heroin addiction
Last ye, r. he "detoxed. after arguing repeatedly
with t'.e clinic staff

.

I decided that nobody else but me could do !t-
he said 'I had to lock myself in the house

But methadone wasn't quick to bring stability to
Paserell'n life. he dropped in and out of treatment.
always returning to street drugs

In 2 1981 interview Pascrell talked about how he
ha, "detoxed- from drugs a hundred times. and
coeld live without them. and soon would be able to

11 spoke disparagingly about the clime and
about 'flatten' efforts to counsel him. he admitted
berating staffers with allegations that they con.
spired to reduce his dose one of the objectives
of the treatment

But unlike many patients, who at best yowl up in
a h,:ding pattern. at worst abuse the treatment.
Paue11 changed his ways

He now says his worst vice is stopping for a beer
after work

Some people can get off drugs others can t

2 '11.

said Pascrell. 31
Drugs of one sort or another had dominated

Pascrell for the better part of his adult life
His use of narcotics began during a stint with

the U.S. Army. after Pascrell landed In Guam
Instead of war-torn Vietnam He found opium

.414101, he 'fleeted the drug feverishly When
inhaling failed to sustain him. he began injecting it
with a syringe until his arms were covered with
needle marks

Pascrell couldn't hide Its hab.t from Army off
male. who at the time were increasingly worriri
about drug use in Om military. The Army bored
him out

Broke. unreformed and having little desire for
work. he landed home on the streets of Passaic.
NJ in 1971 Heroin became his new fascination

He peddled the drug or. the streets. always re.
serving the highestquality dope for his own use

But Pascrell ran-ly made enough money to
support his habit or managed to evade police By
the time he was 111. he wigs sentenced to six
months in the county stockade for possession of
heroin and narcotics paraphernalia

That moan with the law was followed by
succession of drug treatment programs. none of
which worked then methadone beginning in 1977

Nacre!' drifted in and out of treatment for five
years. sometimes shuttling between methadone
programs in New Jrrsey and South Florida. some-
times picking up dilaudid on the street. then he
decided to quit

"Right now I'm holding steady." he said
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A success
The way out was 'methadone'

Ten years ago. Donee Ferrell lay in the Veer.
arm Administration Medical ('enter in Miami
recovering from a rwarfatal bout with hepatitis

The doctors said if I didn't stop injecting heroin
it would kill me." said Ferrell. who contracted
hepatitis from a contaminated needle after more
than 20 years of heroin use

Ferrell enrolled in Dade County's publicly
funded Central Methadone Facility and has steered
clear of heroin during most of the tO years he has
been .1 patient there Instead of spending hundreds
at dollars a week to buy heroin. he pays about 830
weekly for methadone drinking one dose at' the
Miami clinic and taking six bottles home with him

'1m positive that methadone was the only thing
that saved my life For me the way out was
methadone." said the short. slim Ferrell. now 51
"It waa the greatest thing I could have done

Ferrell now is a cseowner of a successful gas
station in northwest Miami Though he knows he
till is addicted to methadone. he considers himself

rehabilitated
his satisfied with the way things are because I

can function normally Ferrell said. relaxing over
coffee at .1 Miami restaurant 'Getting off drugs
completely haunts my mind. but I haven't got any
ide when that time will come"

Some experts believe the only successful patient
is one *ha quits all drugs including methadone
Others consWer clients like Ferrell a success even
though they remain on methadone for years

These days Ferrell shows no outward signs of
drug use He laughs easily even when recalling the
numerable life hr lived scrounging for drugs a

life he said began when he worked as chauffeur to
a gang of Miami con men who used heroin

He remembers feeling a -relaxing sensation"
when he first inhaled heroin Within a few years he
started 'firing." injecting the drug into his veins

"That was the straw that broke tie camel
back, he said "From then on. it was 'nether jib I
made for myself. Just keer.ng up and surviving

When Ferrell first enrolled in the clime. he tried
using heroin with his methadone And for two
years he took advantage of the large doses adman
istered by the clinic to get "high

-I was so high on methadone I couldn t talk It
was embarrassing because some days I had to go
home from work and sleep because I couldn't
concentrate,' he said

He persuaded clinic officials to reduce his dose
from 75 milligrams daily to his current level of 30
milligrams low by South Florida standards He
said the dose Is too small to produce euphoria but
enough to suppress withdrawal symptoms

Ferrell considers himself one of a fortunate
minority of addicts who methadone has helped

-So many people go through these clinics. but
most don't have the desire to get out of the street
life." he said "I've known a couple hundred of
them Some of them have gone downhill. some of
them have died from drug overdoses), and some
got good jobs but they still sneak around and get
drugs every once in a while

But he still worries that he might relapse
-I've been evading the fact that I got to get

away from [methadone," he said I dread that
because I detest any ill feeling

Slot funding:
An incentive for abuse?
More than SI billion in tax

money has been paid to methadone
programs through a cotnplex and
controversial formula called
funding

A slot represents one patient
in treatme it for one sear Each
year b....11 on the amount of
manes as-dahle the 'National In
into!, ..n ltrug Abu., sets a
nlai:Mutn dollar amount for each
slot assigned to ..ach type ''I
treatment

Administrators of .1rue tt.at
ment estiniate the nu other

of patients they will .treat and
compute an araual clinic budget
That budget is divided by the num-
ber of clients to arrive at a c-rst
per patientyear

NIDA pays the clinic 60 percent
of that figure. up to the maxim..
slot allocation. the rest of the fail
ity budget mint come from state
and local taxes or client fees

A clinic gets no additional
federal money if it has more pa
dents than it has slots

This year. the nine publicly
funded methadone clinics in

Florida are assigned a total of
1.051 methadoie treatment slots
In May. those slimes were treating
1.102 patients

I' the federal government
t..mburses clinics at $2.000 per
i.int the 1981 ceiling that x
mot: than $2 1 million in federal
onney for Florida clinics alone
The federal government s national
methadone budget is about $73
million annually

During four years 1976. 1977,
1978 and 1980 for which
nat.onwide figures could be ob-
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tamed. the National instil-,l.' on
Drug Abuse spent 1365.4951000 on
methadone maintenance programs
Assuming that figure represents 60
percent of the total. the nationwide
coat to taxpayers during thine four
years was more than 1442 million

The NIDA funding method is
complicated because the agency
pays different rates for different
types of treatment For example.
during 1930 and 1981 outpatient
methadone clinics could get a
maximum of 02,000. while resider-
WI treatment facilities werS eligi-
ble for 15.840

Some critics charge the payment
system encourages programs to
keep drug abusers In treatment fm
too long, and to manipulate
statistics to retain funding.

Others have complained that the
system contains no incentive to
provide highquality service.
because a clinic gets the same
amount of money whether it cour .

sets a patient once a month or ev
cry time he enters the clinic to, his
methadone

Slot funding was devised by Du.
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MILLIONS FOR METHADONE

112 234 102

81 774 000
$17 780)00,0
$5 /16.4,2

Less110/1 OW Flo Ogee Tell
8220.84/ 1433.497 S010.382

8357.000 8564.000 S 1 465.000

8120 000 5416 000 S516 000

9/55181 111413.491 82 591 342

Bash year more than 125
million in tax money helps pay
to treat Florida addi-ta with
methadone. From 1978 through
1910, the Mates nine
publicly funded clinics got
nearly 88 million in tax
money. Pe-profit clinics in

9181 440

S185 000

9112.000
9454.440

13.668.292
$4.345 000
12.992.000

811.005.282

Hollywood. Pompano Beach
and West Palm Beach, which
are not required to report
earnings in the government, did
not do so in 1171 and 1980.
In 1979 the three clinics
reported earnings from
client fees of 11,096,000

SOURCE: National Drug Abuse TreitMent Utilization Survey

WHAT UNCLE SAM SPENDS
. .

Funding
Slots per slot Total spent

1553 I 12.342 -.*311:
1976 13.731 $5.510
Off I -12.262 I .$4,616 '''
1976 : 14.436 i 34.923

1

676,862.000
375.709.000,

.613,503.000
$71.073.000

ONUO411111 OUTPATIENT
1

Funding 1
Slots per slot . Total cost

*8 I 66.637 I 61.614 -I 6103.146.008
1971 73.647 $1.440 $105.840,000
1077 1 74,369 1 61.170 .1. 617.611.000
1976 78.450 $1.170 391.672.000

EIETNADONE liAli4TENANCE OUTPATIENT_1
._____,___

Funding I

Slots per slot '. Total cost
use
19711

1077
1976

I .40.163 1 lair 1 01.153.000
45.541 $1,570 $71,430,000

1 42.160 I 111.412 642.334,000
44,201 .. $1.360 559.928.0fie

SOURCE: National ()tug RD se Treatment Ublqat)n Survey
stall graplibn a. 1.414 V.M.Y.I
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reauerats in the Nixon White House
who in the early 19703 developed
the concept to begin the flow of
massive amounts of federal money
to clinics across the country.

Officials planned to pay about
15.000 to treat each addict in resi-
dential settings aimed at getting
the addict completely free of
drug, but the methadone mainte-
nance program, which would
operate through outpatient clinics,
could be run for msch less In
1972.73, the first year of the na-
tional program, clinics were paid
11.500 for each methadone slot

A few critics argued that the
claim that methadone would be
cheaper was misleading because

\ addicts might require longer treat-
ment In maintenance than In drug-
free programs, but their voices
were drowned out in the
enthusiasm for the new treatment

"Lifetime costs per (methadoni.l
patient may in fact exceed other
modallUes with greater short-term
costs." Dr. Bertram Brown, then
director of the National Institute of
Mental Health, testified before
Congress In September 1971

But officials who set up the
national drug treatment network
thought methadone the most cost-
effective approach

The federal government reimburses states as
much as 60 percent of the cost of drug abuse
treatment based on the so-called "slot funding"
concept. Total cost figures for drug-free programs
include treatment for all types of drug abuse:
methadone maintenance is used only to treat
narcotics addiction.

a
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Few reforms are
ue to panel's
ork'Shaw

-r

F4
Smith

Congressional committees and agen.
cies have looked Into methadone abuse
several times in the past 10 years, but
few reforms have resulted

The General Aceounting Office has
Issued three reports critical of the na
ti nal methadone program, and the
House Select Committee on Narcotic
Abuse and Control has conducted two
hearings on methadone since 1976.

The committee. which has no power
to draft legislation. once suggested
that methadone regulations be tight-
ened, but the recommendation was
disregarded by the bureaucracy.

Following an April 1971 hearing, the
select committee staff concluded that
"there would be almost no methadone.
related deaths" if the drug were not
being abused

The staff criticized lax dispensing
practices at clinics and urged the
Food and Drug Administration and
National Institute on Drug Abuse to
tighten restrictions on takehome
doses

FDA and NIDA did not enact the
suggested change. instead. the &gen.
cies jointly relaxed methadone
regulations

The select committee, widen has
cost taxpayers 13 3 million. has critics
in Congress. but they were unsuccess-
ful in blocking its most recent re-
authorization Feb S Congress voted
290.77 to continue the 25member
committee for another two years. at
an estimated additional cost of $1 4
million

The committee is strongly sup-
ported by two !froward congressmen
who are members Republican R
Clay Shaw and Democrat Larry Smith

Rut other congressmen have

criticized the committee as little more
than a forum for selbaggrandizement
of members, a launching pad for ex
pensive foreign Junkets and a swelling
and ineffective Capitol bureaucracy

"The select committee has almost
nothing to do with preventing drug
abuse, and almost everything to do
':ith congressional excesses: a growing
bureaucracy. foreign Junkets and
shameless selfpromotion (of
members] that we should all
cc .mn." Rep. Thomas J. Bliley Jr..
R-v a.. said In the Feb. 6 Congressional
Record.

"Members did manage to find their
way to Italy and Austria at least twice
and Germany. Peru and Israel." Bliley
stated. He also charged that commit
tee field bearings repeatedly were
held in borne districts of members.
including Fort Lauderdale. at needless
cost to taxpayers. He called it "an
excellent opportunity for hometown
media." but blasted the practice for
wasting money

"We have yet to see any tangible
progress [by the committer] solving
the drug problem" arrued Rep :rent
Lott. R11Ilss., minority whip, also an
opponent of reauthorizatioi

But supporters say the nation's drug
abuse problems need as much atten-
tion as possible, its members say the
committee's function is to coordinate
the dozen or so other congressional
bodies that have Jurisdiction over ele-
ments of the drus abuse bureaucracy

"The committee has heightened
awareness of the drug abuse problem
That in itself is enough." Shaw said
"You better believe that is worth the
money

s2 q4
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U.S.-backed drug
mired in scandal

The federal government has
spent more than 125 million during
the past I0 years on fuwle efforts
to develop alternative drugs to
methadone for the treatment of
narcotics addicts

At least 11$ million of that sum
was spent on a drug called LAAM,
which became mired in two
research scandals, bureaucratic
ineptitude and the government's
own red tape.

And last December after
more eta 3.500 patients had re-
ceived LAAM the National Insti-
tute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) ordered
researchers to stop placing
patients on LAAM because new
teats showed it may cause cancsr.
Those findings are under review by
Food and Drug Administration
experts, who must decide whether
the threat is serious enough to halt
use of the drug

"The outlook for LAAMI is not
good." said Dr Harold Ginsburg,
associate director of NIDA's Divi-
sion of Clinical Research

Asked if LAAM had been a waste
of taxpayers' money, he replied
"That's one way to look at it."

Even before the national meths-
done maintenance program got off
the ground. officials began looking
for in alternative drug. because
they knew they never would be
able to prevent abuse of the potent
narcotic They hoped LAAM would
be the answer

LAAM short for levoalpha
aretylmethadol. is chemically
similar to methadone. but its
effects last several times longer
and Joesn't give users as much
hig'. ar feeling of euphoria Offi-

cials had hoped to dispense LAAM
three firms a week, greatly reduc-
ing reed to give patients doses
of drugs to take home

Many ptients on methadone.
which must be taken every day.
have sal" some of their take-home
doses to 9ther drug abusers. result
ing in a record of overdose deaths
that one White House official
described .n a 1972 memo as being
of scandal proportions

That official. Dr Alan Green. a
staff member of the Special Action
Office for Drug Abuse Prevention
fSAODAP), also wrote that "a long-
acting substitute methadoneIlke
drug known as LAAM" might be
the answer.

But no pharmaceutical
manufacturing c.,mpany shared
that enthusiasm. Testing the drug
would be expensive and production
of a drug to treat narcotics addicts
was not expected to yield much
profit. The potential for profit also
was limited because the formula
for LAAM, which was discovered
in the 1940e, could not be patented.

So SAODAP officials decided to
enter the pharmaceutical business
as LAAM's sponsor. It was the first
time a federal agency outalde the
National Cancer Institute had tried
to pay for a drug's commercial
development.

No one qu estioned the agency's
motive IN meting to develop a
drug with the properties of LAAM.
But brtnging a new drug to market
is a complex proms that requires
extensive tooting, first in animals
and then in humans, to prove it la
safe and effective.

SAODAP and Its successor
agency. NIDA. "bungled It in way
that only a government agency can
do," said Dr. Avram Goldstein, di-
rector of the Addiction Research
Foundation to Palo Alto. Calif., and
a member of the panel now study-
ing the LAAM cancer test results.
"The problems with LAAM have
been that it was not developed by a
pharmaceutical company."

SAODAP awarded a 8192.541
contract to Industrial Blotest
Associates of Northbrook, to
toot LAAM on animalr beginning in
June 1973. The work was com-
pleted In December 1973. and
LAAM was pronounced sate.

In June 1975, the government
awarded a $3 2 million contract to
a company named Medical Re-
search Applications Inc to conduct
human tests and document the
results

A September 1975 White Paper
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on Drug Abuse, produced by a
presidential advisory group, rec.
outmoded the mites from meth-
adone to LAAM "as soon as the
safety and efficacy [of LAAMI have
been determined"

Theo LAAM'a troubles began. In
1970, word leaked out that
Industrial Biotin Associates was
under investigation for allegedly
falsifying results of research on
other substances done for the Food
and Drug Administration and the
Environmental Protection Agency.

The scandal led FDA officials
Informally to refuse to accept
Industrial Blowers work.

Pow officials of the company,
Winding Its former president, Dr.
Joseph Calandra of Boynton Beach,
ware Indicted In June 101. each
charged with throe counts of mail

we coast of wire fraud and
four counts of Omitting tales doe-
ennewts to the preeminent. They
went as trial April 4 la Chicago;
that trial is continuing.

The indictment cited tour studies
conducted between 1070 and 197$
In which Industrial Blotest stated
that a drugpor pesticide showed no
association with cancer. eva
Omsk such an association had
been demonstrated. Prosecutors in
Chicago charge the company falsi-
fied research results for financial

wigth in
a

tnhe pharmaceutical
pinudtastin

as a company that could be relied
on to give any experimental drug a
clean bill of health.

The If *1 study, which was
co Wenn. .om June 1973 through
De. 1075, is not mentioned
In t ,ictritent. NIDA officials
andit LAAM study, and "I
Wirt. i tilts were reliable by
and It aid Ur. Mark Snyder,
director v. the pteclinical branch
of thy .rational Institute on Drug
Abuse. "It was reasonably done
That is not to say that It was
perfect."

John Whysner, chief executive of
the company conducting the human
trials, said he was not so sure then.
Or now

"It was a real important safety
satd Wilmer. who clamed



Methadone:
The facts

TM lecteral government has
spent more than $25 million in a
futile 10year Search for drugs
to replace methadone

The drug LAAM. touted as a
methadone substitute. was
given to more than 3.500 pa-
tients before animal tests dis-
closed tt could cause cancer

Methadone treatment ends
with only one of every 10
addicts whO try it tree of ciofgs
Some addicts are abie to two a
relatively normal life On metha-
done. but each year more ern:
more become trapped in a
closed cycle of addictiOn, drop
ping in and r tat of treatment

Illegal n ethadone. much of
which is peddled on the streets
by Clinic patients given doses to
take at home. has been respon-
sible for at least 2.200 deaths
nationally. more than 23.000
people have become addicted to
nOnpreSCription methadone

Most South Florida metha-
done liniCs allow nearly all pa.
bents to take home strong
doses of methadone a com-
bination sure to result in illegal
divesion Methadone sold die.
gaily by patients was linked to
live overdose deaths in South
Florida in 1980 and 1981

Methadone was at least a
Putts cause of 29 drug over-
dose deaths in South Florida
during 1980 and 198t twice
the number attributed to heroin

That death toil includes 15
methadone clinic patients - 10
percent of the reported patient
deaths nationwide during those
two years Only 2 percent of the
methadone patients nationwide
are enrolled in Florida clinics

During the past 10 years
methadone. alone or in Com-
bination wilt other drugs haS
been responsible for the deaths
of at least 4 417 people and haS
sickened at least 24 276 people
so badly they required hospital
treatment At leaSt 68 of the
tatashes ee,e ,,rborn ch.lOren
of methadr.es.using mothers

The federal government s
attempt to protect patients from
Poor Care by the methadone
clinics has been slashed to an
all.iime low

he urged NIDA officials to repeat
the studies before proreer. ig any
further

The government people
dragged their feet. Whysner said
'They itch t want to spend the

money
()Mewls eventual!) did deride to

have the animal t e31,. repealed to
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remove any doubt that I.AAM was
safe But EG&G Mason Research
Institute, a Worcester. Mass .
company paid 8666.903 to do the
Job. didn't start until September
1978. after several thousand
addicts had used the drug The hu-
man testa being done by Medical
Research Ag.p..cattons were not in-
terrupted by the Industrial Biotat
controversy

in July 1978, before Medical Re-
search complet.al its work. th..
contract eras criticizer, by
syndicated columnist Jack Ander-
son as a "sweetheart deal

The Anderson allegations
worried officials at the highest Itv-
els of the federal health
bureaucracy including Joseph
Cattle's°. then secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare Califon°
ordered changes in contract
procedures and dispatched numer-
MS letters to appease congressmen
angered by the allegations

An audit disputed Anderson's
charges of ,avoritum but raised
numerous other questions about
Whysner's contract In September
1979. the government canceled
Whysner's contract, a move that
ended the large-scale LAAM trial.

That decision left LAAM In
limbo The number of patients us-
ing the drug dwindled to about 400.
mostly clients at methadone clinics
in New York and Los Angeles.

Many LAAM supporters felt the
drug had become a victim of
Washington politics

"The poor drug has been unfairly
maligned over the years." said Dr
Charles O'Brien. director of the
psychiatry service at the Veterans
Administration Hospital in
Philadelphia

Late last year. the second round
of LAAM animal tests ended with a
warning that the drug may cause

liver cancer in laboratory rats
bXiirti Mason tested both I.AAM

and methadone Though methadone
showed no apparent association
with cancer. I kAM produced
"statistically significant Increases**

cancers in the test animals. ac-
...rding to government records

in Oct 18. NIDA Director Dr
V dham Point' sent letters to re.
Revilers using the drug Pollin's
letter stated that the animal
studies "indicate that rats have a
greater than anticipated" rate of
tumors

Sight weeks later Pullin sent
another, far more ominous letter

"No further patients shall be In-
ducted on LAAM until an
evaluation of its potential carcino-
genicity and therapeutic risk-ratio
is made." the Dec 13 letter reads

Researchers were ordered to
make sure that patients remaining
on the drug signed a form
certifying that the patient had "dis-
cussed the possibility that LAAM
may be a carcinogen with my clini-
cian." but had decided to remain
on the drug rather than return to
methadone.

Many patients were not
interested in waiting for the final
word Dr Arnold Washton, who dis-
tributes the drug to about 50 pa-
tients at New York Medical
College. said about 20 percent of
his patients dropped out when told
a the cancer risk

Yet panelists interviewed by the
News and Sun-Sentinel said :ney
emerged from a March 16
discussion concluding that there
was no reascn to suspect increased
cancer risk in humans

"It was my opinion and the
group's that the risk in humans
couldn't be determined based on
the animal studies." said Dr Rob-

U.S. Health, Education
and Welfare Secre-
tary Joseph Califanv.
worried by allega-
tions that one LAAY
testing contract was a
"sweetheart deal,"
ordered changes in
contract procedures
and ',tote numerous
letters to appease
angry congressmen.
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ern Squire a Johns Hopkins
University animal-pathology
expert

The cancer controversy has
placed LAAM s fate in the hands of
FDA officials. who have yet to de-
cide what to do

Dr Edward Torus. who heads
the ED, s drug abuse section.
noted that the agency might
approve continued use of LAAM it
officials conclude its benefits out
weigh any health risks

If LAAM survives the cancer
study findings, all existing data on
the drug must be collected into a
forms! document called a New
Drug Application for FDA review
Ginsburg said NIDA legally cannot
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take this final step, but must find a
commercial sponsor for LAAM

Officials disagree on the cost of
preps), .g that document, largely
btcause of uncertainty about
whether any testing needs to be
repeated Ginsburg estimated the
coat at "several hundred thousand
dollars." but a le$0 NIDA report
stated the cost could reach $3
million

NIDA officials never have added
up the tax dollars spent on LAAM.
after numerous written and oral
requests by the News and SunSen
Line) over the past three months.
the agency produced a partial
listing of LAAM contracts that
showed a price tag of at least $16

million
NIDA 'Vidal/ had hoped that

the passage In February of the O
phan Drug Act might save the
government some money. That law
Is designed to speed marketing of
drugs which cannot find a sponsor
because they would be used by
fewer than 200.000 people, and thus
not return large profits to a
pharmaceutical manufacturer.

But FDA has taken the position
that LAAM has a sponsor the
National Institute on Drug Abuse.
As far as the FDA is concerned,
that leaves LAAM ineligible for
special consideration.

This 11.. a perfect Catcb.22."
Ginsburg said.

U.S. paid for
research, then

for data
red,rdt officia:s paid a researcher $3 5

million to develop information on the use
of LAAM in treating heroin addicts, then
had Cu pay him $200.000 more to get their
hands on the data they had paid him to
collect

It was John Whysnern first try at the
drug husiness. it also was his last

When the National Institute on Drug
buse was created n 1975. Whysner a

former pediatrician and consultant to the
Nixon White House drug abuse program
quickly became a "major- NIDA
contractor according to government
recnr

In 1975. NIDA officials concluded that
the only way to market LAAM as an alter
native to methadone would be to pay
someone to test it The agency gave John
A Whysner Associates a contract to
arrange for tests of the drug in humans to
be conducted and documented

The contract also gave Whysner exclu
awe rights to the data collected at taxpay-
ers expense. data which were needed to
win approval to market the drug At the
time the government had no written
guidelines for determining the terms of
such an unusual contract

The fact that I got the data was an
incentive in the contract said Whysner
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who now lives in New York He denied
impropriety and said his company became
the victim of "politics and journalism"

In 1978. before Whysner's tests were
completed. syndicated columnist Jack An-
derson criticized the LAAM contract An-
derson reported that Whysner had an
"inside track" on the "plum" contract
because of his former government work

Anderson's allegation that favoritism
had influenced the award later was disc
puted by an audit conducted by the Inspec-
tor General's office of the Department of
Health. Education and Welfare snow
Health and Human Services)

Whysner had "no experience with the
complexities of the Food and Drug Admin-
istration's requirements for obtaining ap-
proval to market a new drug" according
to the audit

Though auditors concluded that
Whysner's was not considered the 'most
qualified' company to handle the tests.
they also stated that his company got the
contract after 40 other companies and
university researchers turned it down

Hut the audit disclosed other "serious
problems' with the LAAM contract that
had not been subjected to public scrutiny

Nine months after receiving the con
.ract. Whysner was granted blanket Immo-



nos nom 4* ,t. 111.11 1,,,Ah( ii s, 113111
the tests Ifc had told iris he See,
unable to get 'mourn( e

The auditors pointed out that mew goal
died companies had bilked at the proposal
iargely becruse the government had
refused to indemnify them

The contrail also granted Whysner ex
dustye rights to sell the drug ..nee it was
rpprosed The gos ernownt which ex
pas fed io be LAMS' biggest customer.
never bothered to negotiate a price

Auditors also endowed the contract's
cost sharing terms itecause Whysner

skuld reap all profits front the drug. the
government s goal sa to compel Whysner
to assurne half the iosi of testing Il Rut
Whysner ended up paying only 1145 754.
less than 2 percent of the 53.573.140 total
enst recording to government records
Whysner never completed the I.AAM

studies but nut because Nft1A officials
believed that his (sorts h.id been
inadequate The eoniract was terminated
Sept 11 1979 'at the comemenre of
the government largely because of the
uproar over Anderson allegation%

Whysner said his business who h he had
renamed Medical Research Applwation%
Inc was ruined r r result lie saw red
when the gosernment denirnded that he
return the data

tin .11.m. 19141 almost Iwo sears after
the I Mir.11 t wan runceled the gosernment
it.e.t. Wits %Mr his final purulent 5112 445
Nth.% reeords euphernisticalls r.111
$2011 don of that pas mem the amount in
etre, of the otiginai cools t fermi
nation ,oat.

In Ix t that prsoieni w.f.. to se, we
hose. .1 qods 'l it t who it rem... o in
torage at NIDA herilquarier in Hock
vine Mil
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WHAT LAAM COST
TAXPAYERS

44)

PHASE 1- ANIMAL
STUDIES

$9,683,664
PHASE 2 - HUMAN

VOLUNTEERS

$1,423,076
PHASE 3- CLINICAL

TRIALS

$3,773,140
AUDITS, REPEAT TESTS

$1,166,903
TOTAL $16,046,783

ouRcE: National Institute on Drug Abuse.

Wall Mime II KEITH Rottatmv
Estimated spending on LAAM includes only contracts funded by
the National Institute on Drug Abuse after 1975. Officials were
unable to locate Loner rt. oords. NIDA's predecessor, a special
White House office, spent at least 9550,000 on LAAM In 1972
alone, according to documents obtained by the News and Sun.
Sentinel from the National Archives.

Even backers have to
admit LAAM's limits

Sortie gos 1.1 ntnent officials
worried they might be throwing
good money after bad if they con
tinued to finance tests on LAAM. a
methadone derivative plagued by
scandal and government bungling

So in August 196(1. Dr William
Pollin director of the National In.
slant(' ,d1 Drug Abuse. convened an
eight member advisory panel to
r,tolve the controversy

Two of the eight member,
previously had reeetved NIl)A
grants to test I.AAM. two others
were ardent suppolers ,1 the drug

Their report r.Ilstot nany

77 iI Lis R

questions as it answered
Highlights of the report. obtained
by the P'ort i auderdale News and
Sun Sentinel ',trough the Freedom
of Information Act

The panel members recom
mended NIDA continue the LAAM
project. but not as a replacement
for methadone the original in-
tent of the drug

Bstintates of the drug's poten
tial users vary from 25 percent to
75 percent of the nation's male
methadone patients Women, who
make up 31 percent of methadone
users. are ineligible because the

2os

drug's effects on the reproductive
system have not been determined
At best the market for LAAM
would be 37.422 people, at worst It
would be 12.374 using the latest
avatlrble government figures

Acceptance of LAAM would
Increase If patients could not get
methadone, which produces more
euphoria But panel members rec-
ommended against trying to
replace methadone with LAAM

The LAAM project could cost
taxpayers an additional 33 million.
on top of the more than $16 million
already spent on the drug, mostly



to repeat some tests which may
have been conducted improperly or
may be incomplete

NIDA spent more than
1500.000 and a "couple of years of
staff [timer' to audit LAAM animal
studies conducted by a company
embroiled le allegations of re-
search fraud NMn hoped the au-
dit results would ctivince Food
and Drug Administration that the
LAAM tests were conducted prop-
erly FDA refused to accept the
audit and the tests had to be re
prated. at an additional cost of
more than 1600.000

Despite the uncertainties about
LAAM, members of the 1980 panel
were convinced the drug had
proved its worth and should riot be
"sacrificed" to permit the agency
to spend limited research dollars
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on alternative drugs
Panel members insisted I.AAM

would reduce blackarket metha-
done sales and "unnecessary
deaths." both caused because meth-
adone often is dispensed to patients
to take home. Officials claim
LAAM. which is administered three
times weekly, would not be given
to take home

The panel also concluded that
fewer visits would reduce operat-
ing costs, which in turn would
improve treatment Limited funds
have "made it more difficult 'or
programs to provide adequate
counseling and rehabilitation set,
vices," the report said. Fewer
clinic visits also would reduce the
number of people who loiter near
clinics and thus ' inflame
neighborhoods_"

Panel members said they were
"disturbed" by questions about the
quality of the LAAM data

Records of about onethird of the
3,500 humans studied by primary
LAAM contractor John A Whysner
bad not been analyzed As a result,
the report stated that members
"could not be absolutely sure there
were no surpor..s in that part of
the data "

No decision on LAAM's future
resulted from the study report The
project has languished, most re-
cently it has become the respon-
sibility of the NIDA Addiction
Research Center in Baltimore.

"The government has a lot in
vested in LAAM We don't like to
see It not come to fruition," said
Dr Jack Scanlon. AHC director.

Early tests hinted drug
would fail

Staffers at two South Florida
methadone clinics chosen to test
LAAM found the drug was a bust

Only two of 42 patients com-
pleted a 40week test of the drug at
Brnward Methadone Maintenance
Rehabilitation and Research Facil-
ity it "ollywood At Miami's St
Luke Center. all but 14 of PI
LAAM st idy patients dropped out.
according to federal records

Most patients quit outright IS at
the Hollywood clinic cited side
effects such as nausea. dizziness
and vomiting and at St Luke's. the
most common reasons for termina-
tion were depression. impotence
and insomnia

But the real reason most pa
twigs rejected LAAM. researchers
later conelodeti was that the long
acting drug failed to produce as
intense a "high' as methadone

"The addict ia looking for a little
buzz. for narcotic warmth. when
they don't get it they think they are
sick." said Dr Arnold Washton. die
rector of the Division of Drug
Abuse Research and Treatment at
I, -vs York Medical College

'LAAM rant compete with
methadone. said Washton. whc
runs the largest remaining LAAM
dispensing clinic. with about 50 pa
bents That is a misguided
notion

Government officials proceeded

with LAAM tests despite evidence
that most addicts spurned the drug
The:, also disregarded studies
sugikesting that the drug could be
dangerous

LAAM was tested on more than
3.500 patients between 1973 and
1979. 60 to 69 percent of patients
failed to complete the studies,
compared to dropout rates for
methadone patients ranging from
40 to 49 percent

In September 1975. about six
months after the first largeale
human trial was completed. a
White House task force recom
mended switching from methadone
to LAAM National Institute on
Drug Abuse officials in July 1976
were more reserved. a scantly
circulated policy statement noted
the agency "does not currently
anticipate that LAAM =pimento-
tion will lead to dramatic
alteration of the current federal
opiate addiction treatment or
philosophy"

In April 1978. however. repre
sen-atives of the Carter admons
tration vowed to push for

accelerated development" of
LAAM In their testimony before a
congressional committee
investigating methadone deaths.
Carter aides made no mention of
LAAM's drawbacks

2U9

But warnings were appearing in
some medical journals Perhaps
most worrisome LAAM's lack of
euphoria made the drug potentially
dangerous

Dr Jack Blaine, a research psy
chiatrist who supervised the LAAM
es- rnents for NIDA. conceded
ths, some patients injured
themselves by mixing LAAM with
other drugs because they could feel
no "high" from I.AAM

Of the 3.594 addicts given LAAM
through 1979. 21 died Published
research findings didn't disclose
what caused all the deaths, but one
study attributed nine of 17 deaths
examined to "lethal mixed drug
overdose" of LAAM and other
drugs, most commonly alcohol and
the sedative diazepam

Blaine's h team con
eluded in 1980 that LAAM patients
"at first glance appear more
vulnerable to mixed drug overdose
than methadone patients" They
stated. however, that this
conclusion could not be drawn with
certainty because the government
never had tried to determine how
many patients die after mixing
methadone with other substances

Dr Jerome Jaffe. who headed
the Illinois Drug Abuse Program.
was one of the first researchers to
use LAAM as a substitute for
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met14Jone His 1070 research, fi-
nanced by the US Public Health
Servtce, indicated that, In general,
LAAM Multi be substituted for
methadone. Researchers noted,
however, that dropout rates ap-
peared slightly higher with LAAM,
and that the drug's "delayed onset"
(at least four hours) and "sustained
action" (affects last at Nast 4$
hours) "may also be the balls for
difficulties "

Jaffe, who would be appointed
President Nixon's top drug abuse
adviser In June 1071. wrote

"If an °Centime individual does
attempt to abuse the drug,
unaware of this delayed onset, he
may administer a number of doses
thinking that the drug is merely

Naltrexone:

'weak' 04 'diluted By the time the
e ffects appear he may have
already self-administered a lethal
overdose."

Jaffe, now a professor at the
University of Connecticut School of
Midterm, said In a telephone Inter
view that it war "Ironic" that few
addicts would take LAAM. But he
said mot' patients dropped out
because they were given the option
Of returning to method**, . In 1971
Jaffe said LAAM's "potential prob-
lems are not Insurmountable,"
because "clinicians can be edu-
cates, to be alert to the possibility"
Of LAAM overdoses. His added.
"Whether It will be as easy to
teach patients about these unusual
effects is not certain."

'5

`Not a major step forward'
The federal government Nes

spent at least 49 million to develop
a drug called naltrexone to treat
addicts even though few expert'

se- ever believed it would do much
good

Naltrexone negates the "high"
an addict gets from heroin.
scientists call it an opiate
antagonist. The theory of
naltrexone is similar to the theory
of Antabuse. which is used for
treating alcoholic' with Antabuse
an alcoholic who drinks gets ill.
with naltrexone. an addict who
uses heroin feels no i uphoria

The reason the two drugs have
been used infrequently over the
years is similar as well They work
only when patients take their medi-
cine regularly

Few do
"Naltrexone n nos major step

forward its a pity." said Dr Leo
Hollister. of the Veterans Adminis-
tration Hospital in Palo Alto.
Calif who directed one of the
government's first studies of the
drug in 1973 He still supports
efforts to market it. even though he
admits. It is not the big answer
that people hoped it would be

The investment In naltrexone
was spurred by congressmen con.
cerned about the government's en-
dorsement of treatment using an
addictive drug such as methadone

One of the most influential

supporters of antagonist therapy
was former Rep. Paul Rogers. D.
West Palm Beach, then chairman
of the powerful subcommittee on
Health and the Environment.

Rogers feared that methadone
simply would spread addiction,
rather than encouraging addicts to
free themselves from drugs.

"The Nixon people weren't that
Interested In r h on an
antagonist," Rogers recalled. "The
push came from Congress. We kept
pounding on them "

, The Drug Abuse Office and
Treatment Act, which became law
In March 1972, reflects that pres-
sure. The law riquires research
Into drugs such as naltrexone.

But good Intentions could not
overcome practical problems.

In Mt Dr Jerome Jaffe, who
studied an antagonist while nod of
Illinois drug programs. published
research noting that patients
complained of unpleasant side
effects, dropov* rates were enor-
mous. relapse rates were very
high. and daily distribution of the
drug was impractical

Jaffe, who eventually became
President Nixon's chief drug abuse
adviser. believed that many of
these drawbacks could be over.
come. but he also admitted
"Despite their great theoretical
promise. antagonists might prove
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to be l value only to a limited
subgroup" of addicts.

in 10417, Endo Laboratories. a di-
vision of DuPont, patented a new
antagonist, naltrexone The drug
produced few unpleasant reactions
and Its effects lasted several days.

Fearing that low profit potential
would prevent DuPont from con-
ducting pre-market research on the
drug, federal officials agreed to
finance the tests.

Between 1973 and 1974, the
government spent $5 million on
naltrexone research In September
197$, Endo received a five -year. $4
million contract to conduct clinical
trials In humans. That work is
scheduled to be completed in De-
cember, Endo %rill retain the exclu-
sive right to sell the drug

NIDA officials were unable to
provide the Costs of numerous
other government-sponfor,d
naltrexone trials.

Naltrexone may have been an
improvement over Its predeces-
sors, but the drug's inability to
replace methadone was apparent.
principally because it offers no
euphoria.

By 1076, numerous scientists
were suggesting that the drug
never would live up to expects.
ttons One researcher whose work
was financed by NIDA called tt "a
drug in search of an audience."
another dubbed it "a good drug
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Former Rep. Paul Rogers. at left, with President Nixon in 1971.
The Nitnn people weren't that Interested In ... an antagonist,"

Rogers recalled. "The push came from Congress."

. that we can't give away
Now most experts say the drug

might help select groups of ad
dlcted doctors. nurses and other
professionals those highly moll
vated to kick their habits Others
are studying whether naltrexone
can be used alongside methadone
to wean addicts from heroin

ironically. naltrexone's major
UN In the future may have little to
do with drug abusers Narcotics
antagonists are beginning to show
promise for use in treating victims
of shock

Should naltrexone es er be used
for that purpose. Endo would reap
any profits even though taxpayers
financed the drug i early deveinp
ment. The company probably
would not be asked to repay any
testleig costs

NIDA official Marvin Snyder
said his agency's contract with
Endo makes no mention of any
other uses for the drug

FDA officials confirmed they
have received a formal request to
market naltrexone. but would not
say when a decision will be
reached

Non-addicting opiate has
`own set of problems'

The government < latest lop fur
40 .1111111,111V. drug to replace
methadon' is an experimental.
non atilmting opiate drug

Hut buprenorphine a
painkiller National Institute on
Drug Abu. researchers are
touting as a major tin ikihough for
treating addicts ha gotten a
I ret ept lllll in other quarters

This e not .1 pan n.r.i but it is
better than anything 4t know of
said Dr Donald Jasinski scientific
director of the %WA s kddo Don
Research renter in Baltimore It

d significant .1.h.ltit,
Hoprenorphine N.1% developed ht

British itemise. li t. marketed m
a number . ...mitt ..5c rs,.v.
but has %.'t to win Food and Drug

Administration approval for use in
tae United States

Jasinski is convinced
buprenorphine could be substituted
for methadone and would be much
safer for patients and the public
Others are not so sure. and NIDA
has not decided whether to proceed
with developing the drug for addle
tom treatment

"People here feel that this Is a
pretty good drug that it might sup
plant methadone. bid only time
will tell. said Dr Jack Scanlon
director of the research institute

Yet a NIDAconvened study
panel in late 19,10 concluded that
buprenorphine had its own set of
problems. some of which even
avid boosters like Jasinski admit
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need study
The drug produces euphoria.

which might make it a mixed
blessing for treatment personnel
The sevenmember study panel
stated "Its euphoric effect. while
helpful in keeping patients in treat-
ment. may create problems such as
abuse potential and possible inter.
ferenre with rehabilttatinn and
regular employment or education

But other prcpert.es appear to
give the drug great promise
Because bupre'iorphine does not
produce a nigh degree of physical
dependence, treatment could be
discontinued with little discomfort
to the patient And unit!' other
narcntirs the drug causes little
depression in breathing. thus mak
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ing overdose death unlikely no
matter how large dose is taken

hams's' roneesled that the drug
has not been tested outside highly
controlled conditions He also con
ceded that he suspectr that some
patients given buprenorphine
would try to boost the drug's eu-
phoria by combining it with other
substances. and might injure
themselves

"All drugs have to be an adjunct
to treatment If anybody thinks
there is a magic bullet. not is
foolish." he said

Buprenorphine must clear no
merous hurdles before it can be
used to treat addicts The applies.
Don awaiting FDA app-oval would
permit use of the drug only as a
short-term painkiller

FDA must probably would

require long-term animal studies
before permitting the drug to he
taken for years by patients Those
tests could take as tong as eight
years and cost as mud as $10
million

If the manufacturer balks at
paying for the tests. the
government would fare another
question whether to jump into the
pharmaceutical business as it has
done with LAAM. either by
conducting the tests or paying a
private company to do them

"I doubt if the federal
government would ever undertake
the LAAM experience again Thai
was started under rather desperate
circumstances.** Scanlon said "We
(the government) are not a drug
company

Clonidine helps ease
pain of withdrawal
A drug now widely used to treat high

blood pressure may help addicts kick the
methadone habit

The drug rlor line appears to curia the
flu-like withdraw.' symptoms addicts suf-
fer when deprived of narcotics. it is the
only non - narcotic drug having that
property

Many methadone patients claim they re-
main on the drug because they fear they
won't be able to complete a "detox'
gradual redection in methadone doses dur-
ing a three-week period

'Every cell in your body aches for
opiates." said one former South Florida
methadone patient who completed tne
process

Specialists agree that those accustomed
to large methadone doses. as are com-
monly given in South Florida clinics. fare
withdrawal symptoms when they are
weaned from he drug

Most never complete the 21day detox
treatment. whether it is accomplished in
hospital charging thousands of dollars. or
in a government funded outpatient clinic
In either setting. only about one to five
patients succeeds in becoming drug-free.
according to government records

In fact, officials of the National Institute
on Drug Abuse have been criticized by

government auditors for continuing to pay
for detox treatments in the face c
governmentsponsored studies showing the
procedure octant works NIDA officials
estimated that $5 g million in tax money
was spent during len to detoxify about
30,000 heroin addicts.

Clonidine might change things.

Some doctors are using clonidine during
&to:, but the procedure remains experi-
mental because the Food and Drug Admin
istration Ms yet to approve the drugs use
for opiate detoxification.

Dr Herbert Kleber, professor of
psychiatry at the Yale University School of
Medicine and director of the Substance
Abuse Treatment Unit at Connecticut Men-
tal Health Center, in New Haven has used
the drug on about 500 addict and is
enthusiastic

Kleber said clonidlne given during a 10-
day period reduces withdrawal symptoms
and "gets people through Idetoxi better
He thinks that in the future clonichne will
be one of several drugs used to help
addicts in withdrawal.

According to Kleber. the "ideal solution"
might be to give addicts two years of
methadone maintenance, then proceed
with detoxification He hopes that a third
drug, naltresone. which blocks the eupho-
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might help addicts remain free of drugs

Patients often insist they are anxious to
get off methadone. but many clinic
workers doubt their sincerity

"Oh methadone I can hold a Job and I
act normal. but I can't get off the stuff."
said one female South Florida patient
There are a lot of junkies out there who

dont want to get on the methadone for
that reason'

Many methadone clinics discourage pa
tients from trying to (loos. insisting they

THE MYSTERY OF ADDICTION
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will fail and be 'back on the street
Florida methadone clinics reported to

the Feder, I government that only 16 pa
dents were undergoing detoxification as of
Dec 31. 1981. a time when 1.889 were
receiving methadone maintenance

"Drug-free LS not a realistic goal for
most of these people." said Dr Edward
Sen.. a p' ehiatry professor at the
University of Chicago "Heroin addiction
tends to be a chronic disease, so that the
only real question is whether the narcotics
they take are legal or illegal

Progress is slow, outlook uncertain
for addiction cure

"Our (drug abuse treatment'
programs cannot be Judged on
the fulfillment of quotas and
other bureaucratic indexes of
accomplishment They must be
Judged by the number of human
beings who are brought out of
the hell of addiction "

President Rickard Nina
i a message to Ceagress.

Jose 17, 11171.

Nothing authorities did per-
suaded "John" to quit shooting
heroin for long He was thrown
Into jail. he was detoxified with
methadone. he was forced to live
in group homes where he was
pressured to forsake drugs

"Most addicts resent treat-
ment programs from the start."
said the Miamian. who prefers to
use a pseudonym when
discussing his past. "They are
only there because of a judge,
their families or because they
are going to lose their Job

John said he stopped using her-
otn because he grew "disgusted"
with 1,r life he was leading. and
resolved to change things

"It took a long time for me to
surrender to the fact that I can't
use drugs." said John. who has
rematned abstinent for many
years

Each year, more than 100,000
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opiate addicts enter federally
funded treatment programs --
methadone clink group homes
called "therapeutic communi-
ties," or outpatient counseling
centers which cost taxpayers
hundreds of minims of dollars a
year.

Brit few find help in any treat-
ment, according to statistics re-
ported to the federal govern-
ment

More than half never com-
plete treatment.

Only about one In eight is
discharged free of drug use

Though 13.1 percent of pa-
tients got a job while In treat-
ment, almost as many 13
percent had a Job but lost it
while In treatment.

Fewer than 3 percent com-
pleted lob training, and only 6
percent were enrolled In an edu-
caUonal program at discharge.

"There is no question that quit-
ting Is the most common form of
termination from drug treat-
ment." said Dr Saul B Sells, of
Texas Christian University,
which has been paid by the Na-
tional Institute on I Tug Abuse to
evaluate agency- unded drug
treatment programs. NIDA
stopped collecting discharge
statistics in 1981 because of bud-
get reductions
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Methadone: The facts
Methadone is not the only "cure- for narcotics addiction that has

been less than completely successful Residential facilities and
outpatient counseling centers that stress abstinence frOm drugs also
fad to rid most of their patients of drug use

Despite tuitions of tan dollars spent on treatment and research.
science nas not been able to determine whether the cause of narcot
its addiction rs physiological Or psychological and Scientists es
pact no breakthroughs soon

The federal drug abuse treatment bureaucracy has been subai.
dizing treatment clinics for a decade even though officials have nol
known what services many of the clinics were providing

The federal government has spent more than $25 million In a
futile 10-year search for drugs to replace methadone One of those
drugs was given to more than 3 500 patients before tests distiosed tat
Could cause Can Car

Methadone treatment ends with only one of every 10 addicts who
try it free of drugs Some addicts are able to live a relatively normal
life on methadone. but each year more and more become trapped in
a .closed cycle of addiction. dropping in and out of treatment and
alternating between street drugs and clinic methadone

illegal methadone. much of which is peddled on the streets by
clinic patients given doses to take at home. has been responsible for
at least 2.200 deaths nationally. more than 23.000 People have
bec se addicted tc n, prescrrption methadone

Oat of South Florida s methadone clinics allow nearly all pa-
name to take home strong doses of methadone a combination
sure to result in illegal diversion Methadone Sold illegally by Clinic
patients was linked to five drug overdose deaths in South Florida In
1980 and 198

That death real includes t5 methadone clinic patients 10
percent of reported fetalities nationwide during those two years Only
2 percent of methadone patients nationwide are enrolled in Florida
clinics

More than 40 percent of methadone patients In Florida are
treated by profit making clinics Nationwide. for-profit clinics treat
only 7 percent of the patients

During ter pest 10 years methadone. alone or in Combination
with other drugs. has been responsible for the deaths ot at least
4 417 people and nss sickened at least 24.276 people so badly they
required hospita I eatment At least ITS of the fatalities were unborn
ch 'Oren carried 1.7 methadone-using mothers

Tne federal agencies the' sanctioned the drug's use and
supervised its distribution thr ,ugh tax-subSidized clinics have col
lected masses of information about the methadone program but
never have analyzed the data 10 assess the treatment

The federal government exempted methadone from legally re
quired studies el its long-term effects on health. even though the
Proposed maintenance therapy could result in a pa. nt taking the
drug for years

The Fore Lauderdale News and Sun
Sentinel found that the perce: tage if
drug free discharges has been iteclining,
and that the number of people who drop
oul or are discharged for disciplinary
reasons is increasing At flu same time.
an ever growing number of nos cities
addicts also are misusing other drus.
complicating their treatment

While many addicts like John
eventually iiecome drugIree. nobody
.:lows what ole formal treatment pro-
grams play the process And scientists
concede they are years away from
understanding how social physical and
environmental :actors intertwine to fos
ter drug addicte.n

'Opiate additain treatment is very
frustrating We are not making wonderful
progress said Dr Leo Hollister. a psi
chiatrist at the Veterans Administration
Hospital in Palo Alto. ('alit

The federal government through a
variety of agencies. hos spent an esti-
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mated 12 billion on many different drug
treatment programs in the past decade.
officials insist that all types of treatment
have p. oved effective

These officials object to the use of des
charge statistics to measure effectiveness
of drug treatment programs Most cite a
study by Sells which reported that about
one third of 1.477 addicts admitted to
treatment were drulfree five years after
release In the same study about one
third showed no measurable reduction in
drug use or got worse, and the remainder
fell somewhere in between

but government officials concede that
factors other than drug abuse treatment
may have influenced those outcomes

For example. 40 percent of the study
subjects spent some time In Jail in the
Interim, which could have persuaded
them to stop using drugs The study also
found that 60 percent of the patients had
at least one additional admission in the
interim. and that 43 percent returned to
daily heroin use at some point in the
period

Many treatment specialists interviewed
by the News and Sun -Sentinel were less
defensive than the bureaucrats Treat
ment programs don't work for everybody.
particularly those forced into therapy,
the specialists said.

"If anyone tells you he has an across
the-board success rate In treating drug
addicts. he is lying." said Dr. Delores
Morgan. director of the addiction treat-
ment program at South Miami Hospital.

Jody Rosen. program director for Spec-
trum of 13roward, a residential drug-free
program In Wilton Manors in which half
the patients are enrilled through the
courts. added "I used to get discourages
because 1 thought we could help every
body That Is unrealistic The therapist b
only as good as the client allows him
be and some of these people don't want to

Rosen, a recovered heroin addict from
a "middle class" background, said drug
ahusers start and stop using drugs at
.heir own pace

'Some of my : -iends started using her
tin and I thought they were the lowest
.ling on earth Then I experimented with
I . and loves. it," said Rosen, who was 17
at the time "Heroin was no powerful and
exciting These people didn't look so
Ms plating anymore

mule Rosen. now 35, said he had
periods of selfimposed abstin awe. he
spent the better part of 10 years domi
nated by heroin I tried to get out of this.
but 1 liked being irresponsible I don't
understand this myself

Rosen's experience is not uncommon
He enrolled in a methadone program to

reduce the size of his habit. then dropped
out, feeling more helpless" on metha
done tnan on the street

An arrest for selling heroin sent him to
a drug free program in Miami. he
dropped out and returned to his old ways.

After he was arrested again for his role
in a ring that forged prescriptions for
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dilaudid. a narcotic. addicts use in South
Florida. he was ready to change

'I was at the bottom of the barrel
really scared.' Rosen said "I figured I
would either die or be an addict for the
rest of my life This time the treatment
worked " Rosen has been employed by
the program ever since

Others involved in treating addicts
believe that expectations for drug treat
meat programs were too high in the
beginning

Dr Jerome Jaffe, the first director of
President Nixon's Special Action Office
for Drug Abuse Prevention. which began
funding the programs in 1973. called the
results "remarkable

"At the time that we set up these pro-
grams there was a view that once an
addict. always an addict." said Jaffe. now
a psychiatry professor at the University
of Connecticut School of Medicine.

"When you look at (drug addiction] in a
realistic sense it Is one of a whole lot of
chronic diseases, like arthritis. Nobody
expects us to cure these other Illnesses
that may be recumng." he amid.

But Jaffe acknowledged that drug,
abuse treatment programs are not like
most medical initiatives, which patients
seek voluntarily. Drug abuse treatment is
often forced upon an addict.

"1 don't think there ever was a notion
that treatment was set up to do some.

ADDICTION: THE UNSOLVED AILMENT
Science has not been able to solve the problem of min

cotics addiction Despite staggering sums of tax money
spent on a variety of research and clinical program
across the countrj. only one of every eight addicts
discharged from treatment in 1981 the latest year

for which statistics are available - wound up free of
drugs And instead of getting better, we're getting
worse: 1981's record was the worst in five years Chart
shows percentage of patients discharged from the major
types of treatment after ridding themselves of drug use

1361
1960

1976
1978

1ST?

13.2 8.3 28.8 9.3 015.9 20.3
14.7 8.2 18.9 111.7 21.5 20.7
14.9 9.4 14.3 ,14.0 18.7 18.5
14.5 10.0 13.3 12.3 11.0 11.1
13.0 11.4 16.3 11.0 15.3 142

12.5
15.2
14.6
12.9
13.0

SOURCE: Client-Oriented Data Acquisition Process.
National Institute on Drug Abuse.

GLOSSARY:

Drug-free Uses no chemical agents except possibly temporary use of tranquilizers
for psychiatric problems Primary treatment method is traditional counseling.

Maintenance: Continued administration of drug to achieve stabilization, then
gradual methadone withdrawal, detoxification and abstinence

Detoxification: Planned withdrawal of a patient from a drug, generally in three
weeks or less.

Outpatient: Patient makes regular visits to a treatment centqr for therapy.
counseling and supportive services.

Residential: Patient elves at the treatment center while unuergoing therapy.
Hospital: Treatment is administered In a hospital where patient also may receive

care for medical or psychiatric problem \

SIMI pop,* by GALE ENGELKE
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thing good for junkies." Jaffe said in a
telephone interview. "There is no ques-
tion that it was to benefit society As a
taxpayer. I would find a long list of oth-
en more deserving than addicts."

Jaffe, who ran Illinois drug programs
before 'coining the White House staff in
June 1971. said he hoped to decrease
"predatory behavior" by addicts who
turned to crime to support their habits.

But Dr Bertram Brum, who served as
director of the National Institute of Men-
tal Health (NIMH) during the Nixon ad-
miniitration, believes drug abusers
became victims of this philosophy. He
criticized Nixon aides for having the "au-
dacity" to twist a medical treatment into
a "political priority."

That Is the lesson to be learned. Medi-
cine should not be ran out of the White
Reese. These people knew no limit." said
Brown, now president of Hahnemann
University. a medical school in Philedel-
phia "People were forced into treatment.
What If these had been cancer victims?"

Brown. who angered Nixon aides by
criticizing methadone maintenance. ar-
gued that addicts should be given a
choice in their treatment. However. thy
Programs operated by NIMH before the
Ninon administration also were involun-
tary for the most part. And the prison-
like US Public Health Service hospitals
In Lexington. Ky.. and Fort Worth. Texas.
as well as community-based programs.
had recidivism or dropout rates as high
as SO percent. according to NIDA
officials

While the effects of political pressures
on drug abuse treatment remain hazy.
there is little doubt that rifts within the
field have hampered program develop-
ment

Many advocates of drug-free treatment
are openly contemptuous of methadone.
which they regard as simply substituting
one addiction for another. But in mat
cases these critics are unable to demon-
%trate that their programs are more ef.
fective in leading to drug abstinence

"Sure, patients would be better off if
there were less infighting." said Richard
Harrington. who directs Dade County's
drug abuse treatment system.

Some of the rivalry has abated in re-
cent years But federal budget reductions
once again are forcing programs to
compete with each other to stay alive.

Methadone maintenance pioneer
Vincent Dole, who believe the technique
has failed to live up to expectations, is
angered by what he sees as attempts by
poorly operated drug-free programs to
discredit methadone

Whatever faults you find with rnetha
dale it is vastly better than the alterna.
lives Even the poor [methadone]
programs are giving people a chance."
said Dote. senior physician at Rockefeller

I

University In New York City.
The people who benefit from knocking

methadone are thee* who run unsuccess-
ful drug-free programs." he

While experts debate which treatment
approach produces the most successes,
their patients are getting more difficult
to treat largely because they are con-
suming more drugs. Patients with dual
addictiola such as a narcotic and a tran-
quilizer. sometimes need concurrent
tree .mert programs to, break their habits.

Government documents obtained by the
News and Sun-Sentinel disclose that mul-
tiple drug abuse by patients admitted Into
government-funded treatment programs
has been increasing steadily since 1977.

In 1077. 16.7 preset of patients listed
a secondary drug in addition to heroin.
aad 23.1 percent listed a third drug. ac-
cording to NIDA statistics. During 1911.
55.6 percent listed a second drug and 25.5
percent listed a third.

Bigeity hospital emergency rocms and
Medical examiners also have reported
finding that heroin and methadone in-
creasingly are being combined wth other
drags, according to Drug Enforcement
Administration records.

In 1014. 23 percent of those treated by
emergency rooms in 2$ urban areas for
beroin-related aliments also had taken
another drug. By till, that figure
reached 11 percent. Similar increases
were reported with methadone.

Drug overdose deaths also show a trend
toward combinations of drugs. Medical
examiners In the 21 urban areas reported
that Its 1074. 61 percent of deaths linked
to heroin also Involved other drugs. By
1911. that figure jumped to Ill percent.
Methadone-related deaths Involved other
drugs in slightly higher proportions than
heroin in the mid- 1170s, but In recent
years the rate has been identical to
heroin.

Staffers at South Florida drug treat-
ment programs said they are seeing more
patients who combine drugs.

Steve Leibowitz, a counselor at Mi-
ami's Central Methadone Facility recalls
questioning a patient whose urine had
been found to contain traces of cocaine
The patient was angered when told that
his use of cocaine had to stop.

"This guy said he was being treated for
heroin addiction here. and what other
drugs he did was his own business."
Leibowitz said "I told him it didn't work
that way "

That attitude is the latest challenge for
drug t eatment Some treatment special
tats are fearful that overdose deaths will
soar unless these trends are curbed

"These poly-drug people are more
screwed up than heroin addicts." said
Spectrum's Rosen "A heroin addict can
function, but these other people can't
even stand up let alone hold down a Job
They are out of control
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Audits: Agency slow to
revise clinic methods

Though the federal government has
been subsidizing drug abuse treatment
programs for a decade. officials still
don't know what services many of the
tax funded clinics offer

So officials of the National Institute
on Drug Abuse are spending $4 5
million to ask (lilacs and their pa
bents The Treatment Outcome Pro-
spective Study (TOPS) will determine
"what the treatment proves is." one
official said

'TOPS will help us understand what
happens to the client. such as to what
extent counseling is being provided by
a sample of programs.- said Barry
Brown. acting director of the NIDA
Division of Clinical Research

NIDA exports to begin publishing
results of the study. which began in
1979. by next spring The ttudy also is
supposed to set reasonable expecta-
tions- for treatment programs

But the TOPS study may not resolve
some or the thorniest questions about
drug abuse treatment such as which
type of treatte,lit is most effective

We dun t know whether the data
will bnd differences between who dues
and dues not du well. said Brown.
adding TOPS may resolve some
controversies Ind stir others up

That sort of explanation hag failed
to satisfy some critics. who argue that
NIDA has been slow to seek answers
that would help field workers improve
the quality of treatment programs

NIDA has been criticized in several
reviews condueted b', the Inspector
Orneral s office 44f the federal
Department of Health and Human tier
vu es and the General Accounting Of-
lite the investigatory arm of
(-tutees.

Among tit, , ntcettos
Performanee standards that

clinics must meet to keep federal
funding have been vague or meaning
less It rook nine years to tighten these
standards by setting up a procedure to
idenlat substandard clinics

Reinibursentent methods have
enrout aged limes In reduce soft
inswid of ifoloote then. Mullions are
spent on merle. one treatment
methods ana soor patient are en
rolled even though they are not heavy
drug abusers

Standards for training and educa-
tion Or drug abuse workers. recom-
mended in 1975 by the Joint
Commission on Accreditation of Hospi
tals, have yet to be ,adopted even
though many experts believe such
standards would improve the quality
of treatment

The IIHS Inspector General's office
was particularly disturbed to discover
that a management company hired by
NIDA had found that many clients
were admitted to treatment for marl-
Juana abuse even though they did not
use the drug often or heavily enough to
keep them from functioning normally

That report was completed in 1979
In April 19110. GAO issued a report
urging that NIDA take a hard look at
some of the treatmtnt programs it
was paying for

NIDA officials note that many treat-
ment programs are pressured by the
courts to admit patients as an alterna-
tive to Jail. even If their drug abuse Is
not serious enough to warrant
treatment

NIDA olfictals also insist that many
problems they face are difficult to
resolve For example. NIDA officials
resist efforts to force dictums between
methadone and drug-free programs.
preferring to let patients make' that
decision

Treatment programs such as
outpatient detoxification. a system
that government studies snow seldom
works. are continued because of press

sure from within the field to have a
mechanism for weaning patients from
methadone

Credentiali.ig stanUards also present
a dilemma Traditionally. many drug
abuse workers are recruited from the
ranks of reformed addicts Setting edu-
cational standards might disqualify
some of these people. many of whom
insist (their "street smarts" are far
more valuable than an academic
degree.

"I got more hands-on experience run
the streets than anybody could learn in
a master's program.- said Jody Rosen.
a recovered addict who now directs
Spectrum of Broward, a drug free
program in Wilton Manors.

Some of the confusion is Inevitable
considering that the programs were
developed from scratch In the early
1970s.

Government records show that early
attempts at drug abuse treatment
were largely shots in the dark

"Even though the level of our
current knowledge es to effective drug
abuse programs is low. we are, I
believe. in a position of having to do
something more," Elliot Richardson.
secretary of Health. Education and
Welfare. wrote In a March 17. 1971.
memo to President Nixon.

Yet Richardson warned that simply
providing vast sums to treatment pro-
grams -- as much as $160 million in
1973. the first year wouldn't cure
the problem "Even in the absence of

66 Even though the level of
our current knowledge as to
effective drug abuse pro-
grams is low, we are, I
believe, in a position of hav-
ing to do something more.

Elliot Richardson,
Health, Education and
Welfare secretary. in

a 1971 memo to
President Nixon

2.11
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«i got more hands-on experience on the streets than
anybody could learn in a master's program.1'

Former addict Jody Rosen,
director of drug treatment program

21

hard ateffectiveness data at this
level of additional resources, the law
of diminishing returns will set in," he
wrote

Vaal sums were provided, however,
and drug abuse treatment became the
province of a White House
bureaucracy called the Special Action
Office for Drug Abuse Prevention.

SAODAP opened in June 1971 with
171 employees and a budget of 13
million. The agency also called on
36 consultants who were paid bets .*n
$100 and 1131 daily for their services;
two of these consultants were dubbed
"charity cams" by SAODAP Assistant
Director Paul Perim, who claimed
they had "scandalously ripped off" the
agency,

SAODAP collected high-priced lel-
mt. Nixon appointed psychiatrist Je-
rome Jaffe as administrator; Assistant
Director Perito was a lawyer, and at
least three other medical doctors
came on board.

The agency's strong presidential
support was reflected in its budget.
SAODAP received $6 million to get
started in 1972; the next year. when
federal money started flowing to
clinics across the country. SAODAP
got $200 million.

"SAODAP's organizational structure
was fluid and staff responsibilities
were constantly changing and poorly
defined." wrote an archivist
preserving the records at the National
Archives In Wuhlngton.

As the organization grew, respon-
sibility "blurred" even further, the ar
cblsist wrote, noting that a routine
matter often circulated to as many as
30 people before a decision was made.

SAODAP's functions were absorbed
by the National Institute on Drug
Abuse In 1975; that sear NIDA had 400
employees and an annual budget of
nearly $250 million.

NIDA now has 217 full-time posi-
tions, and a proposed 1911 budget of
$71.7 million. The 1911 budget does
not represent a decrease because the
institute no longer Is directly
dispensing money to clinics; in fact
some areas, notably research. have re-
ceived substantial Increases In
budgets.

Jaffe, SAODAP's first director, said
the organization made a "remarkable"
contribution by organizing disparate
elements of the federal bureaucracy
into a coordinated attack on drug
abuse

"1 think that the way things turned
out that we are exceedingly fortunate
that we did what we did," Jaffe said.
"It was more luck than anything else "

1
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Studies may uncover key
to addiction

Addiction treatment programs are unlikely to
improve dramatically until the causes for the disease
become known. scientists say

..We are in our infancy in understanding the drug
addiction process.' said Dr James Cooper, director
of medico! and professional affairs for the National
Institute on Drug Abuse

Addiction affects all races and economic classes.
nobody knows if some people are predisposed to
becoming drug dependent because of a personality
disorder, or other factors

"No ones quite sure how these biological factors
come about, whether people are born with them or
learn them." said Dr Donald Jelinski, scientific di-
rector of NIDA's Addiction Research Center in
Baltimore

Until this question is answered there will continue
to be disagreement about the proper means of treat-
ing addicts

Dr Vincent Dole thought he had found the answer
when u pioneered methadone maintenance in the
mid104102 Dole. senior physician at Rockefeller
University in New York City, theorized that pro-
itiegetl use of narcotics upset the body's metabolism,
rendering the addict incapable of living without
drugs His reasoned that giving an addict methadone
is analogous to dispensing insulin to a diabetic.

Today many researchers reject Dole's hypothesis,
even it they arc enable to disprove it

Opponents argue that thousands of former heroin
addicts have returned to drug-free livex, suggesting
that social and environmental factors associated with
addiction can be overcome For example. some
American servicemen in Vietnam became heroin-
depends nt to escape the horrors of the war Many of
these soldiers, however, stopped using the drug once
they returned home

"The assumption that heroin addiction is a lifelong
affliction, doesn't generalize for all patients.- said Dr.
Edward Torus. chief of the Food and Drug Adminis-
tration's drug abuse staff

Other experts are hopeful that event advances in
brain chemistry may unlock the secrets of narcotics

addiction.
In the early 1970S, scientists discovered that the

brain emits endorphins, natural opiates which regu-
late pleasure and pain. The discovery has led some
setentists to speculate that endorphin imbalance may
predispose some people to becoming drug addicts. If
that's true, doctors some day might be able to
prevent addiction by correcting the imbalance

"There is no evidence for or against it," said Dr.

Avram Goldstein, director of the Addiction Research
Foundation in Palo Alto, Calif. "It is Just a plausible
hypothesis, but nobody has found a way to test it "

Yet Goldstein said that one day endorphin research
might allow scientists to settle the debate about
which treatment to use for addicts.

"If Mole's] metabolic theory Is correct then we
need to develop a better methadone. but this is still so
speculative," he said. "It will be 15 years before there
will be a breakthrough the meantime, we do the
best we can."

Jutish'. of the NIDA research center, believes his
agency has found a "better" methadone. The drug is
called boprenorphlne, a nos-addicting painkiller de-
veloped by British chemists.

Because the drug gives the addict euphoria but
does not produce physical dependence, he suggests
that it might be substituted for methadone. However,
the drug has yet to be tested folly. and °Metals have
yet to decide whether to continue research on it.

Other scientists are worried that programs which
disperse drugs to addicts may be encouraging pa-
Gents to experiment with a variety of drugs. Particu-
larly worrisome is the fact that many methadone
patients tend to abuse alcohol and other drugs while
on the program.

"Methadone may Inculcate poly-drug dependence,
and that might be a dangerous way to go," said Dr
James Ruttenbee of the federal Centers for Disease
Control in Adam

But because of the limited knowledge it is "very
difficult to decide whether methadene is good or
bad," Ruttenber said

insurance, patients
paying larger share

Most tax funded drug abuse
treatment programs are reeling
fronto federal and state budget
reductions. at the same time en
pensive in hospital facilities are
flourishing in some areas

I think that we are moving
toward two leveLs of health care
one for people with money. one for

people without It." said Thomas
Kirkpateick, president of the
National Association of Drug and
Alcohol Abuse Program Directors

The group claims that federal
funding of drug and alcohol treat-
ment programs has been slashed
one-third since 1980. from 11332
million in fiscal 1980 to $222 8 in
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Racal 1983
"The great bulk of our clients

don't have jobs, or insurance. so we
can't charge them large fees,"
Kirkpatrick said

But drug aburers who have lobe
and insurance through their em-
ployer increasingly are finding that
services are available No agency



has kept statistics, but in recent
years the number of hospitals
opening units to treat "substinca
abuse" is believed to have
t- creased

Maumee Moe. s slieswornan
for Blue Cross of Florida in Jack
solvent'. said there has been a
"gradual increase" in detoxifica-
tion services in hospitals

Detoxification. a 71-day regimen
of gratually decreasing doses of
methadone. has been criticized
because many patients fail to corn
plete the procedure

Methadone services also are
growing in Florida for patients
ab:e to pay their way, usually
about $5 a day for the drug
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fr tic years. the only methadone
maintenance treatment available
in Brovri,rd and Palm Beach coun-
ties h.ss been through forproflt
clinics. In Miami. two for-profit
programs have opened In recent
years; in Orlando, a private
company called Central Florida
Substance Abuse Treatment Center
bar received an interim license to
run a methadone program, but offi-
cial, of the state Department of
Health and Rehabilitative Services
said the center has not opened

"I assume that if the public sec-
tor gets out of the business, then
private enterprise will step in."
said Dr. James Cooper. director of

medical and professional affairs
for the National Institute on Drug
Abuse

"The federal government didn't
make a permanent ffinanelali
commitment" to drug abuse treat-
ment, said Dr Jerome Jaffe, who
as director of the Special Action
Office for Drug Abuse Prevention
established the national network of
federally funded methadone pro-
grams in the early 111705

"The support of health care is
supposed to be a state responsibil-
ity," Jaffe said "The federal
government was only priming the
pump"

Some addicts chafe
at stiff restrictions

Irvin Williams doesn't expect every
addict to thrive in his --therapeutic
community

"It requires the patient to make a
commitment for change and live by a
structured routine.' said Williams, who
directs the Lakeview Cei.ters live-in
drug abuse treatment program in Pen-
sscola "Sometimes the clients' motives
to change are not as strong as they
thought

Therapeutic communities pro-
grams stressing abstinence from all
drugs are the principal alternative
to methadone maintenance treatment
for narcotics addicts Mc't offer exten-
sive courseling and encourage clients
to pursi e yob training or educational
goals

But these programs remain unac
ceptable to many drug abusers largely
because of the restrictions on personal
freedom In addition, many addicts ob-
met to what they view as efforts by
staffers at residential programs to
intimidate clients, or humiliate them

'I knew of one place where they
made you wear a light bulb around
your neck if you forgot to turn off the
light' said Bob who now is receiving
methadone treatment at a South
Florida clinic

Though Williams concedes that such
atithides are prevalent. he notes they
are based largely on myth The resider)
tial setting can be of immense benefit
for some clients. usually those who are
younger and do not have extensive his-
tortes of trug abuse. he said

Others who lack responsibility to live
on their own, or to resist the
temptation to use drugs. also may
improve in the supervised setting.

From 30 percent to 40 percent of
patients who enroll In the Pensacola
program emerge free of drug use. the
rest drop out Of the group discharged
drug-free. Williams estimates that 10
percent relapse

"Those of us in the field for many
years recognize the limitation of drug
treatment programs:' Williams said
"No treatment programs will change a
person that is not ready to change"

Therapeutic communities rose to
prominence during the 106C. as part of
a trend toward community treatment
for people with mental health prob-
lems, most tried to offer an 3lieetiatIVe
to the prison-like conditions addtcts
found at two government-run addiction
treatmont hospitals such as the one op-
erated for years by .he US Public
Realta Service in Lexington. Ky

Llut residential facilities cost as
much as $5.000 per patient per year. a
factor which limited their acceptance
within government By contrast.
outpatient programs would cost about
81.500, whether they dispensed metha-
done or simply counseled patients
regularly

Some of the (aniote also were
affiliated with religious orders which
discouraged government involvement
In teat. federal officials reported they
could not demonstrate that "religious
practices' were related to "favorable
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66 No treatment programs
will change a person that
is not ready to change. 98

Irvin William.,
Lakeview Center

treatment director
outcome" of treatment.

Methadone remains the treatment
offered most addicts, nationwide, about
twice as many patients are enrolled in
federally funded methadone clinics as
In residential drug free programs.

Nixon administration aides who set
up the national drug abuse treatment
financing system favored methadone
maintenance, not therapeutic communi-
tits. for most heroin addicts, who they
believed would not remain drug-free

"Dropout rates In therapeutic com-
munittesI have been very high, only a
small minority remain to complete the
treatment." reads a draft policy state-
ment developed by the White House
Special Action Office for Drug Abuse
Prevention, which began funding pro-
grams in 1073

"Many TC's have discouraged and
even actively prohibited any evaluation
of their results, thus there is only a
hmited body of knowledge available,"
the statement reads

Yet the programs survived largely
because many had gained political
power through what Nixon aides called
"extensive publicity and considerable
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enthusiasm of ifs advocates "
The SAOUAP statement reflects this

power, concluding that the programs
should be "available as an option to
drug abusers."

"The government fp ver evaluated
the therapeutic community. At the time
(during the Nixon administration) these
programs were out of the question
because of the expense," said Dr. Saul
Sells. the government's leading evalu-
ator of drug abuse treatment
programs.

"If some of these lathes came sip.
today It would be a different story,"
Sells said. "There would be a better
balance of treatment approaches."

Today, federal officials acknowledge
that the therapeutic community can be
effective, even though the programs
still are plagued by high dropout rates.
Officials have reported that therapeutic
communities are slightly more likely
than methadone maintenance to lead to
abstinence.

Ex-users' fellowship
seen as one way out

tVe have by no means found a "cure"
for addiction. We offer only a proven
plan for daily recovery.

latreesethe
Igaressics Anonymous textiles&

Don survived a life of drug abuse in
New York several booth treatment pro -
trans that failed to cure Ids problem,
and six years of "misery" In a South
Florida methadone program.

"Methadone worked for me to a point.
it helped me keep a job." Don said. But
four months ago he kicked the methadone
habit vrwing never to use drugs again.

"It was very difficult to get off." Don
said. "It took two month. before I got a
good night's sleep 1 have no desire to
return to the misery (of drug addiction)
again."

Don expects to stay "clean" by attend.
ins nightly meetings of a Narcotics :non-
ymous group In Broward County. More
than 600 recovering South Florida
addicts rely on the fellowship, which
stresses abstinence from drugs. Including
alcohol, and demands service to other
members

"One addlot helping another ts unpara-
lleled." Don said after a recent session in
Davie -This is a better alternative."

Most NA members are optimistic.
Their enthusiasm can be felt In use
thunderous applause that greets new ar-
rivals at meetings; it can be seen in the
smiles when members come forward to
pick up "chips" symbolizing continued
sobriety, it can be heard In the 'elf-
mocking laughter that erupts as a
speaker tells his story of Junkie self -de-
ception and degradation.

But even the most ardent NA
proponents concede that many faces be-
come familiar, only to disappear. Despite
a safety net of "sponsors" and a network
of telephone contacts on call to help
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members resist the temptation to take
drugs, as many as two-thirds of the fel-
lowship's participants relapse. The
failure rate is believed to be consistent
sationwide.

"We &el keep any statistics, but I
would say that we law too many." said
one local member. "Most people go back
to drugs. We continue to carry a
se, so that Ike minority thateuxrj

will pow and pow."
Though NA enthusiasts agree that not

everyone Mahe the goals. they insist the
program's metopes are sound.

"Ma is a perfect program for Imper-
fect people," said Paul, who credits
nightly NA meetings with helping him
steer clear of heroin during the past
three years. "The program can't fall, but
everybody may not be wilting to make it
work."

Narcotics Anonymous was formed in
southern California in 1953. The organi-
zation claims "many thousand" members
across the country and operates a "World
Service" office In Los Angeles,

Federal officials at times have ex-
pressed Interest in funding the self-help
Minns, but NA groups have sought to
maintain their independence. SimIlarl,y,
the organizations decline to endorse any
drug abuse treatment program, though
many chapters regularly use the
facilities of proprietary institution§ for
meetings.

Several loosely affiliated NA groups
have existed in South Florida since about
1976. All are supported by member
contributions. The, only criterion for
membership Is sincere desire U. stop
us.g drugs.

"t "e are not a treatment program. We
are a not of principles to live by." one
member said. "This Is the best
psychotherapy known to man."



'Fred &lone

Early in reporter Fred
Schulte's examination of metha-
done treatment, it became
riser that the federal
bureaucracy has been
collecting paperwork about the
programs for a decade.

Just that. Collecting
Thousands of pages of

reports from methadone clinics
across the country have been
mailed to Washington. where the
numbers from the reports
were dutifully punched Into com-
puters operated by the Food
and Drug Administration, Na-
tional Institute on Drug Abuse
and Drug Enforcement
Administration.

That's where the informa-
tion stayed until Schulte used the
Freedom of Information Act
to force the agencies to release
it. More than two dozen sepa-
rate written requests were re-
quired to obtain the data
much of which never had been
published or reviewed.

DEA prepared the first
complete listing of methadone
deaths and injuries ever ex-
tracted from its massive data
banks. The FDA also prepared
a computer tally of methadone
deaths and "adverse reac-
Wm." Schulte sorted through
hundreds of pages of annual
treatment reports submitted to
FDA by clinics to compile
statism, on patient deaths and
injuries

N1DA and FDA also pro-
duced thousands of pages from
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Methadone research:
A paper chase

technical manuals and feder-
ally fonder' research studies. In
many cams, special requests
were requited to separate the
statistics on methadone. More
teal. 100 msdieal-Journal articles
on methadone treatment also
were reviewed.

Schulte also examined most
of 113 cable feat of documents
from the Special Action Office
for Drug Abuse Prevention
(SAODAP), created by Presi-
dent Niue late in 1171. The
White Hoom-based office,
whose functions were merged
into NIDA in 1170, established
the methadone program.

Officials of the National Ar-
chives in Washington, where the
documents are stored, said
few, if any, researchers ever had
reviewed the SAODAP files
before. The review necessarily
was Incomplete; some records
of Nixon and his top aides are
sealed pending the outcome of
lawsuits.

The FDA also provided
7,000 pages of documents
pertaining to Florida metha-
done programs including field-
ing of III FDA inspections of
clinics In the state during the
past 10 years

Methadone-related deaths in
Broward and Dade counties were
found through a search of
files of all drugrelated deaths
during 1010 and 1111 Deaths
during ISIS were not examined
because no national
comparison is possible, the FDA
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has not yet asked clinics to
submit thole reports.

Medical examiners' reports
identified some victims as being
enrolled In methadone mainte-
nance programs and confirmed
presence of methadone
through laboratory, tests.
Circumstances at death were
reconstructed t',.ougli morgue
documents and report.: pre-
pared by police in seven South
Florida jurisdictions.

Methadone thefts in Florida
were isolated by examining all
drug thefts reported to the
D EA in Miami luring the past
five years.

Some measures only could
be estimated because of
limitations In tita government
data; others had to be calculated
from various reports.
Government officials did not
dispute the validity of any of
the computations.

Interviews were conducted
with downs of government offi-
cials and experts in drug
abuse treatment, methadone
program physicians and other
staff members, clinic patients
and police officials in Florida
and across the country.

Schulte joined the News and
Sun-Sentinel In 19111. serving as
medical writer and
investigative reporter. He has
received awards for
investigative reporting and
specialty writing from the
Florida Press Club and other
meant:811ms
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ALCOHOL

A new study by the National Highway
Traffic Witty Administration shows
alcohol is now involved in some 55 per
cam of alt Wei traffic accidents Last
year there seers Iwo million alcohol
related accidents in which 700 000 peo
pie were [muted and 24.000 to 27.000 kill
ed The report is entitled 'Alcohol In
volvement in Traffic Accidents (WP
ar2titt3 Tj srigo)

MER CONSIISEPTIOU
PAILS TO RIM

For the first time in 20 years. beer con
sumption in the United States has level
ed off Americans drank 5 56 billion
gallons of beer in 1962

Industry analyst Robert Nataw says
!hat figure is unlikely to rise because of
higher legal drinking ages in some
states harsher drunk calving penalties.
reduced Population growth and the oider
average age of Americans 1USA T
4,2218.1)

cArrim
CAMINO CONTROVERSY
COMTIS % UNKUNI
TIN MOM TO A
VARIETY OP sisoitsaas

caf,.n, a retinal nervous system
Stimulant 1110,15 the cerebra, , iirieu
ICC th,nknu pall 01 the brain and the
rnedula inn se, iiiin irt the bra.n which
reu,,i4i.s rny,t Iv, luding the heart

but ,5 caiteme harmful yr; humans',
T.ng IS make d difficult to

inlay, Ps,
r.03 Hawaii Med.,ai Sr hooi Mealih

I pow %air+ r.ere re nn good slua.oa
1, ^

nuatons." However, the Food and Drug
Administration may drop caffeine from
Ili list of chemicals generally thought to
be safe because of longterm use
without noticeable 111411ect

Caffeine increases heart rate and
blood pressure as well is the production
of adrenaline, urine, and Stomach acid It
MOO elevates the speed at which the
body burns calories

Many people function better with caf
Nina in their systems, but too muCh caf
Nine can cause nervousness. heart
palpitations, hearirhythm changes. dia.
lineal and *halting. Son* research links
caffeine to birth defect,, complications
of pregnancy, cancer, heart attacks.
blood pressure problems, cystic breast
disease and behavioral problems,

"Ulcer YrCtilfte and peopte with high
blood pressure or Other major milt lac
tool for heart di might consider
reducing or eliminating caffeine FOr
others. Caffeine is probably near the bot-
tom of the Ilst of dietary and other health
conCema," Say the editors of Changing
TIM'S. (AC 4113131

COC INS
S ILICON_ IUTMAILUIY
W IVES COVIS A TIEON
Ilf COCAINE VAR TEAR

Hiontechnoloid executives who live
in the Silicon Valley near San Jose,
California, are turning on with cocaine,
reported to bees easy to get In the Yang)/
as marijuana LI Tom Shigernasa. Com.
mender of the San Jose Police Narcotics
Division. says cocaine use in the valley is
a monumental probiem (ACiUpi

TINSIITT
3122103i

ANINUCANAillatlINE
I/SERS KE COCAINEMA
TRAM A SIS MILLION
N OSINESS

A national coe-ine Survey conducted
for Time Hagary e by YankelOvten Skei
ly and While ,hours the number of
Americans who use cocaine increased
Isom 15 million to 20 milliOn That figure
amounts lo some 11 percent of the U S
mutt poputatiOn The Surveyor! Say
blue collar Workers are more likely than
professionals to have lied the drug

Cocaine destroys nasal membranes
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Constricts 131000 vessels and depresses
the appetite. Duke University PUP
macologist Gerald Rosen says liver Cella
are destroyed by Cocaine. Researchers
It Massachusetts General Hospital say
cocaine free besets otten sultar sariOus
lung damage as well as nearly certain
drug dependence. (TM 411110)

DIRT PILLS

Itr&S.ATA/A
POINTANUN IM ISAMININIL

Pnenyiproanotamine (PPA). a drip
found in diet Oita and some ne tat
decongestant,. can CAM Strokes. high
blood pressure and psychiatric problems
saps Dr. Shirley Mueller, assistant pro
lessor of neurology at the University of
Indiana Medical Center and director of
neurology et Wishard Memorial Hospital
In Indianapolis. She has turned over her
findings 10 MO U.S. Food and Drug Ad
ministration for Investigation.

Ina letter to Me New England Journal
of Medicine, Dr Mueller says PPA is
placated In "psychic disturbances.
headaches, seizures, stroke and death In

roviously healthy people." (AJ1AP
"J14163, AJiLIPI 311711)

HEROIN

CHINA NESTE A MADLY
SYNTIEME
RESOMPAESM Num.
=MITA

Police in Minneapolis. Minnesota.
warn there is no cure for overdosing on a
synthetic heroin called China White
which has reappeared in that community
alter a two -year absence Two deaths in
Minnesota have recently been attributed
to China White, which can be up to 50
limes more potent than heroin The drug
killed at least 13 people between 1979
and 1961 in California and Alizona

Sold as heroin. China While is actually
A methyl analog of an analgesic called
lentanyt a component of a morphine-like
intection made by Janssen Phar
maceuticat Inc it is marketed as
Subilmase
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Stories in Drug Abuse Update are

abstracts of articles Published in
newspapers purnals. and magazines
The name and dale of the Publication
which is the original source appears in
code at the end of each abstract A key
to the code appears below II no source
is cited it the end of a story. the inlOrMa.
tiOn came from unpublished material'
Reeder, may obtain a lull text of the
original article by writing or calling
Families in Action There is a charge of
WS per Page lOr copying plus postage
tor this service
AC- Atlanta Constitution
AJ - Atianta Journal
AJC- Aianta JOurnai ,:onsl.tution
AJCJAW Atlanta Journal Constitution

Atlanta Weekly
AP- Associated Press
BO- Boston Globe
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Nnvs
There le both good news and bad thousands of parents, educators. service

news In two surveye fuel releallad by the organliallonS, government agencies.
National Institute on Drug Abuse One la *yen the First Lady Of the United Slates.
the High !School knlor Survey, con are educating people about the health
(tutted annually since 1975 by the hazards of drug abuse among
University of Michigan Institute for youngsters
Social Research The other Is the Na- In addition to the decline ih marijuana
Hanel Household Survey On Drug ADO', use, attitudes have changed even more
conducted every two to three years by dramatically elnco 978 the number of
the Oitorg Washington University seniors who feel rippler marijuana use
Social Research Group. The Nations) In entails great risk hail risen lr0m 35 to 60
'Hittite on Drug Abuse funds both percent. while the number who fear their
surveys friends would disapprove Of Such

The good news is that marijuana use behavior has risen from 34 to 75 percent
among youngsters and seniors is going
down The bad news IS that adolescent
drug ul a In the United States le still
higher Ian in any other country in the
wand As the charts on page 12 indicate.
we still have a lOng way to go.

There IS some other good news and
that 111 shown by the red lines On the
charts on page 11 By 1978 the parents'
movement to prevent drug abuse among
children was in lull swing Parents defin-
ed drug abuse as any use of Illegal drugs
by Children and said a resounding "no"
to "responsible use." head shops, and
decriminalization. By insisting that mari-
juana be Hen AS a health problem rather
than a legal problem exclusively and by
insisting that teaching abstinence can
work taller ell, we don't leach IMOPle to
Smoke cigarettes responsibly, we tilaCh
them to Quit because cigarettes aren't
good for their health). parents begin to
establItth Clear signals about whet wee
- and was not - acceptable behavior
for children And society has INgun to
hear the parents' message

Since 1978 no stale has decriminaliz-
ed marijuana. Sine, 1978 MOM states
have outlawed head Shope Since 1978
five monthly magazines that catered ex.
clumsily to the drug CUltUre have filoP
Pad publishing Flash. HiLife, Head.
Stone Age, and Dealer are all out of
business. only High Times is left Since
1975 a growing number of children's role
models - Sports hair041, movie stars.
rock singers - have lent their voices to
nodrugS, f ether than prodruge
message* And since MB hundreds of

The household survey tells us One
more sacouragIng thing about regular
marijuana MN among all age groups 112
to 17. 16 to 25. 26 and over): its down by
2Y, million people There were 22 6
million regular users in 1979 compared
to 20 1 million regular users now

Before we hang up our parent group
hats, however, there", still a 10l of bad
new. In the words of the survey. It
would be a disservice to leave the um
presiion that drug abuse among youth is
anywhere close to being Solved

TwothIrdll of all youngsters try an It.
licit drug before they finish high school

More than onethIrd have used illicit
drugs other than marijuana.

One of every 18 seniors Min smokes
p01 every day.

Thirty percent smoked cigarettes in
the month preceding the Survey Many
now ire or will become daily smokers

Ninlythree percent will try alcohol
before they graduate Seventy percent
used it in the month before the survey

Clearly, we slid have a long way to go
Elul we'd like to pause for a moment to
give everyone a pal on the back Whet we
ere doing is working. We haven't slop-
ped adolescent drug abuse Completely
but we have figured out how to do it The
surveys Show prevention works They of
ter the most solid evidence to date that
all the work it takes to tOrm a narents'
group Is worth it

So hang in there, Stick with it keep at
it. Our common goal is not only at
talnable, it may not be so far away as we
once Mend

PLAN NOW TO ATTEND NATIONAL
IDUIATION

2.d ANNUAL FA
The National Federation of Parents for

Drug Free Youth will hold its Second An
nom Conference at the Twin Bridges
Marriott Holm in Washington. D C
September 26.27 and 26. 1963

Last year's conference was attended
by SOO parent group leaders from 46
states and 4 torsion countries Experts
in parent group movement end in the
beide of law enforcement. treatment,
and Prevention Shared their expertise
will, conferees Nearly every federal
government olficial who has any 'Mo.
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moldy for drug abuse addressed the con.
Wince. including the Surgeon General
of the United Stales

The conference was highlighted by in
luncheon honoring First Lady Nancy
Reagan who praised the parents' drug
Prevention movement and whc in ,urn
received their gratitutde in a series of
testimonials from parent group leaders
across the nation

Because 01 Space limitations. registra
lion will have to be on a first come. toll
served basis Call 301 649 7100



The Physician s Desk Referene Says
of fentanyi As with other nee.Olic
analgesics the most common Serious
adverse reactions are respiratory
'depression apnea (temporary stopping
of breathing), muscular rigidity and
braycardia It these remain untreated
respiratory arrest. circutarory demos
*ion or cardiac arrest could occur As
with ulna' CNS 'central nervous sylern)
depressants patients who have received
Subhmase °oniony) should have ap
prop/isle surveillance. Resuscitation
eQuiPment and a naracolic antagonist
Should be readily available to manage
apnea (1)SAT 4127(83. NY! 12130,30.1114111.
savamersaibau
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A Stockbridge. Georgia. second-
grader was holpitlhilid when She
became ill at School from the effects of
an accidental overdose of L.S D Seven.
year old Michelle Muddies Idok what she
'nought was a decorative stamp from her
father and ticked it 10 plane the decors
lion rot her notebook The stamp was
coaled with L S D and school of ficialS
became concerned when she began 10
hallucinate They contacted her parents
who took her to the hospital

Based on a statement from the child,
police arrested Mdthelfer a Whir, 411Ck
Mullinas 33. for violation of the Georgia
Controlled Suottences Act. LAC 5/12/53

PAINKILLIRS
IMART_L _KINKY
IMMOIMINtO UMW TO

High doses of painkillers containing
pnenacetin taken over a long period it
lime increase i ne risk of urinary tract and
kidney disorders as well as car
dioascuiar disease according to an
11 year ofd study conducted fn
So iterland and recOrled the New
En4iand Ji,uinal 01 Medicine
PnrPar elm can be found rL both over
inn ,onnfor and prescription painkillers
nu, h as AP Tabient EMph/aZei P A C

an.1 S,nubid These are used
:Urn, ',LWD spasms and al

liammallon4
HeSealf hat, Say Heavy users of

yhenycetin Sad a four 'Imes greater risk
o Jean, due lo urinary tract or kidney
disease man moderate or non users of
OW drugs alihougn tea risk was stir

Ail (Pi 2.17.831

MAPHIPACTIMIN OP
TALWIN CHANTIES PO*.
MIOLA TO RUMICU AIMS'

Pr/Du..1, arnOna drug u40,. is T s and
Biters a combination of Taiwan a

prons.der and Pyriben
/amine an ire' the counter blue an
1hisiami tan.e. in an Plligt lo reduce
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abuse of its product. Talwin's manutac
lure', Winthrop Laboratories, has rotor
mutated the drug Unpleasant
withdrawal' Symptoms will now occur if
Talwin is crushed and Injected (NYT
319/113. JAMA 51121501

LOOM TWA Ma Of
MAY

111110.411114,111211111111,11
Dr William M Bennett of the Oregon

Health Sciences University says that
some people who use aspirin or drugs
containing acetaminophen (found in

Tylenol and Anecin 3) Jelly fora lOng
period of time may be seriously earflap.
mg their kidne,s1

Dr Bennett, who is professor of Vier.
mycology and heed of kidney treatment
at the Portland medical sch001, told a
symposium at the National Kidney Faun
dation that using 5 to B tablets a day
might cauee problems. He Said from 5 to
10 percent of patients who need kidney
transplants or (Palma treatment' are
chronic users of painkillers

Bennett Says he does not want to
discourage anyone from using
painkillers under a doctor's supervision.
"but I believe the; ahould have an annual
Checkup of blood pressure and urine,
and a blood test for signs of kidney
damage. Including any buildup of
creatinine, a protein that accumulates
when the kidneys dOn't work

He cautions people against regular
use of overtheCounter painkillers for
"minor aches and pains " Dr. Bennett
says demege to the kidneys 1107sallreisil
produces no symptoms' until the damageiighwigisamimmin

TOBACCO
CND INO
NATION ONO
MVO PINIIIILINA

"Why People Smoke Cigarettes.**
Pamphlet released by the U S Office on
Smoking and Health, Calls cigarette
smoking "the most w !Spread example
of Jrug dependence" in America Smolt.
ing causes more illness and death than
all other drugs, says the pamphlet

A spokeswoman for the Smoking and
Health office says. 'It's !the pamphlet) a
stronger characterization of cigarette
smoking as a dependence than we have
said in the past We Came to the conclu'
Ilion that maybe it was time we did
(AC/AP 17183)

PA1f511/1 Vara CAN!Awl CA
A study of cancer records at Lancaster

General Hospital In Pennsylvania shows
that non smokers who breathe air
tainted with cigarette smoke have a
higher rale of lung cancer than non
smokers who do not have much contact
with smokers

The study is reported in the February
issue of the Journal of tne Indiana State
Medical Association Or Gus H Miner a
Psychologist and mathematician who
heads the Studies on Smoking Cirn,c ai
Edinboro. Pennsylvania, conducted the
study
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Or Miller chollei Lancaster County
because it ruts the largest population Of
Amish. a religious net whose members
neither smoke nor mingle with outsiders.
Hospital records show that of 343 lung
Cancer deaths only one was Arnie''', and
that Parton was related to a cigar
smoker. "The sMokeleef environment (In
which the Amish live) appears to be the
most likely reason for the estremety low
incidence of lung cancer In Me Amish
population." Or Miller concludes.
(AJCIAR 3(131331

II TO
TINIACCO

nwras.
Two (WWI from Emory University.

Drs. Steven Offenbach., and Dwight Ft
Weathers, report that OnYlourth 01

young boys, aged 10 to 16, Mat they
Studied, are using snuff and chewing
tobacco regularly The dentists con
ducted the Study to the Mallon-
Ship between tobacco use and gum and
tooth disorders. They concluder(' that on.
ly 19 percent of the nonussrs exhibited
recoedlng gums. which leads to tooth
decay. But 41 percent of the tobacco
chewers and 55 percent of the snuff
users had the problem. IntereMingly, on.
-ly 5 percent of MS males Studied amok
ed cigarettes.

The Options say the popularity of
chewing tobacco and snuff among
young boys seems to be "Waded to a
macho image." MC 4121133)

INNIVSYS
*NNW MAME POLL

ONI

Children report they feel pressure to
use alcohol and other drugs Ss early as
fourth grade. A Weekly Reader survey of
500.000 children In grades 4 through 12
finds that lowergrads youngsters use
drugs "to fowl older." mIddlsorade
children "to fit in." and high school
Students 'to have a good time-"

Fourth and fifth graders surveyed say
they learn about drug dangers mainly
nom TV. movies and parents, while sixth
graders learn from school as well About
75 percent of fourth graders feel there is
"some danger or great risk" in having
one drink Jr smokint' one iolnt of man
ruins on a daily beans (MIS)
LIVIL OP NOVO wawa
NION IN O.C.

Washington. 0 C .MayOr Mario'. Barry
launched an intense antidrug campaign
with 'he release 01 statistics that show
drug addiction In his city is at an all.time
high The District satcohotism rate is the
Seco, 1 highest in the nation

Some 15.000 or Washington's 630.000
residents are drug addicts. another
50 00010 60.000 are alconolicil One third
of the defendants whO come before the
D C Superior Court are there on drug
related charges Police Chief Maurice
turner says more than hail of all police
calls are drug related complaints
(VvP 4221831

Peso 3
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AND
DRUGS

SR&MI
TIEs
FIRST LADY TO HOST
PUMA 11110AIICASTINO
SARU SNOW TO COMA
RAT BRIMS

in 051 personal crusade to fight
Teenage drug and alcohol aDuSe FirS1
lady Nancy Reagan wilt host a two pail

leloyrs.On sena% The Chemical
Pnnpnt nest No.embei 2 and 9 At
Wtile 'louse Doering Mrs Reagan Said
We ore 111 .Sanger ii..nq an entire

geheral.on from I now 10 educate
norseryes and .,vi hortreti

rho low .grams *oil he broth1CaSt

Phan,'
*itn meetings local

Pram,' BrCadt.aSting $e4 o stations are
sett ng up to further education and
wnwintion ,AC 322 83 AJ 4 13131

D RUIDS MIAMI
S IATLIS' LIVIS

WIn" It.', 11,1ai. Muir' Me BMIlinS
.1 1%4 'I1 .4% atii {Ajolnwy

11,1 I.., 0,1 jr11,11"..0 .1 Ho"...sli' "' s *Ord! IO a song
gr. 40,0 i gel Non

110 nmi r mi. Ina Realei had
In.. m41 ima 0111-^ii

11-,4 64110. 46 ILO it
rt "L"" by," if le, ..1

6....010 .J194P.r 4nd ,11111., 'tan
11,11 11O111 11 tiles 1..05 as well as Their

hanged
A. 111111,1 n. .y new .011 about tin

tn.,' The L "vs yo,, Maac by
Peter tiro,*" .rml SIP. . (i.noS (19,Qt.
4'1 J, h, "row meetml milli ISO *Oh
1 41 10."4 105u IS Drugs orained a
.4' P' I,d" rreS and by June"0: l eon t ." Ause Mug and
4 dr 1...1 es has .i.filer serCI

SW. ..4 P 4..1 e4renpo
41.-e "Sr 4 tit.

TONNE'S.' WILLIAMS
ON DRUGS, BROWNIE
SATS

-.is.... 'le. W1 " Oak, n4 r,rn h-,SUfan:, ' P .4 1.e.e-ei",..ei toe 10.415 d01.

4 " ", I....".. D4km Wm.arns Altru ugh
; ' out Oak,. 1. ell ".1.62 "nal pia,*gh, 0010 W.11 1' re^ re.e,,in

"1` 51 I,.15.11 adis 4,11. oi+ers Ii,. In
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. .1 .Ale. (WI 226 -81
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TNOR N MAYMMR JO
NNW

LINDSAY MARINO
John lindSay 3, 22 son dl homer

Now York Mayor John LindSay arms at
tested and charged with possessing and
setting cotaine At his arraignment
young Lindsay pleaded mnacent ll

found guilty, no could spend up '0 15
years in prison (AC 4111831

DRIP'S
ANIP
CRIME
STUDY SOINPISTS RRUO

RISPONSISLI FOR
RISS
CRIMES

IN VIOLIN? TINN
an effort to learn whether the rising

!evil crime 'ale or the 1970's oCruued
ecauSe there were more teenagers liv,

mg during that decade or.be.tause Ivens
themSeiveS were more violent than their
predecessorti. Wharton St ool pro
lessor Marlin Wolfgang Studied School
and police records of 78.000 young goo
pie born in Philadelphia. Pennsylvania in
1958 . He compared these records to
those Of a similar study he had con.
Tutted earlier in,olving 10.000 people
born m 1945

Professor Wolfgang Conducted the
study for !he United States Deoartment
of Justice He says 1970 youth caused
an escabalion of violent

the study shows not more hid! gelling
into trouble but the same small number
,ononitting more urine! and more
violent urines Wolfgang suggests the
inciease is due to the widespread use of
drugs by young people rn the 1970 s
Heavy drug use is not a charat tetIMIC GI
1960's teenagers IAC,LiP1 21251831

POLL SNOWS MINI
RY INMATIS
PRIVALINT PRIOR TO
ASSIST

The Washington Post questioned 238
mato inmates of Lorton RelOrmalory the
OrattCl Of Columbia 5 city Tau In Oetet
none why they got into hnuble with the
law Fast money tot 1o0u Cali and thugs
were the answers Sf, five percent of
the .ninnies Said They *ete using moo
wane before [hey *en! 10 tail *0.10 43
percent admitted to using other drugs as
wen 'WP 2'171831

1111011 ADDICTS MOM
LIKILY _NOW THAN IN
TIM SAT TO COMMIT

VIOLIN CIIMIS FORM
SeYnral recent Studies funded 03 the

NahnnAt Institute on Drug Abuse point
tit a disturbing vend among heroin ad
d'c 15 In me past they con -unified maihiy
OurPorly comes but now her crimes
are more .'..lent Prison .nrnales who are
heroin addicts say if there is a chance to

227

,1 money from then thCtIMS, they will
st,rl to violence Thu 5111(1105 5110* that

Y a small percentage of crimes tom-
ro.lIng by addsCIS result in arrests

One of the more posture cOnCluSiOnS
Of Me new research rs that when heroin
addicts Moo using drugs they Commit
significantly fewer crimes One study.
for esample charted a 70 percept reduc
lion in crime when addicts became drug
free IAJC/AW 2M/831

!RIMS INCRIASIS IN
ARIA OP VIMIO ARCA,.

When a video arcade moved into
Southeast District of Columpia shopping
tinter. aurrOunding merchants and
residents reposed an increase 01 Crime
Purse-SnalChingS. Who trafficking ano
vandalism escalated as ciowds of
teenagers frequented the area The Sr
Cada wall then cloSed beCause the
owners, Iwo District police Officers, were
operating without a licenSe. 118131

CORIIIA POT PALMS
ROW POTENT STRAIN

MARIJUANA
Some of Georgia's illegal marijuana

growers are using sophisticated cultiva-
tion technique., to produce plants which
Ale very potent LI Michael Chumley.
station commander of the Georgia State

Pal rm. arty the plants. called sinsemma
are In many cases equal to or Stronger
than mariluana smuggled info f he coup.
try from COloMbra ChuMley says One
SineeMala planl can often yield three
DoundS of marijuana worth about $2.500
per

Criunney s unit confiscated
some $200 million worth 01 marijuana in
the state Because of the success of the
program his aviation unit received the
nighty coveted and cire51,91ou9 Hughes
Law Enforcement Award for 1982 laJ
3/9'83i

OOVIRNMINT
IMSTROYIS MORI POT
THAN PRIVIOUSLY
THOUGHT TO OMIT IN
11111111

E tots to eradicate domestically
cultivated marijuana resulted m the
InStrudon of considerably more poi
Man me U S Drug EnforCen : 4c1

rmnistraloln estimated veal, growing
the Untied Slates The AdMin...: ..0
has now ievised itS es!imates upward

The amount of marijuana des', led

.1
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fluctuated from one stale to another A
Drug Snlorc orient Administration
spokesman his as much as SO percent '
of Virginia** illegal crop was burned For
ty percent of the Oregon arrd Manua
crops were similarly destroyed (WP
3112431

DE MI
AND
MATH
ALCOHOL
TKO I MK.
TY NI

1111.RI
Of

SOT 111111111111
PARTY

Two teenage boys. 15 and 17. atCulted
of contributing to the death of a 16-yeer
old who drowned in Lake Hopatcong,
New Jersey. have pleaded guilty and
face prison terms of live to ten years and
Imes of $100.000 (This is a foiiowup to
story in the December 1942 issue of Drug
Abuse Update Teen Beer Party Ends in
Tragedy t

The drowning was preceded by a light
among several youth! who were atten
ding a drinking party The drowning vic-
tim Paul ,,;evens wound up in the lake
When he attempted to gel of the
water. the other youths ',loser] to lei
him do so INYT 379431

TWO "TYPICAL" PAR.
TINS IND IN TRAGIC
SILATINO OF ONOINDIAnue

Drinking was going on at two teen par
tit s in &liven( Cob? County. north of
Atlanta. Georgia, on Friday evening,
April 15 One was a birthday party for
17 year old Diane Packard of Wheeler
High School Diane 5 parent, were out of
the way in an upstairs bedroom during
ins evening Ten minutes away from
Diane s home a football Player from oval
Walton High School was having a party
for n,5 teammates KS parents were out
01 town for Ina weekend

The Walton parry received a call say
ig 'net a got from her school had been

that night oy Wheeler High
bier so the tontbad some armed
earl knives loaded up MO cars to
crash the Wheeler H.9h party in

search 01 the young man A light bet
ween the boys Porn pots high schools
resutted in the stabbing death of Todd
Alan Peters age 17 01 Wheeler High
School Bryan Keats Caner an 18 year

never iron. Walton has
been haigad *dr, Ina iiarng II turned
,t N.ai 1.n WhMilef tiny Inn Walton

51dants whip ...AIN 1-1 was not at the
INV.{ n.,r had ria 11,04 up h., data for
'fie ern, "Q He was morel, ,ate 17, kmg

4t) because 1t a terg.n, basenail
enin he was ar^44 '" arm's,

error

au.. h
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Police reported they received lout
complaints Iron. neighbors about 'loud.
boisterous activity and drunken
behavior" at the Walton party. but when
they responded to the calls the
neighbors claimed they did nothing to
close the party down

According to a nearby resident, Mrs
Doug Welch. "The police told us it was a
typical party I can't believe it was a
typical party Kids were Ell Over outside.
In the Voila in the Streets. There was
underage drinking There was fighting II
was not typical." (A,) 411643, AJC
4/24/113, AC 4/151113. 4121053)

COURT RUUNO$

MiligrILN UAW
NI FATAL ACCININT

A California fury has Ordered the
parents of Bradley Nelson, 20, to join
him in paying one million dollars in
damages to the linty of Gary Juhl, kill
ed when Nelson's car struck Juhl'S
automobile

In the landmark decision, the Jury fell
that even though Nation watt an adult al
the time of the accident, his parents
were liable "because they helped him
buy and maintain the cat, despite his
tong history of reckless driving and drIv
tog under the influence of liquor and
drugs." (WP/UPI 411743)

N IVADA C11,10_,ATSM Nus05 CAN
SS
UL

MINTOFY Or AMMO
If PINICRASOR Sill

A Nevada youth. Timothy Sloterniker.
17, died from an overdose of sleeping
pills in 1070. The Nevada Supreme Court

s now ruled that a person who Illegally
sells drugs ran be Charged with second
degree murder If the buyer dleit as a
restoll of taking the drugs Dana Lindsay
Morris, who *Old the pills to Slotemaker,
can now be charged in the death (WP
3/3/63)

bury which netted the sum of $33 to his
simulants Two Atlanta teenagers.
Hayden Halt, 19, and Mike Inman McCort
17, were arrested and charged with the
murder McCort is the son 01 DeKalb
County Police Motor E. E. McGart

Both of the accused told Fulton Coon.
ty Magistrate Edgar Gantry that they
took "a considerable amount of drugs'
On the night of the slaying. Police said
they believed the boys had taken L S D
before they entered the store where
rouses was working. MC 2125/53, AJC
311343)

SLATINI Of 111.MITIO
SIVIL WORMS
UNKSII TO WINS AND
11.11.

Seventeemyear Old Kenneth Avery
Lowrance Brock pleaded guilty to the
shOotIng deaths of Charles Scudder and
his housekeeper Joseph Odom and was
sentenced to three consecutive life
terms The victims were reportedly "devil
worshipers" who lived in Seclusion in
CaS110.111te home in the mountains of
North Georgia Scudder was lormeny
employed es a researcher and associate
rolestor at Chicago Loyola Institute

Of Mind. Drugs and Behavior
Samuel T West. 30, also charged with

murder In the case. testified the
shooting or correct alter a winrdrinking
Party Wert said he thought the wine was
mixed with something else His attorney
contends the "something else" was
L S D.. which he says Scudder gave West

/ and Brock In an experiment Police
found three vials labeled "LSD 25" in the
house, but a Judge ruled the vials could
not be lasted for L S.D (AC 12122762. AJ
2116013, AC/AP 317183, AJ/AP 318431

DRUNK INIIVINO,
N OW YORK TUNS KILL.
RR IN CRASS

Four New York teenagers were killed
when the car in which they were riding
nit a concrete retaining will The 18-year
old driver of the automobile. Michael
McHugh. survived and has been charged
with driving under the influence Police
stated the car was traveling at a very
high rate of speed and that the crash rip
ped off the entire right side of the vent
cle INYT 3/1443

L.S.D.
TUNS NOON ON MVOS
INOICTSD FOR mum=
OF ITORI CURS

J'mmy TsuSeS 24 year old coeve
mence store Clerk. was killed in a rob

228..

ATNADONI

KILL
INIXTVIN

S FOOS
Four people in Georgia and South

Carolina thought they were buying co-
caine After using the drug, all of them
died Authorities analyzed the substance
and found It to be a mixture ot
methadone and methamphelamines (AC
377/63)

sunvoys
T

TS Or NI01111401IRS
OOK CITY'S Ms

ARO 111101141ILATO
In February. the New York Guy Police

Department released new Study which
Shows neatly 25 percent of the ctty S
homicides in 1081 were drug related Of
the 1 832 homicides recorded for that
year. 393 wore drug related Police could
not determine the circumstances Sur
rounding some 176 01 the murders

The use 01 drug] his 00Come more
extensive and pervasive and when you
have people selling drugs you have
gun, rivalries rip ills and inevitably
violence Said James T Sulovan the
cruet W detectives INYT 2r18/831



DR
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ID CA-
TION
STINISSIT 1111POORIANTS'MU KNEE

IMAM
Students at Suburban Dallas s

Lewisville High School are bele offered
rewards of up to $500 for it °mullion
leading to me arrest and Subsequent
conviction 01 ferlow students who use
and deal drugs The school's Parent
Teacher and Student Association raised
runds for this purpose So fir 6450 has
been paid out Thirty Students have been
revolted TO school authOritieS. 14 nave
been turned over to police

Letvisvitte High School PrinCipal Doug
K .ilough who brought me idea with him
Ir Alabama. where he used to work.
said. Somebody had to do something.
amt this is *raking JAC ailliftal

S OO MD TO 'STILT
MOOS IN SCNOIKS

in Cobb County a community north of
Atlanta. Georgia a drug sniffing dog
ailed Sul Bandit will be used to deter

JIug use in the I ntInti s It high schoots
The dog will visit mite Vhnoie 1051 to give
'tridents a demonstration 01 hie
abilities Afterwards he will make linen

periodic sits to Sniff lockers
*hoe SrodentS ate away Or 10 search

parking totit during School hours
The dog win be a use,ui adlunct to

our undercover drug agents and out drug
education program Said Tom Tocco
Cobb C4,unty School 5uperintendent
iAJ 276.1131

OMER 11111111CINO AN IS
WORKING IN
IAA RTUIND

On Joy 1 1982 inn legal drinking age
r.i 21 *An! n10 e'ieci in Maryland Col
tows across the Vein are reporting suc

ss .0(10..ng dnnkmg by underage
thilge who Were 18 before July

I are evempted trim the new law
.WP AP 2 22 83,

COLLISIS ASSESS STIP
w on INIINKINOt IN.
COIMAOS ALCOHOL
CURBS

Ctege9 throughout the nitton are en
pressing growing concern about dir ono'
. anteing slu.101111 Many
5i41.31 eat di10 ihr iey4. 1.1.d .4110
antiri, i5 stoornitin rnd5..il nit .ris Dr

ii-i1
q.v. - i-. % Ic dri,inri

.1, -0 ,n.Inaqe in,1
..1 f Ono Demi St.ident., at rile

instoyln Tetb,09y SclYS
r.nsnna. .kid,. Jo. 3 ,te<rease
I, ^Q bo ,^-1,114e ..tents Snt e 0,e

.1, 4 ad was riim 111
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Ill 19 in INTO the number of freshmen
who drink alcoh01 at feast twrce a week
dropped from 13 percent in 1980 to 63
percent in 1982 ^.

When ine (drinking) age was V we
had very few (diSciPlinary) problems Con-
nected with drinking. but we find now
that People with these problems have
grown in numbers said Dull He says 90
percent of Students wno hive
disciplinary problems also have Pro'
blems with alcohol

Jean Mayer. president of tufts Univer
lily in Massachusetts. says efforts to
curb student drinking reduced lihm
level of vandalism, which ale School like
aura I! totally related to alcohol "

The University of Connecticut. Ohio
Wesleyan and other institutions have
banned drinking in public areas of dor-
mitories This past fall Yale prohibited
alcohol at any unly,itySponlored
event primarily intended fu. freshmen
and outlawed advertisements .ving
alcohol would be Served at parties

Many colleges are requiring new iden-
tification procedures for students The
University of California at Berkeley.
Where the minimum drinking age has
been 2t for over 50 year*. is tightening
dormitory drinking privilegeS and pro-
hibitS the use of student tees for the pur
chase of alcohol .

National Surveys say from 75 to 95 pen
cent of College students drink alcohol.
INYT 34163. AJ 21t0/63)

DRY..
AND
IINTOR
TAIN-
MINT
D AMNS NALL MOT
RESULTSSITS IN LOSS OW

Following a not by punk rock fans
authorities in Huntington Park. Califor
ma withdrew the business. dance. enter-
tainment and alcohol permits of tne
Mend,'oa Ballroom The riot caused
some $25000 In damages and
unestmateCI Inell losses to surrounding
businesses INVT 2941831

ROCK PERFORMERS
S ARNIA FROM SUMMER
CONCERTS

Park °Ricotta in Burbank Cahlorma
have banned Some rock musicians Imm
their lineup of performers because ol the
rowdy crowds the groups attract

Crash Kiss Tolo and Belle Midier were
singled 001 Additional reasons cited
were 13e10 S bad mouth and alleged
drug invoivemeni by Two s Robert /Can
bier ,See related story in the March
1983 issue or Drug Abuse Update Toro S
Robe., Kimball Pleads Innocent 1 IUSAT

28,83i
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WATT REVERSES SAN
ON JOLT 4111 REACH
S OTS CONCERT

Interior Secrelaty James Wall banned
the Beach Boys from July 4th festivities
on the mall in Washington. DC He Mud
he was ConCerned the Beach Boys would
attract a crowd Of "drinking, drug taking
youths

We're not going to encourage drug

past
abuse eaanrds alcoholismaall was done in the

However. following a meeting with
President Reagan. Watt titled his ban on
rock prartormanCel at the event "The
preSident IS a friend of the Beach Boys
end he Intel them, and I'm Sure when I
get to Mel MOM like them" Watt
sal.

AC/ UPI
iumgthe meeting tAJ/WP

416183.

RN.CAVEMien
MRS. RIA11411, KUMAR
COMPANY RC COMICSream r new
O ROS ROSS

Fourth graders In 35.000 of the
nation's achoole are receiving a special
issue Of "The New Teen Titans." a comic
book ChStributed by the U S Education
Department A colorful poster which I1C
companies the Comic book echoes the
Teen Titans theme: "We want you to be a
hero Stay drug freer'

A Weekly Reader survey of elementary
school students revealed schools are
not beginning drug education at an early
enough grade level to counteract
Pressure to use drugs According to the
survey. peer pressure begins in fourth
grade The COMIC book is acCompanied
by a letter from Mrs Reagan who urges
children to stay away from drugs

Declare that you will slay drug free
Al any cost And you be a hero ."
says Mrs Reagan

The cost of the comic book was under
written by the Feebler Company and pro-
duced Dy DC Comics of New YOrk
(AC/AP 41261831

D ISTRICT Of COLUMBIA
N W 111111SERS IVY
MOOS WITH NISOICAID

Hundreds of drug abusers in
Washington. DC , are using Medicaid to
purchase large quantities of prnScription
drugs. according to a new report The

District of Columbia Department of
Health and Human Services sponsored
an audit of Medicaid records which
reveals Some 560 recipients received
more than 65 000 prescriptions in one
,ear s time. -091Ing the program
5730 882

InveStigaters studied cases of anyone

Page 1



who lei Owed rhOre than IOU ospiwo
.n a rear or who seemed to be 4.1

ing largo amounts of drugs prone to
abuse Such as Valium. Darvocet and Per
codan WP 31218.31

PINISUMNT'S DRUNK.
DRIVINO PANEL MAKIS
RICOMMINDATIONS

t he President Commission on Prom.
Driving recommends that an stales raise
the minimum drinking age to 2, and
,ghten drunk driving offenses by
eliminating plea bargaining requiring
prompt suspension of licenses and ins
posing uniform mandatory sentencing of

either 44 hours in fan OF 90 dayS
suspension plus 100 hours of commune
FY service

The CurnoriSsion ! chairman former
Miimachuarilis Governor John Volpe
pieviontefi ins report 1n the Litesavers 11
Conference attended by P are than 600
delegates Porn nearly ...toy state and
many foreign courtotes

President Reagan remounted lie
would 11.1end the COihunle%iuO until Me
end of this real lAJUPI 41e1831

RIPRISINTATIVI
O ILLUMS DONIS MVO
ALLIOATIONS

Ceti M'nia s Representative Ronald V
Denus ipones that he ir any ul 11,5 51a11
onyinhari have Crol Wind r 5,11! man
inane ris rot a.. OPPLimi .5 under In
vnitwatinn by the Moyle Committee on
Sterdards of Official Conduct Ialowlng
a lhvy .1, the Washington Post vine
sin 1 former HOUSP orhlyhoyett Robert
YeSh nod a Fedora, grand luny OnntifTiS
and Slime of hin aids had lord tiough!
and used Illegal drugs tNYT'AP /ifsb

MONT OT11111
a mmonium,' IM.
PLICATIS IN CAPITOL
N IL

IOL
MIRO INVISTIIIATN

In What may hay& the makings ot
cause comply iLohirnrrt Jac y Anderson

weasori she 'tante, of nine
mom/NV1 And hornet nielnbes /if Con
win., nt .Affing Send! Toil Kniineify
ib Massa...A.0,f%, eh-, "aye linen
1 fa, 1 11,1 he/. on a 10,10,41

u r and ,... iise F. s (ion,. isnri
-..I yid',/,' in. 05 '145011

..oh a t at H.. 0140, '.rig
PI p,

84,', Ii J ,,
" ^1 .0 N.,1 r E

F. n' a. 0 nLlennh'4, s

s .0 re.as O
tIs LI Massa oepresnn

'a. vane. kt.. net .tr ann. and

I, I A 1 'yin/ hiininifiv4.
"-e

A. I, /4v, he h.y /- 'he
' in I n Ah

+5' inn1 ./ Aiianotir1
4 '-/, a 4, lu s

oy h0-40/1 ', Weak Ina nai
; ihei'vn1 n-0 a eq...1 -.2

,11.0
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11011fit1 wont, Of LOC IMO The
sniper led ngieader! who fled ir.
Ausflatia. have now been estraditeo but
Anderson says .1 s uncertain whether
they ri eves 1051.1y

The Washington Poet refused to carry
AnderSon 5 column J e Caelano. who is
in charge of the House invelligation.
said In his lass he could find no
evidence against Senator Kennedy The
Jultice Department said its Mei reveal
ed nothing that would involve the
Senator

Anderson wrote a second column in
whoh he defended his original piece and
ponied specifics which he said would
help both Callfano end the Justice
Department locate the missing evidenCe
in their file* (AJ 412718.3. Sy 1 11831

TRY
NOIk_SMOKIRS' MOTU
MICsiSSISIL IN TURAS

Lyndon Sanders of Dallas. Texas
operates r non-smokers' motel at which
none of Inc Staff or customers Smoke
He can run his 134doom inn for 30 per
cent less than a conventional motel
treCause he does not have to repair or
topiary. Furniture and carpets due to
Cigarette burns

Oul 01 the 50.000 Customers who have
stayed at the Non Smokers Inn only one
11e9 v10141ed ine no Smoking agreement
1A.PUPI 3109831

OINIRAL MOTORS
RISIARCNINO 111AUTO
DRUNK MIly10110 'FIST

General Motors is researching prat
lice, uSe of a device for providing a
sob,../1. test The test called the
Critical Tracking Task was developed

iy the National Aeronaufics and Space
. sr.,,,,,

The System nstai:ed in the
automobile would lest whether or not a
dryer is sober enough to Perform dnying
skins it me Oliver taus the test the car

aiinei no! Start operate at very
temiLed speed. or set off An alarm
131S'en, to NW, other doyen and police

AJCLIPI 3.12 SI

INSIMANCI COMPANY
JOINS POLICI IN DRUG
PROSI

,,,,, fiOn *.1h the Boston Ponhe
Wog Conlin. Una representatives of

bins! Blue Shiniy1 'inducted a Si.
which 'nsunnd Iii the

4"051 ,/ 1*., ,nen .0 a Iiirn1nr
n'Ph//... Biue (.1/55 Blue Shient

re'vu /nt2 Jyyl's 4/11i/SS4, of 21
Ct-ss Woe -tt-o-t-vees

had aLeveentiv been .1 reived ou,.;
.inn niy 1/,/rtufnno if JiWS dui
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mg the myystigation Although no fur
the, charges have been filed. criminal
complaint, are being reitignt against
those who Were in the bar Whale the 81,
rests look place

One of the 21 employees fired fell that
four or five of those diSmissed were sell.
mg drugs during Company time and
perhaps 10 Where had bought or used
drug!. but that the otrterS were victims
of CircurnSlanCe (80 2451831

o wes
ANg
KIDS
C1111.11111111 VIVIFY

CSILI
COMMITTII

CT

The new House Select Committee on
Children, Youth and Families heard
testimony from eighty 10 11 and
12-year old children Concerning their
fears Shout economic trouble! nuclear
war, crime in the streets and drug
pushers in thea Schools

"If streets. schools and homes are un
Sale, where can we go! Does our world
n ave to be like ibis," asked Mauro Con
I 12. of South Plainfield. New Jersey
"Can't you please change 0" (WP
4/291431

MORINO "
AMONG TAMS

The University of Michigan annual
High School Senior Survey rinds that
S moking is no longer deemed cool by
the class of 1982 Daily smoking by
seniors dropped 8 percent between 1977
and 1982. chiefly because of ne.it's con
cams which students feel are not exact
gelded

Young people don I buy the tobacco
industry .5 advertising images that
smokers are rugged he men or liberated
women Two-Medi of Mose surveyed
Prefer to dale non Smokers Almost 80
percent feel smoking reflects poor ludo
meet IAC/GPl 2i22/83)

D avos
AND LAW
POLICI VIDIOTJUNI D.U.I
ASSISTS FOR COURT
USJ

Pohre ,n Cobb Courev Georgia whir
start videotaping arrests of sospected
drunk 0.'0,1 be/.41.110 they hay Kinn!
often have dab, ully insiievinu ihe
cut defendant who appears in cowl is
the Staggering beincOse drunk the a,
,eslerg officer en be! State Court
Judge Michael Stoddard of Cobb Cuunly
an he doesnI Ihiniv there will be any

problem admitting the videotapes as
evidence e LOW! IAJ 2 23+831



AUSTRALIA'S TOWN
NEW LAW KRIPS
MINKS OPP ROADS

In New South Wales. Australia's
iargest state any driver whose blood
alcohol Aral is above 051s subject to ar
rest PA new law went Into *Oleo NV
cuir ember and !rat be !atones tram

ember 1? to January 26 1982 drop
pent rir II? compared with 179 for the
same period of the previous year

Austraila ranks third behind
C1t1Chnsroviiikia and West Germany in
beef sates When the new law went into
effect. nowever beer sales dropped 40
peirCen in some eSiablistimenIS ir New
South Wales

The 05 blood alcohol level is stricter
than the toughest law anywhere in the
United Slates Idaho and Utah use a
figure of 08 but elsewhere in the nation
the legal intOrtication limit is 10 111SAT
2 trill
ORIATII.TESTING
MACHINIS POO
TAVERNS SUOIDESTED

A commission., !tom DeKalb County.
Georgia. has suggested that all taverns
be required to have breath analyzerfi mach..ies The machines would &POW
...siemens to cneck their pnySical Condi

fn.. Ordure diving IONS 2:18/831

IN ORIDIINTS MUST NI
LISTED ON LIQUOR CON.
T ADONIS

U S District Court Judge John H Pratt
has ,rilleed the Ti savory Department tO
require peer wine and liquor malnufIC
'laws either to list ingredients on
beverage containers or 10 print an ad
dress where peopie can write for the
rontents Pratt lays medmili nirseerchere
nave found evidence that some ingre
dtent3 .n alcoholic beverages could
cause adverse reactions in some People

2,0.831

ANTI-DRUNK DRIVING
IPPORTS CUT TRAPPIC
INIATNS IN SOME
STATES

In 1982 Seven States and the District
vi Coiumbia snowed a drop ni over 20

on"' ens in tats, aulienobile accidents
ulnae iota! auto Wawa's inn Inc nation
as a wrnae der ieased by 5 227 deaths

n,,gh new driving under the
inttueur ,eveattoh and other anti
-Puns dr./mg ,ampaigns are credited
.t11 N% 'Hie Lon iUSAT 2 24-83i

!REFUSAL TO
TISTDIKINK-11111FIN,

CAN DI IMOD AS
VIDENCE IN COURT

in a 7 to 2 recision Inc Ur...d States
Supreme Court ruled mai muloust s

'aye a Mood aicorm. rest can
be ..ea Is ...Men, a against him in .A01

J is.. :Sidra 11 0 Co n.., whii
to it btu dust. the

ga, tes nLit "a.1' to warn
n,it e,k,s,a I., take me

be L.se ace.rto The t.tiing s
pea N. a Tan Sl t -at. n....de

ma( ismiP / /3 021
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ARIZINI A E_CIIIIIIIDNI
TARN'S ILLTIICIT DIMS

Arizona is considering a bill that
would impose a luxury tax on con.
bscated illicit drugs 810 an ounce on
marijuana and $i25 an ounce on cocaine
heroin, and other drugs If an arrested

I drug dealer could not Day the tax. the
Slate could men seize nis tangible
assets

A provision in the bill provides drug
dealers and smugglers with an out. to
avoid paying Ma lax. they could pur
Vitae a luxury tax license from the
slate's revenue department White this
would mean smugglers in effect would
be reporting their illegal Scarily to

it would also virtually make
!hem immune from investigation
because the revenue department would
be prohibited from turning the inform&
bon Over to law anforcemant officials

Stele Senator Jell Hill, who introcluc
ed the brit, protected that Ari7Ona would
nave increased itti revenues by Some $10
=Non had the law been in direct in
1982 IWP 2/28/631

NOW YORK MAT IX.
PANS FORFEITURE LAW

New York 15 Considering an expanded
forfeiture law which would allow the
State to seize personal assets of
Criminals Funds raised would be USW to
reimburse victims and to help pay for
prosecutions and investigations (NYT
3/251831

DRUBS

HOSPITAL IMPLOTISS
PINED MUIR DRUID IN.
VISTIOATIOMI

Alter officials at Atlanta. Gec i2la S.
Crawford Long Hospital received a tip
that non professional personnel ware us
mg or dealing drugs On the job. police
began an undercover investigation As
a 'esuit. 18 employees have been fired
and two of those Primed (AJ 3/151831

LAUNDORINO OP DRUID
MOUIUSY inatimmts INOROIA

Because 01 the government's
crackdown on drug Smuggnng in Florida.
Smugglers have moved north into
Georgia Between 1978 and 1980,
Georgia banks handier] 4 131 cash !tan
silt tuutS SW 000 or more but in
11181 atuhe Me,/ handled 3 150 such Iran
lac 1.10,

801, .eected mug smugglers am:
state auieor.r.es repo,' extensive real
estate transactions are taking ware wah
drug money

Tuny M, her qi..trirt direct.), of 11,,, In
lethal Revenue Service in Arianta Says

231

investigations 01 high level drug dealers
who have moved into the slate account
for about 40 percent of the work load 01
IRS's Atlanta criminal inveStigat.Ona

ie becoming the local
point

With
Gof then Smugglers') smuggl-

ing and distribution activities." Says U
Attorney Larry Thompson. this stale IS
becoming the starting point in the chain
that they have to go through in disposing
of and laundering huge amounts of
atsh (AJC 413/831

LH MILLION IN OPIUM
REMY

Alter a Chicago undercover agent
made a down (Aliment On some opium.
NS fellow °littera moved in, con.
tiscating $24 million worth of Ins tar-like
Substance and arresting three men Nar
Colic& division Commander Lawrence
Forberg said the bust was probably
Chicago's largest opium arrest in
hIstory (AC 2/28/83)

"fieute wan AL
IIIS'111111PON POT SAYS

New York police arrested Mickey
Gazer and charged him with selling man-
Juane War was head 01 I door-to-door
marijuana delivery Service which Claimed
to be a Church tallied the "Church of the
Realded FanteSdl." The Organization
reportedly sold as much as $30.000
3129orteah of marijuana daily (AC/UPI

1NAT CRACKDOWN
litrIMMIll YORK MULES

NUMNR04111 SUM.
MINIM PON SMOKING

A sixlertiber uniformed Squad was
formed to patrol New York's subways.
toolzreg for wolithars 04 4Sse no-G.1104 ft
rule or both trainiand platforms During
a one-month period, 2,143 summonses
were issued. Some Onehird of those
were for marijuana Smoking Violators
lace lines of up to $100 (NYT 4129/83)

PYTENDIIII AND TIMM
"WARD POT STAIN

Snake handlers from the U S Fish and
Wildlife Service were Standing by in
Customs agents at Kennedy Airport in
New York removed 89 African pythons,
gebOOn viper. and rhinocerous vipers
Item crates containing Some $10.000
worth of marijuana When two men from
the Reptile Traders of Freeport tried to
claim tne crates, they were arrested on
charges of possession with intent 10
distribute If Convicted. they face 15-year
ens terms (AC/AP 311743)

124 Am= "
IN IX-

CHANIIII POR A TUTS
A marijuana businessman' sent

anonymous letter% and 5200 checks to
etighl Virginia senators urging them to
vole for a bill to raise the slates beer
drinking age 10 21

The letter said Marijuana is illegal,
("arm°, be advertised and cannot be
distributed easily Beer, on the other
nand is legal With tne new 21 tyear Old)
law marituana businessmen writ be able
to compete Aid), in a major market '

Page 9



N the 01 the senators interviewed said
their rote would be influenced by Me ap
peal. nor did any intend to cash the
Checks MP 21)983)

PARK PIMA SAT MOO
MSS 11/11111101111AD 111
INSTINCT Of C114.11A1SISi
PARKS

Frustrated by budget cuts and man
power shortages. ten U S Perk Police oI
'Kars sought help from U S ReDreSen
wive Stan Parris (R Virginia) Rune is a
member 01 the Select Committee on Nat
colic, and Drug Abuse Theta is
widespread drug dealing In the federal
Darks (in the Washington area the ill
ricers told Parris They said escalating
drug traffic is cols.:lb...ding to the in-
crease in rapes. assaults and drug
overdose deaths taking place in
Washington area federal parks

The officers say they can't control Ira!
licking in the parks because they don I
have enough manpower In the past
three years SO positions have been drop
pea The unit's narcotics I45k force was
abolished alter it made Several drug ar
rests

Rep Parris asked for a meeting with
Interior Secretary Jattlis Watt to discuss
!he charges (WP 4(26,83)

LIMO.
SAMS

WON'T SILL OW AT

The Louisiana Slate University Board
of Supervisors noted against a proposal
to allow beer to be sold on an exPeomen
tai baste during two toothed games and
several spring basebalt games Athletic
Dire, hir Bob Bordhead said that the
Univwity rOuld have made 53CC 000
year rrom rho sate Or Doe.

The National Collegiate &Miele:
Assoc ialinn has no policy iorbdding the
sale of alcuhur al athletic events but
1 J U . orient!, does not allow any into,
it ding beverages at Such rumpetilioni
,AJC 4. 18,831

FORME ATLANTA
FALCON INILIVIRS ANTI.

IDS
DINO AtISSAINIS TO
K

Tony Plummer's use of cocaine began
*him Me Waved pro lootbail with the
Alirita Falcon! After his aihret career
ended ne supported his St 000 a week
ci else nab., r 0 using the Money 'NI had
named as a waver

19442 anon the money NW iut ha
',Nen Iniig eine Piunienei was ar

teiii./ IMKidi .,only
Law, ,g -a 4,Ine soiling 1.1 aiie t., ,,,,, ,der

agwmr Whim ahartiou ai he
Oar A° eis os, riogiial
Cane 0e veadel owns Se"'"O
re,a and was given a s..soenited
Senteni:e Given a sec.)nd chan,e Plum

Page IC
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Mil decided to woo with young people
In steer them away horn drugs before
they start and now gives talks to local
schools IAJC 2110/831

MINIS PRO MARIO IN
DING INVISTIOATN111

The March 19813 isilue Of Drug Abuse
Update carried a story from the New
York Tittles implicating tennis player
Vitas Geruleilie in a cocaine conspiracy
(See Worlds FifthRanked Tennis Player
a Suspect in Cocaina Deal I

Alter a year long Investigation. U S Al.
Wiley John S Martin, Jr Says Gerulaitis

Cleared Of the charges (WRAP
31231831

NEW
PUBLICA-
TIONS
OIIILIOORAMISS

The National ClearinghouSe for Drug
Abuse Information, a division of the Na.
)tonal Institute on Drug Abuse, will send
free of charge its bi monthly
bibliography of new publications Single
copies may be ordered free Write to
NCDAI. P C 1:10x 418, KenSingtOn, MD
20795

ROOKSs ANY SONS ASSI A
NIIPONISM MT, by Terrance C Cox.
MA. Michael R Jacobil, Ph D. A Eugene
LeBlanc. Ph D. and Joan A Hershman.
Ph D. is a 600 page book which contains
complete monographs on 64 mOst used
drugs and shorter *Hays no g3 others
The drugs are cross indexed by
medical/scientific terms trade names
and street names Addiction Researcn
Foundation. Toronto. t983. S29 SO Order
born Marketing Services. Department
MJ, Addiction Research Foundation. 33
Russell Street Toronto. Canada M5S
2S I
A CST Pea NOM ILITPLONIP AMU.
IN TNII MUMS ABOUT
TNIAN MOM A WM TON ALL
PASSIM"' OP ASARASTSNTS by Mary
Grltm M 0 and Carol Feisenthai
dir cusses reasons for the sharp rise in
Mil Suicide 'ate of youth cites statistics
and gives guidance in dealing with the
Problem to parents prolessronars and
°Mere who work with young people
Doubleday New York 1983. $1695

PAMPINLITS
Health Communications .nc has a

feneS 01 pamphlets geeing information
Hb°.1 ,V.0.1 types of drugs A sampler
sit tone of each) costs $250 single
copies are 254 each Pamphlets about
the fniinwing drugs are available
IMALLKNIISTS, UCAHIS, MANS
MASA, AALIIISS, PAP" MOWN.

TOSACTAL STISSISNTS,
,,,,, ANTS, TIIIIMNILIMINIT,

SIKVONTSSINNALANTS.
Order from Hearin Comn.unicat,ons

inc 2119 A Hoiiy *uod Boulevard
Hollywood FL 33020
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1952 UNIX NOM
AVAILAILS

The editors Of Drug Abuse Update have
prepared an index of all issues (Numbers
1 through 31 published in 1982 The index
lists alphabetically the titles of all
articles published under each category
during the 1982 year and gives the page
number and issue date rn whiCh each
aarticle

The Index especially useful for
subscribers who: are collecting or
b nding a u years Set of Drug Abuse
Updates To order. send 53 00 to Index.
Drug AbuSe Update, Families m Action,
Inc Suite 300. 3848 N Druid Hills Road.
Decatur GA 30033

ProCeedli from the sale of Families in
Action publications help fund the
Organization.

S1IIISCRIPT1011 DODDS
MIAS

I would like to order a one year
subscription to Drug Abuse Update

Enclosed is $5 00. 55 20 (Georgia
residents!. S7 50 ICanadian residents)
Please Send to

Name

Street

City

Slate

Zip

Country

i want to donate a Drug Abuse UPdalt
Subscription to my Voids school library
Enclosed is $6 00. $5 20 (Georgia
residents). $7 50 (Caned len residents)
Please send to

School Librarian

School

Street

City

State

Zip

Country

Please sand me the tonowing bark
issues at 51 50 each plus $200 ipr
postage and handling

Number t dune 19821
Number 2 (September 19821
Number 3 (December 19821
Number 4 March 19831

Georgia residents add a percent sales
as Canadian residents add S2 SO for

evchange
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NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS,
WORLD SERVICE OFFICE, INC.,

Sun Valley, CA
DEAR FRIEND, We welcome you into the Narcotics Anonymous Fellowship. Please

accept the enclosed literature with our compliments. May we suggest that you read
the material well before starting.

At your convenience, please send us the name of your secretary and the mailing
address; also, the Day, Time and Place of your meeting. With this information we
can inform other groups near you of your existence and list you in our World Direc-

t% at the World Service Office would lam to hear of your progress, so keep in
touch with us; we are here to help in any way we can.

We have enclosed a price list of literature available at present. Please address all
communications and orders to:

World Service Office, Inc.
P.O. Box 622
Sun Valley, CA 91352

or call: 213 764-3155
With warmest regards, Yours in fellowship.

JIMMY KINMON,
World Service Office, Inc.

OUTLINE FOR NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS GROUPS

Narcotics Anonymous is a non-profit fellowship of men and women for whom
drugs has become a major problem. We are recovered addicts who meet regularly to
help each other to stay "Clean." Our program is a set of principles, written so
simply that we can follow them in our daily lives. The most important thing about
them is that THEY WORK."

The only requireofint for membership is a desire to stop using drugs. We have no
dues, fees or assessments of any kind but are self-supporting through contributions
of our own members.

N.A. is not affiliated with any organization regardless of seeming similarities, nor
are we connected with any political, religious or law enforcement agencies and are
under no surveillance at any time. Anyone who has the basic requirements; A
desire to stop using, may join us regardless of age, race, color, creed, religion or lack
of religion. N.A. does not engage in any outside controversy nor do we endorse or
oppose any causes. Our primary goal is to stay "Clean" and help others to achieve
the same goal.

1. When two or more members meet regularly at a specified time and place and
use the TWELVE STEPS and the TWELVE TRADITIONS as their guides; They
may call themselves an N.A. group as long as th, have no outside affiliations, are
self-supporting and are registered with the WORL15 SERVICE OFFICE, INC.

2. N.A. meetings are conducted by recovered addicts for addicts. We use our
present N.A. literature as our text. N.A. is a personal -Ind spiritual program, there-
fore personal experience, life stories and/or N.A. principles or N.A. general informa-
tion should be the main topics at our meetings.

3. All N.A. groups should keep the WORLD SEW. ICE OFFICE, INC. updated as
to their location, kind and time of meeting, ne. or group secretary and mailing
address; In this way contacts for TWELFTH STEP work and inclusion in the
WORLD DIRECTORY can be maintained.

4. New groups should send for free STARTER KIT, it contains all the basic mate-
rial to begin a new group. Group registration form is included and should be re.
!timed as soon as possible to:

World Service Office, Inc.
P.O. Box 622
Sun Valley, CA 91352

5 Much needed contributions from groups, areas or regional service committees
for the support of Narcotics Anonymous World Wide services, should also be sant t.:,
the above address.

HOW IT WORKS

If you want what we have to offer, and are willing to make the effort to get it,
then you are ready to take certain steps. These are s4gesct..:1 only, but they are
principles that made our recovering possible.

1. We admitted that we were powerless over our addiction, that or.r lives had
become unmanageable.
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2. We came to believe that a power greater than ourselves could restore us tosanity.
3. We made a decision to turn our will and our lives over to the care of God as weunderstood Him.
4. We made a searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves.
5. We admitted to God, to ourselves, and to another human being the exact natureof our wrongs.
6. We were entirely ready to have God remove all these defects of character.
7. We humbly asked Him to remove our shortcomings.
8. We made a list of all persons we had harmed, and became willing to makeamends Ito them all.
9. We made direct amends to such people wherever possible, except when to do sowould inure them or others.
10. We continued to take personal inventory, and when we were wrong promptlyadmitted it.
11. We sought through prayer and meditation to improve our conscious contact

with God, as we understood Him, praying only for knowledge of His will for us, andthe power to carry that out.
12. Having had a spiritual awakening es a result of those steps, we tried to carrythis message to addicts and to practice these principles in all our affairs.

THE TWELVE TRADITIONS Or NARCOTICS ANONVII0V8
We keep what we have only with vigilance and just as freedom for the individualcomes from The Twelve Steps, so freedom for the groups springs from our tradi-tions.
As long as the ties that bind us together are stronger than those that would tearus apart, all will be well.
1. Our common welfare should come first; personal recovery depends on N.A.unity.
2. For our Group purpose there is but one ultimate authoritya loving God as Hemay express Himself in our Group consicence, our leaders are but trusted servants,they do not govern.
3. The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop using.
4. Each Group should be autonomous, except in matters affecting other Groups, orN.A., as a whole.
5. Each Group has but one primary purposeto carry the message to the addictwho still suffers.
6. An N.A. Group ought never endorse, finance, or lend the N.A. name to anyrelated facility or outside enterprise, lest problems of money, property or prestigedivert us from our primary purpose.
7. Every N.A. Group ought to be fully self-supporting declining outside contribu-tions.
8. Narcotics Anonymous should remain forever nonprofessional, but our ServiceCenters may employ special workers.
9. N.A., as such, ought never be organized; but we may create service boards orcommittees directly responsible to those they serve.
10. N.A. has no opinion on outside issues; hence the N.A. name ought never bedrawn into public controversy.
11. Our public relations policy is based on attraction rather than promotion; weneed always maintain personal anonymity at the level of press, radio, and films.
12. Anonymity is the spiritual foundation ofall our Traditions, ever reminding usto place principles before personalities.
The Twelve Traditions of N.A. are not suggested, and they are not negotiable.These are the rules that keep our fellowship alive and free.
By following these principles in our dealings with others in N.A. and society atlarge, we avoid many problems. That isn't to say that our traditions eliminate all

problems. We still have to face difficulties as they arise: Communication problems,
differences of opinion, internal controversies, problems with individuals, groups out-side the fellowship. However, when we 'Apply these principles we avoid some of thepitfalls.

Simplicity is the keynote of our symbol; it follows the simplicity of our fellowship.
We could find all sorts of occult and esoteric connotations in the simple outlines, butforemost in our minds were easily understood meanings and relationships.

The outer circle denotes a universal and total program that has room within forall manifestations of the recovering and wholly recovered person.
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The square, whose lines are defined, is easily seen and understood; but th.ne are
other unseen parts of the symbol. The square base denotes Goodwill, the ground of
both the fellowship and the member of our society. Actually, it is the four pyramid
sides which rise from this base in a three dimensional figure that are the Self Soci-
ety, Service and God. All rise to the point of Freedom.

All parts thus far are closely related to the needs and aims of the'addict seeking
recovery and the purpose of the fellowship seeking to make recc. very available to
all. The greater the base, as we grow in unity in numbers and in fellow.; Ip, the
broader the sides and the higher the point of freedom. Probably the last to be lost to
freedom will be stigma of being an addict. Goodwill is best exemplified in service
and proper service is "Doing the right thing for the right reason.' When this sup-
ports and motivates both the individual and the fellowship, we are fully whole and
wholly free.

MISCONCZPTIONS

THYME ARS MANY MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT N.A. SO WE WISH TO STATE WHAT N.A. DOPE
NOT DO

1. NA. does not, operate detox units, recovery or half way houses and is not affili-
ated with such facilities; we do, ir.)wever, cooperate with those who cooperate with
US.

2. N.A. does not, crusade, solicit, advertise for members or try to persuade anyone
to join us.

3. N.A. does not, engage nr sponsor research.
4. N.A. does not, Keep membership records or case histories, nor follow-up on

members or in any way try to control them.
5. N.A. does not, make medical or psychological diagnoses or prognoses nor pro-

vide marriage, family or vocational counselling.
6. NA. does not, provide welfare or other social services.
7. N.A. does not, conduct piritual or religious services of any kind.
8. N.A. does not, engage in education or propaganda about drugs.
9. NA. does not, accept money for its services, is not funded by r --y public or pri-

vate sources or agencies. Accepts no contributions from non-N.A. sources.
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NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS GROUP REGISTRATION FORM

The purpose of this form is to establish or maintain the link between your group and the rest of N.A. We
need the following information in order to list your group in the World Directory, send you new materials,
such as, new literature, forthcoming newsletters and general correspondence. We also need this so that we
may refer newcomers and new groups in your general area to your G.5.0. PLEASE FILL OUT AND
RETURN TO US AT

iv

N.A. World Service Office, Inc.
P.O. Box 622

Sun Valley, CA 91352

Today's Da* City State

O Add us to WORLD DMECTORY

O We're startrn; a new woup; please send STARTER KIT

O There have been some changes; the following is updated information, please caret' your records.

Meeting Day Time A.M. 0 P.M.

Type of Melting 0 Open 0 Closed

Location of Meeting

Street

City State Zip

Malting Address. Name

Street

City State Zip

Secretary Phone (

Treasurer Phone (

G 5 R. Phone (

If your Group has any special needs, problems or questions, use the reverse side of this form :o cony
munscate them to the World Service Office.

O
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